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Preface 

It was decided that the proceedings of the guayule 
conference would be limited to technical presentations and 
pertinent comments either made verbally during the con
ference or submitted in writing . Introductory remarks 
have been eliminated . Because of financial restraints 
only a limited amount of illustrat ive material could be 
included . In cases where slides or other proj ected 
material were used by the speaker , the editor rewrote the 
transcribed talk . Usually this resulted in a shorter 
account or even a brief summarizat ion . 

Where a paper was turned in it was used for the 
proceedings along with any off-the-cuff remarks that 
seemed appropriate . 

Wherever possible , the person asking a question or 
making a comment has been identified , but in many cases 
this was impossible . 
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

William P . Miller 
Special Proj ect.s Officer , Bureau of Indian Affairs 

To speak to the distinguished scientific researchers ,  Indian tribal leaders 
and other participants of this guayu1e "Conference" is a great honor . This priv
ilege carries with it a responsib ility to make a few introductory remarks on the 
purpose ,  importance and why , now at this time of our economic/ industrial history , 
we should make a modern technological assessment of this rubber-producing shrub and 
again consider it  as a possible new crop for arid and semiarid regions . 

Before doing this , I would like to express on behalf of the Department of the 
Interior , Bureau of Indian Affairs , our gratitude to those other Federal depart
ments who have joined us in financially supporting this Conference and the fo11ow
up study by the National Academy of Sciences . Specifically , we wish to thank Mr . 
Mort Bai11 , Director , Office of  Technical Assistance , Economic Development Admin
istration , Department of Commerce ; Dr . George Blue Spruce , Director , Office of 
Nat ive American Programs , Department of Health , Education and Welfare ; and espe
cially Mr . Paul A Vander Myde ,  Deputy Ass istant Secretary , Department of Agr icul
ture , and the Director , Agriculture Research S ervice, who have ass is ted us in 
evaluating the merits and scope of this first phase effort to conduct a modern 
technological assessment of the guayu1e plant . In general , we extend our special 
thanks to the University of Arizona who h a s  done a superb j ob in hosting the Con
ference and researching and publishing a bibliography on guayu1e . In particular , 
we owe thanks to Dr . William McGinnies for his excellent work in directing the 
organizat ion and conduct of the Conference . 

Briefly stated , there are , among others , seven reasons which provide us with 
the rationale and j us t ification to study guayu1e at this time . They are : 

(1) Rubber is a s trategically important material and the U . S . now depends on a 
natural rubber supply that is 10 , 000 miles from our shores . S ince there are only 
a few rubber-produc ing nations , there is a monopolistic control over its supply 
from an area in the world which appears to be reassessing its political and military 
alliances . Therefore , guayu1e is worth investigating even if only to clarify its  
strategic implications . 

( 2 )  Related to its possible strategic importance is  that the rubber-producing 
nat ions are openly considering setting up a rubber cartel . If this does occur , the 
U . S .  and other user nations of natural rubber will be vulnerable to pos s ible fluc
tuations in the price levels of rubber which would be influenced more by political 
and military rationals rather than purely economic ones . 

( 3 )  Primarily , because of  the controls which the OPEC nations have on the existing 
supplies of our imported petroleum, President Ford has asked the nation to seek 
domes tic alternatives to imported petroleum . Guayu1e may possibly be one . Its  
rubber is hydrocarbon , the same class of molecule that is  in  petroleum . Today it  
seems very important to s tudy plants that produce hydrocarbons for the nation's 
industry . 

(4 )  Natural rubber has retained a strong market and today it  is very much in de
mand . It  is now predicted that by 1980 , 40% of all rubber sold will be natural 



rubber . In the 1940's it was thought that man-made 
narket that research on guayule was not j ustified . 
today , it might not be . 

substitutes would so dominate the 
That may have been correct then ; 

(5) In the 1940' s gas�line sold for 20 cents or less . Today , it is between 55 and 
68 cents . Synthetic rubbers are very seriously affected by the skyrocketing petro
leum prices because they are made from petroleum feedstocks . This condition casts 
guayule economics in a new light today . In 1953, the ARS stopped guayule research 
because of economic and international political and trade considerations ; now re
newed research may be j ustifiable , even on economic grounds and in the light of the 
shift ing international a,lliances which are now taking place in the Far Eas t . 

(6) In the last 30 years , there have been tremendous breakthroughs in science and 
technology : in plant genetics , in agricultural technology (such as pest control , 
weed control , mechanization , etc . ) , in chemical instrumentation , in chemical engi
neering , and in rubber technology . There are new techniques unknown at the time of  
the former guayule proj ects . Today , it may be possible to revolutionize guayule 
production to  make the former proj ects  appear like high school and college level 
experiments . 

( 7 )  The present economic development cr1S1S on our Indian reservations demands that 
the BIA take every initiative possible to evaluate the feasibility of new business 
opportunities and to  formulate  proj ects which may have a high economic potential for 
significantly easing the high unemployment and under-employment rates (as high as 
49% to 90% on reservations here in the Sonoran Desert region of the Southwest) . 

In the light of  these reasons to hold this Conference and modern study of gua
yule , it is our hope that this effort to bring science and technology to bear on 
some of  the critical economic development problems and issues which face this nation 
and the developing world will be particularly successful in turning recent research 
results into a usable and practical form so that the appropriate decision makers in 
government and the private sector can decide whether or not guayule has merit for 
considerat ion to be developed as a domestic source of natural rubber . 

On behalf of the Department of  Agriculture , Department of Commerce , Department 
of Health , Education and Welfare and Department of the Interior , I wish you success 
in your efforts to obj ectively assess the future potential of guayule . 

Thank you . 
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GUAYULE PRODUCTION PRIOR TO WORLD WAR II 

W . A .  Droze 
Texas Woman ' s  University , Denton , Texas 

Guayule ,  a shrub which resembles the sagebrush , grows wi ld in North-Central 
Mexico and nearby areas and in the Big Bend region of  Southwestern Texas . The 
plant usually at tains a height of two to three f eet and has crooked , brittle 
branches . I t s  slender leaves are grayish-green , and it produces inconsp icuous 
yellow flowers on short slender stems . 

Guayule was "re-discovered" in 1852 by Doctor J . M .  Biglow ,  M . D . , while the 
doctor was a member of the Mexican Boundary Survey party . Biglow collected speci
mens of  the plant growing near Escondido Creek in Texas and sent them to Professor 
Asa Gray of Harvard Univers ity . In 1859 , Gray f irst  described guayule scientifi
cally and gave it its botanical name Par thenium argenta tum. 

Long before the scient ist s  descr ibed the guayule plant in the mid-19th cen
tury , North American Ind ians had discovered that it contained rubber and that the 
rubber could be extracted by the mechanical process of chewing--a process no t sub
stant ially different in principle from the pebb le mill method of extraction . The 
rubber was gained by the communal mas t icat ion of the bark of the guayule plant . 

Ac cording to  a Spanish visitor to Central Mexico in 1510 , 342  years before Dr . 
Biglow ' s discovery of  the guayule plant , Az tec Ind ians "had a game which they played 
with balls made from the j uice of a certain herb . " l Although the Indians probab ly 
gained the ir rubber from guayule ,  it is also recognized that other plant sources of 
rubber were available to them . 

Lloyd tells us of  st ill another use of  the guayule plant . He relates tha t  be
caus e of the plant ' s  resin content (which made it  burn wi th a f ierce , hot f lame , 
like a pine knot) it was used to  fuel the Mexican adobe smelters in mining areas of  
Northern Mexico .  This means o f  utilization resul ted in the depletion of " thousands 
of acres" of guayule . 2 The plant also fueled the bread ovens of Mexican women in 
the northern provinces of Mexico unt il it was estab lished that the shrub had a mor e 
valuable use . 

Known by the Indians for many centuries as a source of rubber , it was not unt il 
the las t quar ter of the 19th century that the demand for rubber directed attent ion 
to the guayule plant as a possible source of latex or caoutchoc . In 1876 , the Soci
ety of Natural His tory of Mexico began to s tudy the plant ' s  potential as a sour ce 
of  rubber and , in conj unct ion with the S tate of Durango and the Mexican government , 
sent an exhibit of guayule rubber to the Philadelphia Centennial Expos it ion of that 
year . The Centennial Exhib it did no t at trac t the immediate int erest of  American 
developers , and presumably the shrub r eceived no fur ther attent ion other than that 
of the playfully-inc lined Indians , or that which it received regard ing its other 
non-rubber uses . 

Commerc ial exploitation of  guayule began in 1888 . In that year , John Cheever 
of the New York Belting and Packing Company sent an agent to Mexico to procure a 
quantity of " guayule bark . " Apparently , the firm believed the la tex to be contained 
only in the bark port ion of the shrub . Much to the d ismay of his supervisors , the 
agent sent back to New Jersey 100 , 000 pounds of bark , stem ,  leaves and all . The 
freight b ill on so much useless woody by-product d iscouraged further importat ion . 
The firm made the best of what was considered a bad s ituat ion by str ipp ing the bark 



from the plant , boiling it , and extracting whatever rubber remained . Freight and 
labor costs made for an extremely expensive product but the quality of the rubber 
produced was regarded as excellent . 3 

. 

The 1888 venture demonstrated that the guayule shrub provided quality rubber 
but at great expense . About the same time , English and German scientists began to 
explore the potential value of guayule rubber . The first German contact with the 
shrub was not exciting . The rubber , sent to Germany , was produced by the chewing 
of  the bark by Mexican natives . The German chemist reported that guayule rubber 
had no future commercial value . 4 The advocates of guayule refused to give up , and 
other shipments were sent to German chemists for processing . By 1900 , Hamburg 
entrepreneurs were marketing small amounts of guayule rubber which had been obtained 
by treating the plant with caustic soda , or dissolving the rubber from the plant . 
The year befor e ,  an Italian scientist , William Prampolini , had patented a method 
of extracting the rubber by using solvents . Prampolini revealed his method to Amer
ican promoters Thomas F .  Ryan and Senator Nelson W. Aldrich , who shall receive more 
attention anon . The solvent method of  extraction , though expensive , awakened the 
Mexican government to the commercial value of the guayule shrub . A tax of 15 pesos 
per ton was imposed on guayule exports which brought the extraction phase of  rubber 
manufacture to the guayule fields of  Mexico . 

The first Mexican guayule factory was established by German capital at Jim
ulco , Mexico , in 1902 . It employed a solvent process of  extraction . Although 
chemical extraction was costly , the Compani Explotadora de Caucho Mexicano began 
marketing its product in 1905 . The future of the firm's efforts would soon be 
doomed by Yankee ingenuity . The solvent method used by the company was too expen
sive and yielded too little of  the plant's latex . A better method of  separating 
the rubber from its woody prison was imperative if the guayule industry were to 
prosper . 

An American , William A .  Lawrence--forty years a chemist--whose f irm had been 
extracting hops by means of  gasoline , developed a mechanical method of extraction 
which eventually replaced the solvent method . E . B . Aldrich , a financier and pro
moter who was interested in developing guayule rubber , believed that the extraction 
process which utilized gasoline might be adapted to rubber production from guayule . 

Lawrence took s ix months to prove that the gasoline extraction process was un
workable . He concluded that one should try to get the wood out of  rubber instead 
of getting. the rubber out of the wood . An alkali process was tried first . Although 
unsatisfactory , Lawrence observed that when the shrub was ground in the presence of  
water , a fiber rubber was formed . Howard and Ralph Wolf described Lawrence ' s  meth
ods accordingly : 

Working in a temporary laboratory at his home in Jamaica , Long 
Island , with the assistance of his chemist daughter , Clara Louise ,  
he ground up some dried shrub in the household coffee mill , and 
rolled it in a glass fruit j ar with water and a handful of pebbles . 
Rubbing and pressure in the presence of water described the process 
in the patent which he [Lawrence] took out in 1903 . 5 

Lawrence's extraction procedure was so promising that he and promoter Aldrich 
immediately went to the guayule-producing region of Mexico to determine the avail
ability of  the shrub for processing . Assured by their visit that an adequate supply 
was obtainable , Aldrich and Lawrence established a small extraction factory using 
"a regulation size pebble mill" in New York . The first production by the new 
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process was sold to the Manhattan Rubber Company in 1904 . Possibly because of 
freight expenses and Mexican import taxes , the guayu1e extraction process was 
forced to return to the source of the shrub . Aldrich and Lawrence established a 
small factory at Torreon , Coahuila , Mexico , in 1904 ; and the truly successful 
" commercial extraction and processing of  guayu1e rubber" was initiated . 6 In the 
same year , E .  De1afond , a French chemist ,  discovered that "when pulverized guayu1e 
was treated under pressure , the woody f ibre became water logged and separated from 
the rubber . ,, 7 De1afond's patent was later purchased by the successor of  the A1drich
Lawrence enterpris e .  The small mill a t  Torreon proved very successful , and it 
shipped 50 pounds of crude rubber to the United States late in 1904 . 8 

The success of the small mill led to  larger ventures . American ingenuity and 
initiative were j oined by Amer ican capital . In January , 1906 , the Continental Rub
ber �ompany was formed with a capital of  $ 30 , 000 , 000 to exploit more fully the 
Lawrence and De1afond patents . E . B .  Aldrich was the president and William Lawrence 
was vice president . Other maj or shareholders were Thomas F .  Ryan , Senator Nelson 
W .  Aldrich , Bernard M.  Baruch , Meyer Guggenheim and John D .  Rockefeller Jr . Later , 
two subsidiary companies were formed--one to concentrate on developing a supply of  
guayu1e tllrough the purchase o f  a vast tract of land in the heart of the guayu1e 
country of Northern Mexico ,  and the Continental-Mexican Rubber Company which would 
build a larger mill at Torreon , modeled after the smaller factory built in 1904 . 
The new facility had a capability of producing 12 , 000 , 000 pounds of wet rubber 
annually . 9 

The success of Continental Rubber Company spawned competitive ventures . Ex
traction plants were established at San Luis Poto s i ,  Saltillo , Monterrey Gomez 
Palacio , and Jimu1co in MexiGo and at Marathon , Texas by the Texas Rubber Company 
(formerly the Big Bend Rubber Company) to use the nat ive guayu1e of the Big Bend 
Country . 

The Madero brothers , Francisco and Gustavo , who acquired a huge area of wild 
guayu1e and developed eight factories to process the shrub , were the largest com
petitor of Continental Rubber . Guayu1e rubber made Francisco Madero wealthy and 
made possible his successful revolution of  1911 which , in turn , made him president 
of Mexico for a season . }�dero ' s  financial success in exploiting 2 ,000 , 000 acres 
of the guayu1e plant made it difficult for him to maintain his image as an advocate 
of the landless  Mexican peon . 

The rapid expansion of the guayu1e rubber extraction industry in Lloyd ' s  words 
"soon became a matter of  moment to determine the relation of supply of  the shrub to 
the manufacture . • • •  " 10 An early estimate determined that the total supply of the 
plant in Mexico was 375 , 000 tons . Between 1888 and 1911 the rapid harvesting of 
guayu1e had consumed approximately 60 percent of the then available native guayu1e . 11 

Lloyd ' s  calculations gave a more optimistic proj ection of the available supply , but 
he concluded in his report of 1911 that "t he total amount of virgin shrub is suf
ficient to last no more than four to six years at the present rate of consumption . ,,12 

Concern over the use of the plant was indeed warranted , for between 1906 and 1912 
the world ' s  rubber supply was increased by 128 , 000 , 000 pounds of guayu1e rubber , a 
rate of product ion which nearly equalled the rubber output of plantation Hevea for 
the same period ! Had not the Madero Revolution of 1911 intervened and closed the 
guayu1e factories , it is almost  certain that the plant would have become extinct in 
Mexico .  Aiding the course of destruction was the increasing price that land owners 
obtained for guayu1e which rose from $ 7 . 50 to $50 per ton by 1911 . For Continental 
Rubber , which had invested about $30 , 000 , 000 in guayu1e facilities , and which took 
over the Madero Company in 1911 and was reorganized as the Intercontinental Rubber 
Company , it was clear what had to be done . It was obvious to guayu1e processors 
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that domestication and cultivation of  the plant was mandatory if the industry were 
to survive . 

Foreseeing the fate of  native guayule led the Continental Company to undertake 
experiments in the cultivation of the plant in 1907 at its Cedros ranch . In 1908 , 
German rubber interests also initiated a program of  planting in East Africa . These 
early efforts produced few results . Lloyd , writing in 1911 , four years after the 
Continental Company began its trials , devoted only two short paragraphs to the sub
j ect of guayule cultivation , a situation which is indicative of the progress which 
had been made in the ensuing four years . 13 The Mexican government also recognized 
the need to conserve this valuable resource and initiated a policy which prohibited 
the harvesting of guayule plants "when d iameter at the ground line was smaller than 
a man's thumb . ,,14 When the price of guayule reached $50  per ton , the Mexican peon's 
thumb grew very small! Sustained yield Mexican-style was obviously not the answer . 

The seriousnes s  of  the problem was made more dramatic by the clos ing of several 
processing plants because guayule supplies were unavailable . In 1910 , Continental 
Rubber renewed its efforts to cultivate the shrub . At that time , Dr . W . B .  McCallum , 
a young but talented botanist , was employed by Continental Rubber and sent to the 
firm ' s Torreon , t1exico ranch to direct experiments in cultivating guayule .  The 
company had previously engaged Professor Francis Lloyd of Alabama Polytechnic In
stitute (Auburn University) to study the plant . Lloyd ' s report , published in 1911 
under the title Guayule--A Rubber Plant of Chihuahuan Desert , is  still a valuable 
textbook for studying the plant . McCallum began his work in 1910 and after seven
teen years of trial and error , but patient devotion to his goal , succeeded in 
"transferring the plant from its wild home to cultivated f ields . "  McCallum saved 
the guayule industry from extinction , but his achievement was not accomplished in 
easy fashion . 

McCallum immediately faced two rebellions . One was that of the guayule shrub 
which resisted civilized growing . Cuttings were planted but few took root . Seed 
collections produced largely chaff. . Moreover , the minute wild guayule seeds were 
frequently barren or only partially developed . One of the first tasks was to de
velop plants with full seed vessels . While these experiments were being conducted , 
Nor thern Mexico fell victim to prolonged civil strife and ultimately revolution and 
civil war . Both the factories and the experiments had to be abandoned . 

In 1912 , McCallum was instructed to gather a seed supply and to move his cul
tural operat ions to the United States .  The Mexican government refused to allow 
McCallum to carry guayule seeds from the country . According to Ken Taylor , Dr . 
McCallum hid his seeds in a tobacco tin which Pancho Villa ' s  border guards ignored 
when McCallum was searched at the border . 15 Four hundred acres of land near San 
Diego were purchased in 1912 to begin cultural operations . Time does not permit the 
cataloging of all of the tr ials and tribulations that Dr . McCallum underwent to get 
the seedlings to grow,  to speed up the plant ' s  growth , and to grow a plant that 
would maintain a consistently acceptable level of latex content . I will mention 
only a few .  

Rapid plant growth and plenty of rubber content became the twin goals of the 
botanist . Plots of guayule were planted throughout the Southwest in order to pro
duce plants that would fulf ill these obj ectives . Arizona was the recipient of one 
such plot , and McCallum moved his base from California to a location j ust south of 
here .  Arizona plants were no more suitable than those produced near San Diego-
low rubber content was the minus factor . McCallum ' s  test plots results eventually 
led him to the Salinas Valley of California , which appeared to have the most suit
able climate and soil and the most available land for producing shrubs with an 
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accep table amount of latex.  In 1925 , Salinas , California , was made the center of 
Intercont inental Rubb er ' s  cultural operations ; and during the next several years 
some 8 , 000 acres of  guayule were planted in the Salinas Valley . Contracts were 
made with valley farmers to grow the shrub . 

Early in 1931 , even though depress ion stalked the land and rubber prices 
followed the downward spiral of the bus iness curve , Amer ican Rubber Producers , a 
subsid iary of  Intercontinental Rubber Company , built a $ 150 , 000 extract ion factory 
in Salinas . Modeled af ter the mill at Torreon , Mexico , the new plant could handle 
the output of 7 , 000 acres of machine-produced guayule. During the next decade , 
3 , 068 , 630 pounds of  guayule rubber were produced by t he Salinas factory or about 
7 00 pounds f or each acre harvested . If 1925 prices of $1. 2 3  per pound had continued 
into the 1930 ' s, the mill would have b een a gold mine . However , cartel controlled 
prices were t erminated in the 1930 ' s  and the price of rubb er fell to  a low of  three 
cents per pound . In 1933 , guayule growing and processing became unprofitable . 
Valley farmers who had contracted to produce guayule for Intercontinental p lowed or 
burned their f ields and turned to irr igated crops . 16 

Depressed rubber pr ices led company officials to seek government aid . Wash
ington was approached on the basis that an independent source of guayule would be 
a valuable asset to the nat ion ' s  security . The effort was successful in ga1n1ng 
governmental interest , for early in 1930 Maj ors Gilber t  Van B .  Wilkes and Dwight 
D .  Eisenhower arr ived in Salinas to s tudy guayule as a rubber source . In June , 
1930 , the off icers repor ted very favorably on the possible ut ilizat ion of guayule 
rubber if foreign sources were unavailable . Interest ingly , the report pointed out 
that the growing and manufactur e  of  guayule could give "profitab le emp loyment to 
some thousands of  Amer ican farmers , mechanics , and laborer s . " 1 7  Maj ors Wilkes and 
Eisenhower recommended a program of governmental purchase of 3 0  cents p er pound to 
as sure a source of domestically produced rubber . The propos ed price appears quite 
satis factory s ince the firm comput ed their produc tion cost at 13 . 2 6 cent s per pound . 
The report also pointed out that a domestic supply would give protect ion to Amer ican 
consumers from Far Eastern car tels ' controlled prices . 

The repor t had little , if any , impac t on the Hoover Administrat ion , which was 
being bes ieged by far more powerful economic groups--also victims of  depression--in 
search of governmental support . Intercontinental Rubber was left to its own de
vices . Pr ices cont inued low throughout the 1930 ' s  but a gradual incline began after 
1933 . By 1941 plantat ion rubber prices in the New York marke t reached 22-1 / 2  cents 
per pound . The price rise kep t Int ercont inental in bus iness and Dr . McCallum at  
work on producing better seeds . 

As the Far Eas tern power balanc e began to change in the mid-1930 ' s ,  guayule 
was des tined to  have a more impor tant place in the nat ion ' s defense posture . By 
19 39 , Japan ' s mili tary successes in China and its po t ential threat to the rubber 
plantat ions of Southeast As ia further enhanced governmental interes t in guayule 
as a protected source of  rubber . On June 12 , 1941 , Representative John Z.  Ander
son of California introduced a bill in Congress wh ich provided for the f ederal gov
ernment to take over the facilities of the Intercont inental Rubber Company , but the 
b ill was not pas sed . Af ter Pearl Harbor , in December , 1941 , with the Japanese in 
control of the Hevea plantat ions in Southeas t As ia and synthetic rubber manufacture 
s till an infant indus try , and facing a crit ical shor tage of rubber , Congress in 
March , 194 2 , directed the Depar tment of Agriculture to pur chase the buildings of  
Intercont inental Rubber and ini tially to plant 7 5 , 000 acres of guayule for rubber 
extract ion . A month later , Pres ident Roosevel t allocated $884 , 000 to the Emergency 
Rubber Proj ect; and on February 10 , 1942 , Maj or Evan W. Kelley arr ived at Salinas . 
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Kelley's associate, Paul Roberts of the Forest Service, former director of the 
Great Plains Prairie States Forestry Project and an expert in the administration 
of emergency projects, along with Henry Lobenstein, John Emerson, and other former 
"Plains Shelterbelt" personnel joined the project on February 15, 1942.18 Soon 
thereafter many of you here this morning found your way to Salinas from the she1-
terbelts of the prairie-plains or from the Service's regional offices. Guayule 
culture, rubber extraction, and a myriad of other tasks were begun on an emergency 
basis and in an escalating fashion. The "Breakfast Conference" presided over by 
Kelley and Roberts made it all work.19 In a matter of months the nation had devel
oped an independent source and a small supply of natural rubber. 
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ILLUSTRATED REVIEW - EMERGENCY RUBBER PROJECT* 

W . A .  Campbell 
Plant Pathology and Indicator Plots , Emergency Rubber Proj ect 

*It was imposs ible to include slides in the proceedings , but i t  was believed that 
this shortened version of Dr . Campbell ' s  talk should be included as it does contain 
a great deal o f  useful informat ion on the Emergency Rubber Proj ect . 

I am going to show you a group of slides which were put together at Salinas , 
California , at the end of  1943 , and which were used at Washington at the Congres
sional Hearing for the appropr iation f or the 1944 fiscal year . Mos t  of  these 
slides were taken with an old Argus CC camera , which would b e  rather primitive when 
compared with today ' s  photographic equipment . This group of slides came back t o  me 
in a nice little wooden box after they were used in Washington , and I have kep t them 
ever s ince . Just wi thin the last three or four months I have been try ing to f ind 
out what to do with my old guayu1e relics . I was trying to f ind some hope for them , 
and I think I am going t o  leave them now with the University of Arizona . They seem 
to be more interes ted in guayu1e here than anywhere else . What you ar e going to 
see will b e  the operation of  the guayu1e proj ect dur ing 1942 and 1943 . 

Perhaps in this f irst  slide you will recognize  Dr. Lloyd , who was the man who 
wrote  the monograph on guayu1e . Dr . Lloyd came to this proj ect early and I believe 
that he died before its termination . But this is  Dr . Lloyd as he was when he visit
ed Sal inas about 1942 and I was fortunate enough to get this p icture of  him .  

This slide shows Dr . McCallum, and tho se who were on the o ld proj ect say this i s  
a very good likenes s  o f  him .  This is Dr . McCallum a s  he appeared t o  mos t  of  us , but 
in this particular photograph he is no t wear ing his black overcoat , which he says 
that he acquired when he first moved to Salinas . He wore it summer and winter from 
that time on . I think his son ,  who is here in the audience ,  perhaps appreciates the 
remark about the overcoat b ecause it was a real necessity .  You never knew when you 
had su mmer or winter in Sal inas . 

This slide shows the Intercontinental Nursery at Salinas as it was in 1942 . As 
you can see , it is about 20 acres of nurs ery with build ings in the back and the duck
boards on which the carts  are running . These were cons idered neces sary in order to 
keep the machinery from miring in the mud at Sal inas and at this particular nursery 
site there was a wetho1e . In the winter t ime i t  would get very wet and if they did 
not have these duckboards ,  their equipment would sink in the mud . 

Here you have the largest and oldest of the plantings of the Intercont inental 
Rubber Company as it was when we arr ived on the scene . This shows the older shrubs 
which have completely f illed the bed . Here is Dr . McCallum and you can see from his 
knees how high the shrubs were . It  probably was a warm day because he does not have 
his black overcoat on . This shows the shrub which we are get t ing ready probably for 
processing , assuming we could get a large enough crew to work on i t . 

This is the processing mil l at Salinas which shows the general appearance of 
the plant . These are the pebb les which came , I believe , from Denmark because they 
d idn ' t have any of the r ight kind at Pebble Beach , or wherever they had pebbles . 
These pebbles were an important par t in the milling process . 

Here are the nursery beds , machinery to develop and plant them , lay the seed 
down , cover it with a very uniform layer of  sand , and in this part icular slide  
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which was taken after 1942 , it  shows that we have no duckboard . What happened was 
that when we took over the secret s  of the Intercont inental Rubber Company we had to 
use their secret s . And one of  the s ecrets was the duckboard in the nursery bed , 
and in the dryer nursery s ites we used them until they were not needed . They proved 
to be a hazard b ecause the ends of the p lanks would curl up and ins tead of  the 
wheels going over them they came up over the wheels . 

Weeds almost  took over the proj ect , as t his s lide shows , about March or April 
near Salinas . Dur ing the f ir s t  year the weeds came up fas ter than the guayu1e . If 
it hadn ' t been for about 6 , 000 women , mainly from around Sal inas , the proj ect would 
have ended in a weed patch . This shows the weeds and the number of  weeders . This 
whole process , or this ordeal , showed the s trength or the durability of the guayu1e 
as a cult ivated crop because ,  desp ite all the prob lems of  the weeds and everything 
that went with it , guayu1e came through . I believe it is one of the eas ies t handled 
crop s when g iven attention . This shows a typical cart with the folks running up 
and down the bed . One of the nurserymen , Milt Andrews , came across one of  these 
cartoons , a Goldberg cartoon , in which a guy lays on his s tomach on a cart and goes 
up and down the bed to see the weeds . He f igures this is j us t  about that sort of 
thing . Competit ion existed between the weeding crews and it got to be a prob lem 
sometimes because they would compete to the hair-pulling stage . 

They developed the weed control with stove oil  and this shows how the weeds 
were controlled af ter the f irst  year . This was absolut ely effective and was proba
b 1y one of the b iggest advances they had in guayu1e cul ture . This same sort of  thing 
was used later in forestry nurseries , using mineral spirit s , but in this par t icular 
cas e it was stove o il and was a technique that was used on carrots . You may remem
ber at one t ime that carrots all tas t ed like kerosene--that ' s  because stove oil was 
used to  control the weeds . 

This is a nursery in the middle of summer . Guayu1e is a beautiful p1ant--an 
easy one to grow in a sense--because all that was needed was a little space and a 
little wat er , and it took off . But if you had hay fever , keep out of it . 

This is the cul t ivat ing crew which ran a tractor which had a cult ivator with a 
bar that could b e  moved back and for th to go between the rows . One thing about 
guayu1e is tha t  it  cannot be transplanted with the top on . There are several theo
ries as to why . One which has been worked on is the thought there might b e  auxins 
invo lved which would inhibit the format ion of frui t . Daley Felice , I believe , put 
that idea to res t , in my mind , because all he did was to  transplant guayu1e with 
tops on and put a lamp chimney over them so there would be no transpiration . Of 
course the plants would grow whether they had the tops or not . If  the tops were 
lef t on , water was transpired out in a hurry and the plant would die , so they had 
to be topped . This part icular topp ing machine has a little his tory . Some of  the 
folks who were around the administrative end may recall that Internat ional Harves ter 
was given the j ob of r igging up three machines , and we were surpr ised at the bill . 
The bill for each of the three machines , I b elieve , came t o  around $10 , 000 . The 
machines seemed to be rather expensive ; cons idering all the engineering involved , 
it ' s  probably reasonab le . 

The next stage is the lifting , and here is a regu18.r nursery lif ter which goes 
under and cuts the root s  and loosens the plant . This shows how the plants had to 
be  handled , separated , graded and packed . This is an early crop before things were 
mechanized a lit tle bit  more; it  shows the amount of hand labor invo lved at the 
t ime . They took s tacks and s tacks of let tuce boxes , s tandard let tuce crates used 
in the Salinas Valley . They proved to be suitable for guayu1e . Then bales o f  red
wood bark were used as packing mater ial . There had been a lot of troub le in s toring 
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guayule seedlings because they would rot in s torage and this is the crate that was 
developed so that it could be kept in cold s torage almo s t  as much as a year without 
too much deteriorat ion . The main problem was with moisture part icularly from con
densat ion . This part icular pack proved to be suitable for both storage and for 
f ield handling . 

It  t ook a while to  perfect a plant ing device . First  they used a regular celery 
planter which was a little bit complicated . This happened to be one of  the earlier 
plant ing machines ;  it shows a group o f  folks that were trying to  keep their f ingers 
out of the guayule to  keep from being planted themselves . 

Here is one o f  the planting crews in the f ields . This happens to be Salinas 
and you can see where the guayule has been planted rather evenly if the ground is 
prepared without too many lumps in it . Several o ther e xper imental machines were 
used . 

A lot of f ield cult ivat ing had t o  be done . This shows one of  the weeding crews . 
At one t ime we had German prisoners at one of  these camps who did a lot of this work . 
But this is one o f  the Mexican nat ionalist groups at work . Field plantings would 
grow rapidly under the proper conditions , and to me it was one of the mos t  success
ful types of plant s  that could be grown. In the wintertime the plant s  were without 
inflorescences and had a gray appearance .  I t  was during the winter that the plant s 
would accumulate rubber so that this dormant period with moisture and lower t emper
atures was very impor tant . 

Seed was one of the problems . Seed that the old Intercont inental Rubber Com
pany had was rather limited . And we couldn ' t  begin to plant the 30, 000 acres that 
we thought we were going to plant --and the 7 5 , 000 acres that was later planned--so 
dur ing the f irst  year o f  the Proj ect it  was important that we gather seed . 

Here is one of  the labor-saving devices that was used to try to get seed from 
very small plant s  and there is a group of  seed gatherers , trying to get a few seeds 
together . This slide of  the nursery shows that seed is produced in the nursery 
plant very early . The winter crop has a heavy production of  seed j us t  before it 
begins to grow in the Spring . One device was worked out by the shopmen at Salinas 
in order to brush seed off from the nursery plant . At the end of the row they 
would s top and gather the seed onto the canvas and cont inue down the next row .  
Later on , Jim Byrne had developed more eff icient and larger seed-gathering equipment . 

They were so anxious for rubber that they went to the Big Bend area of Texas 
and gathered up shrubs from there and shipped them to Salinas for milling . This 
shows a boxcar of the baled shrubs that came from the 0-2 ranch in Texas . They were 
relat ively large shrubs , rather l imited in amount , but quite a bit  of  rubber was 
ob tained which proved to  be very important because it came at a t ime when natural 
rubber was get t ing low . I believe that the rubber was needed for gas tanks on-air
craft . It  came in handy because it was a soft type of rubber useful for that pur
pose . We had indicator plots in many areas and this shows Harold Reynolds in one 
of the plots . Indicator plots  were located in small areas and the main purpose was 
to see where guayule would grow ; it would grow almost  anywhere . A couple of hundred 
plots were located from Texas to Northern California . The nursery at Indio had an 
interes t ing growth pattern . Seedling es tablishment was erratic . The area had high 
temperature and sandy soil which had to be irrigated abundant ly . The plants would 
group themselves like many desert plants , so occas ionally one would take hold and 
grow . No mat ter how much water was supplied , some of  the plants would not grow . 
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I sent to Washington to the Archives to see if they had any kodachromes of 
the guayule proj ect . They said they would make a search which would take six 
weeks . They took six weeks and gained two slides , for which they charged $1 . 25 
each . They also sent a list of records which indicated slides but the stamp on 
most  of them said , "Nothing here ; nobody home ; had been borrowed and not returned . " 

This slide shows a planting at Shasta ,  California , in 1944 , one of the few 
plantings at Shasta . It shows guayule will grow under irrigated conditions . A 
processing mill was built at Bakersfield to handle the shrubs and there would have 
been a considerable volume to process had the proj ect been carried through . 

The folks who were working on the guayule proj ect during the war years were 
really dedicated to what they were doing , and they really believed they were con
tributing to the war effort . The unhappy part was to think that we had 30 , 000 
acres planted that could have been harvested but were not harvested . I felt that 
when the fields at Salinas were destroyed (I have pictures of the burning shrubs)  
it  was a sad commentary on  our short-sightedness  at  the time that we did not try 
to do something with the guayule that we had on hand . 

Questions for W . A .  Campbell 

Question : (Joel Schechter) How old was the planting in the last picture? Do you 
have any figures on yield and what was the rainfall at Salinas during that period ? 

Answer : (Campbell) The planting was three years old . As to rainfall , that was 
one of the things that we tried to follow very closely during the time we were at 
Salinas in order to try to predict what we could get from one year to another . I 
had a rainfall chart in my office which started off in one corner and came around 
for about a year . We were sure of one thing and that was that rainfall next year 
would not be like it was this year . And I believe the first year we were there 
the rainfall was relatively high . It was about 25-26 inches . Before we were 
through it had dropped down considerably to 15 or 16 inches but I believe the aver
age rainfall is perhaps about 18 to 20 inches . The first year was very wet and 
that j ust  about ruined us in the nursery . 

Comment : (Henry Lobenstein) About the rainfall in Salinas , you have to remember 
this . Salinas is j ust  a few miles from the coast ; the rainfall right at Salinas 
where the old company mills were was up in the low 20 ' s .  Down the valley 15 miles 
the average annual rainfall was around 16-17 inches because we got away from the 
coastal influence very rapidly with many more days of sunshine because we were away 
from the coastal fog . So when you talk about rainfall at Salinas you have to talk 
about whether you are downtown or whether you are 15 miles up the valley . John 
Emerson and I were j ust talking ; the question was asked about the rainfall at 
Bakersfield . As I remember , it was around eight inches annually with some varia
tion . The upper end of the Sacramento Valley around Chico is again up to around 
12-13 inches of rain . 

Let me come back to the question of yield and some of you can bear me out on that . 
In my mind as I remember it , we figured that if you got one ton of rubber per acre 
per year over a four-year period or four tons at the end of four years , you were 
doing pretty good . That is what we ' d  expect to get . At Salinas it was one ton 
because that was the better acreage . I believe some of the indicator plot data 
will indicate what you would get at the end of one or two years . 

Comment: (Sidney Kalver) I was in the pilot plant and I have a blurb from the 
Chamber of Commerce of Salinas that was writ ten to the Christ ian Science Monitor 
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in 1944 . It indicates that you can get from 800 to 1600 pounds of  rubber per acre 
in two years without irrigating ; and with irrigation you can materially increase 
that production; whether or not at less cost than without irrigation has not been 
fully determined . 

Comment : (Henry Lobenstein) I ' d  like to add to that . One must remember that the 
rubber production per acre varies tremendously according to whether it was dry land 
or irrigated land and age of the plant . For example , when the government bought 
the Intercontinental Rubber Company holdings , the Spence field was 11 years old 
and was then nonirrigated for 11 years . It ran slightly over 22 percent rubber . 
On the other hand , at Bakersfield where we irrigated , two-year-old plantations would 
have a rubber percentage of less than three percent . Even under irrigation , as the 
plant became four years old , that percentage in that particular field might have 
tripled , and I'm talking about percentage per pound of dry weight . It seemed to us 
the older the plant got , up to an age of  perhaps six or seven or eight years , as 
soon as it reached maximum size the percentage of rubber increased gradually at an 
increasing rate as the plant got older . In other words , as the texture of the plant 
became less succulent , the percentage content of rubber increased . 

I was recalling from memory the Bakersfield area . When the rubber percent increased 
to about 10 percent , this was about the limit that it ever got because the shrub 
growth kept pace with the increase in rubber . It held at that constant percentage 
level but the yield increased markedly year after year because of shrub growth . 

POST-WORLD WAR II GUAYULE ACTIVITIES 

Leslie Baird 
Free-lance Writer 

To a large extent , what happened to the guayule shrub and guayule rubber after 
the end of World War II was the result of  the momentum of policies and proj ects 
started and developed during the war . There were still emergency-motivated proj ects . 
Once the emergency had lapsed into the limbo of history , interest slackened or 
shifted . I'd like to make one deviat ion at this point . I feel that practically 
everyone that I contacted one way or another during the process of the research 
always referred to emergency rubber , emergency this , emergency that . Well , this is 
true ; it was! But after all , it had been harvested and processed in Mexico and to 
some extent in California before , and it wasn't emergency rubber then . 

The rubber industry , which had been glad to get any kind of  rubber during the 
shortage , looked with favor on newly developed synthetic quality specialty rubber , 
as well as the lower grades which were produced for a cost of  approximately 
$650 , 000 , 000 . Compare this with the gross cost  of $45 , 000 , 000 spent on guayule 
during the Emergency Rubber Proj ect . 

After the Congressional Recession Bills in 1945 , which decreed the end of the 
Emergency Rubber Proj ect at Salinas , California , the Spence Mill was closed on 
December 14 , 1945 and the Bakersfield Mill on December 9 ,  although the proj ect was 
given a reprieve of s ix months to liquidate its assets . 

Some 900 acres of growing guayule shrubs near Salinas were spared the hell
bent-for-normalcy drive , together with a 1 , 062-acre ranch near Beaumont on the road 
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to Palm Springs in Rivers ide County . There are also other plots of small size  which 
were spared and I unders tand there were some in the Oceans ide area which is now Camp 
Pendleton . There may be  o thers too . 

That left about 2 3 , 000 acres to b e  destroyed . Yet wart ime controls on rubber 
remained in effect . Meanwhile , the u.s. rubber author ities began to stockpile Hevea 
from Southeast As ia . It was fortunate that the S outheast Asia rubber plantations 
hadn ' t  been damaged to  the extent expect ed by the retreating Japanese armies . 

During this hiatus of guayule liquidat i on ,  $10 , 000 , 000 worth of what could have 
been processed into guayule rubber either went up in smoke or was disced under as 
fertilizer , as Bill Campbell mentioned earlier . 

Thus the Emergency Rubber Proj ect came out with a net cost of  about $ 3 7 , 000 , 000 
and a lot of scientific papers on guayule--how to grow it , extract it , process it 
and countless other t echnical aspects . 

! 
To digress a bit , it is ironic that while the war-mot ivat ed research and produc

t ion of guayule great�y advanced the art and knowledge of every aspect of the shrub , 
our myopic act ion at the close of  the war killed guayule . And remember that the 
Emergency Rubber Proj ect had purchased a going guayule facility together with several 
hundreds of acres of shrub . 

I am cognizant that Intercontinental Rubber wasn ' t  interes ted in taking i t  back 
( they seemed to have lacked something) because it  probably could have been reacquired 
as surplus for a few cents on the dollar l ike so many other war-induced plants , in
cluding the synthetic rubber fac ilities . 

During the war , a California S tate Committee on Guayule had been set up by the 
Legislature under the direction of Governor Earl Warren . The commi ttee was made up 
of farmers owning and contro lling large farming tract s  up and down the S tate with 
the overall purpose of continuing , if possible , guayule cultivation af t er the war . 
As ide from using the commi t tee as a forum for gripes agains t the war proj ect , such 
as the wages paid by the government to the workers in the f ield , few of  them voted 
to continue guayule on their land , so eager were they to get back to f ood crops . 
Had the government kept one of the mills open and gradually harves ted the exis t ing 
f ields one by one , the his tory of guayule might have been changed from a dead dodo
bird to something alive . 

One man , however , who is  scheduled to speak to you in this Conference ,  managed 
to s tave off the des truc tion of the aforement ioned Grand View Ranch . Mr . Hugh H .  
Anderson , who had familiar ized hims elf with guayule wi th the group o f  CalTech sci
ent is t s  who assisted the interned Japanese  at the Manzanar Camp , developed what was 
known as the "Little Guayule Proj ect" and organized a company called the Deser t  
Rubber Company . 

With much diff iculty because of wart ime controls , he and his associates were 
ab le to ob tain an agreement with the rubber authorit ies to allow them to sell their 
product after they had built a mill--not for t ires which were s t ill b eing rationed-
but of all things , chewing gum! 

Suff ice it to say , when the mill was f inally built and some shrubs were har
ves ted at Beaumont ,  the Wrigley Company had located a much cheap er source of rubber 
and the deal was off . Desert Rubber Co . did not have the f inances to mark t ime un
t il the controls were lif ted . So much for the f irst  post-war effort to  keep guayule 
alive . 
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Of course rubber production in Parthenium argenta tum continued in Northern 
Mexico after the war . For for t y  or so  years ,  t he Int ercontinental Rubber Company 
harvested the wild shrubs over the northern s tates and processed them in several 
mills , the largest located in Torreon ,  Coahuila , which has been vis ited by many 
of you guayule experts . This company,  however , had never been able to match the 
wi ld growth with successful domest icat ion in Mexico . 

During the latter part of the war , Intercontinental laid out a large plantation 
at a place known as Catagena . I ' ve also heard it  spoken of  as Catagena Laguna ; I 
think probab l y  because it  was planted on an old lake bed . This  was located 60 miles 
nor th and a bit to the east of Torreon .  Photos of  the stand of guayule appear to 
indicate healthy p lants but my gues s  is that the rubber content--for whatever reason-
fell below a marketable level .  S o  a million or s o  dollars were los t in its  abandon
ment . Doubtless the Mexican Commission that has been studying guayule for the las t 
three years in preparat ion for the reestablishment of  the guayule industry there 
has analyzed the reasons for the ill-fated Catagena results . 

In 1952 , Intercont inental closed down all its  operations in Mexico and in the 
following year merged or sold , whichever you prefer , to Texas Ins truments of Dallas . 
I might say parenthet ically, I think in sp ite of  the fact that the guayule p lant had 
a lot of value in Texas , Intercont inental had a listing on the New York S tock Ex
change in Texas . 

One can surmise tha t  the reasons for closure included the competit ion with s yn
thetic rubber , higher cos t s  in harves t ing and transporting shrub s to the mills , and 
the market price of rubber itself , al though rubber costs usuall y  went up and down 
l ike a yo-yo . 

The recent work b y  the Comis ion Nacional de las Zonas Ar idas will probably be 
described by the representative on this panel from Mexico who will speak tomorrow .  
I t  seems t o  me that this act ion b y  Mexico bodes well for t he future o f  guayule rub
ber in every respect and for all those int eres ted in its reestablishment as the 
second source of viable natural rubber. 

Going overseas (and I do not wish to steal any thunder from whoever is go ing to 
talk about other countries on t he program) there was activity in the U . S . S . R .  prior 
to World War II  as evidenced by  references in Blanchard ' s  b ibliography, although I 
have never encountered any printed mater ial of a historical nature that ment ioned 
extract ion or processing . Ever ything was about the plant s tudies . 

Mel Learner , the editor of  Rubber Age , in a let ter to me in 1961 , wrote that 
Rus s ia cont inued to experiment with guayule on a large scale and that frequent ref
erences appeared in rubber literatur e ,  but I have failed to f ind them . 

My own efforts  over a year or so to elicit a reply direc tly from Rus sian au
thori t ies f inally ended in a blunt statement that guayule was no longer being cultiv at
ed in that country. Perhaps if detente is real that mis t y  page of guayule his tory 
may be revealed . 

Some 2500 acres of guayule were reported to be under cultivat ion in Turkey in 
194 9 . I am not certain about the date . Mr . Anderson visited that country so per
hap s he may f ill in on that par t of the his tory later on . Experiments with guayule 
and o ther rubber producers began dur ing the war and cont inued into the post-war 
period for a whil e and then closed down . As I recall , there was some cooperation 
between the U . S .  Government and Argent ina in this regard . Harry Boucher , a chemis t  
and special ist  in deres inat ion techniques , spent some t ime in Argen t ina f o r  the 
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government and incidentally produced , gave me , or loaned me , quite a large volume 
called Memoria .  This is of course in Spanis h,  telling about all of Argent ina rubber 
works and it was quite voluminous but not quite as large as t he E . R . P . repor t . I 
found t he same thing wit h  a book on t he work in Spain which Ken Taylor was kind 
enough to loan me . I had never heard of either of t hese t hings before and I t hink 
t his is part of our problem .  In gat hering all t his material toge t her we mus t  be 
sure to  have some source or medi a  to bring it all toget her . 

Dur ing World War I I , considerable interes t in guayule was generated in Aus tra
lia for t he possibility of producing rubber from plants o t her t han Hevea . Tes t 
sowings of t he Rus s ian kok-saghyz dandelion were made as well as guayule under t he 
auspices of the Commonwealth Scient if ic and Indus trial Research Organization . 

Several experimental acres were grown to matur i t y  in an irrigated area near 
Barmera in Sout h Aus tralia. I am no t sure of t he date on t hat . According to t he 
E . R . P .  report , t he rubber content of  the s hrub was determined b y  samples taken in 
1949 of f ive years ' growt h.  So I take it t hose were planted around 1943  or 1944 . 

Twent y- f ive plants of t he same age were harvested from t he Salinas / Spence f ield 
and milled for contro l .  I t hink t his is interes ting because i t  is t he only case I 
know where t hey compare foreign and domestic guayule .  There was a marked difference 
in t he size of t he Aus tralian guayule plants compared to t he American grown t ypes . 
The Aus tralian plants averaged 24  inches in heig ht from t he f ir s t  lateral root to 
t he base of t he flower s t ems . The Spence grown s hrub averaged 1 7  inc hes . Dry 
weight of t he Austral ian was 3 . 29 lb s .  compared to  t he Spence select ion of 0 . 80 lbs . 
defoliated . During the milling , t he Australian sample gave off the pungent odor 
of turpent ine and its resin amounted to 8 . 99%  and rubber hydrocarbon 9 . 9 6 % . T he 
Spence shrub resulted in 7 . 88% resin and 1 2 . 7% rubber hydrocarbon . Extrapolating on 
a f ield basis , t he Aus tralian guayule would have yielded an estimated 2 , 2 5 9  lbs / acre 
to the 1 , 07 7  lb s / acre on t he Spence guayule . 

Here again I do not wis h to poach on someone else ' s  subj ect s ince Mr . Anderson 
knows a great deal about Aus tralian guayule ,  having been employed for a t ime as a 
planner and consultant . Nevertheless , t he proj ect which he s tarted near Per t h  was 
no t cared for as he had ins tructed t hem . When he returned over two years later , 
he found a very uneven growt h of shrub , t he best  of which tested about 10% rubber 
hydrocarbon . He t old me t hat differences between t he p hilosop hies of t he two lead
ing Aus tralian polit ical parties entered into the proj ect ' s  p icture and caused it 
to be s helved . 

Thus I have ment ioned-- if briefly--the pos t-war guayule activit y  in Mexico , 
Aus tral ia , Turkey, t he Soviet Union , and Argent ina . I believe t hat wit h  t he excep
t ion of Mexico all these countr ies managed to grow commercially suitable s hrubs . 
Wit h t he presence o f  a representat ive from Israel I discern t hat t here has also 
been activity t here . This is not altogether new to  me but I have had no details . 
I must t herefore leave t he subj ect t o  Mr . Schechter of  t he Ben Gurion Univers ity of  
the Negev . 

Some sort of negotiat ions were held wit h  t he Government of Sout h Korea on t he 
subj ect of guayule . Whet her t hose talks got beyond t he discussion s tage , I do not 
know . The person who might f ill you in on t hat is either Dr . Orner Kelley or perhaps 
Mr . Hugh Anderson . 

That leaves us wit h  two post-war proj ects in t he U . S . : t he seed progr am in 
t he S tates of  California and Texas in 1950-51 and t he Natural Rubber Extract ion and 
Process ing Investigat ions in Salinas from 1948 to 1953 . Associated wit h  the Salinas 
Invest igations , t he Bureau of Plant , Industry,  Soils and Agricultural Engineering 
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was also involved in research which cont inued until 1959 . Nor should I omi t t he 
Stanford Research Ins titute s tudy of 194 7  which I will deal with later on . 

Jus t why it  was t he Munitions Board t hat made t he request  for a s to ckp ile of  
guayu1e seed from California and Texas in Dec ember , 1950 , doesn ' t  appear in any 
literature I ' ve seen on t he subj ect . Perhaps t he undeclared Korean non-war had 
something to do wit h  it . But t here mus t be some kind of off icial explanat ion . 

Nevert hel es s , overall supervis ion o f  t he s eed proj ect was given t he U . S . D . A . 
which ass igned t he Product ion and Marketing Administrat ion of t he Bureau of Plant , 
Indus try ,  Soils and Agricul tural Engineer ing to  act in a technical guidance capac
ity . At leas t t he government s t ill cons idered t he rubber orp han of t he wastelands 
wor t h  keeping on t he back burner . 

"The s tockpil ing proj ect , "  says t he U . S . D . A .  Tech Bulletin 1/13 2 7  on page 5 ,  
"was direct ed along two c hannels . In California t he Bureau init iated a s tockpiling 
program by transplanting available s eedl ings to  3 3 7  acres of  land in the Salinas 
Val ley for seed product ion . In Texas , under t he technical guidance of the Bureau , 
nurseries totaling 5 2 9  acres were established to produce seedlings f or pos s ible use 
in a product ion program . " 

Unfor tunately , I am unable t o  g ive you any details about the California end of  
the p r o g r am ,  b u t  B i l l  Campbell , who preceded me on t his panel , was kind enough 
to send me a batch of data , including a number of let t ers on the subj ect , and I 
also have a communicat ion from A1 Hunter a f ew years ago about his connection with 
the Texas section and how he commuted between Oregon and Crystal City , Texas . 

Paul Roberts , who headed' t he lat ter part of the Emergency Rubber Proj ect , be
came Proj ect Coord inator wi t h  communicat ion lines to Was hington where Dr . W . E .  Rands , 
ARA head , administered t he top-level t ec hnical material . Many PMA specialis ts from 
Texas and Oklahoma attended t he f ir s t  organizat ion meeting and some of them doubt
less served in one capacity or anot her . T he organizat ion structure was set up at a 
meet ing held at t he Texas A & M College on December 2 9 , 1949 . 

Plant ings were made in a variety of  soils but mostly t he Uvalde silty loam and 
f ine sandy 10�m so ils in Dimit t ,  Zavala , Eagle Pass and t he Ft . S tockton Count ies . 
They tried to avoid noxious weeds such as Johnson gras s and b ermudas .  

Charcoal rot occurred in various acreage , but not always where cot ton had been 
grown as was expect ed . Of part icular concern was t he appearance of a purplish con
dition of the cotyledons whic h, again , caused los s in one place and not in ano ther . 
No ment ion was made in t he mat erial I read of  t he seed varieties used but I presume 
it was 115 9 3 . 

What also puz zled me was what happened t o  the seed product ion of that proj ect . 
I am aware t hat in Salinas up until a f ew years ago t here were quite a number of  
drums of seed which were subsequently sold to  Mr . Anderson , but of the Texas 
produced seed I have n o  knowledge . Perhaps someone here at this conference knows 
the answer . 

The proj ect known as t he Stanford Research Proj ec t was funded by the Of f ice of  
Naval Res earch in 1946 . Fortunately , in t his cas e , Dr . W . E .  Rands explained the 
mot ivat ion behind the operat ion in his Foreword to the 98-page S tanford Report .  
" • • •  in sp ite of the advances of  synthetic elas tomers , a small but highly important 
fract ion of  rubber needs for eit her civilian or wartime economy could only be met 
by natural rubber . Because of the vulnerab ility of existing sources of Hevea 
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rubber to cur tailment by shutting off  sea lanes ; loss by c ivil disorder , to art i
f icial res tric t ion and to disease , t he best interests of  a nat ional security 
demanded the establishment of a small but sound and readily expansible source of  
natural rubber supply within the continental limit s  o f  the United S tates . "  

That , it seems t o  me , sums up the reasons better and more succinc tly than I 
have encount ered heretofore . But it was written in 1946 . Would it apply today?  

The section on Genetics was led by Dr : Reed Rollins who is with us at this 
Conferenc e .  His associates were David G. Catches ide and D . U .  Gerstel . Their s tudy 
of the cross-breeding of large varieties such as !. s tramonium with straight P .  
argentatum pointed t o  a marked value in developing a superior rubber hybrid shrub . 

Here again I f eel inadequate for any additional discuss ion of genetics with 
Mr . Roll ins on the panel as well as Dr . Benedict and Dr . Bonner who worked on the 
Physiology and Biochemis try sections , respect ively , of the Natural Rubber Research 
Proj ect in 1947-48 . 

Others who took part in the SRI s tudy included Phillip N .  Brooks who ass is ted 
Dr . Benedic t ; Waldo B .  Maher who prepared the section on Analysis and Carl A .  Taylor , 
the sect ion on Grafting . 

The Extract ion and Proces s ing Investigations of  this proj ect were funded by the 
S trategic and Cr it ical S tockpiling Act of 194 6 .  Four sections were outlined for 
inves t igation , namely Latex Lab Extraction , Analysis and Test ing , Physical Test ing 
and the P ilot Plant Sect ion . 

S taff was assembled on June 2 ,  1948 at  the Alisal S tat ion in Salinas with a 
complement of 2 9  employees . Proj ect leaders were Dr . Ralph W .  P lanck , Kenneth W .  
Taylor , Freder ick Clark and Dr . E . P .  Jones . Dr . Irving C .  Feus tel was head of the 
BAIC uni t . The initial appropriation was $ 1 7 9 , 000 . 

The Stockpiling Act had directed the Secretary of  Agr iculture to conduct all 
phases of research on the domestic product ion of natural rubber . The obj ectives 
emphas ized the need for new and improved methods of extract ion and processing of 
high quality natural rubber--obvious ly guayule--plus the development of  pos s ible 
by-product s  from the rubber plants and the translat ion of these methods into econom
ical fac tory-scale operations . 

In July of the following year , funds were cut 40% by Congress . This included 
the Latex Sect ion and By-product utilization . Rat ionale for the cut s tated that 
these were of  leas t importance as emergency subj ects and no t vital to factory-s cale 
applicat ions . The s taff was reduced to 17 employees . 

This naturally produced frus trat ion among members of the proj ect . Jus t who 
made the decision might be of interest if we knew .  I can say that  he lacked vis ion 
and understanding . Today the by-products ' potent ial is considerable . I t  has been 
estimated that by-products from the guayule resin could equal the value of  the 
rubber , pound for pound . 

Economy in government expend itures , like motherhood , is of course an untouchable , 
and anyone who argues agains t it will be labeled ipso facto a heretic or worse • • •  

unless there exists  a lit tle nepo tism or some old military tie with the industrial 
complex . 

There is a great deal of informat ion in the Final Report of these inves tiga
t ions . Several technical papers were subsequently pub lished by members of the 
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s taff . But I don ' t  think the real importance of this post�war research found the 
same audience as d id the wart ime act ivities . Yet , it  might be said that the con
dit ions under which this research operated , being less hec t ic than those during 
the war , made it possible for its  personnel to achieve advances and improvements of 
great value . 

Improvements with batch mill controlled milling , s torage s tudies and mill 
equipment s tudies advanced the art . A new plant had to be built , s ince the old one 
used by the ERP was inadequate . 

Toward the end of the wart ime period , some work had been done with the paper 
Jordan mill in conj unc t ion with Dr . Robert Emerson at CalTech . Dr . Emerson had 
given much of his t ime and efforts  to the Little Guayule Proj ect at Manzanar , 
des igned to help the int erned Japanese produce something useful and equal to their 
talent s and skills . 

S trangely enough , the Jordan mill had been considered as a possible milling 
unit back at the beginning of the centur y when the coterie of Wall S treet t ycoons 
organized the big rubber complex in Mexico . But for unknown reasons , the chemis t , 
Wil liam Lawrence ,  selected the tube/pebble mill common to mine milling equipment 
in place of the Jordan . 

The Jordan mill proved to be an important new development in the line milling 
proces s , although I do not believe that it was ut ilized to its  full extent in pro
duction flow operat ions . Ken Taylor will doub t less tell you more about the Jordan 
and its superiority over the pebble mill . 

Toward the end of  the NREPI sample quant ities o f  high quality guayule were 
shipped to various rubber manufacturers for testing and use . Although all of them 
did not reply in detail , there is no doubt that this new deresinated guayule proved 
ver y successful in most cases . One of them was the f ield test o f  the Firestone 
truck tire which I described in my art icle which appeared in the March 1975  issue 
of Rubber World Magaz ine . 

So where does that bring us today? The great improvement s  developed at Salinas 
in the late 1940s and early 1950s faded behind the more spectacular developments of 
the cis-polyisoprene chemical rubbers .  The rubber manufacturers liked the high
grade s ynthet ics because of the close quali t y  control and consistent supply.  After 
all , some of the t ire companies owned s ynthet ic rubber plants too . 

Perhaps the wor s t  factor agains t guayule was that no one was growing the shrub 
any more . And what we now call the energy crisis was only something the doomsday 
prognosticators hinted at in books and art icles that found few serious readers . 

The post World War II  guayule research didn ' t clear up every unsolved prob lem 
relat ing to the guayule shrub or the rubber , but it came pret t y  close to perfection 
at a time when no one paid any attent ion . 

But today? The hard facts and predictions are in . Conservation and economical 
utilizat ion of  our ener gy resources are in the programs for survival . From many 
years of s tudy of guayule , I believe that it is one of the raw materials and sub
stitutes for s ynthetics that we need in this country--without the shadow of a doub t . 
Let us hope that this conference brings us a little closer to that realization . 
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GUAYULE SEED TREATMENT AND NURSERY PRACTICES--1942 

John Emerson 
Formerly in Charge of Nursery Operations , Emergency Rubber Proj ect 

Introduction 

The Government purchased 22 , 800 pounds of guayule seed , several hundred acres 
of land , including a 20-acre nursery , a number of buildings , nursery and seed treat
ment equipment , a mill and other property from the Intercontinental Rubber Company . 

The Government also had access to about 30 years of experience of the Inter
continental Rubber Company , chiefly through Dr . McCallum who agreed to act as a 
consultant . 

It was decided from the beginning that we would follow the recommended practices 
of the Company until better methods were proven . 

Immediately it became evident that the following essentials for a successful 
nursery program had to be met : 

First - 500 additional acres of nursery seedbeds had to  be available for 
planting by April 1 .  This required leasing about 750 acres of suitable nursery 
land close to Salinas . 

Second - Overhead irrigation had to be acquired and installed for the 500 
acres of seedbeds . 

Third - Additional specialized nursery equipment such as seed treating 
machines and seeders had to be built and delivered by March 20 . Also a con
siderable number of tractors and ordinary farming equipment for seedbed prepa
ration had to be purchased and delivered by March 20 . 

Fourth - A seed treating plant had to be designed , contracted for and com
pleted by March 20 . This required a building 80 x 108 feet equipped with tem
perature and humidity controls , 13 additional seed treat ing washing machines , 
several hundred shallow trays and other miscellaneous equipment . 

Fifth - An experienced seed man and several experienced nurserymen had to 
be on the j ob by early March . These men were transferred or detailed from the 
Shelterbelt Proj ect and several Forest Service Regions . 

Sixth - 945 miles of redwood duckboards (3-1/3  million board feet ) had to 
be purchased , cleats installed and delivered to the nurseries by March 20 . 

Seventh - Construct , equip and staff a 300-man labor camp to provide common 
labor for the nurseries and field planting . 

Eighth - The target date to begin seed ing was not later than April 1 .  It 
had to be met . 

The proj ect was soon well organized to  accomplish these and other equally im
portant obj ectives . The following service divisions were set up and staffed : 

a .  Procurement and Supplies 
b .  Land Acquisition 
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c .  Engineering 
d .  Operation - Fund and Budget Controls 
e .  Personnel Management 
f .  Planting a�d Nurseries 
g .  Fiscal Control for Bookkeeping and Disbursements 

Nurseries 

Approximately 750 acres of land in the vicinity of Salinas were leased for 
nursery production in the s pring of 1942 . Three nurseries were established providing 
for 500 acres of seedbeds . 

Overhead Irrigation System 

The first big nursery j ob was the installation of overhead irrigation systems 
for the seedbeds . The Engineering Division , under Jim Byrne ' s  direction , laid out 
and constructed these systems . The j ob consisted of drilling several wells up to 
500 feet deep , laying 15 miles of water mains and laterals and installing some 85 
miles of sprinkling pipes and an equal mileage of four-foot high snow fence for 
windbreaks . Approximately 100 gang oscillators were required to rotate the overhead 
pipes which were supported on 4" x 6" redwood posts eight feet long and set two feet 
in the ground . 33 , 000 posts were used . The snow fencing was also attached to the 
posts that supported the sprinkling lines . 

Seed Preparation : Carl Taylor , an experienced nurseryman and a specialist on 
seed collection , storage and preparation , was transferred from the Shelterbelt Ero
j ect to operate the seedhouse .  The Company recommendat ions were followed without 
deviation in preparing the seed for spring sowing at the Salinas nurseries . A 
number of improved procedures were adopted in seed preparat ion for sowing in the 
enlarged nursery program which began in the fall of 1942 . About a week before the 
actual operation was to start , seed treatment began . The method developed by the 
Company was to put 30 pounds of seed in a specially constructed machine which 
washed the seed in a continuing flow of water for eight to ten hours . The water was 
then drawn off and replaced with a solution of calcium hypochlorite . The hypo
chlorite treatment lasted two hours , after which the seed was rinsed with water for 
a few minutes . The seed was then placed in a laundry centrifuge and the excess 
water removed . A battery of 14 washing machines and two centrifuges were used in 
the spring of 1942 . 

The treated seed was then put into shallow trays which were placed in racks in 
the seedhouse where both temperature and humidity were controlled . After three to 
five days the seed had pre-sprouted and was ready for sowing . 

Treating of the much greater quant ities of seed harvested in 1942 and used to  
plant the additional eight nurseries established in the fall and winter of 1942-43 
required revision of the washing system so that batches of up to 1000 pounds of seed 
were washed and treated . Two batches (2000 pounds)  could be treated in a 24-hour 
day . 

The entire seed handling and treat ing processes were greatly changed as addi
tional knowledge and experience were gained . 

Seedbed Preparation : Guayule seed is so small that an especially fine seedbed 
was required . First the soil was plowed , disced and levelled with mechanical lev
ellers . Next the soil between the pipelines was rototilled to a depth of about 
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10 inches.  This was followed b y  more l eveling and rolling to  settle t he soil and 
provide a firm seedbed . The overhead pipelines were 50 feet apart and 400 feet 
long , provid ing for 10 beds four feet wide wit h  II-inc h wide pat hs . The bed s were 
laid out and eight-inch wide cleated boards , called duckboards , laid down each path. 
The duckboards were u sed to support t he seeders , carts for weeding , cul t ivators and 
other equipment which s traddled the seedbeds . T he duckboards also provided a mud
free path to walk on . (Incidentally , duckboards were only used at Salinas where the 
nursery soil was comparat ively sticky) . 

From experience gained in growing tree seedl ings , many of  us t houg ht a sandy 
loam soil handled bes t for nursery product ion , but Dr . McCallum ' s recommendations made 
us caut ious . Luckily, however , one nur sery at Salinas had a somewhat lighter soil and 
our experience there early in 1942 led to select ion of sandy loam soils when we 
greatly expanded the nursery program in t he fall of 1942 . 

Sowing:  Sowing the seed immediately followed soil preparat ion . A tractor-drawn 
seeder , developed by the Company,  was used . This machine s traddled the seedbed ; its 
wheels travelled on the duckboards .  I t  was composed of two hoppers and two rubber 
belts . The forward hopper was loaded with a mixture of moist  pre-sprouted seed mixed 
with dry sawdust to make t he seed f low readily.  The seed was fed on to t he travel
ing belt which dropped the seed into shallow troughs pressed into t he soil . Sand 
from the second hopper was f ed onto the second belt which evenly spread it over t he 
seed bands to a depth of about one-eighth inch . One machine sowed about t hree acres 
of  seedbeds in an eight-hour day. Each nurs ery was provided with three machine s .  
Seeding began about Apr il 1 and was comEleted about May 15 . There were , of course , 
inevitable delays because of rainy weather and breakdowns of equipment . There were 
also prob lems in gearing the seed sprout ing operation so as to have j ust enoug h pre
sprouted seed ready without too much each day. 

Irrigation : Irrigation began immediat ely following seeding . The beds were 
irr igated for only a few minutes each time , three to f ive t imes a day unt il the seed
lings emerged and became es tablished . Usually this was about ten days . Then t he 
frequency of irrigat ion was tapered off and only enough water provided to keep the 
seedlings thrifty . The amount of irrigat ion required good j udgment on t he par t of 
the nurserymen . 

Di sease and Insect Control : My memory is prac tically blank regard ing disease 
and insect problems . I remember that we had some damp ing off , but I don ' t believe 
the losses were very great . 

Weed Control : Guayule seedlings are small and the y did not grow as fas t as t he 
weeds . In the beginning the weed s were individually pulled by hand . This j ob 
turned out to be much greater than we had ant icipated . At one t ime we had more t han 
3000 men , women and children pulling weeds . We used trucks and buses to haul t hese 
people as far as 30 miles. We got the j ob done , though . One day one of our nursery
men talked to a Salinas Valley vegetable grower who told him that some of the grow
ers were experimenting with weed killer s  in the way of sprays . He suggested we try 
s tove oil . The nurseryman was given permis sion to experiment and had pret ty good 
success .  Then he became overconf ident and sprayed several hundred feet of seedbed 
and mo st of the guayule died . However ,  from this early exper iment ing wit h  o il 
sprays we found that many factors inf luenced success . Some of t hese were night tem
perature , mois ture on the guayule seedling s from irrigat ing , t ime of day , etc . Sev
eral of the nur serymen and others worked wit h  the problems and before the summer was 
over we could kill mo st of the weeds with an oil spray so that the expanded nursery 
program was no t  faced with any great weed problems . In later years it was found 
that by preparing the seedbeds about two weeks before sowing permitted the f irst 
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crop of weeds to come up and b e  eas ily killed with sprays . The second crop of weeds 
that came up with the guayu1e seedl ings were less vigorous and could be eas ily con
trolled with hand weeding and spraying . 

When the seedlings reached a height of three to four inches , especially con
structed cul t ivators were used to loosen the soil and remove late weed s between the 
bands of seedlings . Each nursery had at leas t two of the cultivators .  

Inventories : Several inventor ies were taken to keep an up-to-date estimate of  
the number of  plants that would be available for f ield plant ing so that suf f icient 
land was leased and so Hank Lobens tein could prepare for his transplant ing j ob which 
was to follow the spring of  1943 . 

Lif t ing and Grading : A few days pr ior to f ield p lanting , the seedlings were 
lif ted , graded f or size and packed in crates for shipment to the planting f ields . 
About two-thirds of  the tops of the seedlings were removed f irst  b y use of a spec ial 
mover equipped with a conveyor and hopper for removal of the tops from the seedling 
beds . The mowing operat ion removed mos t  of the leaves which was essent ial to ob
taining good survival af ter transplanting . 

The topp ing operat ion was followed by undercu t t ing with a bed digger similar to 
those commonly used in conifer nurser ies . This machine straddled the bed and had a 
four-foot long horizontal knife which travelled at a controlled depth in the soil 
and had lif t ing f ingers on the trailing edge to heave the plants and loos en them 
for hand pull ing . Undercut t ing was done to  a depth of about s ix inches . 

The seedl ings were hand pulled and taken to a grading shed where they were 
placed on a travelling belt . Mechanically damaged plants and those less than 5 / 3 2 "  
in diameter a t  the root collar were dis carded . The 5 / 3 2 "  diameter s i z e  was selec t ed 
because of  the poor results  secured from transplant ing smaller plants grown by the 
Company in the spr ing of 1942 . 

The plant s  selec ted were packed in standard let tuce crates which were lined 
with waxed paper . The plants were packed in layers wi th the tops to the out s ide . 
Between layers mo ist shing1etow or spagnum mos s  was placed over the root s . 

Some of the areas planted were located a considerable dis tance from the nur
ser ies and s tock was sometimes in trans it and s torage for s everal days due to the 
difficulties in exactly coordinat ing the nursery operat ions with the f ield planting . 
Var iat ions in weather condit ions at widely separated point s somet imes disrup ted -
scheduled operat ion . When possible ,  shipment was made in refr igerated vans and the 
crated seedl ings were stored in ref rigerated rooms with temperatures of 34-360 F .  
Under these shipp ing and s toring condit ions the seedlings usually reached the plant
ing machines in good condit ion . However ,  when refrigerated trucks were not avail
able , transpor tat ion was at night and if necessary, s tored in well-vent ilated sheds . 

The dormanc y o f  the seedlings and the amount of moisture of the plants when 
packed had considerab le influence on the length of s torage they could s tand without 
damage from disease before plant ing . 

S ince the Company lacked much experience in shipp ing , packing and storage of 
seedlings , we learned the hard way--by trial and error . 

While I had no part in it  myself , I understand that very good seed and nursery 
manuals were prepared and publ ished near the end of  the proj ect . These manuals 
should be available in case a new program is s tarted . 
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As we gained exper ience and results of research became available the seed 
handling arid nursery pract ices underwent considerable change .  I have ment ioned some 
of these , but br iefly some of the important changes included : 

1 .  The seed was threshed to remove the f loral parts  which adhered to the seed 
when it was collect ed . This resulted in a small ,  hard shelled seed and reduced the 
bulk by at least two-thirds .  The threshed seed requires less treatment and pre
germinat ion , and can be  planted dry enough that it  will f low through a drill that 
eliminates the need for covering the seed with sand . An ordinary drill used for 
planting coniferous seed in nurseries can b e  eas ily adap ted for this use , thus 
eliminat ing the cumb ersome and expens ive machines with belts  that were used on the 
proj ect . 

2 .  Lighter soils than thos e  at Salinas were found to be more suitable . A 
loamy sand app eared to prove out best . This provided a better seedbed , eliminat ed 
the use of duckboards and got the workmen out of the mud . 

3 .  Weed contro l was greatly s implif ied by preparing the seedbed far enough in 
advance of sowing so that the f irst and b ig crop of weeds were destroyed before the 
seed was planted . Oil sprays were developed which killed mos t  of  the late germinat
ing weeds . This greatly reduced cos t s . 

4 .  Grad ing the seedlings for f ield planting was s implif ied by contro lling the 
density of the seedlings in the seedbeds so as to produce a maximum number of usable 
seedlings per square foot of  seedb ed without an excessive number of culls . 

5 .  Improved packing , shipp ing and storage methods were developed . 

Many other improved pract ices were developed and used before the program ended . 

Expanded Nur sery Program 

Before clos ing I should briefly ment ion the enlarged nur sery program that began 
in the fall of 1942 . Somet ime dur ing the summer of 1942 it became evident that we 
could expect a b ig crop of seed from the nursery beds and from the f ield plant ings 
near Salinas . It was decided to try to greatly increase the seedling product ion for 
the 1943 plant ing season by establishing a number of new nur s eries in California , 
near Bakersville , San Clemente , Oceans ide and two near Indio ; also at Phoenix and 
two in Texas at El Paso and Edenburg . 

Suitable sites were located and all of these nurseries were es tablished and 
planted on schedule .  All of the nurser ies in Cal if ornia were a succes s , but we en
countered many dif ficul t ies at the Phoenix and Texas nurseries . All of the Cal
ifornia nurseries were large . The largest contained at leas t 400 acres on the Bell 
Ranch between Palm Springs and Indio . Those in Ar izona and Texas were about 100 
acres each . Inc identally we buil t a 600-man labor camp at the Bell Ranch Nursery , 
princ ipa lly to  house labor for the ins tallation of  the irrigation sys tem and to 
pull weeds . Fortunat ely this camp was used very lit tle due to the improved weed 
control prac t ices . 

I have purpos ely avo ided going into detail regarding the seed treatment and 
nursery cultural prac t ices . First , my memory , af ter 33  years , is no t as good as I 
would l ike it to be and second , there are excellent seed and nur sery manuals avail
able that will provide the details to anyone int eres ted . 
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While seed collect ion responsibilities were shared with the Division of Plant
ing and Harvesting , I did not personally participate in that activity so Hank 
Lobenstein will cover that subj ect . 

I will be glad to try to answer any questions you may have . 

Question : Is there any particular reason why there were problems in Texas and Ari
zona which you j ust mentioned and not in California? 

Answer : (J . Emerson) First , I think it was the remoteness from our headquarters 
at that time in Los Angeles . There was a problem in securing the irrigation pipes 
and the system of  getting it in . Secondly , at that time equipment was in very short 
supply and we had a great deal of trouble in getting tractors and other equipment . 
Weather conditions also caused problems ; we were trying to grow guayule in the 
middle of winter . For instance , in Phoenix , which is supposed to be relatively 
frost-free ,  in January it freezes ice occasionally . We had some real cold weather 
there and we had some problems with that ; I can ' t  tell you all of them. I know 
that those programs were not as successful as those in California . 

Comment : (Robert Hilgeman) I might elucidate a little more on the Phoenix situa
tion because I was in charge of it . You are correct . We planted seed all year 
around and we had little success in January , November and December ; it was too cold . 
In the nursery we had a problem,  which Dr . Presley probably remembers , with sand
splash in the summertime . This was apparently a mechanical inj ury on the small leaves 
because of the sprinklers . As far as I know there was no fungus involved . We re
duced the problem by irrigating only in the late afternoon or evening . 

The one thing I wanted to mention was that beginning right away in 1943 , we tried 
planting in the manner lettuce was planted--on beds with preformed units and two 
little planters . We had no success starting in May . In June , July , August and 
September we had fairly good germinat ion . By this time we were learning about 
planting and the September and October plantings were successful . But we had an 
invasion of mealworms and some rain and we had no plants left after about the mid
dle of November . In March we made quite a large planting , using the Planet Junior 
Planter , which the lettuce growers were using with a wider shoe . I think they 
called it a carrot shoe and no packer wheel . We produced a wonderful stand , which 
we kept until the next spring . We felt that we solved the problem of growing in 
the field . There was a great variation in the size of the seedlings ; still it was 
a successful program . 

Question : In your j udgment , do you feel there is much point in working on the 
direct seeding of the guayule plant in the field , eliminating the nursery stage? 
Would there be much chance of success ,  in your opinion? 

Answer : (J . Emerson) In my opinion , no . I don ' t think so . I think there are too 
many factors that affect it . We found that the seedbed must  be irrigated to get 
the seeds up and established . Sure , you ' re going to have some good luck in field 
planting if you j ust happen to hit the weather right with rain at the right time . 
Guayule seeds have to be covered shallowly . Irrigation brings water right over to 
it ; I think there will be problems in washing it out and burying it . 

Comment : (H . M .  Benedict ) There were plantings out in the old Spence field and we 
thought they were fairly successful , cons idering the methods employed and the time 
we had to work on it . We never knew what the final results were , yet if I might 
express an opinion , I feel that the study that Dr . Hilgeman has reported indicated 
that it can be successful and I really feel that the elimination of the labor costs  
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involved in nursery and transplanting work is something that should really be aimed 
for . At least I would hate to write off the direct seeding approach . 

Comment : (J . Emerson) I don ' t  pretend to be an expert on it at all , it ' s  j ust  my 
opinion from my experience in the nursery that I would question the practice . 

FIELD PRODUCTION AND HARVESTING 

Henry L .  Lobenstein 
In Charge of Field Plantings , Emergency Rubber Proj ect 

The comments I wish to make concerning the topic assigned to  me are based upon 
experience on the Emergency Rubber Proj ect during World War II as discussed earlier 
in this session by Mr .  Droze and others . On this guayu1e production proj ect I was 
in charge of field production . 

I would like to divide my comments into four principal activities which are : 
(1)  site preparation , (2)  planting , ( 3 )  cultivation and (4)  harvesting . 

Site Preparation 

If the site on which the guayu1e is to be grown has already been used to grow 
cultivated crops , this part of the j ob requires a tillage j ob such as might be 
needed for a new crop of corn or maize . However ,  such tillage would need to work 
the soil to a considerably greater depth than would be done for other common1y
grown row crops . The reason for this is the need to loosen the soil to a depth 
at least equal to the length of the roots of the guayu1e plants as they come from 
the nursery . 

If the planting site is new land , the nat ive vegetation must be uprooted , and 
the residue from such operation should be dried , raked , and burned or removed from 
the site by other means . Actually , needed j obs would be the same as if the site 
were being cleared for the growing of other commonly-grown dry land row crops . 
After the clearing j ob is accomplished , the site should be prepared as described 
for land already in cultivation . However , it must be kept in mind that if the 
guayu1e crop is to be irrigated , then the necessary leveling will need to be accom
plished before the final preparation is done . 

In the event that direct seeding is found practical , then final site prepara
tion will need to be more finely done , somewhat in the nature of the degree of 
preparation required for the seeding of a crop of sugar beets . 

For all of the operations mentioned in this part of my remarks , commonly-used 
farming equipment will do the j ob with perhaps a few adj ustments or modifications . 

Planting 

During the operation of the guayu1e proj ect , field establishment by direct 
seeding was only in experimental stages . If it should be developed into a desir
able practice , then the seeding j ob could be done with multiple row seeders similar 
to those used for sugar beets , carrots , and other fine-seeded plants . Again , minor 
modification of commercially-available machines might be necessary , especially to 
provide for proper row spacing , rate of seeding , or other similar factors . 
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Our proj ect planting was done using one-year-01d nursery-grown seedlings . 
These were undercut in the nursery beds to a depth of about seven inches and the 
tops were cut back to a length of 3-1/2  to 4 inches . These seedlings were thus 
fairly good-sized plants  and were branched and somewhat woody . 

The field scale transplanting of stock of this size is , therefore , not a simple 
j ob .  If a desirable output per man-day was to be attained , it soon became obvious 
on the guayu1e proj ect that multiple row semi-mechanical transplanters were the 
answer . The Intercontinental Rubber Company had developed such a machine which was 
acquired by the Emergency Rubber Proj ect along with other company assets . This 
machine was tried but was found to be far too heavy , cumbersome and slow for effi
cient field operations . 

The proj ect therefore developed , constructed and used a mechanical mu1tip1e
row transplanting machine which worked out very well . These machines were an 
adaptation and refinement of tree planting machines developed and used by the u . s .  
Forest Service for tree planting on the Prairie States She1terbe1t Proj ect . 

Proj ect operations used four-row transplanters mounted so that row spacing 
could be readily changed . In this matter of spacing , it will vary according to 
the ultimate age to which the guayu1e plants are to be grown . Basically , each unit 
of these machines performed the following : 

1 .  Subsoi1ed the row to b e  planted to a depth sufficient t o  accommodate the 
transplants with their 7-inch taproots . 

2 .  Opened and held open momentarily a slot sufficiently wide and deep to 
accommodate the seediings . 

3 .  Inserted the seedlings in the planting slot to the correct planting depth 
and held them in this position until the slot was closed . 

4 .  Packed the soil firmly around the transplants .  

When properly operated , it was found that the machines actually did a better j ob of 
planting than could be done by hand and , of course , at a much more rapid rate . It 
was found that slow ,  steady tract ion was needed and that the medium-sized crawler 
tractors were much more satisfactory than wheeled outfits . 

The transplanting machine itself required the following crew : a machine fore
man , one man for each row unit , and a man whose j ob was to keep the planters sup
plied with transplant stock .  Four-row units therefore required a total of six men 
plus the tractor driver . 

Field planting could , of course , be done by hand , but it was a slow ,  laborious 
task . If done , the most satisfactory method would be to use a technique similar to 
that developed and used by the U . S .  Forest Service in the transplanting of seedling 
trees and shrubs . If heavy soils are present at shallow depths , subsoi1ing the 
shrub row to a depth of eight or nine inches prior to transplanting will produce a 
better and faster transplant j ob .  

Cultivation 

The field care of guayu1e plantations is basically no different from that re
quired for other row crops grown in the area . The sole purpose of cultivation is 
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that of keeping the planted f ield free of other vegetation so that the planted crop 
will have sole access to available soil moisture . 

No special cultivation equipment should be necessary . That commonly used for 
the cultivation of maize , corn , or cotton will do the j ob although some adj ustment s  
may b e  necessary . It is difficult to  say how long cultivation should be continued . 
As a general rule , it can be stopped or at least materially reduced after the plants 
become large enough to shade most of the ground surface . At any rate , it should be 
stopped when the plants become so large and woody that they are materially damaged 
by the cultivation equipment . 

Harvesting 

Both the woody parts of the top and the main roots of the guayule plant contain 
rubber in amounts which warrant processing . Therefore , on the Guayule Proj ect , we 
harvested the entire plant as a unit . 

First ,  the plants were undercut to a depth of about seven to nine inches . This 
was done with two-row machines having a heavy duty subsoiling shank for each row.  
To  this shank was attached a cutting and lifting blade somewhat like a short (8- to 
lO-inch) section of  a plowshare . With this implement the large , heavy roots were 
severed to the desired depth and the entire plant was heaved to the surface of the 
soil . The plants were allowed to dry for several days to permit the leaves to drop 
and the new terminal growth to dry . The dried plants were then windrowed using a 
large-size commercial side delivery rake such as that used for mown hay and straw.  

The next and f inal steps were to bale the entire shrub and haul the bales to  
the storage yard at  the processing plant . For the baling operat ion , a commercially 
manufactured field baler was used . This machine produced a compact ,  tightly packed 
bale about one-third larger than the bale size of similar machines used for hay and 
straw in most parts of the country . They were fitted with pickup attachments which 
lifted the dry shrub from the windrow, elevated it , and deposited the loose shrub 
into the hopper of the baler . Because of the loose , stiff nature of the shrub , it 
was necessary to fit the pickup attachment with a driven , canvas cover . 

Loading of the baled shrub was readily done with commercial bale pickup and 
elevating equipment . 

General Comments 

The field operations in guayule growing as briefly described can ut ilize much 
equipment available commercially . However ,  some of the equipment , especially the 
transplanting machine and the digger , was not available and proj ect construction 
was necessary . 

In the case of private operations , especially with relatively small individual 
fields , such equipment would be far too costly for an individual . In my opinion , 
this should be no deterrent to a guayule growing program, for this equipment prob
lem could be met by the pooling of operat ions , perhaps through a cooperative or
ganization or , possibly , by group contracts with an equipment operator having 
financial ability to procure and operate the specialized equipment . 

Question : In your discussion about cultivation practices and specifically weed con
trol measures , you talked , I think , only about mechanical means . Does that mean 
that the spray oil herbicides were used only by the nurserymen? 
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Answer : (Henry Lobenstein) No , not at all . In the latter years of the proj ect , 
we did use some oils , and there is no reason whatever that with the very much im
proved herbicides that we have today that they could not be used much more exten
sively than we did . 

Question : (Ed Marzuti)  Has any recent research been done like two- or four-row 
planters now where they have herbicides and insecticides and fertilizer attachments 
all in one where you can do it all at one time? Has anything like that been done 
with guayule? 

Answer : (Henry Lobenstein) Not to my knowledge , sir , although I would remind you 
that it has been 30 years ago that the proj ect was closed ; but I would add this : 
I see no reason whatever that it could not be done j ust  with a little ingenuity . 

Question : How about fertilizer ? Commercial or steer ? 

Answer : (Henry Lobenstein) We did not use any fertilizer in our field plantations 
on guayule . I would say that if you want to increase the hydrocarbon content of a 
plant , you better stay as far away as you can from excessive vegetative growth . In 
other words , if you want an apple tree to bear apples , do not put too much nitrogen 
on it . What you have to do when you use fertilizer is find a balance , and you can 
only do that by experimentation and trial . Find a balance by increasing your tonnage 
through the addition of fertilizer without greatly decreasing the percentage of 
hydrocarbon . Keep in mind that most of the western soils on which the guayule would 
be growing have an ample supply of potash . There might be some places where a slight 
addition of phosphate would be helpful because phosphate might be needed . Nitro
genous fert ilizer such as nitrate or soda is the one that I would say should be tried 
carefully and on an experimental basis . 

Question : One thing that you did not talk about at all was irrigation practices . 
How much water was required for different climates , etc . ? 

Answer : (Henry Lobenstein) We grew guayule both under irrigation and under dry-land 
conditions and I think that probably if we hadn ' t  been under the tremendous war pres
sure that John mentioned this morning , we would have grown a lot less of it under 
irrigation than we did .  These were two primary reasons that we went to irrigat ion : 
one of them was to speed up , get as much rubber as you can in the next couple of 
years , and the other was to extend its growing area into.  some areas--like Bakers
field for example--where the normal rainfall was not quite enough for guayule . In 
many cases , I would say we made the mistake of over-irrigating . However ,  there are 
some things in favor of irrigat ion of guayule that you don ' t  encounter in growing 
other plants .  In my opinion , I would say that for the long pull , for a good stand , 
reasonably good growth and high rubber percentage , that you are looking for some
thing in the range of 16 to 18 inches of rainfall . If you want to grow guayule in a 
place where annual rainfall is only 12 or 14 inches , you might have to irrigate two 
or three times during the summer right after transplanting until plants are estab
lished . After that you can supplement that annual rainfall until the middle of win
ter . As Mr . Presley mentioned , if you irrigate in the middle of winter , you probably 
escape quite a lot of the disease problems that you get from summer irrigation . If 
you are going to do that you ' ve got to be sure ahead of time that you have a soil 
underneath the guayule plants that is able to store and give up water . You put it 
on in the wintertime and it will store it so the plants can use it next growing 
season . But it can be done then , during the dormant season , when you are not using 
it for other crops . 
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Comment : (Hilgeman) I think I can give you a little information on fertilizing . 
In our test in 1943-44 , we had nitrogen applied to approximately half of the plant s  
in various soils . In no instance did we ever get a response . It appeared that 
nitrogen was not needed . 

Comment : (Bob Pierson) I might add a little on this matter of irrigation which 
I ' ve run across in some extended literature work on j ust not merely guayule but the 
entire field of plants . There is among my souvenirs a U . S .  patent , and I forget 
which plant it is on , but it ' s  one of the plants that will produce hydrocarbon . More 
particularly , the isoprene type hydrocarbon . Among the conditions that they give 
for growing are that the hydrocarbon seems to be formed as a result of a drouth re
sisting mechanism.  Therefore , the amount of irrigation that is used should be very 
scrupulously watched because over-irrigation could be as bad as under-irrigation . 

Comment : (Henry Lobenstein) Absolutely , we found that to be our experience . If 
you ' re going to grow it in a field that receives 10 to 12 inches average rainfall , 
for goodness sake , don ' t  put on 26 inches . 

Question : (Joel Schechter) We note that when you are harvesting you remove the 
plant together with the roots . We understand that this gives you additional rubber 
right at the time of harvest , but is there any experience for harvesting j us t  the 
upper aerial parts and allowing the roots to regenerate? 

Answer : (Henry Lobenstein) There was some harvesting done with younger age plants . 

Comments : Could I comment on that ? Yes , we harvested some acreage using a method 
called "pollarding" where we harvested the aerial portion of the plant and left the 
roots , and this worked very well . We used an ordinary mower to mow the tops off and 
we used a side delivery rake to put it in the windows . Then we came along with the 
balers and harvested it in the customary manner . 

Comment : (Henry Lobenstein) I think that one of the reasons for digging , as I 
understand it , is that the bulk of the rubber is in the basal portion of the plant 
above the ground and the larger roots . Sure , you can cut off the top , but you can ' t  
cut them off too far with the immatu�e , woody plant or it ' s  not going to resprout . 
But you could get a small percentage of your total rubber output by cutting off 
those tops . What little bit we did indicated this : that if the plants were two or 
three years old , we could mow the tops with reasonable success ; but if they were 
older than that and we cut those tops off , we got some real losses because they j ust 
didn ' t  sprout fast at that age . They were too old to sprout . 

Comment : (Eleanor Taylor ) During the research proj ect following the emergency rub
ber proj ect during 1947 to 1953 , a study on pollarding was conducted on mature 
shrubs . It was harvested , as I recall , when it was about five years old . It was 
harvested by clipping or pollarding and allowed to regrow for four years . The yield 
for those two harvests exceeded the yield on the plants that had been allowed to 
continue through . I don ' t  recall any data on survival . It was not any great loss 
as I recall from the clipping itself and the yield was increased markedly . 

Comment : (Henry Lobenstein) My own viewpoint is to f ind some way of pollarding only 
part of the plant so that some internal growth were left--enough to start new growth . 

Comment : (Ken Taylor ) Mr .  Lobenstein mentioned that during harvesting operations 
as they were conducted during the Emergency Rubber Proj ect , the plant was dug and 
allowed to lie in the field and dry until most  of the leaves fell off . In our sub
sequent investigations following World War II , we found that this was an undesirable 
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practice because the quality of rubber as measured by the potential molecular weight 
of the individual isoprene molecule tended to decline with age of exposure of plants 
to the conditions that existed in the field . If conditions in the field were not 
controllable and did not contribute materially to any beneficial aspects of rubber 
recovery , we found that there were other means of coagulating the latex within the 
plant . We found that it was highly desirable to move the plants from the f ield to 
the processing mill rapidly and allow as little deterioration as was possible in the 
field . 

Question : (Henry Lobens tein) In those later studies , did you have to keep the 
shrubs in a loose condition , or could they be baled immediately after digging? 

Answer : (Ken Taylor)  No , we routinely baled it . From the standpoint of  ease of 
harvesting , that would be the way to do it , or use a machine like the currently 
used pickup garbage collectors that compact the material in a truck . 

Comment : (Henry Lobenstein) I would say this as far as moisture content of the 
plant is concerned . There is no reason whatever that you could not run the baler 
over the field immediately after you have dug the shrubs . 

Comment : (Tysdal ) Speaking on the pollarding that Miss Taylor brought up , I think 
that it is quite an important field . We did some additional work on different ages 
and I think the recovery is better on the younger plants . Yet we got good survival 
on some older plants .  Another thing I wanted to mention : when we cut the four-year 
plants and then let them grow again , we got much higher yields in another two years 
than if we transplanted seedlings . 

Comment : (Leslie Baird ) As an outside observer I ' m more interes ted in any harvest
ing aspect than I am in a matter of pollarding . It seems to me that while it hurts 
the nursery people a little bit , under conditions of the ERP you had the problem of 
get ting the rubber as fas t as you could because of the war emergency . Where fields 
are going to be in guayule for a long period , it would be important and maybe that 
is in the study that Eleanor was speaking about . The point is you always have your 
root area which , of course , does contain a certain amount of hydrocarbon and maybe 
the second or third time over a period of years you take the ent ire plant and you 
haven ' t  lost anything . I feel that it probably is one of the most fortunate as
pects of that type of harvesting . 

Comment : (Member of the audience , unidentified) About 25 to 30 percent of the 
rubber is in the root . 

Comment : (Henry Lobenstein) On the guayule proj ect we used to roughly consider a 
third of the rubber content of the mature plant was in the root section . One other 
point I want to make : As far as direct seeding in the field is concerned , I don ' t  
know whether it is practical or not , but a lot of you people are very familiar with 
desert and semi-desert conditions . You heard Mr . Emerson describe this as a small 
seeded plant but under a desert climate , you are not going to get a very high per
centage of germination from the seed you put in the ground . If direct seeding 
comes into the picture , I 'm convinced it ' s  got to be done something like what was 
ment ioned this morning , along the line of lettuce or something like that . Also , in 
the climate that you ' re going to be growing it in you ' ve got to figure on having a 
lot more seed than you expect to have plants . 

Comment : (Reed Rollins ) I want to comment that guayule has the characteris tic that 
is not present in many other plants . There are a very large number of buds way down 
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on the stem including the roots , so that even the roots will sprout . They produce 
what are called retonos . This is a fortunate feature of the plant and as I say ,  
not common in many other plant s , many woody plants in particular . In that respect , 
it seems to me that it is very well adapted to  po11arding . 

Comment : (John Emerson) We ' ve been throwing this seed collection report back and 
forth between us and I did intend to talk about it a little bit , but as long as 
you ' re up there , tell them a little about seed collect ion . 

Comment : (Henry Lobenstein) Very simple . You j ust  take your little two-row machine 
and put a power operated spiral brush over it that will run over every row with a 
sliding hopper underneath . It is the simplest j ob in the whole operation . 

PROPAGATION FROM CUTTINGS 

K. Emerson 

The Manzanan Guayu1e operat ion used cuttings for a great deal of  their propa
gation , and their techniques have been described in detail in Nishimuna et a1 . , .Amer
ican Journal of Botany 31 : 412 (1944) . Cutting material was obtained from the 

---

Salinas Proj ect . The clipping of the nursery stock prior to transplanting provided 
large quantities of suitable material . The stand of guayu1e obtained was reported 
to be "more uniform than a comparable stand of plants grown from seed , and • • •  

produce seed earlier and more abundantly than seed-grown plants . " One experienced 
man was able to set as many as 7000 cuttings per day in the bed . Irrigation was 
necessary immediately upon transplanting , as is the case with seedlings . 

These results were obtained under climatic conditions a long way from optimal ; 
the Owens Valley has hot summers and cold winters , with temperatures of 00 F being 
reached occasionally in winter . 

Cutting propagat ion may be especially useful if high yield strains can be 
developed by plant breeding . 

EXPERIMENTAL PLANTINGS IN ISRAEL 
Joel Schechter 

Research and Development Authority , Ben-Gurian University of the Negev 

We ' re quite new in the guayu1e game and have only recently begun with our 
studies on guayu1e . Actually , we did plant out a few plants in our botanical garden 
several years ago in the framework of a general introduction program in which we 
brought species of plants from the deserts throughout the world . Unfortunately the 
municipality built roads through our botanical garden and wiped out completely the 
plants that we had growing there . So we were not even able to get results from that 
study . A few years ago , in light of the development of rubber prices , we decided 
to have a look again at the possibility of growing guayu1e in the Negev . We did run 
into some difficulty obtaining seed of the improved varieties which we had heard had 
reached over 20 percent of the rubber content . We obtained seed from the Fort Col
lins seed storage laboratory and using this seed we began our program.  
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The area that we are talking about is an area j ust  north of Beersheba in which 
the natural rainfall is from 8 to 14 inches and is exclusively winter rainfall . We 
have a hot and completely dry summer . The soil is a sandy to sandy loam and is 
mostly quite deep so that we do have the water storing capacity spoken about pre
viously .  We have fairly mild winters , very rare frosts and not very hard ones . 
The crops in the area generally respond well to irrigation ; however , the big problem 
that we have is water supply as 95 percent of  the potential resources of Israel are 
already exploited . When we examine the feasibility of growing guayule in the Negev 
we have to compare it with any possible alternate use of the same amount of water . 
Land is less restricted . There are some restrict ions on it but still the maj or 
factor will be the alternate uses of water . 

As I mentioned , we did get the seeds finally from the National Seed Storage Lab 
in Fort Collins ; we got something like 25 different lines . These were sown in flats , 
using an artificial soil mixture of one-third soil , one-third compost and one-third 
sand . All of the soils were previously treated with methylbromide so we did elimi
nate the problem of weeds . A certain amount was also sown in polyethylene bags ; in 
this case about three grams of seeds per hundred bags were used and each bag had 
something from five to ten seeds . The germination tests showed that all lines , 
even after the seeds must  have been something between 20  and 30 years old or more , 
had at least 50 percent germination with some reaching 70 or 75 percent . The seed 
which was planted in bags had approximately 90 percent germination in the bag . 
Ninety percent of the bags had at least one plant in them . The seeds were treated 
very simply by soaking for 18 hours or so in tap water ; some hydrochloride solution 
was added and j ust  last summer they were transplanted to the field in a plot of about 
one acre . We are quite short on seed , so for at least the near future we will have 
to maintain very small experimental plots until we can produce our own seed , which 
has already begun , incidentally . 

It is said that the best way to kill a program or a new proj ect would be to 
give it to  an economist to make a feasibility study . We did that , realizing the 
dangers involved in a feasibility study . Nonetheless we think it very important to 
at least determine those parameters which are critical for the development of the 
program. The study did indicate several important things . First of all , today 
Israel imports about 20 , 000 tons of rubber per year of all types--both synthetic and 
natural . It is predicted by 1985 it will be someplace in the vicinity of 50 to 
60 , 000 tons of rubber imported per year . About 80 percent of this is general pur
pose rubber and hence we could see that in ten years ' time there could be a market 
for about 20 to 30 , 000 tons per year of guayule rubber . In addition , imports today 
for pulp and paper manufacture run something in the area of 55 , 000 tons per year . 
It was seen that there would also be a sufficient market for pulp if the pulp were 
the proper quality for paper manufacture . As far as price was concerned , we used 
the proj ections of Commodity and Export Division of the Internat ional Bank for Re
construction and Development (World Bank) which predicts that by the 1980s the price 
of rubber in New York will be about $750  per ton . For some strange reason , the 
rubber in Israel has been about $100 cheaper per ton and I think it ' s  the only thing 
we ' ve ever had that ' s  been cheaper than other places in the world . So we took into 
account the price of about $650 per ton of rubber . Similarly we used the price of 
about $200 a ton for the price of the pulp . We had no data on resin ,  either from a 
technological or an economic point of view . Hence the study was done for 30 , 000 
tons of guayule rubber and another 60 , 000 tons of pulp . We took a ratio of about 
two tons of pulp to one ton of rubber , which seems to be in the ball park at any 
rate . For a developing country one of  our great problems is how to save foreign 
currency and we found that if we could use the pulp as well as the rubber it would 
save something like 30 million dollars a year in foreign currency . If the pulp 
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could only be used for fuel , the savings in foreign currency would be only about 
20 million dollars a year . This is an important sum; it may be small to Americans 
when they think of their national debt but it is quite a large figure for us who 
are contributing to your national debt . 

We then analyzed the cost and productivity . For productivity we took several 
features , that is to say we would harvest  after two years at a certain rate per 
acre , three years and four years at a certain rate of production , using quite a 
variation of production capacities . We found that our costs , including capital , 
would come out about $500 per acre if we harvested in the second year ; about $800 
per acre harvesting in the third , and about $1 , 000 per acre harvesting in the fourth 
year . That is not very dependent upon yield . There would be a variation with 
yield , but we ignored it at this point . In considering our extraction costs , we 
did run into trouble because we had very little knowledge of the technology of rub
ber extraction or of the pulp industry . We did use , however , the figures based on 
the cellulose industry and found that for the size that I mentioned , for 30 , 000 
tons per year production of rubber and 60 , 000 tons per year production of pulp , we 
would need a 37-million dollar investment in extract ion plants for the rubber plus 
the pulp and only 17 million dollars a year for the rubber alone . The pulping plant 
seems to be expensive and we may be wrong here because we are not well acquainted 
with these figures . Finally we get a cost of $290 a ton for extraction costs for 
the rubber , about 25 percent of which are capital costs , and about $95 a ton for 
pulp of which about 50  percent are capital costs . Using these figures we come up 
to a final income that we would get if we consider a ton of rubber alone without 
the pulp . We would have to produce it for $690 a ton . We would get a return of $690 
a ton of rubber and if we could sell the pulp as well , we would get a return of 
$1 , 000 - $1 , 050 per ton of rubber and pulp together . From this we calculated our 
break-even yield . 

Now we are speaking of an area in which we would have about 10 to 15 inches 
of rainfall and therefore we would have to add to it about another six inches for 
the 10-inch area at least . Considering this amount of water , which is fairly ex
pensive in our country , we would have to have a yield of 800 pounds , a sustained 
annual yield of 800 pounds per year per acre . If we do not use the pulp for paper 
manufacture , and if we cannot sell it , we would have to have about 1150 pounds per 
year per acre on a sustained yield basis in order to break even . These are quite 
high yields if we consider the numbers that were given this morning . In addition , 
we made a sensitivity analysis of these figures , and if we are off by 25 percent , 
production costs will be 25 percent more than predicted here . We would then have 
to reach something like 1 , 100 pounds per acre per year of sustained yield , and if 
the price decreased by 25 percent we would have to produce 1 , 400 pounds per acre 
per year . If both of these factors came out in this direction , then we ' re really 
in a bad way . We would have to produce something like 2 , 300 pounds per acre per 
year on a sustained yield basis . It doesn ' t  look that good at the moment ,  but we 
made a second analysis ; that is , how does this compare with alternate crops that 
we can grow with the same amount of water ? Here we do not come out so badly if we 
compare our figures with the figures of wheat . We do grow wheat at the moment and 
if we start using water for irrigating guayule , we would have to do this instead 
of growing wheat . Here again , we come out to about the same 800 pounds per acre 
per year figure , as breaking even with the yield per unit of water , as compared to 
wheat . This kind of comparison gives a pretty good idea , although I 'm not so cer
tain as far as national policy is concerned that the government would be interested 
in growing rubber instead of wheat . We can live without rubber for a short period 
of time , but without wheat it is a little more difficult . On the other hand , if we 
could get a bit higher yield , I think it could be worthwhile to go into the guayule 
rubber business .  
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We also compared guayule with j oj oba , that other crop we heard so much about 
today . Here the picture is definitely to the detriment of the guayule . Joj oba 
does come out far better for use per unit of  land or per unit of water than the 
guayule seems to come out according to these figures . 

Again I say that one mus t  be very careful in looking at these numbers .  There 
have been many surprises and I think it would be surprising if there were none in 
these figures . We are going to go ahead with the program on a limited basis . We 
have our first area planted out already and we should be getting results in at 
least another two years when we can harvest the first amount . Thank you . 

Question : Is that World Bank economic data available now? 

Answer : (Joel Schechter) Certainly , you can ask them for it . I suspect they ' ll 
give it to you ; I see no reason why they shouldn ' t .  

Question : (K. Taylor)  I ' m  interested in your comments on the germination rates 
that you got out of the seeds that you obtained from the National Seed Storage 
Laboratory at Fort Collins . Do you know whether or not that seed at Fort Collins 
had been held under conditions of cold storage or was it at ambient temperature? 

Answer : (Joel Schechter) I would assume that it was cold storage because we kept 
it for a few months at ambient temperature and found that the percent of germina
tion began to decrease . I couldn ' t  possibly consider that they could have that 
high germination rate if they were not under cold storage conditions . 

Comment : (Quentin Jones)  All of the seed stored at Fort Collins was under con
trolled humidity and temperature , about 400 F .  and 40 percent relative humidity . 

Question : (J . Johnson) In your feasibility study did you use figures in terms of 
substitution for land use?  In  other words , if  you were going to use land now being 
used for wheat or some other purpose did you take into account land being used for 
this ? 

Answer : (Joel Schechter) We took into account . We compared the growing of wheat 
as an alternative for the growing of guayule , and more important than land was the 
return per unit of water . 

Question : (J . Johnson) So some of your figures might change slightly if you were 
to be making the same analysis in the United States ? 

Answer : (Joel Schechter) Certainly . Those results apply particularly for Israeli 
conditions and one should be very careful in applying them here . 

Question : Could we find out at this point what the supply of seed is , or what 
amounts are available at this time? 

Answer : (Joel Schechter) All I can tell you about that is that we promised to  re
place the seed we received from Fort Collins . 

Comment : (H . Anderson) When we learned that the government was destroying all the 
seed that was left over from Salinas , we thought somebody ought to do something 
about it . So with a little Congressional help we did acquire quite a bit of seed . 
We don ' t  keep our seed under refrigeration but we do keep it dry , and it has a very 
fair germination rate ; it ranges from 40 to 80 percent . We test our seed once a 
year . Each year it decreases j ust a little bit in viability . 
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Question : (J . Bonner) Did you have information on which you could base a j udgment 
for increment of yield for increment water ? 

Answer : (Joel Schechter) I wish · I  had some of that information ; it would be vital . 
What we are saying is very simply that we know from literature , from what others 
have done , that there should be at least 16 inches of  water . If we ' re working in 
a 10-inch rainfall area , then obviously we are going to have to add six inches of 
water . However ,  your question is very well in place . This will be one of  the 
vital things we ' ll have to gain from our experimental program before we can reach 
any optimum of water use . So far as I 'm aware there isn ' t  any such information and 
it would be extremely helpful to know, for example , if you added eight inches in
stead of six inches , how much increment of value you would get from the additional 
two inches . This would be one of  the parameters which is vital in our program be
cause water use is the critical factor here . All our calculations finally will 
revert back to use or return per unit of water . This will have to do better than 
alternate crops . If it doesn ' t ,  then for our conditions it will not be worth 
growing . 

The seasonal application of water will also be very important . We would be inter
ested in giving it only in the wintertime . We have more water available in the 
wintertime than in the summertime .  It means that the plant would have to go through 
the entire summer--something like a seven- or eight- month period--with no water ap
plication whatsoever . I was glad to hear Mr . Lobenstein mention this morning that 
such a thing is not only possible but might be desirable from many points of view . 

Question : (Bennigan) Dr . Schechter , I was wondering if your economic proj ections 
had given any credit to the value of the resin?  

Answer : (Joel Schechter) We give no credit whatsoever to the value of the resin .  

Question : The point was made this morning that resin could carry a high value , and 
along that same line I ' m  wondering if your studies , or proj ected studies , included 
any work on the extraction or processing end of this and if you are going on the 
basis of work already done , will it probably be adaptable when you need it ? 

Answer : (Joel Schechter) We are definitely considering going into the chemis try of 
it , the extraction of it and the use of the resins and in the pulping process . 
In fact , one of the reasons why Professor Wieniak is here today is that he has been 
the Head of the Chemical Engineering Department at the Ben Gurion University and 
we ' re hoping that they will contribute to this particular research . 

Question : (Tysdal ) You mentioned a rather high figure , as I viewed it , for the 
cost after the third and fourth year--as much as $300-400 in one year--or $300 . 
We think of those years as our least expensive . I was wondering if you would ex
plain that or tell us how you arrived at it . 

Answer : (Joel Schechter ) I don ' t  have the breakdown of those figures here but they 
are high , I will admit . The economists throw in things you never thought of , in
cluding the time the labor force is unemployed and you have to pay them anyhow , or 
something to this effect . I would rather not give you the complete breakdown . I 
do consider the figures to be high , to be quite high . 

Question : (Robert Dennis ) What average yield of wheat did you have , or did you use 
in the comparison? 
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Answer : (Joel Schechter) We get two metric tons on an acre , something like 4 , 400 
pounds . it might be of interest that in Arizona the average yield is about like 
that . In the pas t  year it was about 4 , 600 pounds , so it ' s  about the same order of 
magnitude . 

Question : (D . Miller) Wheat is always important for pulp in raw material . Did 
that enter into your calculations ? 

Answer : (Joel Schechter) We use our wheat for cattle feed and that is already taken 
into consideration in the return per acre of wheat . In fact , we mix it with 
chicken manure or we feed it to cattle directly . 

REPORT ON ACTIVITIES 
OF THE CONTINENTAL MEXICAN RUBBER COMPANY 

Elbert M .  Long 

I went to Mexico in May of 1943 to work for the office of Rubber Plant Inves
tigations of the U . S . D . A .  and from 1944 to 1949 , in the cultivation program of Con
tinental Mexican Rubber Co . I should like to make a few comments about that 
experience--in writing--because my failing voice is untrustworthy . 

The only innovation of ours worth mentioning in guayu1e cultivation was the use 
of wheat straw instead of sand to cover the seed planted in the nursery . We found 
that the straw mulch gave us better germination with less irrigation than sand and 
was cheaper . 

Our field plantings were in newly cleared land in the "Laguna area" north of 
Torreon . The annual rainfall there was around 12 inches , much of it during the sum
mer . The irrigation water contained around 2000 p . p . m .  of soluble solids , but had 
a fairly favorable Ca/Na ratio . The water was too scarce and probably too salty to 
consider direct seeding . The stands achieved by transplanting nursery grown seed
lings varied greatly and on the average weren ' t  good . 

After a year in the field the plants had 7-8% rubber . The Company ' s  experience 
in the Salinas area led us to expect a steady increase in rubber percentage but the 
annual increment after the first year was disappointingly small . However ,  the 
greatest disappointment was in the increasingly serious loss from root and crown 
rots after the first year or two in the field . We learned early not to irrigate 
transplants after they had become established during the summer and not to transplant 
after the onset of warm weather . But the older the shrub became the greater the loss 
in stand after each significant summer rain . I left C . M . R .  Co . before most of the 
Cartagena shrub had been milled , but was convinced that the loss from diseases became 
great enough in approximately three-year old fields to prevent any gain in rubber 
per acre , and that there was a progressive net loss in rubber thereafter . 

Under no circumstances would I recommend an attempt to cultivate guayu1e in any 
area with much rain during hot weather . In fact , I think that the price of rubber 
in comparison to food crops would have to go much higher than at present in order to 
make the cultivation of current strains of guayu1e economically feasible anywhere . 
I do think that a limited research program to develop and test improved strains 
might be advisable . 
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DISEASES OF GUAYULE 

John T .  Presley 
- Pathologis t , Emergency Rubber Proj ect 

I would first like to comment on one s tatement that John Emerson made concern
ing seedling losses in the nur sery ; he felt that seedling losses were negligible . 
I think if John would realign his thinking on the seedling losses , he would f ind out 
that actually the losses in the nursery were cons iderable in relation to the number 
of seeds planted . As you will recall in Lloyd ' s  monograph dealing with the guayule 
rubber plant in the Chihuahuan Deser t , there is ment ion of only one d isease . The 
d isease mentioned was rust  Puccinia par thenii which occurs primarily in Mexico . I t  
has occurred to a small extent o n  native shrub in S outh Texas . This leaf rust  
causes light brown pus tules on the leaves and rarely causes much lo s s  of leaves .  

We went into the guayule program thinking that we had a plant that was unusually 
free of d iseases . However , when the seedlings s tarted emerging in the nur sery , we 
found that we had post-emergence damp ing off and on careful examinat ion we found 
that we also had pre-emergence dampening off as well as seeds rotting in the soil . 
As Emerson ment ioned , the original Intercont inental Rubber Company nurseries at 
Salinas were on rather heavy , poorly drained soil . During the rainy season the nur
sery s eeds were pretty much waterlogged . S ince a desert plant does no t like wet 
feet we had cons iderable nursery disease in the early seedling s tage . In some of  
the nurseries there were many low areas where practically all of  the seedlings were 
los t . 

In t erms of the overal l disease p icture , I think it would be well if we s tart 
thinking in terms of where and when the diseases occur and which diseases are giving 
us the mo st problems and where ;  thus the easy breakdown would be f irs t , the nursery 
diseas es ,  then the transpor tat ion and s torage diseases , and las t , what we refer to 
as f ield diseases . 

When "wet feet" occurs at this s tage of growth the plant j us t  does no t survive 
because of dampening off or pink roo tro t . This name was given to the disease be
cause the les ion on the taproot or the pr imary rad ical has a pinkish appearance .  
The disease is caused by pythium �. One of the trans it or s torage diseases is 
caus ed by Sclerotinia . We found that nursery s tock grown on land that had a his tory 
of vegetable product ion such as lettuce and beans , where the soil was pretty well 
infested with the sclerot ia were espec ially suscep t ible . When the plant is lifted 
and packed , part icularly under warm mois t conditions , the loss may be up to 100 per
cent . Pythium roo trot occurs where there are extended irrigation runs and where the 
temperatures are above 100 degrees . There will be extens ive losses , particularly 
near the water outlet and also at the ends of  the rows where the water tends to 
accumulate . Verticillium wilt is a very widespread f ield diseas e ,  part icularly in 
the cooler valleys of Cal ifornia but it occurs elsewhere in the United S tates . 

Botrytis , called grey rot , which is also a transportat ion or a s torage diseas e ,  
causes some losses in the nursery i f  environmental condit ions are correct for disease 
development . Diplodia d ieback , f irst obs erved in the lower Rio Grande Valley of 
Texas and caused by Diplodia theohromae , occurs as a les ion at the j uncture of a 
leaf and the s tem . In many cases the les ion cont inues to develop from the bas e of  
the dead branch completely encircling the stem of the plant , and of course the ent ire 
top dies . In the later s tages of fungus development on the dead branches the fungus 
erup ts the bark and the fruiting structures are f ormed . Rain and wind primarily 
disperse the spores . 
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At San Antonio in an indicator plo t ,  we had considerable mortality from Phy
matotrichUm rootro t . Phytopt10ra will also take out a tremendous number of plant s .  
Are there any ques tions? 

Lobens tein : There are two questions : When you give this review of  all the diseas e 
it sounds l ike the whole world is going wrong with diseases and there is no chance 
of growing guayu1e . How prevalent are these diseases , and to what extent can they 
be avo ided by cultural practices ? 

Presley : I would say that cultural pract ices are helpful in reducing the overall 
loss from any one of the diseases . The choice of planting site is more important . 
I would not plant guayu1e in an area that is known to be pretty heavily inf es ted 
with vert ici11ium .  The same thing is true of Phymatotrichum rootro t . In areas where 
it is neces sary to prolong irrigat ion runs , if you could j us t  wait until winter to 
irrigate , it would be f ine ; but unfortunately the plant s  like to have water during 
the summer too . And if the temperature is around 1000 it is very bad . 

Question : ( G . A .  McCallum) I would like t o  ask you if the quality of  the irrigation 
wat er utilized might have any bearing on the disease problem? 

Answer : (Presley) Part icularly around Edenburg , in the lower Rio Grande V�lley , 
the so ftest water that is generally available naturally is about 600 parts  per 
million dissolved solids . There is a lot of  calcium in the wat er there too and this 
part icular near-brakish wat er has caused quite a bit of  problems wi th s ome crops in 
the lower Rio Grande Valley . 

Question : Do you suppose this could have some bearing on guayu1e? 

Answer : I think very def initely that it could have a bear ing on the general health 
of the crop . We feel that any plant that is weakened in any way , whether i t  is by 
accumulated salts in the soil or whether it  is by over irrigation or by irrigat ion 
water of the wrong temperature when applied , will predispose the p lant to a greater 
amount of loss  than would be the case if no t subj ected to such condit ions . 

Quest io�:  I s  it true that nothing was done toward the development of  resis tant 
var ieties to any disease? The program was , I think , too short for that . 

Answer : Leroy Powers and I were working on ver tici11ium resistance when he lef t the 
proj ect . But we didn ' t really get far enough to have any var iety or s train that was 
resis tant to disease . As you say , ordinarily breeding for disease resistance is a 
long- t ime proj ect . You will recall though that selection 405 was cons iderably more 
resis tant to vertici11ium than 593 . There is a possib ility o f  rais ing the general 
level of res is tanc e ,  maybe not immunity but to develop a f ield typ e resis tance . 
This is essent ially the point I want to bring before the audience . 

Comment : (W . A. Campbell) There is a publicat ion in which they indicate a s elect ion 
111 which was very resis tant to vertici11ium wilt . Dr . Powers and I found that to 
be true in the trials at Salinas . If anybody wants a copy of this disease bulletin 
I might point out that B ill McGinnies has an IBM X erox copy and he might make other 
cop ies . 

Bob He1geman : I might add a comment on disease . Herb Kramer and Leonard Johnson 
were working on disease in the Salt River Valley and they made a plant ing of quite 
a large assortment of seed . They d id manage to get , I think , a couple dozen plant s  
to survive . Then they took seeds from these , planted them and much to their disgust  
they concluded it was all  happenstance ; they had no  resis tance to des iccat ion . 
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Quest ion : (Noel Vietmeyer) You ment ion that some of these diseases occur on co tton 
and let tuce and o ther things . Can you give us a perspective about the general dis
eas e s ituation on guayu1e?  Is it  very serious compared to co tton , lettuce and other 
p lants , or is it  about the same or les s ?  

Answer : (Pres ley) Sometimes spacing has a great deal to do with p lant response to 
disease . You probab ly remember the work on co tton at Las Cruces on p lant population 
and percent vertici11ium wilt . This was an ac tual reduction of the number of plants 
infec ted--not j ust  the percent infect ion--but if the population of co tton plants , 
for ins tance , were raised from 2 5 , 000 to 45 , 000 per acre , the amount of  vertici11ium 
wil t was cut in half . Some of the indicator plo t s  with guayu1e suggested that this 
is also true in guayu1e because the wider spaced plants had greater disease los s  
than the more thickly spaced plants .  However , these guayu1e plots were established 
prac tically under duress and the mortality was rather high in some of the plots . So 
when you say you have a thick populat ion this is a rela t ive thing . This should b e  
kep t i n  mind in evaluating disease response . 

Question : I would like to  ask if you were going to do this p lant ing on a large scale 
and you had a very large area of guayu1e and one small port ion of  it became diseased , 
would this be a serious threat to the ent ire  p lant ing , or is this something tha t  
could be controlled o n  a local bas is ? 

Answer : Fortunately the diseases that we are dealing with are generally not air
borne , but are soil-borne , and with that in mind , to  the extent tha t the dis ease 
itself moves through the soi1--that is , the fungus--there would be  no danger f rom an 
isolated spo t in the f ield . This is not the same as with rus t ; if you are growing 
wheat and you get stem rust at one locat ion in the f ield , the ent ire plot can b ecome 
rus ted from it . That ' s  not true with the guayu1e diseases . 

Ques tion : (W . C .  McCinnies) Your presentat ion was largely concentrated on the micro
scop ic character i s t ic s  of disease rather than broad relationship s . What percentage 
of these diseases are the results of mechanical inj ury or from fungi?  Mos t  of  the 
diseases you have described are the result of the culture or mechanical handl ing of 
the plant . Is  this something which obviously would be subj ected to control? How 
about bac ter ia and viruses ? 

Answer : (Pres ley)  I ' m glad you mentioned bac teria . In Cal ifornia there is an area 
where there was cons iderable loss from the bacter ia that , so far as I know , had not 
been determined as to genus and species as yet . That was generally as sociated , again , 
with over-watering and waterlogged soil . The o ther part of your ques t ion is that 
there are certain diseases , for instance vertici11ium , that in cult ivat ion we have 
what we call root pruning . I ' m sure you are familiar with the ploughs pass ing be
tween the rows of  p1ants--where the roo ts have gone into the center--where thos e  
roo ts are essent ially pruned o f f  in the cult ivat ion operat ion . We f ind in cot ton , 
for instance , that you have a higher percentage of vertici1ium wilt and fusarium 
wi lt where this root pruning has occurred . 

Question : I have one other ques t ion . I might assume that you folks at Salinas dis
covered all these diseases on the cultivated material , the cult ivated shrub , or did 
they exist wi th the guayu1e while it was in its  native state? 

Answer : (Presley) I think the guayu1e in the na tive state is as po inted out in 
Lloyd ' s  monograph , essent ially disease free . I surveyed the ent ire Big Bend Country 
and did not f ind any d isease . 
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Question : 
guayu1e . 

Your discussion concerning disease referred almost entirely to irrigated 
Did you find the same diseases on the nonirrigated cultivated fields ? 

Answer : You are familiar with Frio County , Texas . All of the guayu1e planted in 
Frio County was nonirrigated and there was one field on the Sanderson farm that had 
what I called canker . It  was caused by Dip10dia and apparently the plant was pre
disposed by the very high temperature right at the ground line because this is where 
the canker occurred . When the canker progressed around the entire collar of the 
plant , of course , the plant died . That is the one disease that I observed on the 
indicator plots at Pearsall . 

Comment : (Campbell)  One thing that should be mentioned here is that all the water 
in the world on guayu1e when the soil temperature is below about 650 will do no harm . 
Practically all the problems we had with irrigated shrub were blamed on too much 
water by the farmers or those acquainted with irrigated land . In other words , we 
were the ones that came along and put a disease tag on it . The farmers themselves 
all recognized too much water when they saw it . 

Question : All of these diseases are widespread and appear on many different kinds 
of plants . They attack guayu1e but they also attack a great many other plants .  
It ' s  the conditions under which the plants are growing that very often is important 
as to whether or not you get an epidemic . Is  that correct? 

Answer : I think that I would go along with John Emerson on this point and also to 
allay some of McGinnies ' s  fear that all guayu1e is go ing out the window. The dis
eases are the same on guayu1e as they are on corn , turnips , alfalfa ; it ' s  a portion 
of the f ield . And to the extent that you lose a portion of the field depends on 
the size of the field as to how much loss it is to you . 

REVIEW OF WORLD WAR II EXTRACTING 
AND PROCESSING GUAYULE RUBBER 

James J .  Byrne 
In Charge of Extracting and Processing , Emergency Rubber Proj ect 

I have been invited here to discuss the extraction and processing of guayu1e 
rubber during World War II . It is a great pleasure to do so as I recollect the 
many wise , dedicated and friendly people with whom I was associated on the Emergency 
Rubber Proj ect . As head of the engineering operations of the Proj ect I was respon
sible for the design and construction of a wide variety of facilities . I was also 
given general supervision over matters relat ing to the extraction of rubber . 

In this latter capacity I participated in a committee headed by Dr . William G .  
McGinnies , which reviewed and approved plans for research activities and evaluated 
research results .  I acted as chairman of a subcommittee on extraction research and 
stud ies . 

In this discussion I will try to avoid repeat ing information which has been 
covered in other discussion . However , I will mention some matters presented else
where , in a general way , to properly place them in the context of this discussion . 
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Guayule rubber is chemically identical with Hevea rubber in that i t  is a cis
polymer of isoprene . However , it differs in molecular weight , being somewhat lower 
and ,  mi l l e d  comme r c i al ly by the pebb le-mill ing proces s , has a higher percentage 
of  impur ities . The rubber extracted by the Emergency Rubber Proj ect analyzed , as 
70 . 1  percent hydrocarbo'n ,  23 . 9  p ercent resin and 6 . 37 percent insolubles . Hevea 
smoked sheet contains about 93 . 3  percent hydrocarbon . 

During the Wor ld War II years about 16 million pounds of pebble-milled crude 
guayule rubber was produced in Mexico and the United S tates . The U . S .  production 
was approximately three million pounds . The U . S .  product ion was mos t ly from cul
t ivated shrub ; however , about 500 , 000 pounds of this amount was extracted from wild 
shrub gathered from the Big Bend area of Texas . 

Two of the main uses of guayule rubber during World War II were for the inner 
ply of heavy-duty truck tires and for compounding with Buna-S synthetic for making 
the sandwich material in bullet-proof gas tanks used in war planes . The reason for 
us ing guayule in the inner ply of heavy-duty t ires was that the synthetic rubbers 
then available had too much heat buildup due to  hysteres is . For the sandwich for 
gas tanks , it was found that 20 percent guayule rubber compounded with 80 percent 
Buna-S gave equivalent swelling performance to the 100 percent Hevea previously used . 

Our head of rubber extraction on the Emergency Rubber Proj ect  was George W .  
Miller . He was formerly a head o f  the reclaim division o f  Fires tone Rubber Co . in 
Los Angeles and was a highly qualif ied rubber chemi s t . Due to his famil iarity with 
other rubber chemists in the Cal ifornia industry we were kep t informed of problems 
in the use of synthet ics and the pos sib ility of solving these prob lems by using 
guayule rubber . George hims elf developed many combinat ions in the experimental 
laboratory of the proj ect . There was no question that Buna-S , a copolymer of s ty
rene and butadyene , was a big headache . The tens ile t es t s  were low and very erratic 
and there was a high percentage of rej ects in t ires made from Buna-S . Late in the 
war , a Nat ional Rubber Co . rubber chemis t  reported that he had been able to raise 
the average tens ile s trength considerably by using a mas t er batch of rubber loaded 
with carbon and o ther compound ing ingredients and then d iluting this bat ch with 
additional Buna-S to ob tain the desired proport ions . Miller tried the same thing 
us ing guayule as a master batch and add ing Buna-S .  The result was a t ensile s trength 
about twice as great as from Buna-S alone . Miller reported this work to his ac- . .  
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quaintances in the industry . Unfortunately , there was no t enough guayule to  supply ',. 
this us e .  I ment ion this nere because mos t  report s  I have read on the potential use

' 

of guayule neglect  to mention the comb inat ion of guayule and o ther rubbers . Miller . 
was convinced that the capacity of a plant using synthetics could b e  greatly in
creased by us ing guayule for "mas ter batching . "  

I mention the foregoing uses and potent ial of crude guayule rubber because the 
question arises as to whether the resinous rubber produced from guayule by the peb��
milling process is good enough to f ind wide market s  or whether a better guayule � .� 
rubber needs to be made . You will hear from Eleanor Taylor about guayule rubber �·o.f" 
lesser resin content . There are other processes , never suitably explored , that will 
give a product approaching Hevea in proper t ies . To understand this potential we 
need to describe how rubber occurs in guayule . 

The guayule plant , both top and root s , contains rubber dispers ions in the cells 
scattered throughout the plant . These rubber dispersions contain polymers of the 
same monomers that cons titute Hevea rubber . If there were some way to extract this 
rubb er without coagulating this dispers ion , a latex s imilar to Hevea could be ob- :,� 
ta ined . This was actually done at pilot plant scale on the Proj ect but unfortunat ely 
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only 30 to 50 percent of  the total rubber hydrocarbon in the p lant was ob tained . 
The problem was that of  keeping the rest of  the rubber from coagulat ing . Step
milling was considered but deemed unfeasible for reasons I will cover later . 

Without going into detail of the reasons for the conclus ion , we were convinced 
that recovery of coagulated rubber could be increased if the rubber in the cells 
was fully coagulated before the plant was crushed or cut . Such dismemberment of the 
plant before coagulat ion would result in smears of the latex on the f iber material 
and thereby rendering it unrecoverable . Also if drying were done af ter comminut ion 
the exposed faces would be overdried and rubber deteriorated . 

The consensus of  people with experience in guayule production was that the rub
ber in the plant could be deteriorated by exposure to the sun for a long period . 

The extraction method which had been adopted in the guayule indus try was called 
pebble-milling . The process included some method or methods of coagulating the rub
ber in the cells followed by comminut ing , crushing , pebble-milling , flotation which 
caused rubber and cork to float an� the bagasse to sink , subj ect ing the floating 
cork and rubber to heat and pressure to waterlog the cork , flotation again to float 
the rubber and to cause the waterlogged cork to sink , scrubbing the rubber agglom
erates , drying and packaging for shipment . 

The success of the pebble-milling method was part ially the ability to cause 
the small rubber particles to unite to  form large enough agglomerates , thereby im
proving flotat ion and lessening the possib ility of  loss in screening processes . 
Also the larger par ticles would be eas ier to  dry in the driers where the thru-flow 
of air was impor tant . 

Now to look at the shrubs available for milling : Among proper ty acquired from 
the government from the Intercontinental Rubber Co . was a 600-acre f ield of l3-year 
old , dry-land , cult ivated guayule near Salinas , California . The early plans of the 
proj ect included milling out this shrub as soon as seed had been collected from the 
Arguello plant s .  It  had been estimated that the seed available would be enough to 
plant about 6 0 , 000 acres of guayule . However ,  an improved seed harves ter , developed 
by the Proj ect , enabled the collect ion of enough seed to plant 2 00 , 000 acres . Long
range plans were then made to acquire lands for planting this acreage . Later , due 
to a decis ion by Rubber Director Jeffries , the expansion of the proj ect was curtailed . 
This curtailment occurred in April of 1943 . At that t ime over 12 , 000 acres of  f ield 
had been planted in the summer of 1942 and 5 6 , 000 acres had been leased for plant ing 
during the next season . In addition , the proj ect had es tablished about 3 , 000 acres 
of nursery . 

Later the Rubber Director advised the Secretary of Agriculture that a certain 
amount of the acreage already acquired should be planted as an insurance in case the 
synthetics failed to f ill the needs . The Proj ect then proceeded to plant 30 , 000 
acres of f ield and about 2 , 000 acres of nursery to be held available in case of 
emergency . 

Now to get back to milling : Even before the curtailment of the Proj ect , the 
Spence Mill near Salinas was operating on shrub from the Arguello f ield . This 
mill had been operated for a few months each year before it was acquired by the 
government from the Intercont inental Rubber Co . That company which was operat ing 
three mills in Mexico at the time loaned us Daniel C .  Cooley who was operating their 
Sat illo Mill and who had formerly operated the Spence . With his help and advice the 
Spence Mill was altered with the following improvements : 
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a .  A warehouse was built t o  hold 400 tons o f  baled shrub which allowed 
about a l5-day storage before milling . It was contemplated that the 
shrub would be baled in the field , after about three days of exposure 
in piles . 

b .  The roll-type crusher which had formerly been used before shrub cutting 
and drying was moved to the milling circuit following the comminution 
and drying . 

c .  A rotary cutter replaced the ensilage chopper formerly used by the 
company . This was soon abandoned in favor of a hammermill . 

d .  The crushing line , with the movement of the bull-crusher in series 
included three crushers . 

The Arguello field yielded approximately 2 , 300 tons (moisture-free basis)  of 
shrub from which 880 , 286 pounds of crude rubber were extracted . The hydrocarbon in 
this shrub averaged 18 . 91 percent . The milling efficiency on a hydrocarbon basis 
was 90 . 84 percent . This milling period was begun in March , 1943 and terminated in 
July , 1943 . 

Af ter the curtailment of  the Proj ect , Rubber Director Jeffries was told that , 
if the Rubber Reserve desired and paid the costs , we were prepared to harves t  and 
mill wild shrub from the Big Bend area of Texas . He agreed . 

The Texas shrub was baled on site and shipped by rail to Salinas . The total 
weight processed was 1 , 700 tons (moisture-free basis ) . The crude rubber recovery 
was 510 , 000 pounds . The average percent hydrocarbon in the shrub was 12 . 3  percent . 
The extraction efficiency on hydrocarbon basis was 87  percent . The milling was 
commenced in October , 1942 and terminated in April , 1944 . 

It should be noted here that these millings resulted in large agglomerates of 
rubber which were easily recoverable in the process . The word "worms" was used to 
describe these agglomerates . Our pilot plant experience indicated that it was very 
difficult to get large worms from young shrub . 

The decision having been made to prepare to build a new mill at Bakersf ield , 
four firms were selected in January , 1944 and invited to enter into competition by 
drafting their ideas for mill design . They were furnished with a prospectus and 
invited to observe the operat ions of the Spence Mill . The prospectus included new 
concepts resulting from research done by the Bureau of Agriculture and Industrial 
Chemistry and by experience gained by operat ions at Spence . After review of each 
sketch plan , the Southwest Engineering Co . of Los Angeles was selected to do the design . 

One of the maj or innovat ions proposed in the new mill was to parboil the shrub , 
to loosen leaves , after which the leaves would be separated from the plant and 
wasted . It had been found that the leaves , which contained no rubber , constituted 
from 20 to 30 percent of the total weight of the plants . By their removal the per
centage rubber in the residual plant would be increased . Also , there was some 
evidence that the milling leaves interfered with the agglomerat ion of rubber particles . 
Another maj or innovation was the use of continuous-belt driers for drying the rubber . 
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Rectangular , in-line , flotat ion tanks had shown promise in pilot plant opera
t ions so they were adopted in the new design .  The theory of flotation was that , if 
the diluted slurry was given horizontal impetus at the surface of the tank , the 
rubber particles would have a better chance to surface . 

Since analysis had shown its feasibility , the new design would burn the bagasse 
as fuel for steam production . 

In June , 1944 , it was decided to purchase equipment . Most of the maj or items 
were secured from a firm specializ ing in rebuilding second-hand equipment . Some 
new equipment was purchased also . 

In f iscal year 1945 funds were provided for the construction of the Bakersfield 
Mill and the reconstruction of Spence Mill along the same lines . A flow diagram 
of these mills , as modified is shown in Figure 1 .  The schemat ic diagram of the 
power plants is shown in Figure 2 .  In order to get as much experience as possible , 
(1)  For drying rubber , a single-belt , multi-stage drier was used at Spence and a 
two-belt drier at Bakersfield , and (2 ) For dewatering bagasse , a Bird centrifuge 
was used at Spence and an Oliver f ilter at Bakersfield . 

The remodeled Spence Mill was put in operat ion in December , 1944 and the new 
Bakersfield Mill was started in May , 1945 . Both mills operated satisfactorily un
til the proj ect ended . The mills operated on young shrub (two-to three-year- old ) 
from plantation and nurseries . 

The total crude rubber production of the Proj ect approached three million 
pounds . The table , page 49 , shows a record of results of all millings . 

George Miller ' s  final report analyzed the results of milling . He concluded 
that , if rubber in the shrub is less than two percent , no recovery of rubber can be 
expected by the process used . He also shows that the efficiency of milling , ex
pressed in hydrocarbon , is related to the ratio of rubber to fibre in the shrub . 
He reasons that the more f ibre the less is the opportunity for small particles to 
meet and become agglomerated with other particles to form a worm that is large 
enough to be recovered . 

Miller also emphasized the importance of crushing . He cites an experiment by 
BAIC in which eight passes through a crusher agglomerated the rubber sufficiently 
so that it could be recovered in the laboratory by merely agitating the pulp in 
water . However ,  this test indicated that repeated crushings tended to cause more 
nonhydrocarbon materials to be incorporated into the rubber . He felt that at least 
three crushers should be used in future mills . 

Miller was of the opinion that the weakest part of the milling process used was 
in flotation . He felt that some form of centrifuge would be more desirable than 
flotat ion . He based this opinion on theoretical analysis of the flotation process 
as well as on experience at Spence where the Bird Centrifuge effectively separated 
small rubber particles from the bagasse . 

At this point I will go backward in time to complete this account of rubber 
extraction . Early in 1945 , it had become apparent that the natural rubber supply 
had become depleted and that synthetics could not fill the bill . Rubber Director 
Jeffries was quoted as saying that he was sorry that he had put the brakes on the 
Guayule proj ect . The Rubber Reserve asked the chief rubber chemists of all maj or 
companies to visit the Proj ect and appraise the possibility of rubber production 
from the shrub already planted . They visited the Proj ect and recommended that the 
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Figure 1 .  Flow diagram of milling of young shrub at both Spence and Bakersfield 
Mills . 
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SUMMARY OF RUBBER PRODUCTION 
ALL SHRUB** 

Shrub Rubber HC Rubber Produced by Mills 
Processed in Shrub Pounds Pounds % 

Campaign Pounds Percent Pounds % Crude % Hlc Crude Hlc Recovery 

Spence Mill 

Arguello 4 , 642 , 802 15 . 18 704 , 600 18 . 91 13 . 79 880 , 286 640 , 050 90 . 84 
Texas 3 , 395 , 122  12 . 32 418 , 104 15 . 02 10 . 72 510 , 086 364 , 030 87 . 09 
* 1945 7 , 125 , 191 8 . 15 580 , 745 8 . 70 6 . 15 620 , 217 434 , 969  74 . 91 
* 1946A 3 , 207 , 513 8 . 18 262 , 375  9 . 37 6 . 55 300 , 510 210 , 031 80 . 04 
* 1946B 2 , 588 , 538  7 . 93 205 , 171  7 . 17 5 . 12 185 , 590 132 , 520 64 . 59 
** 

Bakersfield Mill 

* 1945 1 , 352 , 191 5 . 93 80 , 212 4 . 21 2 . 96 56 , 800 39 , 946 49 . 80 
* 1946A 3 , 315 , 184 5 . 14 170 , 400 4 . 32 2 . 98 143 , 310 99 , 173  58 . 20 
* 1946B 3 , 304 , 839 6 . 88 227 , 37 3  6 . 16 4 . 28 203 , 430 141 , 452  62 . 15 

Grand 
Totals & 28 , 931 , 380 9 . 15 2 , 647 , 940 10 . 03 7 . 13 2 , 900 , 229 2 , 062 , 171  7 7  . 87 
Averages 

* Young shrub . 

** Eliminated from consideration in this report is the rubber produced at Spence 
Mill during the period December 2-14 , 1945 , since this involved experimental 
Jordan milling and the resultant data are not amenable to the analytic method 
developed in this report . Total rubber production by the Proj ect , including 
that produced in the experimental laboratories and in the experimental Jordan 
milling at Spence Mill , was 2 , 944 , 909 pounds . 

Forest Service proceed immed iately to build four additional mills to process the 
shrub in the ground . However ,  the Forest Service Chief would not accept the re
sponsibility of processing the shrub . Firestone Rubber Co . was then given this 
part  of the rubber production j ob .  

Later , in June , 1945 the Rubber Reserve called a meeting in Akron , Ohio to 
discuss the situation . Present were the chief rubber chemists of the larger com
panies , BAIC researchers , George Miller and myself . The purpose of the meeting 
was to firm up the process to be used by Firestone . Some of the findings were : 

1 .  Firestone would proceed with a design along the lines of the mills already in 
existence but would improve the flotation process . 

2 .  The BAIC was asked to continue , at an accelerated rate , investigations of 
retting and certain other milling processes . 

3 .  I was given the task of getting the machinery and setting up at Spence full
scale equipment to test Jordan milling and controlled retting of shrub particles . 
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We were told that nothing should stand in our way , that we had the highest 
priority to equipment and materials . To make a long story short , I was able to 
arrange for : (1) The Noble Wood Machinery Co . to supply three large Jordans im
mediately and send a pulping expert to Salinas to help in their installation and 
test , and (2)  A second-hand trammel type drier from an abandoned cement plant was 
purchased and put on its way with priority rout ing . 

Experimentation with a small , laboratory-type Jordan , in batch milling had 
shown rubber recoveries of about 90 percent . Also the rubber had less insolubles . 

The Jordan machine (see Figure 4) is a device used in the pulp and paper in
dustry to defiber wood pulp . It consists of a rotor shaped like a truncated cone 
and a stator shaped to receive the rotor . Bars with wooden separations are arranged 
around the periphery of both rotor and stator . The gap between rotor and stator 
can be varied by moving the rotor in or out . The defiberiz ing and cutting process 
is accomplished by inj ecting the slurry in the small end and subj ecting it to 
constantly increasing velocity , turbulence , and cutting action as it passes , through 
the gap , to be ej ected at the large end of the machine . A combination of rubbing 
action , turbulence and cutting can be varied by change in the gap or in the depth 
of slots between bars . The time through the machine can be varied by a throttle at 
the outlet . 

The Proj ect was terminated before the Jordans were fully tested and before the 
retting cylinder was put in operation . 

Fig . 4 .  The Jordan Refiner 
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Another item o f  interest was that mill scale experiments of bale ret t ing were 
carried out at the Spence Mill by the Forest S ervice in cooperat ion with BAIC . The 
bal e ret t ing of parboiled and deleaf ed , baled shrub was shown to be successful and 
pract ical . The effect .of  ret t ing will b e  discussed later by Eleanor Taylor . 

I also will add that the extrac tion of  rubber in a dispersed s tate from the 
shrub was accomplished by BAIC in pilot scale tests . The latex approached Hevea in 
quality . However , the maximum recovery was only 50 percent of  the hydrocarbon 
available . 

Other pilot scale methods of extrac t ion were carr ied out . One , the digest ion 
of shrub by sod ium hydroxide before milling was cons idered undes irable on account 
of the diff iculty of removing the sodium hydroxide .  The resultant rubber had short 
shelf l if e .  Ano ther experiment found want ing was the coagulation of  rubber by the 
introduction of acid in the milling proces s . This also was found to be imprac t ical . 

A promising process to recover deres inated rubber is that of extrac t ion us ing 
a solvent such as acetone or alcohol . This was no t suff ic ient ly tes t ed before the 
end of the Proj ect . However , the process has b een demonstrated to be successful in 
drying wood . 

I will conclude this paper with a quote from the Miller f inal report : 
closing , we feel that work done so far to improve the mechanical extract ion 
ber from guayule has barely scratched the surface . In our work to date-- to 
phrase Isaac Newton--we have noted and examined only a f ew of ' the br ighter 
on a mighty beach . ' "  

Questions and Comments from the Audience 

Question : (E . Campos)  What amount of  moisture would you get ? 

" In 
o f  rub
para
pebbles 

Answer : (J . Byrne) In our process we dr ied , baled and cut it , then dried it fur
ther at the entrance to the dryer . At Bakersf ield it ran about 25 percent moi sture 
content and at the outlet it  ran from 12 to 18 percent . It  seemed to be satisfac tory . 

Comment : (K . Taylor ) If there are no more comments on Mr . Byrne ' s paper , I have 
one comment to make . He no ted that the younger shrub s were defoliated to avo id over
loading the mill with about 20 to 30 percent of  unproduc t ive bulk . There was ano ther 
reason which perhap s was not evident at that t ime but b ecame evident later . The 
leaves contain the maj or portion of the metallic cons t ituents of the guayule plant . 
They contain appreciable quant ities of iron and certain amounts of copper . Both o f  
those  metals served a s  ant ioxidants and there are other mat er ials in the res idue 
which serve as catalysts  to oxidat ion , so we found it advisable to remove the leaves 
as a source of  metallic contaminat ion in addit ion to reducing the load in the mill . 
I t  is the copper which is the real bad actor promo ting the deter iorat ion of crude 
rubber . 

Quest ion : (C . Pardo) You ment ioned earl ier compounding of  the guayule rubber with 
Buna-S up to amounts of about 20 percent . Does this contain the resin or was this 
deresinated guayule?  

Answer : (J • .  Byrne) Thi s was the res inous variety . Ac tually , you have to  remember 
that until 1910 mo s t  of the rubber used in t ires was guayule and the company had 
one of these old t ires down ther e ;  I have a picture of it . 
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Ques t ion : Is  there any pub lished informat ion on this ? 

Answer : (J . Byrne) In the Emergency Rubber Proj ect they were too busy get t ing 
things done to wri te papers . The only things I know that George Miller has wr itten 
on this were personal no tes to certain rubber chemists telling about the results of  
his work . He never pub lished them . 

Quest ion : (J . Bonner) Do you have inf ormat ion somewhere wr itten down on yields , 
tons per acre and pounds o f  rubber per acre from all the different individual cam
paigns that you carried out , or was all that informat ion accumulated in the full 
inves t igat ion? 

Answer : (J . Byrne) We d id no t publish the information we had but at  the t ime we 
dec ided to mill out all the rubber--as much rubber as we could in a short  per iod o f  
time . We made an analysis of what w e  could actually ob tain . W e  used the best  in
format ion we had and I have a copy of that ; if you ' d  l ike it , I ' ll send it to you . 
It  appraises the amount of  rubber in all of our f ield plantat ions as of  that t ime 
which was about a maximum of three years old . 

Comment : (P . Allen) I ' d  like to add to Ken ' s remarks about the leaves . I think 
that the removal of the leaves also removes a lot of resin . 

Comment : (K . Taylor) That is correct , and bear in mind that if resin will become 
a by-product then it might not be desirable to remove the leaves . 

Question : (H . Lobens tein) Jim Byrne ment ioned the Arguello f ield . He correc ted 
me ; I thought it was eight years old but he said eleven . I guess tha t is correc t . 
Can we no t conclude that that f ield had passed its ult imate , that i t  was go ing down ?  

Answer : (K.  Taylor) That is correc t , and it was no t due to the fact that the rub
ber itself had deter iorated in the plant . But the p lants had lived there long 
enough and had been subj ected to a cer tain amount of mechanical damage by cul tiva
t ion . There was a certain proport ion of dead material in the shrubs and the dead 
material contained a certain percentage of rubber . The qual ity of rubber in the 
dead branches was no t as good as that in living branches , so it had passed the peak . 
It  might no t have done so under wild cond itions where the mechanical damage had no t 
occurred . 
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COMMENTS ON RUBBER EXTRACTION AND UTILIZATION 

Sidney Kalver 
Rubber Extraction Equipment Studies , Emergency Rubber Proj ect 

At this point I want to pick up some of the things that were done in the 
Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry Pilot Plant . The purpose of our 
studies was to try to improve some of the deficiencies in the operation that were 
obvious at the time . You have heard the discussion of most  of these but I would 
like to emphas ize some of the details . 

A paper cutter was originally used in cutting the shrub and later they used 
a rotary cutter . Because of sand on the wood and the presence of bolts and even 
hay forks in the bales , breakdowns on the knives often occurred and the maintenance 
was great . This acted as a stoppage for the entire milling operation . Ken Taylor 
suggested the use of hammer mills and that happened to be one of the greatest im
provements because hammer mills require practically no maintenance .  A whole bale 
of 145 pounds or so could be pulverized in a minute or two to the size wanted in 
a single pass . In three or four hours the hammer mill had ground up enough shrub 
to keep the plant running for a day . That was one step . 

The next step was the introduct ion of the rotary dryer to dry the pulverized 
shrub . This helped in the coagulation and therefore in the yield of rubber by 
reducing the mois ture content . Uncoagulated latex has a tendency to disperse in 
the water and go out with the effluent . In pebble milling there is a cylinder 
with open trunions at each end . The cylinder is lined with flint blocks and is 
kept approximately one-half full of flint pebbles . These are hard materials and 
they prevent the metallic contamination of the rubber since there is no contact 
with the steel shell . The pebbles , as the shell rotates at a speed of approx
imately 7 5  percent of its critical speed (critical speed is the speed in which 
everything would tend to stay centrifugally in contact with the shell and not cas
cade , such as you get in a spin dryer) reach a peak . If you go too slow you get 
no cascading or if you go too fast you get no cascading . So 75  percent gives 
about the peak of cascading and action with the greatest effect of weight and 
rubbing action . You get a rubbing , shearing and an impact that breaks the cell 
further , smears the rubber and tends to build up the particles into what are 
called worms which are really like a sponge . There are particles touching part icles 
with air spaces between them . If you obtain the proper size of these particles , 
with a limited amount of tack , you get an easy flotation separation and a minimum 
adherence of the impurities or insolubles to the rubber . That gives the cleanest  
rubber with the best  yield . 

The pebble mill has its limitation ; it is bulky . As a result Jordan mills 
developed by the paper industries were considered . The idea was very similar to 
guayule processing ; that is to spread the fibers , separate them and hydrate them , 
and release the lignin and other materials so as to get a strong paper . One of 
the problems with the waste material was that the fiber was considered too short 
for many paper applicat ions . I think that if we consider Jordan milling we might 
not have to cut the fibers that short ; therefore at the same time we are releasing 
the rubber we will be preparing the fibers to be used as a paper . So that might be 
a very good factor and by-product application . When we did the Jordan milling we 
had a problem there . Jordan mills have been developed more or less in an empirical 
manner in the paper industry . At that t ime , and I don ' t  think even at this time , 
there ' s  very much theory analyzed in the Jordan as to quantative results .  It ' s  
really j ust  a trial-and-error arrangement . We weren ' t  satisfied with that . We 
started analyzing the results we had and we found that we could set up a parameter 
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which we called potential cuts per ton . We analyzed the length of knife blades , 
in the shell and the total length of knife blades in the roller . In every rev
olution we said , "These number of inches of knife will pass these number of inches 
there , and there is the equivalent number of cuts that you would get with a 
scissors for every revolution . "  If we took the number of revolutions we exposed 
the shrub to , and the number of  pounds of shrub per hour going through that mill , 
we had a potential number of cuts per tonnage of rubber . That was a unit of 
measurement that we could use to compare the results . So we started with that . 
Then we found that reached a certain peak production after we had several methods 
of getting our yield , both by the rubber that went into the effluent and into the 
underflow of our flotation , and the recovered rubber from the actual flotation of 
the rubber after it left the mills . We plotted these and we found that after a 
certain point you didn ' t get any increased recovery . At some points you get a 
decrease in rubber yield . We started anaylzing it and found we were getting two 
actions there : a cutting action that releases the rubber , and a rubbing action 
as the blade passes over the blade that smears it and causes these part icles to 
build up into worms j ust  as in the pebble mills . These are two independent actions . 
After you get to a certain point and keep on cutting , you might be reducing the 
part icles so that you didn ' t  get good recovery ; if you rubbed it too much you 
might be wiping in the f ibers that would weigh it down so that it wouldn ' t  float . 
We analyzed the other (the rubbing action) and figured it by the thickness of the 
blade , times its length , times the area of the blade ' s  surface which gave us 
square inches which would be the rubbing action . So we analyzed what would be 
the best return for the yield , based on the square inches per ton ,  and what was 
the best on linear inches per ton . Then we reasoned that if we were to combine 
those values in our mill that we built for the plant , that would give us the com
bination that should be optimal . 

We then worked back ; using the square inches and the linear inches--working 
back to the bottom--we got the thickness  of the blades . Now we were able to say 
to the manufacturer , "We feel we need a mill that has a potent ial to give us (so 
many) inches of blades and ( this ) thickness of blade , "  and that we were able to fit 
it to specify the type of mill , the size of mill and the type of knife arrangement 
that would do our j ob .  That was how the order was placed . When the end of the 
pilot plant work was approached , we didn ' t  do too much more on that but we did 
set up and that was the base , I believe , that was used in the mill . That was one 
step . 

No one has mentioned the flotation . There is a big problem in handling the 
guayule rubber because of the worms that are soft and can ' t  stand mechanical 
handling . They ' ll squeeze together ; they ' ll compact to entrap fibers that can ' t  
be released . Secondly , water is entrapped that can ' t  be dried out because one 
of the properties of rubber is that it ' s  waterproof . A shell of water is formed 
if you put a raincoat or a balloon around it . You can ' t  get that water out unless 
you heat it enough to explode it so that the balloon is burst .  That was another 
problem.  Therefore , the worms had to be handled carefully . One of the ways we 
worked in the factory was using airlifts . That ' s  a very simple approach . We 
also used steam j ets for mixing . In the pilot plant we made up our own mixes 
which was a variation of a steam j et inj ector--a tee with a nozz le which let in 
live steam and sucked in the fluid from the side branch of the tee . It was then 
pushed out as a mixture of steam and water and rubber . We also used airlifts for 
the raising in the flotation tanks as it came out and went down to one level . 
When we wanted to pick it up to go to  the next flotation tank , we formed a column 
and by inj ecting bubbles of air at the bottom,  at a very low rate , we created an 
apparent specific gravity change that would raise that column by a certain 
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percentage over the regular level and that was enough for the lift . In other 
words , if we wanted to raise it two feet if we had a pond , a sump that would be 
four feet deep , j us t  a little aeration would change the apparent specific gravity 
so that it would balance the four-foot column of water on one s ide and would 
balance the five-foot column on the other ; there was an overflow to the next tank . 
That is what we did at Bakersfield . 

The flotat ion that we had at Spence was a different arrangement . We had a 
rotating pipe that fed the worm slurry over the top surface of the vertical cylin
drical flotat ion tanks . As it came out , it had a sweep in front of it and it 
kept sweeping everything that was floating on the water ahead of it until it came 
to a radial trough where it put it over the end . It  overflowed and came out the 
side of that radial trough . In the meantime , we had spread a layer of worms be
hind it as it went around . On the next revolution it would sweep those floats 
ahead of it and deposit another layer behind it . We felt that we had a much bet
ter control over the flotation with a rectangular tank because we could choose our 
own parameters of width ,  depth and length to suit our needs . That is what we did 
at Bakersfield . 

The next big change was the cooking ; we had a problem there . We ' re doing a 
physical separation and it ' s  all based mainly on specific gravity . When it was 
milled you had a woody material , rubber and cork from the bottom layer . In the 
first flotat ion , the woody material was heavy and would sink , but the cork and 
rubber would both float . The first flotat ion , therefore , took off a mixture of 
cork and the rubber particles . In the old plant they used a pi1a which is a cook 
and pressure cooker . They sewed it up and ran in on an 80-minute cook , I believe , 
and something like 60 to 80 pounds of pressure . Two hundred pounds?  That was 
200? O . K . Anyway , it took an 80-minute cook and then we would release the pres
sure at the bottom .  Suddenly we would b e  fully warm while the others cooked . We 
had two pi1as and we alternated them . We released the pressure suddenly and got 
explosions really like puffed rice and things like that . The corkshe1ls which had 
been saturated with the water under pressure suddenly exploded . They were water-
10gged , to start with and became an explosive besides ; therefore, the cork would 
now sink and the rubber could be skimmed off with very low cork remaining . Any 
woody material that had a tendency to float before would now be waterlogged and 
would also go down . Until you got to the pila , everything was cold ; you had about 
a four or five to one ratio in the mill . Then you skimmed it off , dewatered it , 
ran it into the pi1a with fresh water and cooked it . It came out hot ; you diluted 
it from that flotation tank with as much as twenty to one , I believe , going through 
the scrubber which was another short pebble mill that would now be hot . We also 
experimented with the use 

'
of detergents to help scrub it clean . Here you had a 

dilute hot milling which knocked off any adhering particles and the flotat ion would 
drop back . Then we would dewater it and take it into the dryer . 

The dryer was the next big innovat ion . The old Spence mill used vacuum shelf 
dryer . Vacuum shelf dryers are big and cumbersome , and of course , relatively dif
ficult to get during war time because they were big castings . You had to load 
these trays . They had a mechanical loader but still it was quite a problem--you 
had to get them uniformly and then put them in the dryer . They dried it under 
vacuum for three hours , then opened the door , released the vacuum, and the plant 
superintendent took out a handful from various points of the tray . If it didn ' t  
have any green spots in it , smelled all right , wasn ' t  over-cooked , wasn ' t  too wet , 
that was a finished batch . If not , it went back and the vacuum was put on for 
perhaps another hour . That ' s  a bottle-neck in a plant of this nature , part icularly 
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when you want to  increase it . At this time the synthetic rubber program came 
in and it was based on continuous apron through circulat ion dryers . These are 
perforate flat aprons that are piano hinged and they traveled through a heated 
dryer where there �as a circulation of air down through the bed of material , 
and recirculat ing heated air which would evaporate the water . The synthetic rubber 
was not tacky . It was very f irm; it was also milled out , and they got it into 
pellets . There maybe they would be able to torch it . Therefore they worked out 
a system of multi-belts ; the first one they started at higher temperature , got off  
the surface water , heated it all up , then they piled it on another apron twice as 
thick by slowing down the belt . There it resided for a longer period of time , in 
a thicker layer , and was subj ect to the air to evaporate the moisture at a lower 
rate to take more time to come out of the interior . Then the third belt was piled 
maybe four times as thick because that was running half again as long and fast . 
Therefore you had residence time twice as much on that belt ; that way they got a 
long residence time and the rubber was not affected after all this . The only thing 
the heat did was perhaps soften it up a little bit and make it better for milling . 
So they didn ' t  mind it and that was the system used . 

Guayule couldn ' t  stand that although they tried to do it because we had 
another problem . We had resins in that rubber . We had two sources of problems 
there . If you had too much water on the rubber as it went into the dryer you had 
solutions of resin on there and that would coat the dryer as it hit the apron , and 
it formed a sticky layer on the apron . If you overheated the rubber you would have 
some of that resin softening and exuding out , and that would tend to seal the pores ; 
it would overflow and seal the interstices between the worms so that you didn ' t  
get air flow going through it . That part that was sealed wouldn ' t  dry properly 
and you would have green spots as it came through . The solution is transferring 
it while it would break it up and open it up to expose it on the surface . At the 
same time you ' re pinching off parts j ust  where they ' re soft and where they are 
tacky . You seal where the resin is and that would hardly ever dry on the next belt . 
We thought we should go back to what the vegetable people had found in the past . 
They had case hardening . They had certain vegetables that were sensitive to  dry
ing . If they dried it too fast , they formed what they called a case hardening 
shell which sealed off the pores and trapped the moisture inside . We approached 
it from the other end ; we started with a low temperature on the first belt . There 
is no point in taking away all the water on the surface faster than it could come 
out from the interior . You ' re going to have to wait for the water to come from the 
interior anyway . In the long run it has to stay in the dryer long enough for the 
last drop to come from the center of the worm for the surface to be evaporated . 
So what ' s  the hurry in gett ing it off the surface ; you might as well keep it moist , 
pliable and available . We started with a lower temperature but producing a lower 
evaporation rate at the early point . Before we got very far we found that our 
drying cures crossed one another and by this point it had caught up . Not only 
that ; it surpassed us and we ended up with a faster dry by increasing our tempera
ture gradually . 

We had another advantage , the resin ;  since the rubber didn ' t  reach the dry 
bulb temperature , it was always at the wet bulb , or close to it . We had a cooler 
rubber and we never caused the resin to melt and exude . We ended up with a nice 
spongy porous mass that had a good tensile ; we had to rip it apart at the end . It 
was almost like a washing sponge--the rubber sponges that they used to make . This 
ended up with a nice uniform color all the way through , and a good rubber at a 
very rapid rate of drying . We found that very successful . 

Parboiling was introduced and tested along with defoliation , rebaling and 
storage . We found that the storage was a little bit more uniform . You had to 
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keep a certain amount of storage because some days you couldn ' t  harvest in the 
field because of the rainy weather ; therefore , we found that we averaged out about 
30 days ' storage . In the end they might have found that not too good , but that ' s  
what we started witp . , We didn ' t go to ensilage storage ; we stood it in the bales , 
then we changed . We didn ' t  use the rotary cutter for the primary cutter ; we 
ended up with the hammer m ill . We did go to the screening and then to the sub
sequent crushing , and this was the forerunner of the Jordan mill . 

There are other hydro-pulpers and other pulping mills of different types and 
some of those might even be more desirable because of the improvement in tech
nology in the last 30 years . We should really eliminate the pebble mills . 

The flotat ion packs stayed with us . With regard to flotation , we did try 
using the bird centrifuge for flotation in the pilot plant . We had it before 
it was used on the bagasse and at that time there was no suitable means of dis
charging float s from the bird centrifuge . There are some modif ications that might 
be possible now , but I don ' t  think that centrifugal force is really desirable . 

We tried a twin apron dryer but the thing we predicted in our pilot plant 
studies showed up in the twin aprons that we used in Bakersfield ; the Sargent 
single apron that we had in Spence was always much more effective and more uni
form in its output , handling various types of materials . Instead of using the 
press rolls on the Oliver rotary vacuum f ilter , we found that there again the 
pressure and the harsh treatment did not improve the drying . Over dewatering 
was not necessarily a benefit . You wanted to j ust get the surface water off and 
we found that a gentle vibrating screen was better for that purpose . When we had 
difficulty in grabbing at the handle (such as the Jordan mill ' s  fine worms) we 
found that by put ting a second deck on top of the screen , a cross mesh about a 
half inch or 3/8  mesh up there , it would tend to spread it so that it didn ' t  lump 
up , and uniformly load the vibrat ing screen so that it came out as a dry fine set 
of worms that could then go on to the dryer . I think that if you end up with 
worms by any of the new methods ,  you will not necessarily have a problem with the 
apron dryer . You can load the dryer to give you the same pressure drop through 
the bed so that you can get a reasonable air flow .  We found that about 300 linear 
feet per minute going through the bed was an effective velocity . If you adj ust 
the loading to maintain that kind of float through the bed , you can then , in order 
to get that light loading , be speeding up the belt . I think you will end up get
ting nearly the same output out of the dryer because you ' d  have bed drying at a 
rapid rate and the belt will be moving that much faster . With the method of 
handling on the vibrating screen , I think that you will not necessarily have any 
problem there . 

This is a sketch of our rectangular flotation tank . * This was the preliminary 
for the ones that were finally put into Bakersfield . The revolving skimmers are 
at the end ; the drag pulling the sinks up the incline to discharge are at your 
right . This is the plan used showing two skimmers and two channels there . *  This 
is more detail on the flotation tanks , showing some of the features we tried to 
put into it to handle the difficult materials . 

We explored the use of a pressure cooker in the pilot plant . We used a 2 , 000 
pound pressure and found that we could now run on a two-minute cycle . This is the 
preliminary sketch of the pressure cooker . *  Since we were running on a two-minute 
cycle , the capacity was much less than the pila and we used only a single one in
stead of two . Therefore we had a small diameter . The feed mechanism was a 
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rotating snail similar to what we used on the pebble mills . It scoops it up , 
takes it through the hollow trunion and discharges a f ixed amount which was con
trolled by the level in that tank into the pressure cooker . Then we had a rinse 
tank which is a float-controlled tank similar to  a water closet tank . That dis
charged enough to sluice off any worms that might have gotten s tuck to the plug 
poppet at the top and keep the seat clean . It was designed so that the pressure 
on the inside acted on a larger area than on the seating surface of the valve , 
so that you would have it tight when the pressure was developed because you would 
be building up to 2 , 000 pounds on a short cycle and you had to keep it clean . 

Questions and Comments 

Question : These two talks have raised a lot of questions in my mind . If I have 
time I would like to ask three . The f irst question : The first speaker mentioned 
that there was six percent inso1ub1es in the f inished product . What was that 
material? 

S .  Ka1ver : It was primarily very tiny fragments of  wood f iber plus a very little 
bit of rock flour , which is derived from the pebble milling operation . There was 
no rubber j e1 that we knew of in that . I might add here that in certain other 
operations we were able to reduce the inso1ub1es or so-called dirt content 
materially . 

Question : My second question : I was impressed by the complication of all of this , 
with the wet milling , the rotat ion , the high pressure cooking , etc . I know one 
of the speakers ,  talking historically , said that solvent extraction was completely 
impractical in about 1910 , but the modern synthetic rubber industry makes polymer 
by pollution polymerization and they can economically handle the dilute solvent 
rubber , recovering and recycling solids and processing the rubber from them, etc . 
I wonder--for a modern process wouldn ' t  you use solvent extraction to  give you a 
much more simple process to eliminate this six percent insoluble? 

K.  Taylor : As chairman , I ' m  going to try to straighten this matter out the best 
I can . You must remember now that we are reporting what we did during World War 
II . It does not say what we would do today , and it is very possible with the 
modern techniques and modern facilities that are available , that a solvent extrac
tion might be possible . In our own personal experience , and in our factory opera
tions , we don ' t know. 

Question : My last question may not be too reasonable either , but it seems as if 
you are going through the process of starting with the rubber in small particles 
and building them up , sticking them together , etc . The rubber industry at present 
is interested in going towards powdered process , using powdered rubber , powdered 
mixing techniques ,  powdered handling techniques , etc . I wonder if you could en
vision a recovery process where you use a parting agent and kept particles from 
the operat ion , obtaining a powder or a fine crumb part icle? 

Answer : I think this is possible and ent irely within the realm of possibility , but 
again it lies outside of our kind of experience and our research , and we do not 
have a complete answer to your question . 

Comment : (J . Bonner) In my other incarnat ion I ' m a representat ive of the Hevea 
Rubber Industry . We know from rubber process ing in Hevea , that the crumbs can be 
allowed to go to any desired size when we use castor oil . Castor oil covers the 
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particle and crumbs grow spots . If that were applied in the case of guayule 
processing , the same results can be achieved . 

Question : (Emerson) .Those Jordan mills that you talked about that were specially 
designed : How much 'were those used and what kind of differences , if any , in 
quality of the rubber were there between that and the pebble milling process ing? 

S .  Kalver : Perhaps Jim Byrne can answer that better than I can . I ' ll give you a 
very brief summat ion and allow him to elaborate on it if he will . The Jordan mills 
that we used at the Spence mill were acquired very late in the program and it was 
after we shut down the seven mills . We made a very short run of less than three 
days , as I remember with the big mills , when we f inally got Congressional orders 
to shut down everything . So our experience is extremely limited . The data that 
are available from it may not mean too much , but I can tell you this : The Jordans 
that we acquired at Spence mill were so huge that we did not know how , at that 
time , to throttle them , but there is a method whereby they can be throttled . The 
end result at Spence mill was the fact that we flooded the entire end of the fac
tory beyond the mill , as we did not have flotat ion tanks big enough to cope with 
the situation . We had rubber all over the floor . We did not have dryers enough 
to cope with it , and it was in general a ring-tailed mess at that time . Aside 
from production , we were unable to get rubber of appreciable quality and lower in
soluble content from Jordans when compared to that from the pebble mill . And it 
has always been my thought that Jordans probably would be the milling machines 
of the future . 

Comment : (J . Byrne) I mentioned earlier that I had eight years of experience in 
forest products research and I ' m  pretty well acquainted with the pulp milling 
process . I ' m  convinced that something similar to the Jordan but not the Jordan 
will be the mill . You get different degrees of turbulence and things of that kind . 
We tried the paper end but we did not know enough about it . 

Comment : (K.  Taylor ) Just a very brief word about latex . We did some investiga
tions during World War II and subsequent to World War II in the recovery of guayule 
rubber in the. form of latex . It provided a very good quality of material . It 
demanded excessively costly equipment to recover it as latex , and further , only a 
portion of the rubber which was in the shrub could be recovered as latex . I think 
that in the future we probably would not be inclined to  look on latex as a feasible 
means of extracting rubber from guayule because of the cost and because of the fact 
that you can ' t  get it all out . About 40 to 50 percent of the rubber , perhaps , can 
be recovered as latex . In the research program that followed the expirat ion of 
World War II , I might j ust  for historical sake note two things . First of all , as 
far as the Jordan in guayule milling , I think that was originally suggested by a 
Professor Waterman at the University of Southern California , and the suggestion 
was made to Dr . Robert Emerson who was working with a group of Japanese people at 
the War Relocat ion Center at Manzanar . He had developed a method of getting out 
small amounts of guayule using a Waring blender or something of that sort , and he 
was looking for means of expanding this and getting a bigger scale of production . 
I believe it was Dr . Waterman who had suggested the use of the Jordan . In our 
program following World War II , starting about 1947 and running unt il 1953 , we 
were plagued with a great many demands which were not strictly research demands . 
Those of you who have been here before know that we produced quite a large amount 
of very carefully deresinated high-quality guayule crude for submission to various 
and sundry rubber companies and other testing agencies for comparative evaluation 
with synthetic rubber and Hevea . During that period of time we actually did our 
research by fits and starts . Ralph Chubb , who was greatly interested in this 
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business of deresination , and I have felt for a long time that in order to get 
guayule rubber that was comparable in quality at least to �evea , deresination 
would have to be the route that would be followed . Ralph Chubb carried out a great 
deal of research on this . Unfortunately , shortly after the conclusion of the 
proj ect in 1953 , Ralph contracted cancer and died . 
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DERESINATION OF GUAYULE RUBBER 

Eleanor C .  Taylor 
Guayu1e Research Associate 

The uses of guayu1e rubber have been limited principally by its  res in content 
which ranges in conventionally milled rubber from 2 0  to 25% . The resins affect 
advers ely the s tress-s train charac teristics and they change the compounding be� 
havior . In addition ,  they apparently contain a factor that acts to facilitate 
oxygen absorpt ion and speeds the aging of  guayu1e crude . S ince guayu1e does not 
contain a natural ant ioxidant as does Hevea , the crude rubb er tends to break down 
and become tacky during s torage unless pro tected by addit ion o f  an ant ioxidant . 
Removal of  the resins delays this breakdown and improves the physical charac teristics 
of the rubber vu1canizate . 

Arguments for deres inat ion are compelling . The quality of  the rubber for mos t  
purpo ses i s  vas tly improved and the resin recovered , in itself , may have a prof it
able market . The maj or argument agains t deres inat ion is the cost for equipment and 
operation of  the deres inat ion s t eps in the process . A market for the res ins re
covered and a premium price for the higher qual ity rubber may , however , offset these 
cos t s . The decis ion to incorporate the deresinat ion s t ep in the process mus t  depend 
on economic factors--the price received for the rubber , the co s t  of deresinat ion , 
the us e  for which the rubber will be prepared and the market for the res ins . 

The not ion of deres inating guayu1e rubber is no t new .  As early as 1903 Law
rence patented two different methods for deres inat ing the crude rubber , and Chute 
and Randel received a patent in 1910 on a process that involved deres inat ion of the 
shrub before milling . Over the years numerous attempt s  were made in connec t ion 
with commercial product ion of guayu1e rubber to produce a deresinated produc t but 
they were all abandoned becaus e they were not economical under cond it ions then 
existing . 

With the renewed interest in guayu1e during Wor ld War II , efforts to secure an 
adequate method of deresinat ion were revived . The Int ercont inental Rubber Company 
of Mexico f iled an application for a patent on what was called the Boucher-Haden 
process . This process included washing the wet rubber par t icles from the mills-
called "worms"--in 98% ethanol containing 2% sodium hydroxide at a temperature j us t  
below boiling . Af ter extract ion , the rubber was washed with hot water , with or with
out aCid , to remove the alkali .  A large part of the resin was removed and the in
soluble content was reduced . Vu1canizat es from the treated rubber were superior to 
tho se from the usual res inous rubber but shelf-aging of the crude was below exp ecta
tions . A commercial ins tallat ion for this process was made at the plant of  the 
Intercont inental Rubber Company at Torreon , Coahuila , Mexico , where some deres inated 
rubber was prepared and marketed , but the method was no t incorporated as a p ermanent 
part of the mill process . Presumably this was due in part to the poor shelf-aging 
of the crude , which has been attributed to res idual caus tic in the rubber . 

Dur ing this same period , the Mare Island Navy Yard was exper iment ing with de
res inat ion of dried guayu1e rubber . Essent ially the process consisted of acetone 
extract ion of dried rubber which had been rolled out into a thin sheet . The solvent 
extract ion was not too effec t ive becaus e the surface of the sheeted rubber exposed 
to the solvent was less than the surfaces accessible by other techniques . The pro
cess was s imilar to that us ed by the Diamond Rubber Company in 1910 . 

Hauser and leBeau deres inated commercial guayu1e rubber containing 26% resin 
by means of var ious so lvents . They found that furfural was superior to acetone , 
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methanol o r  ethanol in that  it was faster in its act ion and extrac ted a larger 
amount of res in . The proces s , however . has to be conduc ted at an elevated t emper
ature . 

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company is report ed to have investigated the treatment 
of  dry , crude guayule rubber with aqueous caus t ic under pressure , alone or in com
b ination with acetone . Little is known about the process but t ires made f rom the 
rubber gave fair mileage . 

Other techniques have been tr ied , many involving the us e of  caus tic in one way 
or another . When caus tic has been used , the rubber has usually broken down in 
storage more rap idly than products  treated with o ther solven ts . 

The Emergency Rubber Proj ect (ERP ) , in existence j us t  3-1 / 2  years--from 1942  
to 1946--was under the pres sure o f  wart ime to concentrate on the most  urgent prob
lems related to rap id expansion of rubber product ion . That lef t lit tle t ime to 
explore ref inement s leading to better rubber quality when quantity was the f ir s t  
obj ective . 

Dur ing the las t few weeks of  ac t ive ERP operat ion a series of s tud ies was con
ducted to f ind a chemical method to coagulat e  latex in the shrub prior to milling . 
The fresh shrub was parboiled , defoliated , cut and crushed , and then leached with 
water-miscible solvents . The lat ex was coagulated immediately and completely and 
the maj or port ion o f  the res inous material removed . On milling , an excellent crude 
rubber was produced . Because of limited t ime , only two solvents were used--alcohol 
and acetone . Acetone was far more effec t ive in reducing resins . S ince recovery of  
solvent was high , the process was thought to have commercial us e .  The end o f  the 
war time proj ect precluded fur ther study . 

A method of  deres inat ion that received cons iderab le at t ent ion by the ERP proj 
ect was a procedure called "rett ing , " so called b ecause the action is somewhat l ike 
that which occurs in the ret t ing of f lax . Spence had taken out a patent in 1933  on 
this process which involves the reduct ion o f  resin in the shrub by inducing micro
b ial act ion . A chance success in shrub ret ting revived interes t in this procedure . 
In a study o f  s t orage of  cut shrub as ens ilage , some shrub wi th a mo is ture content 
too low for ens ilage was placed in modif ied pit s ilos where ret t ing occurred and a 
rubb er of superior quality was produced . 

In s tud ies that f ollowed it  was learned that holding large mas ses of  cut shrub 
quies cent in b ins or tanks was no t satisfactory regardless of the means of aerat ion , 
although small-scale batches worked well . Shrub placed in shallow p iles on a f loor 
and turned over from t ime to t ime by hand was successful but would have been too 
cos tly on a commercial s cale . Shrub loaded in slowly revolving drums al lowed for 
bet ter and continuous agitat ion and , in addit ion , provided an oppor tunity for tem
perature control . Adequate control was obtained in small-scale drum rets but con
trol over large-scale drums was never undertaken becaus e es t imated cos ts  seemed 
excessive . 

Eventually it was found that fairly succes s ful large-scale rets could be carried 
out if the shrub were dug , baled and brought in from the f ield without delay . The 
bales were then parbo iled , defoliated , rebaled and then placed in storage to ret , 
without temperature or humid ity control , for 30 days . This technique worked well in 
the Salinas Val ley with its moderate temperature and high humidity but it is doub t
ful that it would work as well in other climates . In addit ion , this type of "bale 
ret ting" involves the ac tion o f  a mixed populat ion of  aerob ic bact eria and fungi , 
and quite conceivably undesirable as well as des irable microf lora might be present . 
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The biochemistry of retting was studied to a limited extent . Pure-culture 
rets were carried out with bacteria and fungi isolated from natural rets to deter
mine the relative effect ivenes s of the various organisms . Fungi were active over 
a wider range of temperature and moisture conditions than were bacteria and were 
equally effective in reducing resin . Pure-culture rets were compared with natural 
rets of mixed microflora with virtually the same results on the shrub and crude 
rubber . Again , the economic factors arise : Pure-culture rets would require costly 
installation for sterilizing the raw material , maintaining pure-culture inoculum 
and maintaining proper environmental conditions during the ret . 

The solvent deresination of guayule shrub or rubber has little effect on the 
physical qualities of the rubber until virtually all of the resin is removed . Ret
ting , however , results  in a physical improvement in the crude with a removal of 
50% or less of the resin .  This may b e  due t o  the exact fraction o f  the acetone
soluble material removed by the microorganisms or it may be due to a change in some 
other component associated with the rubber . Further investigations into this phe
nomenon may be rewarding . 

This is about where matters stood when the wart ime proj ect was liquidated . 
When the research program on methods of extraction and processing resumed in 1947 , 
the Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry undertook quite detailed studies 
of deresination of both the shrub and the crude rubber . 

Resins in guayule occur in resin ducts distributed throughout the plant and 
amount to about 5% to 15% of the dry weight of the plant material . The resin con
tent varies with variety and age of shrub , season of the harvest , pretreatment of 
shrub and other factors . During the pebble-milling process , part of the res in 
becomes incorporated with the crude rubber as a maj or impurity . In most  cases the 
crude rubber contains about one-half of the res in originally present in the shrub . 

Rubber obtained by processing underesinated shrub contains approximately 20% 
to 25% resin .  In general , the higher the resin content , the poorer the phys ical 
properties of both the crude and vulcanized rubbers .  Great improvement in quality 
and uniformity can be obtained by eliminat ing most  of the resin ordinarily present 
in guayule rubber . 

Resin in shrub or rubber is usually determined by exhaustive acetone or alco
hol extraction . Somewhat different values for resin content are obtained , depending 
upon the choice of solvent . The shrub contains more ethanol-soluble than acetone
soluble material , but the corresponding rubbers have either about the same or 
slightly lower values for ethanol solubles . These observations are not surprising 
since the resin is known to comprise a mixture of many different chemical compounds . 

Preliminary tests with both solvents showed a more rapid extraction with ace
tone at room temperature , so it was chosen for subsequent work . Solvents such as 
furfural requiring elevated temperatures were not investigated . 

The first studies of shrub deresinat ion were carried out with shrub static in 
cells and the miscella flowing countercurrent to the cells . The apparatus used 
consisted of a series of 25 two-quart j ars , each provided with a tube leading to 
the bottom of the j ar and an outlet and air vent at the top . They were set up in 
sequence with each outlet connected to the inlet of the succeeding j ar .  

For these experiments , freshly harvested shrub was parboiled 20 minutes and 
defoliated . It was coarsely cut first through an ens ilage cutter , next by rotary 
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knife cutter with an 0 . 5-inch screen , then crushed by passing twice through crush
ing rolls with a 0 . 002-inch clearance between rolls , and finally hammer-milled 
through a 0 . 5-inch screen . To avoid deterioration of the rubber , this preparation 
was completed on the day the shrub was harvested , and solvent extraction was begun 
the following day . 

Each j ar was loaded with 250 grams of shrub and acetone was introduced into 
the first j ar with air vents open on all j ars . As each succeeding j ar filled , its 
air vent was closed . When all j ars were f illed the first j ar was drained through 
the system forcing miscella from the last j ar in the series . A gram and 'a half of 
acetone per gram of shrub was passed through the second j ar and it also was drained . 
This procedure was continued with each succeeding j ar in the series until the last 
j ar was drained . The miscella flowing from the last j ar was cut into successive 
two-quart fractions , and each fraction was then used in order of emission in suc
ceeding runs . 

The acetone remaining on the shrub was recovered by back-washing with water in 
a similar manner starting with the last j ar in the series . Four grams of water 
per gram of shrub was added at each j ar for the draining procedure . This leaching 
miscella was also cut into fractions for use on the next run . 

When the miscella had been used on six successive runs , it was considered that 
equilibrium conditions had been established , and each two-quart j ar of miscella 
was sampled for analysis of acetone , resin and water solubles content . 

The different stages of extraction are divided into 100 theoretical stages for 
convenience and ease of presentation . Stages 1 to 66 cover the dehydration of the 
shrub and extraction of the resins by acetone ; 67 to 100 cover the leaching of the 
shrub with water to recover the acetone . 

The rapid increase in acetone concentration in the miscella shows that the ace
tone dehydrates the shrub rapidly and completely , coagulating the latex . Thus air
drying is avoided , which has a deleterious effect on the rubber . 

In the back-washing phase , the miscella again changes very quickly from nearly 
pure acetone to a low acetone concentration , and there is no acetone going out of 
the system with the miscella on the deresinated shrub . 

Of extreme interest is the appearance of two high points in resin concentration 
in the miscella , one at 60 to 65% acetone and the other at 85 to 90% acetone , de
noting a partial fractionation of the extracted resins with respect to solubility in 
the advancing miscella . 

At an early stage in the system ,  when the shrub was losing its natural water 
content , a high concentration of saponin-like materials was observed . In later 
studies the shrub was leached with hot water prior to acetone extraction to prevent 
formation of precipitates that appeared in the system at the point where the mis
cella was changing from a high acetone content to a high water content . 

The ratio of miscella to shrub on a dry weight basis was 12 to 1 ,  and good ex
traction was obtained in about two hours . Limitations of the equipment prevented 
investigation of shorter extraction times and different miscella to shrub ratios . 

Analyses of the treated shrub and the rubber milled from it showed that resin 
content of the shrub had been reduced from 7 %  to 2% of the dry shrub weight . The 
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rubber from the deresinated shrub contained 2% resin ,  whereas the rubber from the 
underesinated shrub contained 22% . 

In order to prep'ar.e sufficient quantities of rubber for physical testing .and 
to make further observations on the process ,  tests on a semi-pilot plant scale were 
conducted . A battery of eight tubes , lO feet long by five inches in diameter , were 
mounted vertically in series . Each tube contained f ive kilograms dry weight of 
shrub . The procedure was essentially the same as followed in the small-batch tests . 

After equilibrium conditions were approached , 2-1/2  gallons of miscella were 
removed from the cut where the resin concentration was 4 to 5% . This removal was 
done to maintain the resin balance in the system .  The acetone concentration in 
this miscella was 60 to 75% , equivalent to 1-1/4 pounds of acetone per pound of 
shrub , giving some indication of the amount of acetone that would have to be re
moved from the resin .  However ,  the concentrations o f  resin in the miscella and the 
amounts of acetone to be removed and added are not necessarily the optimum that could 
be achieved in a continuous closed system. 

The acetone can be completely recovered . In distillation tests on water , ace
tone and resin mixtures , there was no plugging by resin ,  and the separation of 
water and acetone was normal , indicating no interference by any of the dissolved 
materials . 

The average recovery of rubber hydrocarbon from 29 millings was 90 . 4% ,  which 
is comparable to recoveries obtained from resinous shrub . The extraction process 
removed 65 to 70% of the resins in the shrub and resulted in a reduction of more 
than 90% of the resin normally present in the crude . 

In Table 1 physical tests of the deresinated rubber are compared with resinous 
rubber and with Hevea No . 1 Smoked Sheet . The stress-strain values show that the 
deresinated rubber is distinctly superior to the resinous rubber and it approaches 
Hevea in quality . 

Table 1 .  Physical Tests 

STRESS ULT . 
MOONEY TENSILE AT 500% ELONG . SHORE 

VISCOSITY E · s . i .  ELONG . % HARDNESS 

RESINOUS GUAYULE 50 2600 350 820 26 

DERESINATED GUAYULE 95 4060 830 7 70 40 

HEVEA NO . 1 SS  96  4620 865  790 41 

Rubber produced by the pebble-milling process is  in the form of loosely aggre
gated , porous , spongy particles about 2 to 3 mm . long by 1/2  to 1 mm . in diameter . 
The form of these "worms " makes them readily adaptable for the removal of resins so 
long as they retain their spongy character . 

Preliminary experiments  on worm deresinat ion using excess volumes of chemically 
pure acetone showed that with solvent at 200 C the resin content dropped 76% in two 
minutes exposure and after three minutes 81% of the resin had been removed . With 
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solvent at 5 60 C ,  the two-minute exposure resulted in 89% reduct ion and three 
minutes gave 95% reduction . 

The next stage pf .  research was designed to determine the number of stages re
quired and equilibrium conditions in a countercurrent procedure . At a solvent-to
rubber ratio of 2-1/2  to 1 in each stage , deresinat ion was obtained in 20 stages 
while maintaining equilibrium at a peak resin concentrat ion of 10% in the miscella 
at the seventh stage . 

In 1951 , 4 , 000 pounds of deresinated guayule rubber were requested for truck 
tire road testing . To produce it , apparatus modeled on the laboratory set-up was 
used . It consisted of a 35-gallon stock pot with a drain at the bottom ,  a stainless 
steel 80-mesh screen basket fitting inside to hold the rubber , and an air-driven 
mixer to stir the rubber during treatment . 

The number of  stages was reduced to 16 and peak resin content was kept at 6% . 
The miscella from each stage was saved and reused on subsequent batches of rubber 
except for that from stages 1 ,  2 and 6 .  Miscella from stage 1 was withdrawn to 
remove the maj or portion of the water from the system .  This brought the peak resin 
concentration into s tage 6 .  Attempts to dewater the rubber by press ing it before 
treatment were unsuccessful because the rubber clumped , which resulted in lumps of 
deresinated rubber . 

An ant ioxidant was added in the last stage , and the rubber worms were dried 
for two hours in a circulat ing air oven at 400 C .  The average residual resin con
tent in the rubber was 1 . 9% .  

In 1952 an apparatus was built in which all factors affecting deresination 
could be controlled . It consisted of a container 18 inches x 20 inches x 4 inches 
deep with a screened bottom and a spray overhead . This container fitted into a 
vapor-tight housing arranged so that it drained completely into the suction side of 
a pump which circulated the miscella through the spray head . A heat exchanger in 
the circulat ing line controlled the temperature of the miscella . 

This apparatus could be considered as one stage or section of a moving belt 
extractor . In operat ion , however , the bed was static and the miscella circulated 
by the pump was moved counter currently by introducing the various cuts of miscella 
in the proper order . 

A standard procedure was developed : 1)  The rubber worms were skimmed directly 
onto the screen from the scrub mill flotation tank . If they had to be s tored , they 
could be held under water for up to three or four days and then broken up with live 
steam. The worms were spread uniformly and without packing about two inches deep 
on the screen . 2 )  Twenty-five cuts of miscella were used . Miscella was removed 
from both cut No . 1 and a later cut where the acetone concentration was about 90% . 
The amount of miscella removed was calculated to be just sufficient to remove the 
water and resin coming into the system with the rubber . 3 )  Fresh acetone was added 
to maintain the 25 cuts at a miscella-to-rubber rat io of about eight to one . 
4)  Each cut of miscella was circulated through the rubber for two minutes and 
allowed to drain two minutes . 5 )  The rubber was dried in a circulat ing air drier at 
room temperature . 

No trouble was experienced with the loss of f ine rubber through the screened 
bottom of the container . As the miscella circulated , any fines which did pass 
through were filtered from the miscella by the bed of rubber itself . 
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The rate of percolation of the miscella varied widely from run to run , possibly 
because of the size of  the worms , the density of the bed or other causes . In each 
case , however , it was slowest at the point of highest resin concentration . 

In some runs acetone containing 2-1/2  to  3-1/2% water was used , and deresina
tion was successfully accomplished . This is of great practical importance--the 
fact that pure acetone need not be used . 

Studies were made at various times during an entire year ; two different strains 
of guayule shrub were used (593 and 4265 ) and two different age groups (four years 
and eight years) .  The crude rubbers handled ranged in resin values from 20% to 35% . 
Deresination proceeded normally in all cases . 

When it became necessary to produce some 6 , 000 pounds of deresinated rubber 
for further tests by private companies and in airplane tires , an even larger de
resinator was built , modeled on the apparatus j ust  described . 

Fluctuations of ± 20% in the quantity of rubber handled in a deresination run 
(nominally 25-pound batches ) ,  variations in the worm size , tendency of  the rubber 
to pack at different times , holding t ime of the wet rubber worms up to 70 hours 
before deresinating--all these factors exerted only slight effects on the system 
and in the production of a high-quality uniform deresinated rubber . The average 
residual resin content of 244 batches was 2 . 1  ± 0 . 3% .  

While deresination studies were under way , a thorough search o f  the literature 
and patents revealed that no solvent extractor in general use was suitable for de
resination of guayule ,  either as shrub or as rubber . A continuous belt type of 
extractor for oleaginous substances might be adapted , however . Designs were drawn 
for a continuous belt extractor where proper countercurrent extraction conditions 
could be maintained on a moving perforated belt subj ected to flooding percolation 
from a system of pumps , pumping from a series of tanks beneath the belt to sprays 
above it . For a variety of reasons , primarily the demise of the proj ect , this 
device was never built . A detailed description of it appears in the Final Report 
of the Natural Rubber Extract ion and Processing Investigations . 

Whether to deres inate the shrub or the rubber depends on several factors . The 
advantages of shrub deres ination are : 1)  the recovery of more resin ,  amounting to 
perhaps 1/2 pound per pound of rubber ; 2) the possible recovery of resin fractions 
not found in the rubber worms ; and 3) the recovery of water solubles that amount to 
as much as 15% of the shrub weight . The principal argument for worm deresination 
is that a much smaller volume of material need be handled through the deresination 
step , allowing for smaller-scale equipment . The relative amounts of solvent needed 
should not be a critical factor because essentially all of it can be recovered and 
recycled . 

The market for the resins may well play a vital role in determining the eco
nomic value of deresination . The quantity and composition of the resin complex 
vary , depending on whether it is recovered from the shrub or from the rubber worms . 

Shrub resin is essentially a total extractive . The most  interes ting fraction 
is a shellac-like gum resin which can be easily polymerized to a heat-resistant , 
clear coating of good solvent resistance . It is this fraction , constituting about 
35 to 50% of the shrub resin , but a much smaller proportion of worm resin ,  which 
undoubtedly has been the portion of guayule resin of prime interest to varnish and 
paint manufacturers . 
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The worm resin is not a total extractive but comprises chiefly the nonpolar 
constituents . The more polar gum resins remain with the bagasse by virtue of a 
greater affinity for wood rather than for rubber . More than 37%  of the worm resin 
cons ists  of unsatur,ated long-chain fatty acids , notably linoleic acid , along with 
traces of linolenic and oleic acids . Linoleic acid has long enj oyed an established 
position in the paint and varnish industry . 

The terpenes of guayule constitute a potentially valuable "naval stores" type 
of by-product . Volatile terpenes , which comprise about 3 to 5% of the worm resin , 
include alpha-pinene , dipentene , cadinene , partheniol and others . Sesqui- , di- , 
and higher terpenes are also readily obtainable in significant quantities from the 
nonvolatile unsaponifiable fraction . 

Cinnamic acid , present in resin as the ester of partheniol ,  from which it may 
be obtained by saponification , is also a by-product of established value in the 
cosmetics and pharmaceutical cosmetics and pharmaceut icals industries . 

Another constituent of guayule found in the deresinat ion miscella is betaine . 
Commonly obtained as a by-product of the sugar beet industry , betaine has a limited 
market as a pharmaceutical and as an intermediate in the production of surface
active agents ,  disinfectants and other chemicals .  

The cuticle wax from guayule ,  which constitutes about 0 . 25% of the fresh weight 
of the foliage , is one of the most  promising by-products of the guayule processing 
operation . Its relative hardness ,  molecular weight and melting point j ustify its 
consideration as a substitute or extender for carnauba wax . Further research on 
guayule resins could well prove most rewarding . 

The ult imate test for a deresinat ion process is , of course , the amount of im
provement in guayule rubber that can be obtained by the treatment . The enlistment 
of industrial cooperation in guayule rubber quality evaluation was considered the 
best means to assess the improvement obtained through deresination . Sample lots of 
deres inated guayule rubber , totaling nearly 9 , 000 pounds , were distributed to var
ious industrial organizat ions . The cooperat ing members included the maj or rubber 
manufacturers as well as smaller companies and comprised an excellent representation 
of the entire American rubber industry . 

To summarize their results briefly : The guayule rubber had essentially the 
same molecular weight as Hevea and the infrared spectra were the same . The stress
strain properties of guayule rubber were nearly equal to those of Hevea if adj ust
ments were made in the compound recipe . Deresination removes organic acids  present 
in guayule rubber , so it is necessary to compensate for these acids which would nor
mally activate the accelerators in the recipe . Slight changes in the recipe resulted 
in large changes in physical properties of the vulcanizates . 

In numerous other physical tes ts and in analysis of dynamic properties , no 
marked consistent differences from Hevea were observed . Several tests , however , did 
indicate that guayule rubber may have a greater heat build-up . 

Some observers found that the guayule rubber had a faster breakdown rate upon 
mastication which may be an advantage in certain applications . When guayule rubber 
was compounded in a tire tread recipe it extruded better than did Hevea Smoked Sheet . 
This is an important advantage in processibility . 
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One company used guayule rubber in the fabrication of electrician ' s or line
man ' s  gloves which must be very durable and have high insulating qualities . Com
pared to the standard Hevea gloves , the guayule gloves showed extremely low leakage 
values . 

Of special importance was the evaluation of deresinated guayule rubber in tires . 
For tests of heavy duty truck tires , Firestone Tire and Rubber Co . of Akron , Ohio , 
fabricated tires in size 9 : 00 x 20 , 10-ply rating . They made three tires each from 
four different carcass compositions : 100% guayule rubber , a blend of 45 parts of 
guayule with 55  parts GR-S synthetic , a similar blend of Hevea with synthetic , and 
a 100% standard Hevea carcass . Treads in all cases were "cold"  GR-S . Road tests  

----

were conducted by the Government Tire Test  Fleet at San Antonio . Tire loads , with 
gravel ballast on the trucks , were 145% of the recommended maximum to increase the 
severity of the tes t . 

The test , conducted during the summer and fall of 1951 , showed that the 100% 
guayule and the 100% Hevea carcass constructions were equal in durability ; one tire 
of each was still running at 50 , 900 miles when the test was d iscontinued . Based 
on average miles to failure of the other two t ires of each type , the guayule tires 
stacked up a few more miles than did the Hevea . The blends with synthetic were 
definitely inferior to the 100% natural rubber constructions , but about equal to 
one another . 

The tires were fitted with thermocouple wires to permit measurement of temper
ature , indicative of relative heat build-up . The tires containing synthetic blends 
had the highest running temperatures , while the 100% guayule and 100% Hevea were 
essentially the same .  Tire treads on the 100% natural rubber carcasses were about 
equal in resistance to cracking . 

Passenger car tires manufactured by Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co . were tested 
in 1952 following the same experimental plan . Any attempt to evaluate carcass 
durability would probably not be valid because most  of the tires were worn to the 
fabric before the test was completed . An earlier test with j ust two passenger car 
t ires rated the guayule tires at 82% of the Hevea for wear , and there was no dif
ference in cut growth or tread cracking . 

In summary we can say that properly handled deresinated guayule rubber is 
equivalent to Hevea for most  uses , including truck and passenger car tires . The 
basic rubber molecule is there . Removal of the associated resins reveals the value 
of the rubber and the resins recovered may be a bonus . 

The economic and political situation has changed so much since this research 
was done 25 years ago and so many technological advances have been made , many of 
which certainly can be applied to guayule processing . We need now to re-evaluate 
guayule as a profitable agricultural crop and a useful raw material for industry . 

Discussion 

Comment : (K . Taylor) Before I call for quest ions , I ' d like to make two very brief 
comments . You will note that she referred to large amounts of rubber that were 
prepared for testing purposes by tire companies and other people . Those were done 
in relatively small batches , and since we had only a small crew of people we were 
often precluded from doing research we wanted very earnestly to get to . Joel 
Schechter , I think perhaps you might be interested in a possibility that occurred 
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to us many years ago . I think it was in 1950 when I hazarded the guess--and it 
still remains a guess and maybe a hazard-- that the resins might become the product 
and rubber the by-product .  

, 

Question : ( Irvin Feustel) I want to ask Ken : This bale of rubber over here , the 
50-pound bale , was it one of the bales that was saved out from those large batches 
that were sent to the rubber company for t ire manufacture? 

Answer : (K . Taylor) Yes , it was from the last large batch we made . 

Question : ( Irvin Feustel) I ' d like to  ask Eleanor : The shrub deresinated rubber 
seemed to have a little higher tensile strength than some of the worm deresinated 
rubber . Is that just  a matter of chance there? Do you think there is a difference 
perhaps in the quality of rubber ? 

Answer : (Eleanor Taylor ) I have no way of telling because I don ' t  recall that any 
direct comparisons were made between shrub deresinated and worm deresinated rubber . 
I don ' t  think they were from the same batch of shrub . And of course there ' s  so 
much difference in what recipe was used in compounding ; you ' re going to get figures 
all over the map unless they are really controlled tests . So I wouldn ' t  want to 
compare shrub deresinated with worm deresinated on the basis of quality at all . 

Comment : ( Irvin Feustel) No , I don ' t  recall any results either , except the re
sults in general that we had for worm resinated rubber seemed to be lower tensile 
strength than is in that table . 

Comment : (Eleanor Taylor) You were using bigger batches of rubber and it may have 
stood around longer , too , more than the shrub deresinated did--it was processed 
rapidly after it was harvested from the field . There ' s  also the possibility there 
was some deterioration during milling with the resin present in the system .  

Comment : ( Irvin Feustel) Perhaps this milling of fresh shrub and the deresination 
of the shrub might give less opportunity for deterioration than milling of f ield
cured or stored resinous shrub which allows the resin to stay with the rubber a 
little while , resulting in deterioration . 

Comment : (Eleanor Taylor ) The work was done by Jim Meeks on molecular weight of 
rubber . He found there was a decrease in molecular weight . As shown by Mooney , 
viscosity , no matter what you did to the shrub or the rubber , went no place but 
down . It j us t  �aried in the amount it decreased at each step as it went through 
the process . So the more rapidly it is processed , and you get an antioxidant on it , 
the better off you are because the rubber molecule apparently suffers as you go 
along in each step of process ing . 

Comment : (K . Taylor) I think that any comparison of the two would have to be care
fully done and carried out on a sound , designed basis where the results could be 
analyzed statistically before we could determine for sure that the differences 
were due to some actual treatment or due to chance .  

Question : (Les Baird) I wonder if you had seen the art icle that was published in 
Industrial Engineering Chemistry by Dr . Robert Emerson and associates of Cal Tech . 
In their particular studies they got as high as 5 , 000 p . s . i .  tensile . Do you have 
any comments about that test?  It is probably one of the highest that I ' ve ever 
seen in the rubber literature . 
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Answer : (Eleanor Taylor) I don ' t  know of any of the details about how they 
handled that . Perhaps someone else here does . 

Comment : (J . Bonner) ·  That is j ust  a figment of how you compound the rubber • . Com
pounding is black magic and you can get any tensile you want by altering your black 
magic . 

Comment : (K . Taylor) I entirely concur with you , Dr . Bonner . You can do mirac
ulous things with rubber if you add enough stuff to it . I think in fairness we 
should probably all stick , as we did in our tests , to the American Standard Testing 
Methods , so that our results are comparable one to another . 

Comment : (Paul Allen) I ' d  j ust like to comment again on the effects of the resin .  
It is clear that there are some o f  the fract ions which are more deleterious than 
others , and that part of the resin action is not j ust the dilution of rubber but 
an active deleterious effect . This showed up part icularly well in some of the 
ret ted rubber which gave a considerable improvement in rubber quality with relative
ly little loss of the resin .  Subsequently Dr . Haagen-Smit did some fractionat ion by 
fractional distillation . A test of these fractions showed that some of the frac
tions were deleterious but most of them were not . 

Question : (Dwayne Chase)  You mentioned very briefly wax and you talked about cut
icle wax . I don ' t  know much about cuticle wax and I also missed the percentage of 
the composition that the plant contains . 

Answer : (K. Taylor) The cuticle wax is the waxy coating that forms the cuticle 
surface of the leaves . Most of the wax is found in the leaves ; there ' s  very little 
found in the shrub itself . It may be that in the very young growing tips of the 
shrub you will get a certain amount of the cut icle wax . As to the precise percent
age that is present , I don ' t  have that information . 

Comment : (Eleanor Taylor ) The only figure I found for it was one-quarter percent 
of fresh weight , whatever that means . I don ' t  know how wet they were--that is , the 
leaves--one-quarter percent of the fresh weight of the leaves is wax . I understand 
that it is easy to recover . It ' s  soluble in hot acetone ; you cool it down and you 
have hard wax . No trouble in recovering ; very white wax , very pretty wax . 

Comment : The wax , I might add , is very comparable in many respects--in milling , in 
hardness , in gloss characteristics and what not--to carnauba wax . It is a whiter 
wax than carnauba . 
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RECENT RUBBER PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES IN MEXICO 

Enrique Campos 
Director , Centro de Investigaciones 

in Qiurnica ,  Ap1icado , Salt illo , Mexico 

I would like to make some brief comments on the general panorama of the 
guayu1e produced in Mexico . At the present time the most significant development 
has been the escalation in the price of raw mater ials . This situation has been 
the catalyst in the formation of a new multi-detente between the developed and 
developing countries . The price escalation is mainly generated by an imbalance 
that has come about in the supply , and demand of raw material between them and 
rubber constitutes one of the most affected . 

The gradual utilization of the renewable natural resources is actually one of 
the greatest priorities that countries like Mexico must assert , and in that order 
the best utilization of our lands acquire a relevance in the national development 
program. Guayu1e has been exploited politically since 1910 and principally during 
the Second War by huge companies . With the creat ion of the National Council of  
Science , Mexico is for  the first time attacking in an organized way this problem 
and by means of  representation of governmental agencies of the National Arid Lands 
Office and Research Institution at our center , fully integrated programs have been 
started since 197 3 . The purpose of this paper is to present the most relevant 
aspects of our program on guayu1e , trying to discuss the technical side but also 
to analyze the importance of the rural development of  the Mexican arid lands . 
Since 1910 this rubber has been one of the main points of interest among the re
newable resources of the Mexican desert . Definitely Mexico constitutes the natural 
habitat of this plant . Its ecology is the determinant in order to obtain the 
growing and the rubber content in a short term .  In its native habitat it has 
more resistance to be attacked by insects ,  fungus , etc . Much experience has been 
gained in terms of cultivation and accommodat ion to different regions . Numerous 
process ing plants in the Mexican territory were established but unfortunately 
there are no available data on the exact amount of rubber produced and exported . 
The Mexican participation was restricted mainly to the harvesting labors , trans
portation and very limited to  the industrial processes . For that reason , our 
experience was restricted to the farmers or the peasants and from the technical 
point of view we could not penetrate into the technology and so we were unable 
to continue the utilization of these resources . Of course , we were j ust emerging 
in t o  the world of modern technology . With a lot of training , human resources , 
and the absence of any intrastructure in scientific research and technological 
development . For our country the guayu1e is a legend of temporary prosperity 
among the Mexican peasants of arid lands . 

Fifty percent of Mexico is covered by semiarid and desert lands , traditionally 
representing a maj or problem in the national development . With the scarce natural 
resources , some of them like cande1i11a and natural fibers are permanently ex
ploited , but have profound problems arising from the restricted market and the 
replacement by synthetics . The economic chemical industry started in 1950 polar
ized the economic situation by creating important industrial areas with which many 
of the growing populations of the arid lands were integrated . With the develop
ment of the national petro-chemical industry , started in 1965 , the production of 
synthetic rubber with foreign technology reached a gross amount of 60 , 000 pounds 
in 1974 . 
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The national rubber market is growing for vital reasons , not only the demo
graphical situation but also the increasing population of the automobile . In 
terms of natural rubber , the nat ional consumption gave a figure for 1974 of 
35 , 000 pounds repre�enting a 90% importation from Southeast Asia . The forecasting 
for 1980 predicts an amount of 55 , 000 tons . In 1960 the Mexican government started 
an ambitious program to grow Hevea plantations . However ,  this program failed to 
reach its obj ective principally for the lack of technological programs involving 
not only industrializat ion and improvement of the quality , but also economic 
aspects . This panorama is not very pleasing in terms of the work crises related 
with the general scarcity of raw materials , and our great , dependence on importat ion 
of natural rubber requires a plan to take advantage of our natural resources and 
use them as an important source to attain self-sufficiency . The implementation 
of a program of this nature has to consider many factors , not only the socio
economic and marketing factors , but also to create the necessary intras tructure 
in order to develop a well-designed program and effective government policies . 
In that sense the use of our natural resources demands a j oint program including 
on one side the research institutions , the governmental agencies dealing with the 
planning of science and technology , and also the responses of rural development . 

In 1971 the National Council of Science and Technology was started--the f irst 
organization devoted to establish the nat ional policies to find the best alter
natives to use them in terms of national needs . At the same time the National 
Arid Lands Office was founded--the f irst attempt to attack the problems of the 
desert in an organized way . These two organizations started a program oriented 
at the beginning to find uses for the natural resources . The most  important--the 
guayule proj ect--was started in an exploratory way in 197 3 . However , the task 
was difficult to accomplish mainly for the lack of elements to carry out the re
search activities , principally those of applied nature . The National Council of  
Science and Technology started to create similar research institutes located in 
strategic regions which was an important factor in the development by means of 
research programs oriented to the regional resources . Following these obj ectives 
the Research Center in Applied Chemistry was established in Saltillo . The begin
ning guayule was selected in one of the main lines of its activities . A j oint 
program was in general trying to generate the information at all the necessary 
levels required to find the best alternatives to arrive at aid for industrializa
tion based on the modern scientific and technological knowledge . 

The implementation of a research and development program requires the es tab
lishment of a complicated network of specific activities at different levels . In 
order to generate not only basic information , but also to carry out applied ex
periments and experimental developments , specifically in the guayule group and 
guayule rubber , it seems that the basic research is a wasteful exercise and there 
are some reports dealing with this topic . But we have to take into account that 
almost all experiments in the past were made by means of older techniques and at 
this moment we can include new methods in order to obtain an overall picture of 
all the basic aspects concerning the rubber characteristics . 

The network established that I am going to discuss contemplates some of the 
most  important aspects of the basic points of view and also the general state 
followed to the configuration of industrial process . Of course , the experience 
and the tremendous amount of work done was the main source of information . Into 
the basic level , in order to obtain a complete physical chemical characterization 
and physical-biological characterization of guayule rubber , the topic discussed 
below has been covered in the past . 
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Some attempts were made in the past like infrared spectroscopy and molecular 
weight determinations but the development of the rubber industry brought many 
more techniques in order to insight more deeply into the basic aspects of guayu1e 
rubber . In terms Qf ·microstructure , Stad1ey and many other people using infra
red spectroscopy found a 9 7 . 8% of cis-1-4 structure and the rest of 3 � .4 units .  
These results were compared by this kind of  spectroscopy . However , there are 
many arguments around the exact cis-1-4 structure . We were using nuclear NMR in 
300 megahertz resin by this technique available since three years ago . There 
are many reports dealing with the 100% cis-1-4 structure in Hevea proven . The 
results show that from the microstructure the Hevea and guayu1e have the same 
microstructure but the difference is that no 3-4 units could be found in guayu1e . 

In terms of chain dimensions or molecular weight many of the resources that 
we find in the latter were very confused . Almost  all of them present a result 
showing that the guayu1e rubber has a lower molecular weight than the �evea rubber . 
Perhaps the problems related with the handling of the material , the hard problems 
that represent the utilization of rubber into the solution may affect these 
kind of measurements . By using chromatography as a means of the size separation 
of the molecules , we have been working on all the problems related with the molec
ular weight of guayu1e rubber . As we can see in this picture , *  the molecular 
weight decreases from your left to right . Guayu1e and Hevea were obtained from 
fresh latex and we have to take out the j ell content . Guayu1e was obtained 
entirely from shrubs within two or three days of harvest . As we can see , the 
solid parts of the rubber in the guayu1e and Hevea shows almost the same molecular 
weight and approximately the same molecular weight distribution . Regularly we 
have been obtaining molecular weights higher in guayu1e than in Hevea . With this 
kind of technique we are able to follow not only the degradation during the 
storage that was mentioned in previous talks , but also the effects of the pro
cessing conditions and the effects the amount of resin present in the rubber . 

This is a typical molecular weight distribution of guayu1e rubber . *  By the 
same technique we can separate the family of compounds by the molecular size . 
We believe that in some sense they are the same as presented in the talk by Stad
ley . Of course , each one of these peaks , if we make a saponification this peak 
disappears . That means there are the trig1ycerides present in the resin .  At 
this peak , the lower molecular weight peak by gas chromatography presents a tre
mendous amount of components . It is hard to resolve these resins . Besides , with 
the informat ion we can at the same time measure the aggregate content and also the 
kind of resin .  By light scattering , measuring the average molecular weight and 
the refractive index and all the parameters involved in chemical characterizations 
we made several runs . We have been working on this topic . For instance , we have 
guayu1e--the average molecular weight for 2 . 5-106 and from � rubber we have 
2 . 02 .  In the po1ydispersity of the rubber we always have been finding a lower 
po1ydispersity in guayu1e rubber than in Hevea rubber . This 2 . 4  is variable but 
generally we are getting po1ydispers ity between 2 . 1  - 2 . 3  in guayu1e rubber . This 
is a very important figure in terms of the processibi1ity of the rubber . 

Other points of interest that were also mentioned before is the j ell and the 
branching content of the rubber . The j ell , as you know , is a three-dimensional 
structure , insoluble matter that usually represents a problem during the milling . 
We have been f inding by several techniques that the j ell present in the guayu1e 
rubber before the processing exceeds 3-4% of j ell . This is a very important 
feature of the guayu1e rubber . The Hevea rubber also presents high amounts of j ell . 

*Slides 
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Related with branching , that is also a very important characteristic of the rubber . 
We have been actively working in determining the degree of branching in the 
guayule rubber by several techniques like light scattering , concentric viscosities 
and chromatography . , We have been finding that guayule rubber presents a hignly 
linear structure ; very low branching content is present . We are j ust start ing 
this kind of aspect and we expect to · finish it at the middle of 1976 . 

There are no data at the present time relating with the glass transition , heat 
capacities , thermal instability , thermal oxidation stability and the inference of 
resins and antioxidants in this behavior .  At the present time we are working to 
establish similarities between Hevea rubber and guayule rubber into the term in
dicator . Transition is exactly the same minus 750 C .  Heat capacities , as I will 
show you later , are the same order . Thermal instability to res ist thermal oxida
tion in natural Hevea rubber and natural guayule rubber present the same activat ion 
energy by differential calorimetry . All these aspects are on using calorimetric 
techniques to alleviate the thermal instability . 

We are also starting some rheological work dealing with the properties of 
resinated and unresinated rubber . From the applied label , of course , there are 
two main sources of information . The resource that we have been talking about in 
the last papers--the resource obtained in the former guayule emergency program,  
especially reusable in milling and deresination . The advances in process derived 
from this synthetic rubber elastomer industry , mainly the modern drying systems 
and new techniques to recover rubbers from hydrocarbon solutions simultaneously , 
and now the resination systems that we are also emulat ing at the laboratory scale . 
Many of the most  relevant activities I am going to present are j ust simple revisions 
of experiments reported previously . 

I think many of the main aspects dealing with resin have been covered . How
ever , we are starting a program now to evaluate the different several alternatives 
to use the resin .  We strongly believe that the resin represents the main product 
and the rubber the by-product . We have several programs going on that way and we 
are about to have some evidence of the possible views of possible uses of  resin , 
the economical point of view that will represent the very important factor in the 
process . Around 20 to 30% of total dry weight of the rubber is cellulose . By 
means of other research institutions in Mexico the cellulose has been evaluated 
in order to find uses and they are very promising . In terms of  antioxidant evalua
tions we have been covering by the basic point of view by the calorimetric techniques 
and all those techniques that we are also starting to work measurements on the 
rubber and also by ASDM procedures . I think one of the most  important problems 
in the guayule rubber is the stabilization . Of course , during the second war many 
of the natives used to incorporate the antioxidant into the rubber . We think now 
that the availability of industrial equipment and the incorporation of antioxidants 
as well as many other ingredients into the rubber will make it easier to do . 

Some papers mentioned that the cork in guayule represents a problem in the 
industrialization process , and it has to be eliminated through several steps . Some 
correlations were established with the normal cork obtained from cork trees , for 
instance , the density of cork trees is . 2  to . 3 ,  the specific gravity for guayule 
cork range between . 3  to . 6  which is very much denser than cork trees . From the 
thermal behavior the guayule cork and the tree cork are very similar excepting in 
high temperatures from 3500 and 4000 C .  All the results were obtained by calori
metric techniques .  From the large-scale experiments we have been repeating many 
of the topics discussed before--milling , caustic treatment , good resination , the 
solving coagulation , drying , etc . 
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There are many of these aspects  that cannot be carried out in the proper way 
at laboratory scale . It  has to be done in the proper equipment . In that order 
from the milling the large scale was also reviewed the general information avail
able and also to e$tab1ish several alternatives to define a flow sheet . From 
the milling and concentration I strongly believe that the milling and the con
centration of material has to be done . The solvent consumption in order to extract 
resin by solution is very hard to accomplish . From the economical point of  view 
we strongly believe that it is very hard to get nice figures . For that reason 
we have been working on the milling and concentration and of course we have been 
evaluating several milling systems . 

I would like to present some results from the pilot plant facilities that we 
are getting in Saltillo . From the re s inat ion p o int o f  view , th e rub b e r  ob t ained 
in the previous steps range between 17% and 25% . The deresination of guayu1e that 
we are working actively is the deresination by solar destruction . The acetone 
extraction , I strongly believe , at this moment is the best alternative way to do 
it . Of course there are several methods to carry out work in a fixed bed or fluid bed . 
The percolation presents many difficulties in order to  carry out . The permeabil
ity , the channels established through the bed , and all these factors reduce tre
mendously the efficiency of the process . We strongly believed that the deresination 
had to be carried out in a fluid bed . 

The elimination of cork and the rest of the fibers is hard to accomplish , even 
with the pressure system .  There still remains about two t o  three percent of in
soluble matter . The high quality rubber is very hard to obtain . In the system 
we were s imulating there still remains small amounts of insoluble matter . We 
hope that it is possible to obtain a very pure rubber completely clean of insolu
ble mat ter by dissolving and coagulating . This is a technique actually used in 
the synthetic rubber industry . The solution---------in polyisoprene or po1ybuta
diene h i gh ly specific is carried out in hexane or cyc10hexane solutions . We have 
been working on the solution and the coagu1ation------meaning the recovery of the 
rubber from the hydrocarbon solution . We have at this moment several facilities 
to carry out this step . This also presents the prospectives to obtain a very 
homogeneous rubber and very well distributed the antioxidant in it . We are working 
on the solution and the solvent coagulation . The aspect of  the drying mentioned 
before represents a very complicated step to carry out in rubber . Even in vacuum 
I strongly believe that the guayule rubber had a considerable amount of moisture 
remaining . That moisture affects tremendously the process ing and the compounding 
of the product , because you never know what amount of water you are sending with 
the rubber . 

You have to change the compounding ; you have to change many things in order 
to obtain the same properties and at laboratory level it is very hard to simulate 
the drying of  the rubber . At the present t ime there are several alternatives to 
carry out the drying . We have been working with the mechanical drying of the 
rubber--that means by mechanical drying , two steps : first , taking out the 80-90% 
of the water by mechanical means , and after that we are also working with the 
mec�anica1 by the same kind of experiment . The result obtained was the efficiency 
that we are getting in the first place ; that means milling and concentrat ion are 
very important . We are getting figures between 90 and 95% of the rubber content . 

I would like to mention that in Mexico the four most  important regions , 
Zacatecas , Durango , Cohui11a and Torreon , that the mos t  important are Zacatecas 
and Durango from the inventory aspect .  In that order Zacatecas and Durango present 
the higher rubber content , contents between 16% of rubber in Zacatecas and about 
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14% of rubber in Durango . However ,  the molecular weight in that of Cohuilla is 
in the positive direction . We are getting more rubber , but at the same time we 
are getting in some ways lower molecular weight . The roots on the plants present 
different molecular ,we-ights . The rubber from the roots is higher in molecular 
weight than the rest of the plant and for that reason is very hard to standardize . 
These characterizations depend strongly on where you get your guayule . In that 
sense we have been working in this proj ect and I am going to present some slides 
showing the facilities that we are getting right now in order to establish the 
finest configuration of a process . We also believe that we are in shape to start 
to work in a small pilot plant--a small demonstration unit--to start to get ex
perience with the new industrial assistance and the next plants . we can innovate 
from the technological point of view some of the steps . 

We have split the process into two main blocks . The milling and the concen
tration has to be done in that order . We were measuring different milling systems 
choosing hammers , several steps in the hammers ,  flotation , calcite treatment , 
conditioning in the rubber , and all this . We obtained the finer of the concentra
tion step and the conditioning of rubber with around 2-3% of the soluble matter . 
The worms , as mentioned in many papers , are small--one millimeter in diameter , 
and very easy to deresinate . As soon as we get the material floated we can start 
to  deresinate the solvent and coagulate . We have three alternatives : go to 
drying , and to obtain a resinous rubber , or dissolve or coagulate the resinate . 
We were also working in the dissolving step to  coagulate in a nonsolvent like 
acetone , or isopropanol , or nonsolvents for the rubber , but solvents for the 
resin . With this system there are many problems involved . First we are mixing 
solvents ;  we have around three solvents ,  water by one side , the nonsolvent and 
the solvent . In order to carry out the continuous process it is very hard to 
obtain in a batch . It presents many difficult ies because the resin content is 
going up accordingly as we are coagulating the rubber . Also from molecular weight , 
low molecular weight is remaining in solut ion . We think that the best alternative 
is to deresinate . The deresination that we are working on is by acetone . All 
the previous works are very valuable and all the results are mentioned by Mr . 
Stadley. We repeat all the experiments and we get almost all the same results .  
For the mechanical drying , we have many alternatives to obtain constant viscosity 
rubber or to increase the rubber or to increase the viscosity by the new method 
used in Hevea . There are many al terna tives to bleaching the rubber . I am 
going to present some slides of the demonstration unit that we have s tart ing to 
work in Saltillo . 

This program was supported by the National Arid Lands and National Science 
Council and the Nat ional Council of Science and Technology . We installed a 
private plant in Saltillo , starting the construction four months ago . We are using 
in the experiments several hammer mills in order to reduce the sizes . We have also 
some caustic treatment to incorporate some chemical energy into the guayule rubber 
in order to make easier the deresination process . 

These are some suggestions in order to carry out the caustic treatment . We 
are working with some kind of chosen refiner for the f iber . It was mentioned 
before that you have to set all the condit ions and all the same part of the receipt 
of material , the start of flotation time ,  women to make the warfs and reduce the 
size in the warfs . This is the part for accomplishing of the rubber to reduce the 
particle size . From this we are going to deresinate ; unfortunately I couldn ' t  get 
slides of the finished system we are making �n a fluid bed . The unit of coagula
tion is almost finished . With this unit we can make all kinds of chemical modifica
tion in the rubber . The coagulation is in water . Some tanks were constructed to 
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keep the rubber before drying . The drying units that we were using were bought 
in the U " S .  Part of the drying unit in the top is the mechanical expeller . We 
are introducing the rubber with 50% of water and in the first s tep the water is 
reduced to 10-15% . The expeller in the top and in the bottom is the expander . 
This is j ust like the same system to take out the oil from the seeds by mechanical 
treatment . This part belongs to the expander , which is the drying unit . You are 
taking the 15% of the water out by means of mechanical energy . You are changing 
the mechanical energy and thermal energy and pressure . You have to get 15% and 
then when the rubber comes through the dye , the very small dyes , the change in 
pressure flush the remaining water . This is the drying unit , the cooling toner 
for the system when the plant was started . 

We are starting to configurate the process or several alternatives in tne 
process  that we hope to work on in 1976 in order to define the best alternatives . 
But I think we have chances to make many chemical modifications to the drying 
step ; there are possibilities to introduce in more homogeneous form the anti
oxidants , or the bleaching agents , or many other components . That is the general 
view of the program.  
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PHYSIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF GUAYULE 

James Bonner 
California Institute of Technology 

By the winter of 1939 it didn ' t  take any seer to  understand that there would 
be interruptions in the supply of essential foreign imports to the States . The 
only remaining question was what could a plant physiologist contribute to the re
quirements , things that the u . S .  requires that would have to be imported and that 
we normally import . The obvious import to which a plant physiologist could perhaps 
contribute was our importation of rubber . In 1939 and prior to that time we were 
almost totally dependent upon rubber imported from Southeast Asia . So in the latter 
part of 1939 my colleague , F . W . Went , and I made an appointment with the president 
of the Intercontinental Rubber Company , Mr .  Carnahan, and we went to Salinas and 
visited him .  We took lessons from Dr . McCallum on how to assay rubber in a piece 
of guayule stem by chewing it up , spitting the wood out and seeing how big a piece 
of rubber gum you had left in your mouth . This is a very effective assay method . 
We made an arrangement by means of which Cal . Tech . would work on the physiology 
and biochemistry of the guayule with the support of the Intercontinental Rubber 
Company . So our work was started in the fall of 1939 . When the Intercontinental 
Rubber Company was taken over by the u . S .  Government in March of 1942 our arrange
ment continued with the u . S .  Forest Service and I became an agent of the U . S .  Forest 
Service . When the u . S .  Forest Service collapsed in 1946 , and the Emergency Rubber 
Proj ect collapsed in 1946 , our work at Cal . Tech . continued to be supported by the 
Stanford Research Institute with funds supplied by the Office of Naval Research . 
In 1950 our program was taken over , of all things , by the Office of the Quarter
master Corps of the U . S .  Army and was supported by the u . S .  Army until 1958 . I ' ll 
tell you in a little while what happened af ter 1958 . 

The obvious place to start with the physiology of the guayule is to find out 
why the accumulation of rubber in the plant is cyclical . Rubber accumulates very 
slowly during the spring and summer . Rubber is produced , makes up half to one per
cent of the dry weight that is produced during the spring and summer , with the exact 
amount depending on the age of the plant and some other factors . Total rubber per 
plant and percent of rubber in the plant increases rapidly during fall and winter . 
So , what is the basis for this cyclical behavior ? Luckily , at Cal . Tech . we had at 
our disposal air-conditioned greenhouses that could be kept at different controlled 
temperatures and we used these greenhouses to attack this problem .  

I t  turned out i f  one keeps plants continuously in the warm--like a t  800 day and 
night--they grow vigorously and vegetatively , and produce lots and lots of flowers 
and new growth , accumulating rubber up to a level of not more than one percent , 
generally in the range of one-half to one percent of total dry weight . If , on the 
other hand , we keep plants at 800 during the daytime and keep them for 16 hours at 
night at 450 then they accumulate rubber rapidly . In a period of three months they 
go from one percent of rubber to five percent rubber , at the same time increasing 
in dry weight j ust  as rapidly as they would have had they remained at high temper
atures . So the obvious conclusion is that at high temperatures day and night , plants  
photosynthesize and the photosynthate goes into new growth . At low night tempera
tures , photosynthesis continues but a portion of the photosynthate is diverted into 
rubber making . 

Our studies indicated that the moisture stress does not increase rate of rubber 
accumulation or total amount of rubber accumulated under the optimum temperature 
conditions . The optimum temperature conditions are j ust what I outlined--night 
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temperatures of  450 • Night temperatur e  that is too low s tops photosynthesis dur
ing the daytime and s tops rubber accumulat ion . Opt imum day temp erature is in the 
range of  60-650 to 800 ; it doesn ' t  make any diff erence over that range of tempera
tures . However , we. did f ind that mo is ture s tress is effec t ive in increas ing rubber 
accumulat ion in plants that are grown under high temperature condit ions where nor
mally vegetative growth would occur . But the increase in percent of rubber con
tained in the plant is at the expense of total rubber produced because water s tress 
does diminish rate of  pho tosynthes is . 

Now the second mat ter which we address ourselves to is the relat ion of mineral 
nutrit ion to rubber accumulation . We found that the greatest growth and the great
est rubber accumulat ion in p lants grown outdoors ( so that they grow vegetatively 
during the summer and accumulate rubber dur ing the winter) were those  that made the 
mos t  growth in dry weight . This was done in the class ical mineral nutrition ex
perimental techniques .  By the way , concerning the f ir s t  mat t er of temperature :  
Effects of  temp erature on rubber accumulat ion are contained in a paper which you 
have Xerox copies of . The effects of nutrit ional treatments on growth and rubber 
accumulation are contained in another paper which you may also have . Those p lant s  
that receive large amounts of nitrogen and phosphate make the mo s t  growth and ac
cumulate the mo s t  rubber . Defic iency of  nitrogen nitrate or phosphate d iminishes 
growth and also d iminishes rubber accumulat ion . These results are no t contrad ictory 
to those  that were d iscussed yesterday , or perhaps the day before , which said that 
the fert ilizer applicat ion to  guayu1e in the f ield d id no t result in any increased 
rubber accumulat ion . I think it merely means that the soils which we used to grow 
guayu1e in during the Emergency Rubber Proj ect were by and large soils of high 
fertility , such high fertility that the app licat ion of  more fertilizer didn ' t result 
in any further growth or rubber accumulat ion . 

We did further experiments at the Bell Ranch Nursery on the effect of  light 
iut ens ity on guayu1e growth and rubber format ion . We did this by s taking out 1 / 8-
ac::: e plots shaded with lath slat s , cut t ing the light to 1 / 2 , 1 / 4 , 1 / 8 , etc . ,  of  
inc ident light intensity . The inc ident light intens ity at the Bell Ranch Nursery 
may be taken as one , pure sunlight , no t diluted by clouds . We founq that  the rate 
of  growth of dry mat ter accumulat ion is d irectly proport ional to the l ight int ens ity 
to the level of  1 / 8  of incidence of whole sunlight . Rate of  rubber accumulat ion 
is similarly approximately linearly related to light int ensity . So we have three 
important factors controlling growth and rubber accumulation in guayu1e .  One is 
temperature , espec ially at night ; the second is high nutrit ional s tatus and the 
third is high light intensity . 

Now I want to return to another matter which we have d iscus sed or at leas t 
made s ideswipes at dur ing the pas t two days , and that is yield per acre . Every thing 
that I could find by the end of 1947  about yield of guayu1e rubber in the f ields is 
summarized in a review which luckily is printed and I have a copy of  it . I t  con
tains all of the pub lished data on yield of guayu1e rubber per acre available up 
to the end of 1947 . The facts that I could glean at that t ime are as follows : 

The highest yields ever reported were reported by A . C .  Hildreth , whose p ic ture 
is there on the back wall . Dr . Hildreth reported in India Rubber World in 1946 
that he was ab le to get from p lants d irectly seeded in the f ield and grown for two 
years 1200 to 1500 pounds of rubber per acre over the two-year period . So that ' s  
600- 7 50 pounds per acre per year . That ' s  irrigated . The Emergency Rubber Proj ect 
presented data to the Poage Committee (which was a Congressional committee that 
inves tigated guayu1e rubber and recorded mat ters to determine if our proj ect should 
be continued ) . Emergency Rubber Proj ec t f igures contained in the Poage report are 
that it is poss ible to produce 900 pounds of rubber per acre in two years with 
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irrigated plo t s . W . B .  McCallum in 1941 , in a publ ished report ,  says that if you 
let guayule plant s grow to the age of 10-13 years so that they ' re what he calls 
mature , that means closure of  the canopy ( all the ground covered wi th guayule ,  
leaves )  then at that , t ime and without irrigat ion they will contain 2400 pounds 
rubber per acre approximately . So you get 2400 pounds when you harves t them , say , 
af ter 10 years of  unirrigated growth • .  The data present ed by the Berstein Rubber 
Proj ect to the Poage Committee says that if you do the same thing you get 2 7 00 
pounds of  rubb er per acre af t er a 10-13 year period . So  those two reports are in 
close agreement . 

I conclude that with the 1946-48 technology of  guayule growing , it  would be 
reasonable to expect under irr igated condit ions and appropriate climate , and we ' ll 
hear more about where you can f ind appropr iate climate when we talk about the in
d icator plot s . It would be reasonable to expec t a yield of about 500 pounds per 
acre per year over a four-year period , that is an increment of 500 pounds per acre 
per year over a four-year period . About 2 000 pounds in four years would b e  reason
able . In order to raise this level , you would have to have new plants produced by 
select ion and plant breeding . Now I want for a moment to compare these yields with 
the yields of  Hevea braz iliansus , grown in Southeast As ia then and now . In 1946 
and prior to the Second World War , the yields of  natural rubber from Hevea in Indo
nesia and in Malays ia were under 300 pounds per acre p er year . In 1974  the average 
y ield in Malays ia was 1200 pounds per acre per year and the yield from the estate 
sector , that is the large p lant ings , as separated from the small holders who have 
two ' to f ive acres , is somewhat over 2 000 pounds of rubb er per acre per year . We 
know from the test trials of the Rubber Research Ins titute of Malays ia that we have 
variet ies that yield 3000 pounds per acre per year on a large -scale plant ing basis . 
We know that our best variety s t imulated with ethylene will cons istently yield 
6000 pounds of  rubber per acre per year . So over the period from 1946 to 1974 , 
yields of  Hevea rubber have been increased about one order of  magnitude . You might 
ask , "Where ' s  this all go ing to stop ? "  Luckily we can calculate that . We know 
that about 2-1 / 2 %  of the inc ident visib le sun ' s  energy is converted into plant ma
terial , carbohydrates , under otherwise op t imal condit ions , good temperature , good 
mineral nutrit ion and high l ight intens ity . We know how much energy it takes to 
conver t a gram of sugar into a gram of isopreno id rubber . We can calculate that 
were the plant to conver t all of its pho to synthate into rubb er , the yield would be 
about 9000 pounds of rubber per acre per year . 

As I said , we have with �evea already gotten 6000 pounds of rubber per acre 
per year on a sus tained bas is . That leaves something over then for the plant to 
produce new leaves and to produce new roots  and to grow a littl e .  They don ' t  grow 
very much ; they don ' t  grow in girth ( get fat ter) . When you take 6000 pound s of  
rubber per year from rubb er trees they really stop growing . The principle with 
guayule ,  which to my satisfact ion is es tablished , is that to get high yields you 
have to grow the plants with irr igat ion . The principal remaining ques t ion is what 
sort o f  a trade-of f  are we willing to make ? To give it less water , get less pho to
synthate ,  get less rubber per acre over a period of years--a trade-of f  o f  less water 
for less rubber . We need to have really good data on the relat ion of to tal rubber 
produc t ion as a func tion of  total water appl ied . 

Now I want to conclude with one s light digress ion . One of  the main things that 
I learned during the Emergency Rubber Proj ect t ime was that nobody knew at that 
t ime how photosynthate is converted to rubber , to isoprenoids . Therefore , I set 
out to study this mat ter and worked out the pathway by which carbon in CO2 and in 
sugar , the pho tosynthet ic product of  CO2 , is conver ted to rubber . This also is 
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summarized in a review of  which I have a copy for you . This was all d iscovered 
by 1958 and I found then that there ' s  nobody in the U . S .  interes ted in the path 
by which C02 is converted to isoprenoids . There is only one place in the world 
that was interes ted apd that was Kuala Lumpur , the cap ital of  Malays ia . In .19 6 0  
that government inv�ted m e  to go to the Rubber Res earch Institute o f  Malays ia and 
I have b een a contract ed consultant to the Rubber Research Inst i tute of Malays ia 
s ince that time . Even during that per iod o f  t ime , which is only 15 years , we have 
been able to double the yield of rubber per acre per year from exis t ing plant ings . 
We have been able to shorten the per iod between plant ing rubber trees in the f ield 
and the t ime you can s tart harves t ing them from s even years to three year s . 

So my total conclusion is that there is  a lot that can b e  done with rubber 
plants by serious plant b iolog ists and there remains a lot to be done for guayule .  

Questions 

Quest ion : Yesterday I believe Mr . Lobens tein said that a plant reached its ult imate 
maximum produc tion at about 11 years old . You were talking about 10-13 with ir
rigat ion , now beyond that point it goes , I mean i t  s tarts deter iorat ion of the 
plant and then lowers the rubber extract that can be der ived from the plant . 

Answer : Af ter the closure of  the canopy , as we heard , the bot tom branches s tart 
to die , j us t  l ike they would in a tree . The branches aren ' t getting any l ight any
more . When the branches die the rubber is decomposed probably nonb iologically be
cause rubber plant s don ' t  have any enzymes to chew up rubber ; it has to b e  done by 
spontaneous oxidation and so forth . But the answer is yes . Af ter the closure of  
the canopy , af t er about 10 or 12  years in the wild , total rubber per acre s tart s  
to decrease . 

Question : Then on your total amount that you were talking about at that t ime , were 
you referring no t to harves t  until the plant was about 10 years old? 

Answer : I was talking about plants that are lef t in the f ield t ill they ' re 10 to 
13 years old ; at that t ime they have 2400- 2 7 00 pounds per acre . I didn ' t  mean to 
imply that there is any sens ib le reason for growing guayule on a 10-year cycle . 
I t  seems to me , j us t  think how awful that is , if you ' re go ing to grow guayule on a 
10-year cycle and get 2400 pounds per acre af ter 10 years , you ' ve only go t 240 pounds 
per acre . That ' s  no way to go ; that ' s  no t an economic return per acre for anybody . 

Ques t ion : Where did Dr . Hildreth do his work on his seedlings ? 

Answer : I think he mus t  have done it  in Salinas because I ' m sure he didn ' t do it 
in Cheyenne . Do you know , Ben? It was done in Salinas . Dr . Hildreth was in charge 
of the USDA Experiment S tat ion in Cheyenne and he was sent to j o in the Emergency 
Rubber Proj ect for a period dur ing the war , and therefore my remark about Cheyenne . 
He returned to Cheyenne , by the way . 

Ques tion : Did you try real high temperatures up above 1000 ? 

Answer : No , I grew plants outdoors in Pasadena for a wide var iety of  reasons , and 
there the temperatures in general don ' t  get over 1000 . But we did exper iments at 
the Bell Ranch Nursery near Ind io . I vis ited the Bell Ranch Nur sery one day a week 
for two years . The temperatures there got up to 1200 . Guayule grows f ine at a day 
temperature of 1200 provided it ' s  watered . 

Quest ion : I s  anything known about the hormonal mechanism or other chemical mechan
ism for turning on the b iosynthesis proces s ?  
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Answer : No . It ' s  my conclusion that it isn ' t anything complicated like a part icu
lar hormone . I conclude that the genes for producing the enzymes to make rubber 
are turned on by low temperature , and of course there are lots of genes that are 
turned on by low temperature . As Dr . A . J .  Haagen-Smit will reveal to us , the genes 
for making the precursors for isoprenoids are turned on at all times in guayule , 
because they make a wide variety of other isoprenoids . I should mention also that 
for example in our experiments on the effects of temperature on rubber production , 
I also determined the total resin by extracting plants with acetone ( total acetone 
solubles ) .  Those remain constant throughout the whole range of temperatures . Those 
resins , as we saw are in part  isoprenoids and in part  fats . But anyway , genes for 
making the isoprenoids component of resins apparently are turned on even at high 
temperatures . I ' m sure , Joel , that at the back of your mind is the question of 
whether one can diddle with the hormones of guayule in the way that we have with 
.Hevea (application of ethylene to double or more than double rubber production) . 
I see no reason to think that anything like that is possible with guayule because 
what we do with Hevea is effect the genes that have to do with the clotting mech
anism that makes the latex clot and stop flowing . We turn off the genes for making 
the clotting mechanism .  

Question : (Hugh Anderson) James , I don ' t know much about any rubber trees but I 
do remember reading that it took 10-12 years before they are tapped . What have you 
brought it down to now? 

Answer : As I said a moment ago , the conventional wisdom says it ' s  seven years from 
the time you plant the tree in the f ield until you can s tart tapping it . That is 
British convent ional wisdom, and like all conventional wisdom,  it ' s  not right . We 
have shown during the last five years that you can cut the time to three by such 
simple techniques as watering the plants when you transplant them to the field , and 
further achieve a great reduction in this downtime by planting the plants in poly
ethylene bags so you don ' t  bare roots when you plant them . You plant the entire 
bag in the field and then water it . So the time now is three years from the t ime 
you start plant ing in the field until you start tapping . When you start tapping 
you get an initial yield of 1000-2000 pounds per acre per year . 

Question : (Robert Dennis ) What was the method of ethylene application and what 
rates are used ? We have been doing some of this with the sugar beets this past year 
here in Arizona . 

Answer : (Bonner) What we use now is ethrel . We have used ethylene , put the plant 
inside a polyethylene bag and put some ethylene in , but that ' s  too vigorous . It 
makes all the leaves fall off for one thing and makes latex flow out of every in
sect bite in the plant--and so that ' s  not very good . What we do is use ethrel dis
solved in ethlene glycol and dissolve that in palm oil ; then paint that on the 
tapping panel with a two-inch wide brush , strip around the tapping panel , and the 
tapping panel generally goes half-way around the tree . We repeat that treatment 
( . 1% ethyl in palm oil) once every two months . The cost is about 25 u . S .  cents 
per acre per year and it , as I said , at the very least doubles the yield by in
creasing the length of time during which latex flows to the topping cut . Now please 
tell me what you found with the sugar beets ; I don ' t  quite see what the effect on 
sugar beets should be . 

(Dennis ) In the case of sugar beets our work followed that in Colorado , Great 
Western Sugar , in which ethylene gas , soil-inj ected , using a couple of pounds per 
acre and their results indicated an increased sugar production . In our case we had 
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many tests , no statistically s ignificant increase , but the trend was there . More 
sugar with this ethylene application was the result , in the rows that were near to 
the place of applicat ion of  ethylene . 

(Bonner) That ' s  extremely interesting and perhaps I shouldn ' t  write off ethylene 
treatments of guayule . With guayule , obviously , as with sugar beets , the situation 
is complicated by virtue of the fact that you don ' t  want the leaves to fall off . 
Ethylene is an excellent defoliant . The upper limit of the concentration of ethy
lene that we can apply to Revea is determined by the fact that you don ' t  want to 
apply enough so that it gets up the trunk to the leaves and makes them fall off . 
The mode of treatment of sugar beets is arranged also to not cause defoliation . 
Right? Ground inj ect ion . 

(Dennis ) The plants have a canopy of 10 to 12 inches at the time the ethylene is 
applied in the soil and it is supposed to move rather great distances horizontally 
in the soil . So it ' s  possible that it might work with guayule , applied at a certain , 
right time . 

SOIL-PLANT RELATIONSHIPS - GUAYULE 

Omar J .  Kelley 
Co-Director , Crop Improvement Research Center , Suweon , Korea 

In order to understand the soil-plant relat ionships of guayule , one needs to 
know something about the root system of the plant . By the term soil-plant rela
tionships , I include the word water or namely soil-water-plant relat ionships , since 
the water characteristics of the soil play such a dominant role in the overall 
relationship . 

Muller4 gives a very good description of the root development of guayule under 
a wide range of condit ions . He describes guayule as a single stemmed shrub reaching 
two to three feet in height . Under native condit ions the roots  form a modified tap
root but this is not true under cultivated conditions . He points out , as most  of us 
who have worked with guayule know, that the species is not a good competitor in 
its early life stage . He believes the modified taproot develops under native condi
tions due to the availability of moisture being present in only the top couple of 
feet of soil . If more moisture is available , more competitive plants will move in 
and prevent the establishment of guayule . With the limited water available , guayule 
will establish itself and then as water supply runs out it will go into dormancy for 
long periods of time--often with its complete root sys tem at moisture levels below 
the wilting point . As an example , Muller cites six-month- old seedlings surviving 
three months of severe drought . Further it has been s tated that "there are records 
of places in Mexico where essentially no rain has fallen for several years but when 
the rains came plants picked up and were active in a day or two . " 

Figure 1 shows the root system of a nat ive guayule plant . Notice the absence 
of a typical taproot and the massive lateral roots in the first two feet of soil . 
Figure 2 shows the root system of l7-month-old cultivated guayule plants  where plants 
on the right side were miss ing . Notice how well the root system develops vertically 
when there is subsoil moisture , also how it develops laterally where there was no 
competition . These figures give a good indication of how readily the root system 
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Figure 1 .  Nat ive guayule about 3 0  year s o ld in Ector s t ony 
loam in Brews ter County , Tex . - From Muller4 

Figure 2 .  Seventeen-month··old plant s lacking 
neighbors on right but closely 
crowded on the left . No te the great 
lat eral spread into unoccup ied s o il 
and the d ecrease o f  penetrat ion with 
increased spread . - From Muller

4 

of the guayule p lant can adj u s t  to soil mois ture cond it ions . Figure 3 shows the 
root sys tem of a seven-month�old nurs ery p lant growing in Coachella loamy s and near 
Indio , Calif ornia . The surface foot of loamy s and is fully occupied by root s ,  but 
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Figure 3 .  Seven-month- old nursery plant s  
of guayule in Coachella loamy s and 
near Ind io , Calif . No te the con
centrat ions of feeder roo t s  in 
horizontal layers correspond ing to 
veins of clay and s ilt and the 
aggregat ion of princ ipal roo t s  in 
an old root channel on the r ight . 
From Muller4 

roots become progr e s s ively more sparce as the almo s t  pure s and is ent ered . The 
lateral growth of roots at the 2 4-inch and 5 2-inch depth represent s a concentrat ion 
of feeder roots in hor izontal layers of clay and s ilt that is typ ically f ound in 
desert sand s . This again is evidence of the ab ility of guayule roo t s  to read ily 
move into areas of more availab le water . The lack of root growth in the s and is 
attributed by Muller

4 
to lack o f  water . Figure 4 shows younger plants indicating 

the s ame phenomena . Guayule does , however ,  have the ab ility to grow under a wide 
range o f  mois ture condit ions if comp e t it ion from other plant s is removed dur ing the 
early growth p er iod . Plant roo t s  have been found to p enetrate the soil beyond the 
2 0-foot dep th . 

Due to the fragile nature of the guayule seedling and its poor competitive 
ab ility , nearly all guayule grown under the Emergency Rubber Proj ect was transplanted 
from nur series . (While s ome work was done on direct seeding of guayule , more infor
mat ion is required befor e  d irect seed ing could be recommended as a commercial 
pract ice . ) Thus , cons iderable work was done on the soil-water-p lant relat ionships 
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Figure 4 .  Guayule root s  pas s ing f rom dune s and t o  clay 
veins . Note the absence of branches or 
their e f fe c t ive suppress ion in the sand and 
their ramification in the horizontal c lay 
layer . - From Muller4 

of nursery-grown guayule and the transplantab ility of the p lant s grown under a 
wide range of treatments . Only the highlight s of these s tud ies will be reported 
here . The details can be found in guayule literature , part of which is c ited here . 

One experiment conduc ted on the e f fe c t  of mo is ture s tress on nursery-grown 
guayule with respect to the amount and type of growth and growth response on trans
p lant ing3 gives s ome very intere s t ing and valuable informat ion on nursery cond it ions' 
required f or good transp lantab le p lant s .  In this experiment f ive mo isture s tress 
levels were s tudied ranging from very low mo is ture s tres s throughout the p lant s '  
growth to a treatment that received no irrigat ion after the plants were well es tab
lished . The mois ture s tress levels increased f rom treatment #1 to treatment #V as 
indicated . The s tudy was also conduct ed at two fert ility levels but these had 
l i t t le or no ef fect of transp lantab ility . 

The type of growth produced by the several treatment s  differed markedly . Thos e 
plant s  grown under conditions of low mois ture s tress p roduced a large vege tative 
growth and f lowered pro fusely , while the opposite was true for p lant s  grown under 
high 'mo i s ture s tres s . The p lant s  o f  treatment V made only a fract ion as much veg
etat ive growth as tho s e  of treatment I ,  and only a few of them f lowered at all dur
ing the summer . There were s tr iking dif ferences in the color and o ther phys ical 
charac teris t ic s  of the plants . Those grown with the lar ger amounts o f  water were 
very succulent , brittle , and the ir leaves were l ight green in color ; in contras t ,  
those grown under the higher mo is ture s tresses were shr iveled , t ough , and in leaf 
color a b luish-grey . The b luish-grey color was thought to be ind icat ive o f  p lant s  
that are in good condit ion for transplanting , regard'les s  o f  how they were hardened 
o f f . 

S ince the p lant s produced by the several mois ture treatment s  d if fered so great
ly in top growth , root s tudies were made on the two we t t e s t  and the drie s t  treat
ment s .  There was l i t t le d if f erence in the dep th o f  root penetrat ion . In all cases 
there was profuse root development to the 42-inch depth , and only rarely below the 
48-inch d ep th . There were fewer lateral roo t s  near the sur f ace o f  treatment V ,  
but the authors reported this was expected due t o  the very high moi s ture s tress at 
this depth for mo s t  of the s ummer . 
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The �ffect of the differential moisture stresses on the rubber and resin con
tent was also reported . Table 1 shows this information . The rubber content of 
both the tops  and roots were drastically affected by the different moisture treat
ments .  The rubber percent varied in the tops from a low of 0 . 14 to 1 . 15 and ·in the 
roots from 0 . 10 to 2 . 21 .  Thus in the roots the rubber percentage was over 20  times 
higher in the plants grown under high moisture stress . The authors report that 
these and other s tudies conducted in this experiment show that "in general , low 
moisture stress leads to enlargement of  the tissues of the plants , with correspond
ing increases in rubber-bearing capacity ; high moisture stress leads to the accumu
lation of the products of photosynthesis . " They also stated , on the bases of their 
observations and data that "it would not be unreasonable to expect that a maximum 
yield of rubber might be obtained by growing guayu1e under low moisture stresses 
for a period of t ime long enough to produce a large shrub with a high potential 
rubber-bearing capacity and then subj ecting it to a period of  high moisture s tresses 
in order to increase the percentage of  rubber . "  

Table 1 .  Rubber and resin analyses . 

Plants samE led SeEt . 

3 
From Kelley et a1 . 

28 z 1943 
Moisture Rubber Resin 
treatment Tops Roots Tops Roots Rubber 

% % % % % 

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . 14 0 . 10 3 . 08 1 . 15 2 . 5  
II . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . 17 0 . 3 2  3 . 10 1 . 93 3 . 2  
III . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . 19 0 . 37 3 . 60 2 . 23 2 . 9  
IV . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . 17 0 . 39 3 . 90 1 . 95 3 . 7  
V . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . 15 2 . 21 4 . 45 3 . 88 8 . 0  

Growth ResEonse After TransE1anting 

Plants sampled 
Feb . 9 z 1944 

Pounds rubber 
Eer acre 

360 
354 
310 
333 
348 

For all plants that are grown in nurseries for transplanting , including guayu1e , 
the most  important criterion of nursery practices is the ability of the plants to 
resume growth quickly and to survive when set into the field . 

The effects of previous moisture treatment upon the after-transplanting growth 
responses of the nursery stock grown in the experiment referred to here were studied 
in an extensive transplanting program. Nine transplantings were made at intervals 
during the period from September , 1943 to July , 1944 . Detailed data are given for 
each date of transplanting on the resumption of growth following transplanting . 
Data on new growth was noted a few days after transplanting and continued for sev
eral months , or until it was obvious that those that had not renewed growth were 
dead . Only a summary is reported here , namely the percentage of plants showing new 
growth at the lates t counting for the first eight transp1antings . This data is 
shown in Figure 5 .  Note that equally satisfactory growth resumption of the plants  
of treatment V occurred at  all seasons . Regardless of the date of transplanting , 
91 to 93% of these plants grew , and in all cases , the authors report , they resumed 
growth more quickly than plants of any other treatment . They also report that with 
increas ing elapsed time between the cessat ion of irrigat ion and the date of trans
planting , the growth responses of the plants grown under the low and medium mois ture 
stresses of the first four treatments more and more closely approached those of the 
plants grown under the very high moisture stresses of treatment V .  It was not until 
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Figure 5 .  Percentages of  plants showing new growth 
at the latest counting for the f irst 
eight transplantihgs . - From Kelley et al . 3 

the fourth transplanting , however , that the plants of  the f irst four treatments 
survived transplanting at all satisfactorily . At the f ifth they appeared as good 
as treatment V . The results of treatment V indicate that nursery plants can be 
grown that will survive well when transplanted any time of the year , provided soil 
moisture and temperature conditions are favorable . 

Effect of Moisture Stress on Growth and Rubber Content 

Where temperature conditions are suitable for good growth of guayule , soil 
moisture is probably the most  important factor affecting growth and rubber accumu
lation in the guayule plant . Under desert conditions guayule growth is very slow 
and is controlled almost entirely by the available water supply . When water is 
amply available guayule enters a lush and vigorous growth stage . Little or no rub
ber is laid down during this stage of growth . As the available water becomes less 
and less available guayule growth becomes less and less vigorous until water is no 
longer available or only slightly so and then guayule becomes dormant . While this 
much is accepted as known facts , there is really little exact information on the 
effect of varying moisture stresses on guayule growth and rubber production over a 
long period of t ime .  The Emergency Rubber Proj ect did not last long enough to ob
tain such information . To be sure , considerable information was obtained on the 
effect of different moisture conditions for short periods of time , and much of this 
is very interesting . It also provides background for various hypotheses . 

Hunter and Kelley , l working with one-year-old transplanted shrub , initiated 
five moisture treatments on guayule growing on two different soil types in the San 
Joaquin Valley in 1944 . One was on a Delano sandy loam known as the Sill tract and 
the other was on a Sorrento silty clay loam known as the Isom tract . At the begin
ning of the experiment all the plots except those of treatment 5 were given heavy 
and prolonged irrigation to wet the soil to the "field capacity" to a depth of at 
least eight feet . Treatment 5 received no irrigation throughout the study and 
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treatments 2 and 3 were progressively at increasing stresses between treatments 
1 and 4 .  

The Delano sanay loam (Sill tract ) held most of its water at very low moisture 
tensions while the Sorrento s ilty clay loam (lsom tract ) held only about one-fourth 
of  its available water in the low moisture tension range , the remainder being more 
equally divided up to tensions at the wilting point . 

Figure 6 gives the yield of shrub and rubber and the percentage of rubber and 
resin at four sampling dates . Note at the beginning of the experiment there are 
no differences in any of the measurements .  
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Figure 6 .  Yield of shrub and rubber and resin 
content at four sampling dates of 
guayule grown under five different 
moisture treatments on Sill and Ison 
tracts . - From Hunter & Kelleyl 

By August significant differences were beginning to occur . At this time the data 
show a reciprocal relat ionship between the yield of shrub and the percentage of 
rubber . At this t ime the response of the plants to the five irrigation treatments 
were very similar on the two soils . On the low moisture stress (high moisture ) 
plots the percentage of rubber decreased during the period between the initial and 
August shrub sampling . This was thought to be due to the dilution effect of new 
growth having very low rubber content . The driest plots , treatment 5 ,  showed a 
slight increase in content . All plots showed an increase in shrub weight , with the 
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low moisture stress plots giving the greatest gains . The increase in rubber yield 
per acre was greatest on the driest treatments ,  namely 140 pounds for treatment 5 
on the Sill tract and 240 pounds per acre on the Isom tract . The respective yields 
for the low moisture , stress plots were 24  and 52 pounds . By November sampling, it 
was evident that the drier plots on the Sill tract were producing very little ad� 
ditional shrub , while those on the Isom tract were continuing growth . The wetter 
treatments in both tracts continued rapid growth . The rubber content still remained 
higher with the drier treatments .  By March of 1945 , nearly a year after the ini
tiation of the experiment , there had been little or no additional growth on the 
drier plots of the Sill tract , and while the absolute rubber content remained high
est on the drier plots , the relat ive increase over the previous sampling was greater 
for the three wetter treatments .  Thus the total rubber product ion was highest for 
treatment 2 followed by treatment 3 and then treatment 1 .  For the Isom tract the 
relative increase in shrub production was less on the wetter plots compared to the 
drier plots and rubber content continued to increase on the drier plots . Thus , the 
drier plots produced more total rubber . 

The authors found it difficult to fully explain the results of this experiment . 
They felt that the poorer growth of shrub and lower increased rubber content of the 
drier plots on the Sill tract may have been due to the soil water holding charac
teristics of the sandy loam soil compared to those of the s ilty clay soil on the 
Isom tract . They indicated that the plants on the Sill plots either had ample 
water for lush growth or were quickly subj ected to such high moisture tensions that 
they went into dormancy with little or no time for increasing rubber content , while 
on the Isom tract the plants gradually experienced increasing moisture stress , 
stayed in a reduced vegetative growth , but continued to grow and produce rubber . 
Furthermore ,  the soil on the Isom tract held more water than the soil on the Sill 
tract , so these had more water for growth under the drier treatments . While these 
data do not conflict with the general principle that more rubber is laid down 
under conditions of relative high moisture s tress , they do indicate that there are 
stresses above which rubber will continue to accumulate .  

Another study2 conducted on what was originally nursery stock gives additional 
information on the soil-water-plant relations in guayule rubber production . Late 
in 1943 it became apparent that the further planting of guayule as a war-emergency 
source of rubber was to be drastically curtailed , and that there was considerable 
nursery stock that would not be used for transplanting . Four nurseries were chosen 
for these studies . Two , the Bell and Whittier Nurseries , were located in the 
Coachella Valley and two were located close to the Pacific Ocean near San Diego at 
San Mateo and Carlsbad . The Bell Nursery is located on very sandy soil and the 
Whittier Nursery on a loam, both in a hot and dry climate . The Carlsbad Nursery was 
located on a sandy loam and the San Mateo Nursery on a loam soil , both having lower 
temperatures , lower light intensity and higher relative humidity than the Coachella 
area . In each nursery the plants grew in rows seven inches apart in seven-row 
nursery beds . Before thinning there were 10 to 20 plants per linear foot of row .  

The treatments consisted o f  six spacing treatments with decreasing densities 
from treatment 1 through 6 .  Number 1 was left unthinned on the original stand . 
Moisture treatments were three , with treatment A receiving irrigation only when the 
plants appeared to be dying from drought , with C receiving sufficient water to keep 
the plants growing vigorously at all times , and B in between A and C .  There were 
several fertilizer treatments ,  but with the exception of the Bell Nursery which was 
essentially pure sand , the #1 or no-added fertilizer treatment produced the mos t  
rubber . At the Bell and Whittier Nurseries one-half of the plants were clipped and 
the other half not clipped or left in original state . Table 2 gives data on rubber 
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Table 2 .  The status of the guayule plants with respect to percentage of rubber , 
tons of shrub per acre and pounds of rubber per acre at the various 
nurseries at the initiation of the experiment .  - From Kelley et al . 2 

Tons of Pounds of 
Nursery Sampling Rubber shrub rubber 

date , 1944 % per acre per acre 

Bell . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan • 2 . 37 ± 0 . 49 3 . 60 ± 0 . 19 170 ± 14 
Whittier . . . . . . . .  Feb . 3 . 21 ± 0 . 26 4 . 08 ± 0 . 18 225 ± 13 
Carlsbad . . . . . . . .  April 8 . 26 ± 0 . 10 1 . 71 ± 0 . 09 283 ± 17 
San Mateo . . . . . . .  April 7 . 09 ± 0 . 12 1 . 96 ± 0 . 14 280 ± 23  

content , tons of shrub per  acre and pounds of rubber per  acre at  the beginning of 
the experiment at each location . The maj or differences are between the two nur
series located on the coast and the two located in the Coachella Valley . Rubber 
percentage was much higher and production of shrub was much lower on the nurseries 
located near the coas t . 

While there is much interesting data from this experiment , only a summary 
table of the highest rubber yielding plots is presented here . This data is shown 
in Table 3 .  In all cases the increased density of stand resulted in the greatest 
rubber production . Since the maximum age of the plants at harvest  time was only 
21 months this might be expected . Close to the coast the drier treatments . produced 
the highest rubber per acre . In the hot climate of the Coachella Valley with the 
lighter soils the wettest treatments produced the most  rubber . (This is consistent 
with the data reported earlier on the sandy soil of the Sill tract . )  In only one 
case did added fertilizer increase rubber production and that was in the very sandy 
infertile soils at the Bell ranch . Clipping reduced yields at both of the nur
series where it was studied . 

Table 3 .  Tons of shrub , percentage of rubber and pounds of 
rubber per acre for the factorial treatment which 
produced the highest  yield of rubber per acre at 
the various nurseries . - From Kelley et al . 2 
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The nursery plants were all 10 months old when the experiment was initiated . 
They were harvested when 19 months old at the Bell and Carlsbad Nurseries , 21 months 
old at the San Mateo Nursery and 23 months old at the Whittier Nursery . The highest  
yield of rubber per acre was 1336 pounds in 21 months at  the San Mateo Nursery . 
During the period of time that this nursery was under experimentation , namely 11 
months , the average monthly yield of rubber was 96 pounds , or a total of  1056 pounds 
in 11 months . 

From the experiments mentioned here and others conducted on the guayu1e plant 
it is quite apparent that guayu1e will grow on many types of soil . It appears to 
do best on loam or clay loam soils , particu1ari1y those soils that have a high 
water holding capacity and where the water is held in the soil over a wide range of 
moisture tensions . In most soils native fertility seems to be sufficient . In only 
a very few highly infertile soils did added fertilizer improve total rubber produc
tion and too much fertilizer can lower total production . Within any given environ
mental condition and the varieties used , available water seems to be the most 
important single factor affecting the growth and rubber production of guayu1e . It  
will not tolerate a waterlogged root zone , but produces under wide conditions of 
soil moisture s tresses in the drier ranges . From the data available , it appears 
that an environmental condition (including moisture availability) that will provide 
for rapid establishment of the crop with alternate periods of hardening-off  and good 
vegetative growth would provide the best conditions for maximum rubber production 
per acre . Since guayu1e is a good competitor , once it is established , it should 
be a valuable crop in the more marginal areas due to low moisture availability . 
Much more information is needed to predict the exact conditions required for maximum 
growth under varying conditions of soil type , available soil moisture and differing 
climatic conditions . 
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Questions and Answers 

Question : (Ken Emerson) Most  of the discussion of this meeting has centered around 
propagating guayu1e from seeds , and at the same time it has appeared necessary to do 
at least one transplanting on these . I ' ve wondered , since I know that some work was 
done with cuttings , what you could say about the relative economics of using cuttings 
rather than seeds , and rooting from cuttings . Might cuttings not be a way to go in 
some cases ? 
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Answer : (0 .  Kelley) I probably am not the best person to answer that question ; 
I suspect that Dr . Bonner and some of the others would be better , but my reaction 
to it would be that from an economic standpoint this would not be a good way to go 
because there is a �ot of labor involved . Everything that I ' ve seen on guayule 
indicates that it is a very poor competitor , especially in the seedling stage . If 
you have to root it , obviously you can do it , but from an economic standpoint I 
don ' t  think this would be the way to do it . It ' s  easy to grow guayule seedlings 
if you can keep the competition out . If you want the cuttings , I think you ' d  have 
even more difficulty than you would with the seedlings . 

Comment : (H . Benedict ) As far as I know, none of the group of about 10 plant 
physiologists working at Salinas investigated cuttings . 

Dr . Haagen-Smit , from the California Institute of Technology , has two very 
short papers he wants to present in discussing some of the unusual organic compounds 
that are produced in the guayule plant . 

In 1941-42 we were asked to make an analysis of the volatile components of the 
guayule rubber , and that was a most tedious work and vitally dependent on the luck 
and the skill of the operators . In 1960 Dr . Nimmo built a gas chromatography appara
tus , one of the first made . We thought it would be nice to see if we could improve 
upon our work of 1942 . What we did in 1942 took us a few months . Now we could do 
it practically in a morning . 

This slide gives you the results of some of the chromatography analysis of 
several variations of different s trains of the Parthenium we picked up in Salinas . 
This was kind of a sad business to go to Salinas , and only find about eight of the 
strains . You see that I listed here the various terpenes , the a-pinene , for ex
ample , is about 55% in this strain A48ll6 , whereas there is 18% in 593 . Now all 
those different terpenes , some of them bycyclic , some of them monocyclic and some 
acyclic compounds ,  have different percentages in the different strengths . I put up 
only two so as not to confuse the picture . What is interesting is the great dif
ference between the strengths . For example , in the case of the sabinene and the 
S -phellandrene , which is prac tically absent in A48ll6 , it is about 15-20% in the 
593 . I was also able to find in Salinas one plant of the Parthenium stramonium 
and that one had a completely different picture , more like 593 . One of the very 
interesting things was that the myrcene , the acyclic terpene , was about 20% of the 
total terpene fraction . I j ust want to bring this up because it ' s  such an inter
esting kind of study for finding out the biosynthetic pathways by which the various 
terpenes are formed . Not only of course the monoterpenes , but the sesque- and higher 
terpenes . This work was originally done to see if there were valuable compounds 
that could increase the economic value of the guayule cultivation . I still think 
that there is some promise that probably would make some pocket money , but some of 
those compounds like myrcene and ocimene , and some of the others , are very hard to 
come by synthetically . Perhaps industry may find some use in making medicinals or 
some other compounds .  I j ust  thought I would bring this to you so that if this 
whole proj ect is restored , somebody could really go to work and do an extensive j ob 
on the analysis of the by-product . 
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CLIMATIC RELATIONSHIPS IN THE GROWTH AND PRODUCTION OF GUAYULE 

Introduction 

Harris M .  Benedict 
Stanford Research Institute 

Discussions of climate in relation to plant growth and plant production usually 
refer to effects of light , temperature and rainfall . When considering light , three 
phases are important : intensity , duration (day length) and quality (wavelength) . 
Rainfall generally exerts its effects on the available soil moisture . For this 
reason there is a possibility that material discussed in this paper may repeat mate
rial presented in the previous paper . 

In this paper I propose to present studies that have been conducted to indicate 
the climatic requirements of guayule and then illustrate the effects with some ex
periments that have been conducted under more or less controlled conditions . All 
of the experiments were carried out in the greenhouses at Salinas , California be
tween 1942 and 1949 under the auspices of the Emergency Rubber Proj ect , Stanford 
Research Institute under contract to the United States Navy , and the Agricultural 
Research Service . 

Methods 

Specifically three greenhouse studies will be considered . One , a factorial 
experiment in which five-month-old guayule plants were grown for an additional five 
months in two levels of light intensity , two levels of soil moisture and two levels 
of temperature , and all possible combinat ions . In a similar study the plants were 
grown under two levels of nitrogen availability in nutrient solutions , two levels 
of light intensity and two levels of temperature . The different temperatures were 
maintained by growing the plants in separate greenhouses , one of which was kept 
above 700 during the night but rose to as high as 900 during the middle of bright , 
sunny days . The average temperature in this house was about 750 according to ther
mograph records . The other greenhouse was cooled to 700 during the day and kept 
above 500 at night , with about a 600 average . The cooling was accomplished through 
the use of evaporative coolers , refrigerated coils , plus water flowing over the 
house during the sunlight hours . 

In each of the greenhouses a frame was constructed over which commodity cloth 
was suspended which transmitted about 60% of the incident radiation . The shaded 
and unshaded areas provided the two different light intensities . 

The levels of soil moisture were provided by growing the plants in l/2-gallon 
glazed crocks containing a weighed amount of soil whose field capacity was known 
along with its wilting point . To maintain a high moisture level the plants were 
watered daily and weighed once a week to insure that overwatering was not occurring . 
The low soil moisture levels were achieved by allowing the soil to dry out until 
its wilting point was approached as indicated by the weight of the crocks . 

The complete and minus nitrogen nutrient conditions were maintained by growing 
the plants in sand culture and adding complete and minus nitrogen nutrient solutions 
as described by Hoagland . 

The second experiment to be discussed involves growing the plants in different 
soil temperatures but at the same air temperature . The plants were grown in soil in 
cans which were immersed in tanks of water maintained at the desired temperatures .  
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The third study involved growing the plants in alternating periods of low and 
high moisture stress . In this experiment the plants were grown in large boxes of 
soil . The soil moistures were maintained at the desired stresses by measur�ng their 
electrical conductivity through - Buoyucas blocks . 

Results 

Light : Guayu1e is native to or has been successfully grown from about 220 to 
about 420 N and at altitudes ranging from sea level to about 7000 ft . It has been 
grown in the overcast coastal valleys of California , such as around Salinas and in 
the semidesert high-sunlight areas of Mexico . Thus it would seem that light in
tensity as it normally occurs is not a limiting factor as far as guayu1e growth and 
production is concerned . However , the results of the factorial experiment described 
above indicate that under certain circumstances a reduction in light intensity can 
markedly reduce the growth and especially the rubber production of guayu1e . The 
data in Table 1 presents the percentage of growth and rubber production of the 
plants in 60% of full sunlight with those in full sunlight in the Salinas green
houses . Thus at the higher temperature the plants in the shade weighed only about 
half those in full light intensity , while at the lower temperature they were only 
about one-fourth the weight . As far as rubber production is concerned , the plants 
in the shade produced only one percent of those in the sun . Table 2 shows the 
effect of reduced light on plants grown in nutrient solutions containing a high 
level of nitrogen . Here again reducing the light intensity greatly reduced the 
percentage and total grams of rubber produced . 

The range in latitude over which guayu1e can be grown results in a wide range 
of day lengths . In all of these latitudes guayu1e blooms throughout the year if 
temperatures are high enough . This would indicate that guayu1e is an indeterminant 
plant as far as day length requirements for blooming are concerned . 

I know of no studies that have been conducted on the response of guayu1e to 
different wavelengths of radiat ion . However , in its native habitat guayu1e is ex
posed to considerable variation in the relative amounts of short and long wave
lengths of light because of the differences in alt itude and moisture contents of 
the atmosphere . Hence guayu1e can tolerate changes in blue and ultraviolet radia
tion with different amounts of red and infrared . 

Temperature : As indicated by the wide range in latitude and altitude at which 
guayu1e can be grown it has a fairly wide range of temperatures that it can tol
erate . Generally speaking it is the lower temperature that limits the regions in 
which it can be grown . Under normal conditions guayu1e should not be grown where 
winter temperatures fall below 150 F .  However , in areas where there are long dry 
autumns and gradually decreasing temperatures which produce an unusual amount of 
"hardiness"  guayu1e can stand temperatures as low as zero . Guayu1e is rather sus
ceptible to winter inj ury , especially if a sudden freeze occurs after a warm or a 
wet spell , such as a very cold autumn day following a late fall . Spring frosts  
following early warm spells can often inj ure guayu1e . In some instances guayu1e 
plants have been killed by freezes , and where this has occurred the rubber content 
of the shrub has completely disappeared in a few days . 

While the lower temperatures are critical the higher temperatures are favorable 
for the growth of guayu1e . Thus it does well at temperatures of 900 F. However ,  
the highest yields of rubber occur during periods of high daytime temperatures 
followed by low night temperatures .  Average temperatures should be above 750 for 
optimum growth and rubber production and should never average below 600 F .  Such 
low temperatures can result in slow growth and even some mortality . 
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Table 1 .  Ratios , in percent , of guayule plants grown in 
shade to those grown in full sunlight with ample 
moi.sture . 

Leaves Stems Roots Total 

Dry Weight 
750 F .  57  66 27  52 
600 F .  32 32 15 2 7  

Rubber Percent 
750 F .  15 20 
600 F .  5 24 

Rubber Grams 
750 F 1 1 1 
600 F 1 1 1 

Table 2 .  Rat ios , in percent , of guayule plants grown in 
shade to those grown in full sunlight in a high 
nitrogen nutrient solution . 

Leaves Stems Roots Total 

Dry Weight 
750 F .  45 44 19 38 
600 F .  56 54 32 47 

Rubber Percent 
7 50 F .  10 14 
600 F .  5 22 

Rubber Grams 
7 50 F .  6 3 4 
600 F .  4 5 4 

Tables 3 and 4 show the responses of guayule plant s to mean temperatures of 
600 and 750 F. When the plants were grown in soil of different moisture contents 
the plants in the lower temperature made less growth than in the higher temperature , 
with the exception of the roots at the higher moisture content . The rubber per
centage in the stems at the low temperature was about 40 percent higher than in the 
high temperature , although in the roots the percentage of rubber was lower in the 
low temperature treatment . The actual yield of rubber in grams per plant was also 
lower in the lower temperature than in the higher temperature . 

In sand culture (Table 4)  the lower temperature reduced the growth of the 
plants as · was true in soil but also the rubber percentage in the stems as well as 
in the roots . In other words , the results of both soil and sand culture studies 
show that at temperatures averaging 750 the rubber production of the plants was 
about 40 percent higher for soil grown plants and about 200 percent higher for sand 
cultured plants than in temperatures averaging about 600 F .  
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. Table 3 .  Ratios , in percent , o f  guayule plants grown at 
about 600 F .  to those grown at about 750 F .  in 
full sunlight but under different soil moisture 
contents . 

Leaves Stems 

Dry Weight 
High Moisture 80 68 
Low Moisture 66 50 

Rubber Percent 
High Moisture 137 
Low Moisture 141 

Rubber Grams 
High Moisture 93 
Low Moisture 7 3  

Table 4 .  Ratios , in percent , of guayule 

Roots 

102 
83 

7 4  
9 5  

75  
79  

Total 

83  
68 

82 
75 

plants grown at 
about 600 F .  to those grown at about 750 F .  in 
full sunlight but under different nitrogen levels 
in nutrient solutions . 

Leaves Stems Roots Total 

Dry Weight 
High Nitrogen 87  60 7 7  7 7  
Low Nitrogen 68 54 80 60 

Rubber Percent 
High Nitrogen 42  40 
Low Nitrogen 55 54  

Rubber Grams 
High Nitrogen 22 31 25 
Low Nitrogen 29  43 35 

The results presented have related only to air temperatures with soil tem
peratures about the same . Studies have been carried out on the responses of guayule 
plants to different soil temperatures in a constant air temperature . Table 5 shows 
the dry weights and rubber content of plants grown in soil temperatures ranging 
from 450 to 950 F .  in an air temperature of 750 • The maximum stem and leaf growth 
occurred at 850 while the maximum root growth was found at 650 • The rubber percent
age of both the stems and roots was highest at the lowest soil temperature and 
decreased as the temperature increased . The maximum amount of rubber per plant was 
produced in the stems at 850 and in the roots at 650 • There was no s ignificant 
difference in the total amount per plant from 650 to 850 F .  

In this study a soil was used which provided a continuous rate of growth 
throughout the experiment . In another trial a soil was used which gave rapid 
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Table 5 .  Dry weight and rubber content of plants grown in different soil 
temperatures with an air temperature of 750 F .  

Soil temperature in degrees F .  

45 5.5 65 75 85 95 

Dry Weight 
Leaves 5 . 1  8 . 4  23 . 2  30 . 6  35 . 4  2 7 . 8  
Stems 2 . 6  5 . 7  13 . 4  18 . 1  25 . 0  16 . 7  
Roots 2 . 2  3 . 6  7 . 9  6 . 8  6 . 5  5 . 2  
Total 9 . 9  17 . 7  44 . 5  55 . 5  66 . 9  49 . 7  

Rubber Percent 
Stems 4 . 7  2 . 8  1 . 8  1 . 5  1 . 1  1 . 0  
Roots 3 . 6  2 . 3  1 . 5  1 . 3  1 . 0  0 . 7  

Rubber Grams 
Stems . 122  . 160 . 241 . 2 72  . 2 75 . 167  
Roots . 079  . 083  . 119 . 088 . 065 . 036 
Total . 201 . 243 . 360 . 360 . 340 . 203 

initial growth for the first few months than very slow growth the remainder of the 
test . In this instance the rubber percentage in the roots decreased between 40 and 
70 degrees but then increased between 70 and 80 degrees . This stress of high tem
peratures applied when the plants were making little growth seemed to result in 
increased rubber formation . This would suggest that high soil temperatures per se 
do not reduce rubber formation but that there are interactions with other growth 
factors . 

Rainfall : A minimum rainfall of about 15 inches per year is required for good 
growth and rubber formation in guayule . However , where temperatures are low such 
as some of the coastal valleys of California , satisfactory yields may be obtained 
with as low as 11 inches per year . Similarly more rainfall may be required in 
areas of higher temperatures . Distribution throughout the year is also important . 
Dry spells associated with cool temperatures seem to favor rubber accumulation . In 
certain areas rainfall during the warm summer months may favor disease infestation . 
It is generally recommended for dry land culture that there be ample moisture in 
the spring and early summer and also a dry period before the winter months . Such a 
dry period may favor rubber accumulation but it also develops frost resistance in 
the plants . If the rainfall exceeds 25 inches there is a tendency for large plants 
with a low rubber percentage to develop . 

Some of the effects of varying soil moisture which is of course related to 
rainfall are shown in Tables 6 and 7a ,  7b and 7c . When the plants were grown in 
high soil moistures regardless of the temperature the plants made better growth 
than in low soil moisture . However the effect was much less on the roots than on 
the stems and leaves . While a lower soil moisture resulted in poorer growth it 
did produce an increase in rubber content of the plants . This was true of both 
stems and roots at two temperatures .  However the increase in rubber percentage did 
not compensate for the loss in dry weight and the rubber per plant was less in the 
low soil moisture treatment . 
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Table 6 .  Ratio , in percent , of guayule plants grown in low 
soil moisture to those grown in high soil moisture 
in full sunlight but in two different temperatures .  

Leaves Stems Roots Total 

Dry Weight 
740 F .  54 57  67  59  
600 F .  45 42 55 47 

Rubber Percent 
750 F .  163 104 
600 F .  168 133 

Rubber Grams 
750 F .  93 70 83  
600 F .  7 3  7 3  7 3  

Table 7 a .  Dry weight of guayule plants grown for fourteen months under 
different watering regimes . 

Duration of Treatment - Months 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

Stems 
A 1 . 3  4 . 3  17 . 2  23 . 5  29 . 1  36 . 9  63 . 6  
B 3 . 3  14 . 3  2 3 . 6  26 . 5  35 . 0  54 . 8  
C 4 . 2  20 . 2  28 . 3  50 . 0  
D 29 . 1  40 . 9  

Roots 
A 1 . 3  4 . 1  7 . 6  9 . 0  12 . 5  13 . 3  18 . 2  
B 3 . 7  5 . 5  8 . 8  10 . 6  11 . 1  17 . 3  
C 4 . 1  8 . 4  11 . 2  14 . 0  
D 12 . 5  11 . 8  

Values at end of dry periods are underlined . 
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Table 7b . Rubber percentage of guayu1e plants grown for fourteen months 
under different watering regimes . 

Duration of Treatment - Months 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

Stems 
A 3 . 3  3 . 6  2 . 0  2 . 7  2 . 5  1 . 4  1 . 8  
B 5 . 2  2 . 7  3 . 8  3 . 4  2 . 2  2 . 3  
C 3 . 6  4 . 5  2 . 6  4 . 0  
D 2 . 5  3 . 5  

Roots 
A 2 . 5  0 . 4 1 . 3  2 . 2  1 . 8  1 . 5  1 . 7  
B 1 . 5  1 . 2  2 . 8  2 . 3  2 . 2  1 . 8  
C 0 . 4  3 . 6  2 . 8  3 . 4  
D 1 . 8  2 . 7  

Values at end of dry periods are underlined 

Table 7c . Rubber content in grams of guayu1e plants grown for fourteen 
months under different watering regimes . 

Duration of Treatment - Months 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

Stems 
A . 04 . 15 . 34 . 63 . 73 . 52 1 . 14 
B . 17 . 39 . 90 . 7 7 . 7 7 1 . 26 
C . 15 . 91 . 74 2 . 00 
D . 73 1 . 43 

Roots 
A . 03 . 02 . 10 . 20 . 23 . 20 . 31 
B . 06 . 07 . 25 . 24 . 24 . 31 
C . 02 . 30 . 31 . 48 
D . 23 . 32 

Total 
A . 07 . 17 . 44 . 83 . 96 . 72 1 . 45 
B . 2 3 . 46 1 . 16 1 . 14 . 98 1 . 5 7 
C . 17 1 . 21 1 . 05 2 . 48 
D . 96 1 .  75 

Values at end of dry periods are underlined 
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Another study was completed in which guayu1e plants were grown under dif
ferent irrigation regimes . The original design called for growing the plants for 
16 months under the following conditions : 

A .  At a high moisture level throughout . 
B .  At alternating high and low soil moisture levels o f  two months duration , 

resulting in four moist and four dry periods and ending after a dry 
period . 

C .  At alternating high and low moisture levels of four months duration re
sulting in two wet and two dry periods and ending after a dry period . 

D .  Growing the plants for 10 months at a high moisture level followed by 
six months at a low level . 

However , because of the termination of the work , the study had to be discontinued 
at the end of 14 months . This resulted in Treatment B ending after a wet period 
and Treatment C after only two months of the final dry period , Treatment C receiv
ing only four instead of six months drought . The results on the dry weights of the 
plants are shown in Table 7a ,  the rubber percentages in Table 7b and the rubber per 
plant in Table 7c . 

The two-month alternation treatment had almost no effect on the dry weight of 
the roots and s tems . The plants in Treatment C and D had successively less dry 
weight than the controls . Table 7b shows that at the end of each dry period the 
percentage of rubber in the plants exceeded that of the controls . The results 
also show that during a wet period the percentages dropped . The highest rubber 
percentage at the end of the study was found in the plants on the four-month cycle , 
or Treatment C .  Treatment D had the next highest  percentage followed by Treatment 
B and the checks or the plants in continuous high moisture , as expected , had the 
least . As far as grams of rubber per plant are concerned , Treatment C far out
yielded any of the others . 

There is an interesting result noted in these data in relation to the growth 
and formation of rubber during the months from November to March or from the 
eighth to the twelfth month of the treatments .  There appears to be slow-down in 
growth during this period but also there was no accumulation of rubber on a grams 
per plant basis . (The apparent loss is not significant . ) This suggests that there 
may be some seasonal effect associated with the winter months (low light intensity 
perhaps or even day length ) which interfers with rubber production . This observa
tion led to a small study in which guayu1e seed were planted ten days before each 
equinox and each solstice and halfway between these dates . The plants were allowed 
to grow for three months when their dry weight was determined . Soil conditions 
and temperature were maintained as constant as possible throughout the study . The 
plants that emerged during the period from September 21 through December 21 made 
the poorest growth , while those that emerged between March 21 and June 21  made the 
greatest growth--that is , had the greatest dry weight . This difference may be 
related to light intensity at the different times of the year . With modern environ
mental control chambers it might be interesting to examine the effects of increas
ing and decreasing day lengths . 

Nitrogen supply : While the availability of nutrients is not truly a climatic 
factor in the factorial study referred to , the responses of guayu1e to temperature 
and light intensity under high and low nitrogen condit ions were investigated . As 
a matter of completeness some of those results are presented here . Table 8 shows 
the relative growth rate and rubber content of the plants grown in low nitrogen 
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Table 8 .  Ratio , in percent , of guayu1e plants grown in 
low nitrogen to those grown in high nitrogen 
nutrient solutions in full sunlight at two 
different temperatures . 

Leaves Stems Roots Total 

Dry Weight 
750 F .  54 35 52 49 
600 F .  43  30  5 3  43  

Rubber Percent 
750 F .  113 80 
600 F .  147 108 

Rubber Grams 
750 F .  38 41 39  
600 F .  50  47  53 

nutrient solutions to those grown in high nitrogen solutions at two temperatures 
in full sunlight . Decreasing the nitrogen supply decreased the growth rate in both 
temperatures by about the same amounts . As would be expected the plants in the low 
nitrogen solutions had a higher rubber percentage and the increase was greater in 
the lower temperature . The grams of rubber per plant , however , followed the trend 
of the dry weights .  That is the increase in rubber percentage at low nitrogen 
levels did not compensate for the decrease in total weight of the plants under 
these conditions . When the plants were grown in the shade , however (Table 9 ) , the 
increase in rubber percentage at the low nitrogen level did compensate for the de
crease in dry weight . While the results in Table 9 indicate that the rubber content 
was increased by as much as 80% in low nitrogen solutions the actual percentages 
were very 10w-- . 07%  to . 13% . • 

Table 9 .  Ratio , in percent , of guayu1e plants grown in 
low nitrogen to those grown in high nitrogen 
nutrient solutions in shade at two different 
temperatures 

Leaves Stems Roots Total 

Dry Weight 
750 F .  54 56  61 55  

600 F .  52  50  63  52  

Rubber Percent 
750 F .  170 143 
600 F .  186 161 

Rubber Grams 
750 F .  100 100 
600 F .  100 100 
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Discussion 

As a result of the observations and experiments on the responses of guayule 
to climatic conditipns there appear to be some contradictions that need to boe 
resolved . It is generally assumed that any factor which will apply stress to the 
plant will result in increased rubber percentage and increased rubber yields . 
However ,  there are many reports which indicate that there was no increase in rubber 
when the stress was applied . For example , a drought stress applied between Novem
ber and March , Table 7c , under optimum temperatures in a greenhouse did not result 
in an increase in total rubber . However , when the stress was applied in the spring 
when growth was very active , considerable increases in rubber occurred . In the 
studies reported on here the maximum amount of rubber per plant occurred in the 
plants having the highest dry weight regardless of the rubber percentage . While 
subj ecting the plants to  drought , low temperatures and low available nitrogen did 
significantly increase the rubber percentages , these increases in percentage did 
not compensate for the reduced growth that accompanied the stress as far as rubber 
per plant was concerned . 

Summary 

In this paper the requirements of guayule for the climatic cond it ions of l ight 
intens ity , temperature and rainfall have been discussed along with some responses 
of guayule to controlled changes in these condit ions . 

The results indicated that guayule requires fairly high l ight intens it ies to 
achieve maximum growth and rubber product ion and that shading or reducing the light 
intens ity by 40% in the Salinas area had a greater effect on rubber product ion than 
changes made in temperature and soil moisture . 

Guayule is a plant that grows best in relatively high temperatures ,  800 to 
900 F .  It is intolerant of temperatures that average below 600 F .  However ,  the 
plant grows well and produces the maximum yield of rubber when day temperatures 
are above 800 but night temperatures drop below the 600 to 700 range . Guayule is 
sens i t ive to frost and freezes . It has been known to withstand temperatures as 
low as 00 but it normally does not produce well where temperatures normally drop 
below 150 . Frost  inj ury occurs read ily if the plant s have not received so-called 
"hardening off"  condit ions before the frost occurs . 

Where irrigat ion is not available or feas ible , the plant grows best in areas 
where the rainfall lies between 15 and 25 inches per year . Under lower rainfall 
it does no t make sufficient growth to make sat isfact ory rubber yields . In areas 
of rainfall higher than 25 inches the shrub tends to have a relat ively low rubber 
content . The shrub will withs tand long periods of drought that is several months . 
Rainfall distribut ion through the year is almost as important as total precip ita
tion . A high rainfall dur ing the first half of  the growing season followed by a 
dry per iod of a few months seems to be the opt imum cond it ions for rubber produc
tion . There should not be much rainfall dur ing the fall j us t  before the winter 
temperatures set in , as this makes the p lants sens itive to winter kill . 
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CALIFORNIA INDICATOR PLOTS 1 942-43 

W . A .  Campbell and H . W .  Reynolds 
GualfUle Researcher s ,  Emergency Rubber Proj ec t 

The guayule rubber produc t ion program was launched early in 1942 with a tre
mendous sense of  urgency . The Forest S ervice was selec ted as the logical ac t ion 
and operational agency based on a record of cris is-solving ef f iciency and it s re
sources of trained men and equipment . It  also had a general s taf f geared to emer
gency situat ions . It  was prepared to draw heavily on the agr icultural exper ience 
of the Soil Cons ervat ion S ervice and the exper ience of the Shelterbelt Proj ect in 
growing plants under diff icult climat ic conditions . Under the name of the Emer
gency Rubber Proj ect it took over the secrets , seed and assets of  the Interconti.
nental Rubber Company at Salinas and proceeded to develop large-scale nurser ies for 
the produc tion of the millions of seedlings that would be required for large-scale 
f ield plantings . 

The Agr icultural Res earch Administration , through the Bureau of Plant Indus try , 
Soils and Agricultural Engineer ing , was charged with the necessary research respon
s ib ilities . The f irst  research task called for the es tab lishment o f  ind icator 
plots from California to Texas . These plots were des igned to test the suitab ility 
of d if f erent soils , climate ,  var iet ies , spacing , and cul tural treatments on guayule 
growth and rubber yields . Many were p laced in undeveloped ar eas and on s ites mar
g inal for agricul tural purposes to test the f easibil ity of the then nonproduc t ive 
areas for farming rubber . Others were located in intens ively farmed and irr igated 
areas in order to test the ef fects of good agricultural prac t ices on growth and 
rubber content . At the beginning of the program the planners recognized our basic 
need for rubber and , if the need became crit ical , the possib ility that good agr i
cultural land would be called upon to produce rubber . 

Time was prec ious and at a premium . Little could be  spared for the car eful 
planning that cus tomar ily precedes large-scale research operations . The exper ience 
of  the Intercont inental Rubber Company ind icated that successful plantings were 
d if f icul t  to guarantee af ter March in California . A hurr ied meet ing of the minds 
in Washington p roduced the des ign for one-acre ind icator plots wherein two variet ies , 
406 and 593 , would be tes ted at thr ee spacings and under dry and irrigated cond i
tions . The plots would be scattered from the nor thern t ip of the Sacramento Val
ley , through the San Joaquin Valley to the dryer areas of south and coas tal 
Cal ifornia . Plot locations would be selec ted under advice of  soils exper t s  and 
would encompass potent ially su itable soils having possibili ties for operational or 
commerc ial plant ings . 

Dr . H . W .  Reynold s and I arrived at Salinas early in March . We found the weather 
warm , cloudy and wet . Rainfall had been above average at Sal inas and the small 
nur sery that was to provide the necessary plant ing stock had encount ered drainage 
problems . Many of the seedlings suffered from roo t rot . We d id no t know at the 
time that the nursery was also heavily inf ected with vert icillium wilt . 

In order to get the plant ings made in the es t imat ed month s t ill remaining in 
the plant ing season Reynolds and I divided the s tate into two parts . Reynolds with 
Frank Young , a soil sc ient is t ,  headed north into the Sacramento Valley . I j o ined 
forces with John Ret zer to work the San Joaquin Valley and further south . John had 
had exper ience in this area and was invaluable in plot locat ion . He also j o ined in 
the phys ical labor of ac tual plant ing and enj oyed the agony of pro tes t ing muscles 
brought on by our unaccus tomed s toop labor . 
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By the t ime leases were negot iated , arrangements made for s ite preparat ion and 
plot layouts ,  t ime became in short supply . It was necessary to s implify the com
plicated plot layout which proved too t ime- consuming on the f irs t tria1s--and go to 
a des ign wherein the two varieties were tested at one spacing . An added reason 
for s implificat ion s temmed from the s eedling supply . Because of root rot , etc . , 
seedlings fell short o f  all demands making conservat ion essent ial . 

Survival after one year , for the plots  for which I could locate records , 
ranged from 35 to 85 percent , with an average o f  66  percent for 1 7  plots . This 
relat ively high survival f igure for guayu1e attests to its ability to endure un
favorable conditions and poor conditioning for f ield p lanting . The 1942 crop had 
started to grow in the nursery and was not completely dormant . In addit ion it has 
suffered f rom wet feet . Furthermore the packaging for transportation as practiced 
by the Intercont inental Rubber Company was geared to colder condit ions than we en
countered in March and April . Heating took place in some of  the boxes and some 
plots  were planted with seedlings whose survival was recognized as prob 1ementa1 . 
Survival dropped off  for a number of  reasons : in irrigated plots f rom too much 
water dur ing ho t weather and the attendant bacterial rot of Phytophthora diseas e . 
The seedlings inf ected by vert ici11ium in the nurs ery of ten failed to develop , b e
came stunted or died . 

Figure 1 shows the locat ion of 2 6  ind icator plo ts in relat ion to nearby towns 
or cities . Tables 1 and 2 detail the names and des ignat ion , soil type , s ize  and 
date when the plant ing was completed for those made by Campbell and Reynolds . By 
the end of April soil mois ture and temperatures made survival quest ionable on the 
dryer s ites . In addit ion to the 18 plots recorded on the tables , more plots were 
planted in the Imperial Valley in Southern Ca1�fornia and along the edges of  the 
San Joaquin Valley . I have no knowledge or data on these later plant ings . 

Several samplings for rubber cont ent wer e made in the summer of 1943 . They 
f irst  exper imented wi th samples b ear ing leaves . This procedure had its  prob lems 
so another sampling was made in July of 1943  and the rubber content determined on 
defo liated shrub . Table 3 presents some data comparing yields of variet ies 5 9 3  and 
406 under dry and irrigated cul ture . These data were restricted to the 2 8  x 24 
spac ing . I t  shows that greater yields of rubber were ob tained after one year on 
irr igated land ; also that rubber percentages were high in some plots under irr iga
t ion . While rubber percentages were high in some nonirr igated p lo t s , the rubb er 
yield per acre was low because of the small size of the shrub . 

Some conclusions as to the effect of  spacing can be found from data from a few 
selected and comparab le plots . This data , in Tab le 4 ,  presents yield in pounds o f  
rubber per acre . In general , after one year , more rubber was produced from the 
closer spacings . There are reversals in the trends stemming in par t from shrub and 
rubber content f igures derived from plots who se spacings var ied because of poor 
survival . Hence when data from plots  compromised by low survival were converted 
to 100 percent s tocking the b iological effects of  growing space entered the picture . 

Later more intens ive experiments furnished bet ter data on all the var iables 
supposed to be explored in the indicator plo t s . Large-scale f ield plant ings were 
made in some areas where ind icator plots had ' been es tablished which afforded a 
larger bas is for exper ience in guayu1e cul ture than the plot s could afford . Spac ing 
and rubber yields were s tudied in f ield exper iment s .  S i ze and rubber yields were 
often in inverse relation ; the larger the shrub , the lower the rubber percentage but 
the higher the yield per acre . It  then became an exercise in economics for the 
processor and management to determine at what point rubber percentage and yield in 
terms of shrub tonnage represented the mo st profitable compromise . 
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Figure 1 .  Locations of Indicator Plots in California 
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Table 1 .  Guayule Indicator Plots , California (North)l/ 

Nearest Town County Size 

Acres 
Willows Glenn 1 
Pleasanton Alameda 1 

Willows Glenn 1 

Davis Yolo . 25 

Willows Glenn 1 

Davis Yolo 1 

Gerber Tehama 1 
Gerber Tehama 1 

l/Established by H . W .  Reynolds 
Row spacing 28" each 

Date 
Soil Finished 

S ilty-clay 3 / 28 / 42 
Fine sandy 3 / 2 9 / 4 2  

loam 
Columb ia 4 / 2 / 4 2  

sandy loam 
Yolo silty 4 / 8 / 42 

loam 
Fine sandy 4 / 9 / 4 2  

loam 
Yolo silty- 4 / 2 5 / 4 2  

loam 
Sandy loam 4 / 2 6 / 4 2  
Silty-loam 4 / 2 6 / 4 2  

Half of plot irrigated except Davis , which was 100% non
irrigated 

Table 2 .  Guayule Indicator Plots , Cal ifornia ( South)l/ 

Nearest Town County S ize Soil 

Acres 
Coalinga Fresno 1 Panoche 

f ine sandy 
loam 

Dos Palos Fresno 1 Panoche 
s ilty-clay 

Mendo ta Fresno 1 Panoche 
s ilty-clay 

Shaf ter Kern . 7 5 Hesper ia 
sandy loam 

Palmdale Los Angeles 1 Hesper ia 
sandy loam 

Little Rock Los Angeles 1 Caj on f ine 
sandy loam 

Banning Rivers ide 1 Ramona 
sandy loam 

Hemet Riverside 1 Sandy loam 
Moreno Riverside . 9  Hesper ia 

f ine sandy 
loam 

Garey Santa 1 Yolo loam 
Barbara 

l/Es tabl ished by W . A .  Campbell and John Retzer 
All row spacings 28" excep t Little Rock , 30" 
All irrigated except Banning , Hemet and Garey 
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Date 
Finished 

3 / 2 2 / 4 2  

3 / 2 5 / 4 2  

4 / 1 / 42 

3 / 2 7 / 4 2  

4 / 1 7 / 42 

3 / 20 / 4 2  

4 / 11 / 4 2  

4 / 1 2 / 4 2  
4 / 11 / 42 

5 / 4 / 42 



Table 3. . Rubber yields, California plots, sampled July, 1943.11 

Dry Irrigated 

P1ot�/ 593 593 406 406 593 593 406 406}./ 
% 1bs. % 1bs. % 1bs. % 1bs. 

Spencer - C-1 1.95 83 2.41 16 
Gerber - C-2 1.05 17 .82 16 
Willows - C-4 3.12 24 2.36 24 3.37 38 2.26 30 
Davis - C-9 1.08 19 .84 15 1.24 41 .93 31 
Pleasanton - C-15 1. 73 47 2.07 63 2.29 82 
Salinas - C-50 3.60 61 3.23 80 3.87 101 3.86 105 
Dos Palos - C-51 2.50 82 2.28 79 
Mendota - C-54 2.27 7 3  3.42 108 
Coalinga - C-60 3.19 139 3.50 153 
Shafter - C-63 4.08 212 3.19 166 
Little Rock - C-71 3.72 77 3.34 72 
Hemet - C-73 4.59 18 4.16 15 
Banning - C-74 3.92 16 3.38 15 
Indio - C-78 2.74 290 2.12 107 

ll After one growing season 
�/ Data for 28" x 24" spacing except Little Rock which was 30" x 30" 
l/Varieties 

Table 4. Effect of spacing on rubber yields for California plots. 

NONIRRIGATED 

59JlI 4061/ 

p1ot�1 30" 24" 12" 30" 24" 12, ,11 
1bs. 1bs. 1bs. 1bs. 1bs. 1bs. 

Spencer - C-1 44 83 63 49 61 142 
Pleasanton - C-15 39 47 86 
Salinas - C-49 64 46 100 43 59 87 
Salinas - C-50 47 61 102 49 80 97 

IRRIGATED 

Pleasanton - C-15 42 63 115 82 148 
Salinas - C-49 60 92 134 134 101 126 
Salinas - C-50 61 101 135 86 105 140 
Indio - C-78 245 290 261 275 107 214 
Coalinga - C-60 112 139 228 103 130 258 
Shafter - C-63 212 172 173 166 233 

11 - Variety 
�/Rows 28" apart, spacing in row 
llYie1d in pounds rubber from shrub with leaves removed ; after one year. Samples 

taken in July, 1943 
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Disease losses in indicator plots in California paralleled disease losses in 
plantat ions . Irr igation , whether carefully done or not ,  during high summer temper
atures favored several roo t rots as well as killing from lack of  oxygen in puddled 
areas . On poorly 1eveled land losses were generally heavy in low places in ' the 
f ield or at the ends of the rows . Vert icillium wilt which was present in the Salin�s 
Nursery also occurred in cotton land and in land farmed to o ther crops . Irrigation 
or rain ,  when temperatures were low--that is below 650 F . --reduced the danger from 
root diseases . Water could be s tored in the soil during the winter when tempera
tures were low and be utilized as the season progressed . 

In summary , indicator plots served a purpose . However , the plant ing program 
reached its peak of  30 , 000 acres b efore evaluat ions could be  had from the plots . 
All that these plots actually showed was that guayule could be  grown with or with
out irrigation in many areas in California . The cool coas tal areas produced the 
mos t  rubber wi thout irr igation as per the Intercontinental Rubber Company experience .  
Var iat ions in spacing , survival and cultural conditions made comparisons between 
plots dif f icult . In the f inal analysis all that could be concluded was that guayule 
would grow and produce rubber from Red Bluff to Indio . The period und er observat ion 
was too shor t for meaningful conclusions as to the hazards from infrequent climat ic 
insult s  at the various locat ions . 

RESULTS FROM THE NEW �mXICO AND TEXAS 
GUAYULE INDICATOR PLOTS 

John T .  Presley 

The New Mexico Ind icator Plots were located at Animas , Deming , Artesia , Loving , 
Roswell , Las Cruces and Albuquerque .  Survival was fairly good where irr igat ion was 
available but we soon learned that a pos t-plant irrigation was neces sary in the 
arid and semiarid Southwest , for es tablishment . The Animas plot survived for only 
s ix months without irrigation . Plots in New Mexico and Texas provided informat ion 
on the effects  of low temperature on guayule .  The Ro swell plot was severely in
j ured by a 7 0 F .  t emperature and the Albuquerque plot did no t survive a _20 F .  
temperature . Cons iderable lo ss occurred on the Las Cruces plot from Phytophthora 
root rot . Guayule is predispo sed to Phytophthora root rot by pro longed irrigation 
applicat ion ; 24 hours or more appears to provide suf f icient t ime for inf ect ion , 
part icularly at the ends of the rows nearest the water out let . A few wild guayule 
plant s , transplanted from Southwest Texas by Dr . O . F .  Cook and Lon Lytton , were 
s t ill alive at the Las Cruces Field S tat ion when the Emergency Rubber plot was 
es tabl ished . 

There were 29  indicator plots  planted in Texas . I have lis ted the plots but 
in the interes t of brevity I will not read the different locat ions . The plots were 
located on many soil types from Ed inburg to Lubbock , thus covering mo st  o f  the S tate . 
Location of Texas plots : Valent ine , San Antonio , Lubbock , Ord Gary , El Paso Valley , 
Pecos ( 2 ) , Madera Val ley , Leon Springs ( 2 ) , Ft . S tockton , Del Rio , Weyer ick , Eagle 
Pass , Carrizo Springs , Rio Grande City , Kingsville , San Angelo , Candelaria , Casa 
Peidra , Fawcett #1 , Winter Haven , Pecos , Presidio ( 2 ) , Pearsall , Hebbronville and 
Linn . 
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So far as establishment and survival are concerned , our experience in Texas 
was quite similar to that in New Mexico . The Lubbock plot failed to survive a 
-50 F .  temperature . E1 Paso , Pecos and Balmorhea plots were inj ured by cold . At 
Edinburg the tender �eaves of recent transplants were inj ured by a temperature of 
260 F. which lasted for a few hours • . Some of the Texas plots failed partially or 
completely because of insufficient moisture for the transplants to become estab
lished . However , both the New Mexico and Texas plots furnished a wealth of valu
able information on areas suitable for guayu1e production as well as on the best 
procedures to use in establishing the plantings .  

Diseases of Guayu1e 

Nursery Diseases : Pythium and Phytophthora root rots , Sc1erotinia sc1ero
tiorum,  Sc1erotinia minor and Botrytis seedling rots , a1so vertici11ium wi1t . Some 
nematode damage . 

Transit and Storage : !. sc1erotiorum ,  !. minor and Botrytis . 

Field Diseases : Vertici11ium wilt , Phymatotrichum root rot , Phytophthora root 
rot , Dip10dia die-back , Sclerotium batatico1a , !. sc1erotiorum, �. minor , Fusarium 
�. , Rhizoctonia �. , and Sclerotium ro1fsii . An undescribed bacterium has also . 
caused severe losses �n several California plantings . 

EXPERIMENTS WITH GUAYULE IN ARIZONA 

R . H .  Hilgeman 
Guayu1e Research , Emergency Rubber Proj ect 

Data was obtained from the Progress Report for 1943 and 1944 . The maj or prob
lem was to determine irrigation procedures to reduce loss from Phytophthora drech
sleri and obtain maximum rubber at least cost . 

Tests  were made near Glendale , Laveen , Gila Bend , Casa Grande and Gilbert in 
soils ranging from silt 10mn (Field cap . 21 to 33%)  to fine sandy loam (Field cap . 
9% ) . Water was applied frequently and with a fall stress period by flooding , in 
furrows and in alternate furrows on each side of a pre-formed bed . 

Disease losses ranged from 55% in flooded , frequently irrigated s ilt loam soil 
to 1% in alternate rows in fine sandy loam .  Almost complete loss  occurred in low 
places where water covered crowns . Perfectly leveled fields are required . All 
losses occurred between May and October when soil temperatures were above 2 70 C .  at 
15 cm depth . Rubber ranged from 5 . 0% to 7 . 6% and yield from 139 to 310 1bs /A at 
one year . 

Bi-week1y plant analysis showed rubber was not produced during the growth 
period between April and September . Most  rapid rubber accumulation occurred in 
November and December and continued through March . Stress in October induced higher 
rubber percentage . 

Irrigation tests in silt loam soil holding 18 acre-inches of water in the 
upper 8 feet showed irrigations in March and August produced as much rubber as 7 
irrigations during the year . About 300 pounds of rubber/acre were produced per 
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year . The deep-rooted plants removed all available water to a depth of  8 feet . 
Frequent irr igat ions increased size of shrub but reduced rubber percentage . Tes ts  
in f ine sandy loam showed 4 irr igations were required to produce maximum r.ubber . 

Direct seeding on edges of  lettuce type beds in March were highly successful . 
An estimated 400 , 000 plants per acre were produced in the unthinned rows 14 inches 
apart and rubber yield was 235 pound s /A at one year . This type o f  seeding can b e  
done to provide transplants . I t  may be practical f o r  large direct seeded f ields . 

Time of  transplanting tests with plants grown at Phoenix showed survival as 
follows : Nov . 10 , 12% ; Dec . 2 1 , 72% ; Feb . 1 ,  88% ; Mar . 14 , 54% ; Apr . 20 , 22% . 
S torage for 6 weeks reduced survival . Large f ield transplant ing had a high sur
vival of 80 to 88% in January and February plant ings . 

Comment : (Dr . Ur ibe Rui z )  The IMIQUIVE (Mexican Ins titute of  Research for Plant 
Chemical Indus tries)  is app lying methods for somatic reproduc t ion of  guayule .  We 
have worked nearly two years in the mat ter . Prel iminary resul ts are encouraging 
especially because old wood cut t ings could be used . We reserve for our f ield o f  
research in the future exploring r o o t  graft ing and mutat ions in the guayule p lant . 
The mutat ions are induced by phys ical and chemical agent s .  Both lines of  scien
t i f ic activity are designed mainly f or Mexican condit ions of acces s ible hand labor . 
In IMIQUIVE ma in activity is concerned with domestication , that is agr iculturiza
tion of wild plants with economical value . 

GENETICS AND PLANT BREEDING 

Reed Rollins 

Most of the talks have as sumed that guayule is guayule is guayule . However , 
the fact is , this is one of the mos t  complex spec ies of  plants that I know about . 
It  is complex in diff erent ways . I t  is complex because one of the common modes o f  
reproduc tion is apomixis . This was one of  the primary d is coveries that we made 
fairly early . What this means is that all of the introduct ions and so-called 
developed strains that were in cul t ivat ion , with a f ew except ions , have no t changed 
materially from the wild material . During the period of Dr . McCallum ' s work and 
select ion , over a per iod of more than 20 years , no fundamental changes had taken 
place in the mater ial that had been introduced from wild sources . What happened 
was that he made many trials on many different introduc tions . These were tested 
and tho se that were no good were thrown away . When he found one tha t was wor th
while he kep t it . But he kep t trying one introduct ion after ano ther . Unfortun
at ely , his attemp ts to improve these by select ion were a failure because of 
apom1X1S . Prac t ically all of the introduc t ions that were made during the period o f  
the Emergency Guayule Rubber Proj ect s imilar ly remained j us t  like the wild material 
becaus e they were largely apomic t ic . 

For those of  you who do no t know what apomixis is , I think I should exp lain 
this a lit tle b it .  As you know , in the higher plants there is doub le fertilization 
and if double fertilizat ion does not occur , in other words if the egg is no t f er
tilized , you do no t get genetic segregat ion and recomb inat ion . Wha t happens in 
guayule is that one-half of the fert ilization process takes place , tha t is to say , 
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one of the male nuclei fertilizes the polar nuclei in the embryo sac .  That gives 
rise to the endosperm . In these apomictic forms there is no chromosome reduction 
in the egg cell . The embryo develops from a nonfertilized nucleus . Thus , the 
inheritance is striotly maternal . It is comparable to taking a cut ting off the 
parent plant and growing that into a new plant . The new plant is exactly like the 
plant from which the cutting was taken . In guayule this happens via seed , however , 
which is the reason we term it apomixis . I consider this to be one of the most  
important discoveries made by  the genetics and plant breeding group because for 
the very first t ime ,  it permitted us to begin to do some breeding work . However , 
this never got off the ground because it took a little while to find this partic
ular fact out . We had first of all to grow our material to a point where we could 
manipulate it . We carried on a pollination program and we had to grow our plants 
up to the point where we could see what our progenies were showing us . \�en we got 
to that point , it was as plain as the nose on your face that all the varieties then 
in cultivation were apomict ic . 

If we were restricted to the use of apomictic plants ,  this would be a great 
limitation on any kind of breeding work with guayule . Apomixis poses limitat ions 
on crossing between strains ; it poses limitations on any selection that might be 
practical , the development of inbred lines and all this kind of thing . In other 
words , it could have been a serious obstacle to the usual methodology for improving 
guayule varieties . However , fortunately it is true that all of guayule is not 
apomictic . It was also fortunate that in the first series of seed introductions 
that were brought in during the guayule proj ect , the collections made by Dr . Leroy 
Powers and others who went to Mexico at that t ime , included some seed stalks that 
were completely sexual with normal reproduct ion . So the possib ility of doing the 
usual type of breeding and ordinary select ion was present in this early material . 
It took us a while to f ind this out because , first of all , no one suspec ted that 
apomixis was the rule and that apomixis was present in the strains that were 
then in cultivation . The f inding of sexual material came about only after tes ts 
were made . 

The second major discovery that took place was the presence of polyploidy 
within guayule . This polyploidy turned out to consist of 2� = 36 chromosome pop
ulations , populations with 2n = 54 chromosomes and populations with 2n = 72  
chromosomes . Individuals were found with 2n  = 90 chromosomes and some with 108 
chromosomes and even higher polyploidy levels . This is not esoteric informat ion . 
It provides us with a basis for doing all sorts of breed ing manipulations which I 
will demonstrate to you . One of the important things we discovered was that the 
36 chromosome plants were also the sexual plants . So the diploids were the sexuals , 
the polyploids the ap omi c t s . Th i s  informa t ion was imp o r t an t  b e caus e  i t  gave us a 
handle to go into the field for example and pick polyploids , or apomicts o r  
sexuals . I can do this with a hand lens • .  I can go into the experimental field or 
into the wild populations of Mexico and look at the material with a hand lens and 
predict whether I am looking at a diploid or a polyploid . I will show you why this 
is so simple . There are correlations between size features of guayule plants and 
chromosome number . For example , pollen size correlates with the chromosome number . 
Smaller grains are in the 36 chromosome types , larger grains are present in the 
higher chromosome types . There is a correlat ion between the size of the fruit 
complex and the chromosome number . I should digress at this point , I suppose , and 
say that what everyone here has been calling seeds are not seeds in the technical 
sense . They are fruits . Now in common parlance they are called seeds . There 
is no reason to change that , but technically they are fruits . There is one fruit 
per flower , and what people call flowers are really inflorescences . What you see 
on the guayule plant , these little round things , are inflorescences . There is 
more than one flower in each one of these inflorescences . 
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In fac t , there are f ive fert ile flowers in each inflorescence . The number is 
greater in some of the o ther species o f Parthenium , however . The numb er of mar
ginal fer t ile f lowers runs up t o  as many as 10 in some of the species . But tech
nically , if I refer to it as a fruit complex , what I mean is the little b lack 
s truc ture which when thrashed--when the brac ts  are thrashed off--everybody calls 
seeds . The fruit comp lex includes the achene plus the brac ts  that are present 
which hang on to it at the t ime of shedd ing . So the s ize of the fruit complex 
also var ies with the chromo some number . We can use that as a key way of f inding 
polyploids and / or apomicts . I am no t sure that all polyplo ids ar e apomicts . We 
know that the ones that were introduced and cer tain ones we worked with were apo
micts , but we don ' t  know that there aren ' t some s trains , some wild populat ions of 
a high chromosome type in Mexico or Texas that are sexual . There hasn ' t  been 
enough work done to  know . But what I look at to tell whether I ' m dealing with a 
diploid or a polyploid are the trichomes . The trichomes are s tructures that occur 
on the leaf surface and they also vary in size , correlated with chromosome number . 
So  ther e is a very pract ical value to knowing something about the size of  these 
trichomes and something about their nature .  You can simply look at the leaf with a 
hand lens to see trichomes . If  you ate used t o  looking at s ize relationships , you 
can predict j ust  from looking at  the tr ichomes whether you are dealing with a 3 6 , 
54 , 7 2  or a higher chromosome type . The importance of having a quick and easy way 
of assessing polyp lo idy does no t show up so  much in working with the cul tivated 
materials as it does in looking for part icular genetic s talks of  diff erent chromo
some levels tha t one may wish to us e .  Guayule occurs over a wide range , and i f  a 
success ful program is init iated again it is go ing to  be  necessary to go into the 
f ield armed with the knowledge we now have and introduce the kind s of germ plasm 
that we really want to work with--and not leave it to the haphazard way in which it 
was done in the past . 

Another feature that guayule has that seems to occur frequently is haploidy . 
This is part icular ly true from the polyploids . Haplo idy means that the chromo some 
number is reduced , say from 7 2  to 3 6  in this case . This happens spontaneous ly . At 
S tanford where I was working with some of this material af ter the proj ect closed 
down , I had a whole row of haploids that had occurred spontaneously in two or three 
different lines . Now when that happens , the egg has a reduced chromo some number 
because meiosis has occurred , but the s t imulus for apomict ic development is s t ill 
there and the egg in the reduced condit ion produces a new plant . In this way , there 
is the possib ility of  get ting segregat ion in an apomictic line . This is valuab le to 
the breeder because if he has a good line he wants to work with , he can ob tain seg
regat ion in this way . Then he can cross it back to a polyploid to bring the chro
mo some number back up again . Thus he wi ll have had some segregat ion in the families 
of plants that he was working with providing a bas is for selection . 

The third important dis covery I think we made in our program was that hybrid
izat ion takes place between guayule and mar iola , naturally , and it can also be  done 
in the laboratory . The reason thi s is important is that it again permits us to 
assess what is present in the wild and therefore we can p ick mater ial that we want 
for various purpos es . There is tremendous introgression of mariola genes into 
guayule in its natural range . There are whole populat ions , whole mesa tops , covered 
with an apomic t ic form which has in it quite a number of genes that have come from 
this other common species that occurs throughout the range o f  guayule . The amount 
of introgress ion var ies between populat ions . One reason I say guayule is one o f  
the most complex species I know about is  that in the evo lutionary his tory of this 
species , crosses between mariola and guayule have taken place many , many t imes at 
many d ifferent places . If one looks at this species in a t ime span of perhaps 
hundreds of  thousands of years , the present wild populat ions have been der ived from 
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strains or forms if you wish , of guayule and mariola that have , by evolution , 
changed to some extent , hybridized , produced particular types which may have 
spread then changed again over thousands of  years producing other types and so on . 
If one compares , and' I ' ve done this in western Texas , the plants on a mesa top , 
where there may be 150 to 300 acres of guayule shrubs , they nearly all look alike . 
The plants look as much alike as peas in a pod . Here one sees the end product of 
a series of evolutionary events . But if you walk down through a valley and on to  
another mesa top five or six miles away to see another hundred acres of guayule , 
the plants that are there are usually not quite the same as the ones on this mesa 
top . They may be very different . And again , you f ind that practically every plant 
on that mesa top is alike . They are apomicticly produced . They are as much alike 
as peas in a pod . So you have ranging over the entire area where guayule occurs 
this same kind of situation occurring over and over again because of interspecific 
hybridization and apomixis . We did not get far enough in our studies to really 
assess this kind of thing to any extent . No one went into the field after we had 
this knowledge and said , "Okay , let ' s  see how many different forms or different 
populations of these plants we can accumulate and let ' s  test them out . Let ' s  see 
what they are good for . " Nothing like this was done . For rubber alone we might 
not want to be interested in genes from mariola because it doesn ' t  have any rubber 
in it . But if we were interested in extending the range where guayule can grow, 
we j olly well would be interested in genes out of mariola . Why? 

Mariola occurs way up into New Mexico ; it occurs as far north as the Grand 
Canyon of Arizona . It ranges far to the north , far to the east , and far to the 
south of the natural range of guayule itself . So here are genes available for 
hardiness that could be easily picked up and moved over into guayule . You might 
say , "Okay , the rubber content of hybrids between mariola and guayule will be de
pressed . " Maybe this will happen initially but if you know anything about plant 
breeding and know what the possibilities are , you know very well that this is only 
a first step . Once you know enough about your material you can hold the hardiness 
characteristics and then toss in the rubber producing characteristics . By this 
procedure it should be possible to considerably expand the possibilities of growing 
guayule in a wider geographic area than is now the case . 

If there are problems with the milling of the shrub , there is no reason why 
the plant breeder can ' t  do something about this if it is known what they are . If 
leaf drop is important , one can look for the features of leaf drop , and so on . 

I mentioned interspecific hybridization as far as mariola is concerned , but 
one of the really promising kinds of crosses that we made was with Parthenium 
stramonium . This tree-like form grows naturally in Sonora , Mexico . We also crossed 
guayule with Parthenium tomentosum which grows in Oaxaca . These species have very 
different characteristics than guayule . They grow faster , at least the Fl ' s grow 
faster , and I think Dr . Tysdal will have some informat ion on generations beyond the 
Fl . I stopped with the Fl because that is where I was when I got out of the work . 
But the really exciting thing about working with interspecific crosses is that you 
can literally become a genetic engineer . The two species , Parthenium stramonium 
and K. tomentosum have 2� = 36 chromosomes which are the equivalent of the sexual 
material of guayule . So you cross the 36 chromosome types of each species , and you 
get an intermediate hybrid . The Fl is an intermediate plant , as would be expected 
when crosses are made between species as is the case within species . But if one 
takes a 72 chromosome type guayule plant , which is what we did ,  and crosses it with 
a plant of K. stramonium, 36 chromosomes come from guayule and 18 from P .  stramonium . 
The chromosomes of the Fl add up to 54 . You have twice as many chromosomes coming 
in from guayule as you do from stramonium . This produces a hybrid that is not 
intermediate between the two but it is on the guayule side . It has a lot more 
genetic material that has been dumped in from the guayule side . 
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On the other hand , if one takes the 7 2  chromosome type guayule and uses the 
occasional plant that shows up in an apomictic line that is sexual without chromo
some reduction , you can take 18 chromosomes from the stramonium parent , put it onto 
the guayule , and prpduce a hybrid with 90 chromosomes . Seventy-two of those chromo
somes are guayule chromosomes and 18 are from the stramonium plant . This gives you 
an Fl hybrid that is much closer to guayule than it is to intermediacy between the 
two species . In one operation , you have done the equivalent of a whole series of 
backcrosses from an Fl ' At the same time , the apomictic feature can be preserved . 
This means that you don ' t  have to worry about the hybrid fractionating , or being 
variable . One of the banes of the plant breeder is that whenever you hybridize 
you ' ve got to stabilize the hybrid product to make possible its being put into cul
tivation with the requisite amount of uniformity . In the situat ion described , you 
have uniformity built in . It is there after that first cross . If you have the 
right kind of plant possessing the desired qualities , it is ready made . Because of 
these features ,  the possibility of chromosome engineering that I speak of in guayule 
and the other unusual features that I have mentioned , guayule is seen to be a very 
complex species . It really does have excellent properties from the point of view 
of the plant breeder . 

*1 am showing a guayule plant here mainly to get your eyes focused on size , 
because I want to show on the next slide , for comparison , a plant of mar iola , Par
thenium incanum . *These are taken at the same scale and you will note quite some 
differences in size and in the nature of the plant . *1 ment ioned that one of the 
quick ways of finding out whether you are dealing with a straight guayule plant or 
one that is introgressed with mariola is to look at the trichomes . These are some 
trichomes that have been shaved off the leaf surface . They consist of  a cap cell 
and some stalk cells , usually one or two , that show up here . You will notice that 
the stalk cells are more or less centrally located beneath this boat-shaped cap cell . 
*The trichomes of mariola ; mariola has a very long , tortuous trichome and if you 
have ever looked at the surface of the leaf you know that it is sort of cobwebby 
in appearance . The next slide will show the trichomes of a hybrid between guayule 
and mariola . The trichomes have some of the characteristics of the cap cell of the 
guayule type as you can see . They are long and pointed , but the stalk is at one 
end . In assessing hybridity or introgression in wild plants , it can be done by 
looking at the cap cell and seeing where the position of this stalk is with regard 
to the cap cell . This trichome indicates the plant from which it came is about an 
intermediate hybrid between the two species . *These are trichomes of a plant that 
is introgressed with mariola , not introgressed very much . It is very close to 
straight guayule . But if you notice where the stalk cell is , it is down towards 
the rounded end of the cap cell , and the cap cell itself is quite long and pointed . 
Using trichomes as indicators is essentially a short-cut technique . You couldn ' t  
do this if hybrids had not been experimentally produced and the kinds of cells that 
are on the leaf surface analyzed . We did that . This kind of information is usable 
in the field to help with the select ion of the kinds of plants one wants to work 
with . For our friends from Mexico , this could be very important in determining 
whether a given population is straight guayule or one that is introgressed with 
mariola . If you have one that is strongly introgressed , the chances are that the 
percentage of rubber from that population is going to be lower than it will be if 
you have straight guayule . *This is a map derived from an analysis of specimens 
of collect ions of guayule made in Mexico . It includes only the plants that usually 
would be classed as guayule . Three is essentially the equivalent of an Fl between 
guayule and mariola , two is the equivalent of an F2 from an Fl backcross to guayule , 
and one is the equivalent of an F3 from an F2 backcrossed to guayule . So the types 
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represented on the map are straight guayu1e , two grades of introgressed guayu1e 
and intermediate hybrid guayu1e . Here are some things to note . The areas where 
there is a heavy concentration of introgressed guayu1e are in northeastern Zaca
tecas and southeastern - Coahuila . But in Durango , there is very little introgres
sion . Only two samples that I had available showed any evidence of hybridizat ion . 
I have been in Durango since this map was made , particularly west  of Mapimi where 
there are some hybrids and introgressed populations . But this is also the area 
where 2n = 36 plants are to be found . This is the section where mainly sexual 
plants occur . The apomicts are common in eastern Zacatecas and in Coahuila . 
Notice the Big Bend or trans-Pecos area of Texas shows a great deal of introgres
sion . This probably accounts for the fact that the rubber yield from the native 
shrub of the Texas area was always considered to be somewhat inferior to that of 
certain parts of Mexico . A careful j ob of analyzing the wild populations of guayu1e 
with regard to how much introgression there is could pay off for anybody who was 
interested in harvesting the wild shrub . It would also pay off with respect to the 
picking up of particular plant types that one might be interested in . *1 mentioned 
to you about tossing genomes and chromosomes around and this is literally possible . 
Mario1a , as well as guayu1e ,  has a polyploid series . As you see , we made crosses 
between some of these which were successful . The solid lines indicate successful 
crosses . These numbers indicate the chromosome numbers that were derived in var
ious ways by crossing various polyploid types . So literally , one can , as I say , 
engineer the product . Not very much was done in the way of analysis of the hybrids . 
We had a few of them analyzed for rubber content and the rubber content was de
pressed compared to s traight guayu1e . I don ' t  think that is terribly important . 
I think the important thing is that one can cross these species on various levels 
and can get different combinations of chromosome numbers . It is possible to breed 
in apomixis or have it already present and hybrids can be recovered that are al
ready to go if they turn out to be all right from an economic point of view . 

*The apomicts are , as I said , as alike as peas in a pod . Of these 12 plants 
in a flat , it doesn ' t  make any difference what you look at , they are I won ' t  say 
identical , because that ' s  a pretty strong word , but they are as nearly alike as 
one can conceive . *But apparently something does go on in these apomictic types . 
We have thought that there must be some autosegregation because every now and then 
plants not like the others show up . These plants are all the same age , the same 
family , and these four plants I ' d  say are very similar , but this one is an off type . 
The next slide will show several plants . This is the normal type and this is the 
off type . The ones you can identify as off types are the slow growers .  Usually 
when mutant types show up you are dealing with something that is deleterious , in a 
direction that turns out to be less good , particularly if you can recognize such 
plants j ust by morphological means compared to the normals . What I am calling your 
attention to here is that if there is such a thing as autosegregation in apomictic 
guayu1e , this could be an important genetic procedure to break the constancy of 
some of the apomictic lines . *Now to show some of the relationships between size 
and polyploidy . Here we have comparable leaves from three different chromosome 
plants .  The ones on the far right are from a plant with 36 chromosomes , in the 
middle 54 and on the left 7 2 . The 54 chromosome plant was gotten by crossing the 
7 2  with the 36 . The 36  one was a haploid derived from this plant so that we have 
the mother , the apomictic daughter , and the F

1 
between them , with the three different 

chromosome numbers .  

*This is the same sort of correlation between size and chromosome number with 
different numbers involved . Here is the fruit complex , first face on and then 
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reversed on the right hand side showing the two florets and the bracts . The 
fertile floret is here , the fruit is inside here . Here is the 36 chromosome type , 
this is the 72  and this is the 108 . Now these are all derived from the same mother 
plant which was this .one . This one is 7 2 . We got the 36 by spontaneous haploidy . 
We obtained the 108 chromosome plant by selfing the 7 2  chromosome plant . So this 
is the fruit complex from the mother , this from a daughter , and this from another 
daughter , each with a different chromosome number . So , somebody is interested in 
size of fruits .  OK , we can give you a bigger fruit if you need it . It is very 
easy . *1 left the work when hybrids were only at the Fl level . I think Dr . Tysdal 
will be able to say something about some later generat ions of hybrids between these 
species . *Now, j ust to show you what I ' m talking about when I say you can toss 
chromosome numbers around . These are all of comparable age . This is Parthenium 
stramonium, and P .  argentatum, guayule , is on the far right . Rer� are three hybrids 
that I mentioned earlier with the composition half guayule and half stramonium . 
This is a 54 chromosome one ; it has a 2 to 1 rat io of guayule to stramonium . 
This is a 90 chromosome one ; it has 72  chromosomes of guayule and 18 from stramonium. 
You can see that these plants go downhill or uphill whichever way you want to read 
it , in the direction of guayule . *Here you can see the same thing in the leaves 
which have been taken off mature plants . Upper right stramonium, upper left guayule , 
lower right the 36 chromosome Fl , 18 chromosomes of each , 54  chromosome type , the 
90 chromosome type . The 90 chromosome type which is not very different in leaf 
form, shape and so on than guayule , is a substantially larger shrub with larger 
leaf surface , greater photosynthetic capacity , and so on . It is apomictic . There 
is a lot of fertility in the seeds which could be easily increased . 
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GENETIC AND AGRONOMIC RESEARCH 
H . M. Tysdal , Principal Geneticis t in the USDA , Retired 

I would like to .make a comparison , having been brought up on the wheat plains 
of western Canada . We grew a variety called Bluestem wheat , and many years it was 
so infected with red rust that the yields were almost nil . When driving through 
with the binder the cloud of red spores was so thick I could hardly see the team !  
I f  we now used this variety we could not produce enough wheat for ourselves , but by 
the miracle of plant breeding we have overcome the rust problem as well as others . 
We can not only produce enough wheat for ourselves but also for millions beyond our 
shores . Similar plant breeding miracles have been produced with corn , with soy
beans , and probably most  any crop you wish to ment ion . 

This is not true of guayule--we are still in the Blue stem stage or worse . 
There has never been a continuing , fruitful breeding program in guayule . To be 
sure , Dr . McCallum had as many as 1300 selections but the nature of reproduction 
was not known . With all his other duties and the discontinuation of his program, 
he could not follow through with them. The story of the other breeding programs 
on guayule are all too well known . They were chopped off ! 

To give you some idea of the possib ilities of a breeding program,  I would like 
to give you two examples of progress . Dr . Powers and Dr . Rollins have provided a 
beautiful foundation of knowledge , particularly with regard to reproduction (in
cluding apomixes )  for the furtherance of a plant breeding program. 

The first example includes the use of interspecific hybrids . As Dr . Rollins 
has pointed out , guayule can be successfully crossed with such tremendously dif
ferent species as f. stramonium which can easily grow 10 to 15 feet in height in a 
few years . Such crosses were made by Dr . Rollins and by us . The Fl is very vig
orous but has no rubber . However , we were able to carry some of these crosses 
into the F2 and many segregates continued to be vigorous and contained a higher 
percentage of rubber than the Fl . It was impossible to carry this program forward 
because of the discontinuance of the proj ect . However , it seems very feasible and 
probable that one or more back crosses to guayule would produce a much more vig
orous plant with high rubber content , thus enabling the production of harvestable 
shrub in a shorter period of time ,  or a larger yield per acre . 

In this connection the importance of collection of seed of various native 
shrubs in Mexico to use in a breeding program should not be overlooked . This has 
been done by Dr . Powers and Dr . Hammond , but further collect ions should be made . 

The second example of progress is that of hybridization between different 
strains of guayule . The tracing of the parentage of a strain which was the highest 
rubber yielding in a two-year test at Shafter , California , a warmer area than 
Salinas , will illustrate . Selection #11635 produced 71 . 3  grams of rubber per plant 
compared to a yield of 30 . 2  grams per plant from the standard variety 593 , grown 
in the same test . (See Hammond and Polhamus , Bulletin #13 2 7 )  These plants were 
approximately equal in size so this yield per plant is indicative of yield per 
acre . An even more striking result is the fact that high rubber content was pos
sible under these very warm conditions where the standard variety 593 does not 
perform so well . 

The above cross , #11635 was a controlled cross made in our program between a 
54-chromosome 4265-1 plant and a plant of the 36-chromosome selection N 264 . The 
4265-1 plant came from a selection made by C . A .  Taylor and H . M .  Benedict from a 
collection made by Dr . Powers in 1942 from Durango , Mexico . The selection N 264 
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was made by selecting within a sexual strain . Cross #11635 followed the pat tern 
expected in this unusual plant , viz the fertilization by an l8-chromosome gamete 
from the 36-chromosome sexual selection with an unreduced 54-chromosome gamete 
from 4265-1 producing" a 72-chromosome apomictic strain which #11635 proved to be . 
This open-pollinated select ion produced only one off-type plant in a population of 
648 plants ,  indicating an extremely high degree of apomixis .  Thus the variety was 
fixed without further work ; a plant breeder ' s  dream .  

In conclusion I would like to say that in my opinion breeding and improvement 
is essential as a first requisite for the successful commercial growing of guayule . 
This could be done with an adequate breed ing program .  

Comments 

In reply to Lobenstein ' s  remark showing concern about rubber per acre , Tysdal 
replied , "The yield per plant reported is indicative of the possibilities of yield 
per acre because the difference in rubber per plant is related more closely to the 
percentage of rubber in the plant rather than the size of the plant . I agree that 
the yield per acre is the obj ective . " 
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PLANT BREEDING 
G . P .  Hanson 

Los Angeles Arboretum 

Since I am under 50  I ought to  explain my relationship to guayu1e since I 
obviously could not have been involved in the proj ect at the time that most  of you 
were . Two years ago , Hugh Anderson came to the Los Angeles State and County Arbo
retum and asked if we would consider getting involved in a breeding program. At 
that t ime we didn ' t  know very much about guayu1e ; so my first step was to go into 
the literature and f ind out what had been done ; then to analyze the results and see 
whether or not it seemed to us if this was a feasible thing to do . 

As some of you know , we did produce a proposal listing what we thought could 
be done with guayu1e . It seemed to us that it would be a good time to conduct the 
study ; we listed some of the prospects for a favorable result , how we would pro
ceed , and an estimate of costs for the breeding program .  We have written this and 
some of you have seen it . Now we are quite optimistic about the potential of 
guayu1e , especially if a breeding program is instituted . Dr . Rollins and others 
have emphasized this . 

One of the things I would like to do is tie together the things that have been 
said here . Joel Schechter noted that in their feasibility study it was necessary 
to get an annual yield of 800 pounds of rubber per acre per year . Dr . Bonner said 
that at the time of the termination of the proj ect they were getting about 750 
pounds of rubber per acre per year . That ' s  pretty close . If we j ust start back 
25 years ago , and of course we are using the same genetic materials , we ought to 
be able to get that . As Dr . Rollins has suggested , with a breed ing program we can 
go much more beyond that . The varieties which were being used (593  primarily)  had 
undergone very little select ion in breeding . 

In the 40 ' s  when guayu1e was being studied and being grown commercially , its 
production of rubber was j ust slightly less than that of Hevea . Dr . Bonner noted 
that at the present time the average yield in Malaysia is 1200 pounds per acre . 
If we include the best producers , it ' s  2000 pounds per acre and he even suggests 
that if we add the ethylene it ' s  up to 6000 pounds per acre with a potential of 
9000 pounds per acre per year . Using the same rationale he used to predict this 
9000 pounds , we ought to be able to get the same potential with guayu1e . We have 
a big advantage with guayu1e that they didn ' t  have with Hevea . The rubber tree has 
a very long generation time of seven years whereas guayu1e has a generat ion time of 
less than a year--so we can proceed more than seven times as fast . The plant breeder 
is concerned with the generation time as to how fast he can proceed . If the �evea 
people in 25 years have gone from 800 pounds per acre to 4000 pounds , why can ' t  the 
guayule people do that in a much shorter time? 

What is possible now? We have various sources of seed , one of which is the 
National Seed Storage Laboratory at Fort Collins , Colorado . Unfortunately , they 
have very small quantities of seed . Hugh Anderson has seed available ; Joel Schech
ter has seed available from his studies in Israel and of course any breeding 
program is going to eventually have to go back to the wild stands as Dr . Rollins 
has mentioned . As far as the breeding methods which we would be involved in , 
standard breeding techniques would be used , at least initially , to select for a 
high economic yield . We are concerned about pounds of rubber per unit area , per 
acre , but we also are concerned about percentage rubber because those that have to 
do the milling would much rather have 700 pounds per acre with not much shrub than 
700 pounds per acre with a lot of shrub . There is a trade-off  there that has to 
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be considered . We ' d  be breeding for those factors which contribute to a high 
economic yield with the desire being the lowest amount of shrub , unless the pulp 
becomes more worthwhile than does the rubber . So one would be looking at various 
criteria and would -be selecting not j ust one plant but a large number of plants 
in the population . It is entirely possible that if we ' re dealing with a segregating 
population now , or a large number of individuals ,  many plants might yield the same 
amount of rubber but for different reasons . Some of them might have a large amount 
of leaf surface , enough that can produce a large amount of rubber , but have a rel
atively large trunk and not much branching . Others have a lot of branching . I 
think there ' s  been a fair amount of research done showing that the more highly 
branched the shrub is , the more rubber there is ; thus one would select for that . 
Another plant might have a high amount of rubber simply because it is more disease 
tolerant than another one . These are various things that I think one would have to 
select for and it would take a number of generat ions to come up with what we ' re 
looking for . 

Dr . Rollins has noted a number of cytogenetic techniques which really were not 
used in developing the new varieties but certainly we should use . This includes 
bringing in the other species and trying to increase the range of guayule to adapt 
it to new environments or environments beyond which it now grows . Another tech
nique which Dr . Rollins did not mention but which certainly is a continuation of 
what he has talked about is the use of aneuploids . Instead of dealing with entire 
chromosome sets , one would introduce only one or two or three chromosomes from 
mariola or from P .  stramonium. Techniques have developed since the time of the 
Emergency Rubber Proj ect by which this can be done ; in fact , these things are being 
done now in the commercial breeding of wheat and cotton . 

I would like to say a couple of things about related research kinds of things 
which are possible and are necessary . Someone ment ioned that it is necessary to 
have irrigat ion , if possible , otherwise don ' t  try to grow guayule . He ' s  saying 
this because it has to have water at the time of transplant ing . Since the Emer
gency Rubber Proj ect , techniques have been developed whereby one can actually put 
the plant i�-the ' ground and water it with the same machine . In other words , in 
this case jou-liave the plant growing in the soil ; you ' re put ting down pot and all . 
This is , I understand , what is being done commerc ially with tomatoes in certain 
areas . Maybe this is expensive but it certainly is a possibility for growing guayule 
where irrigation is impossible . If the seedling is started at the right t ime it 
may become established . 

We need to look at the possibility of experimentally controlling apomixis .  
This , of course , is the kind of thing that the breeder must look at . Can he control 
apomixis experimentally to get around some of the problems ? People are going to 
start getting involved in research programs and we are going to compare notes . We 
already know that there are two groups involved in a research program ,  the Israeli 
people and the people from Mexico . We need to standardize a method by which we can 
communicate with each other . I understand that people in Mexico are using a chem
ical extraction method of analyzing rubber and we know from the previous studies 
that have been done that the chemical methods of extraction are not necessarily 
comparable to the physical methods .  The people who are going to do the work need 
to get together and decide which methods to use or how we can compare them . The 
plant breeders are optimis ts . It also seems to me that this is a good time to 
continue with guayule but we need to go at it from a plant breeding program as well 
as these other things . If it is now possible to proceed us ing standard varieties , 
think how much better it would be after the plant breeders had a few generations 
of work . 
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MARKET POTENTIAL AND ECONOMIC PRODUCTION 

R . M .  Pierson 
The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company Research Division 

Dr . Vietmeyer felt that he had to have at least one person who knew as little 
as possible about guayu1e beforehand . I think that ' s  why I ' m here--to look at it 
from the viewpoint of potential consumers . As a matter of fact , having not been 
here the first  two days , I think I can safely say I 'm the most nonexpert here and 
thus proclaim myself . 

I ' ll be talking first about the world-wide rubber usage picture , dividing it 
somewhat between natural and synthet ic and then the various types of products into 
which it goes ; then a section on what properties of natural rubber are especially 
important in maintaining its market , no matter how cheap synthetic might become . 
In other words , what are those most critical properties of NR which we hope will 
be attained in guayu1e and which we in the synthetic natural rubber field have 
been likewise attempting to achieve ? Then I ' ll be talking about the analytical 
informat ion we ' ve gotten recently on the two samples of guayu1e sent us , and 
finally some concluding remarks on what might seem to be obvious inferences on 
the possible directions which a renaissance of the guayu1e program ,  if undertaken , 
might go . 

Launching first into the statistical side , Figure 1 shows the total world use 
of rubber for 1963 and 197 3 , broken down by the principal sectors and adding up to 
somewhat over 10 million tons a year by 197 3 . While it isn ' t  necessary to belabor 
how these break down , I think a very significant point to keep in mind is that the 
proportion represented by the U . S . A .  is much nearer the saturat ion point for obvious 
reasons . In fact , it ' s  getting to be a little over-saturated now . As the impending 
motorization of the developing areas of the world quickens its pace , the proportion 
outside the U . S .  will really begin to skyrocket . Where has the natural rubber gone 
in a generation or so since synthetic rubber production reached a point where nearly 
satisfying demand ? 

Figure 2 shows what has happened to natural rubber in percentage terms in ap
proximately a generat ion . In looking at that curve , it might give pause to someone 
contemplating coming in with a new competitor for natural rubber--it may not be the 
best star to hitch one ' s  wagon to . But it is very deceptive (Figure 3 )  because in 
that same time the total amount of rubber has increased very dramatically ; actually 
in an absolute sense the natural rubber usage has j ust  about trebled . The reason 
is that it is simply keeping pace with expansion of auto tire production . The use 
of truck tires is also growing even more rapidly . Over the long haul this is going 
to increase at a great rate so the future for any natural rubber competitor--whether 
synthetic or an alternat ive natural source--is going to be a very good one . 

What about the price ? Figure 4 shows the period from 1972-75 up to current . 
As you can see , it has undergone very wide fluctuations . The reasons for the un
usual numbers in the ordinate here is that this is a paste-over of the Singapore 
prices . During this roughly four-year period , there has been only one relatively 
short period of relatively stable prices , and as is so true over the years with 
natural rubber , it has undergone an almost threefold fluctuation , rather typical 
of many commodities . During this same period of time , the various versions of 
synthetic natural that have come on the market have enj oyed about a three- or four
cent premium, primarily because of their greater uniformity over most of that 
history and their greater ease of breakdown . However , that differential is beginning 
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to disappear . SBR ,  the styrene-butadiene rubber that is the workhorse of the in
dustry , has been at about an average of 22-24 cents ; it ' s  currently 25-1/2 cents . 

What are the principal uses of natural rubber ? Figure 5 shows the U . S ; A .  
natural rubber consumption , which unfortunately i s  not documented through the 
government agencies . However , this presents somewhat of an estimate . As you can 
see , the greatest percentage by far goes into t ires , 'followed by the broad range 
of industrial products , primarily certain large conveyor belts and hose . No other 
single product area accounts for more than five percent . Looking at tires specif
ically (Figure 6 ) :  In the U . S . A .  and Western Europe , the U . S .  percentage of 
natural rubber in the tire is traditionally--and has been for a long period of time-
appreciably less than that of Western Europe , the sole exception being aircraft 
tires which in both cases are practically all natural rubber . Truck and bus tires , 
which poundage-wise account for those high percentages of natural rubber , are the 
principal area where natural rubber propert ies are most important in maintaining 
its assured use in the future . 

Figure 7 represents a maj or shift in consumer preference in the U . S .  (follow
ing one which has already occurred in Western Europe)  away from the old standard 
bias tire starting only as recently as three years ago . The bias belt itself had 
been on the market for only two or three years at that time . As radials have come 
into the picture , they have already more than overtaken both of the other principal 
types . This greatly complicates the picture from the standpoint of the tire pro
ducers because it seems more apparent now than had been originally thought--when 
radials first came in--that all three will remain with us for a long time , rather 
than radials displacing one or both of the other types . What does this translate 
into in terms of proj ected uses for radial tires over the longer haul ? Beginning 
with this very low base in original equipment--that is , the tires shipped to De
troit--combined with replacements for a very low three percent total , growing to 
more than 12 times that amount in five years and getting well beyond the 50 per
cent point in another five years . (see Figure 8 )  

Looking a t  j ust a typical automotive tire (Figure 9 )  you can see that the 
amount of synthetic is approximately 85 percent of the total in the bias belted , 
but the NR required is almost doubled as one goes to the radial tire . In looking 
at truck tires , Figure 10 shows the comparison between the bias ply and the radial . 
The radial shows an even greater requirement of natural rubber so that as the 
radial tire becomes a more and more predominant factor in U . S .  tire usage , its 
role in determining whether either natural or something which is a full equivalent 
is used will become greater and greater . 

An important factor in the decision as to what type of guayule will become 
most accepted in the future is the most important properties in the guayule which 
will assure its becoming a replacement for natural rubber . This is essentially 
the process which the " synthetic natural" rubbers had to go through over a period 
of roughly a decade . Figure 11 shows a relatively early comparison of natural 
rubber with the two principal types of synthetic natural : one , the so-called 
Zieglertitanium type , the other , the lithium type--the latter was espoused espe
cially by Firestone and Shell--but in recent years have faded from the scene . 
Let us look particularly at the third column which has to do with the micro
structural purity . These figures are somewhat superseded by improvements in the 
method of measurement as NMR come into the picture , along with greater refinements 
in the measurement of infrared . In at least a relative sense they show that this 
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PERCENT RADIAL TIRES U . S . A .  AUTO MARKET 
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Fig . 8 .  Proj ected Growth of Radial Auto Tire in U . S . A .  
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Figure 10 . Typical Truck Tire Usage 
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Figure 11 . Comparison of Natural Rubber versus Types of Synthetic Polyisoprene 
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modest , but quite important , difference of approximately a percent or so between 
the aluminum type and natural is reflected in performance in a very perceptible 
difference between what we refer to as unvulcanized strength--more recently re
named "green strength"--and in hot tear . In the case of the lithium type which 
is substantially lower in microstructural purity--and this is the primary reason 
why this category of synthetic natural rubber lost out--the green strength and the 
hot tensile were even poorer . 

Figure 12 is simply an enumerat ion of the principal physical property measure
ments which can be run in a moderately well-equipped rubber laboratory , showing 
that in the usual things--that is , tensile and so forth--synthet ic polyisoprene , 
at least the higher Cis contents , can look to be almost equivalent of  NR . Many 
people , including many close to the rubber industry , are unaware that practically 
all the commonly used tire compounds--and there are literally hundreds of them-
have evolved into blends of not only NR and synthetic natural rubber , but various 
other types of synthet ics . The blends serve the purpose of bringing out the qual
ities of each that most serve the combined needs of processability , fabricability 
and performance on the one hand , and of being able to shift into alternative for
mulations as price and availability picture change with time . Thus , the t ire 
producers are never real+y locked into a single formulation . This is j ust  a 
representative tread compound whose performance particularly requires wear resis
tance and groove crack resistance and tract ion (Figure 13) . Such criteria are 
playing a bigger role as DOT regulations come into the picture more and more , and 
Figure 13 shows that a typical tread compound really requires no polyisoprene at 
all--and is predominately SBR with some of the solution type of polybutadiene as 
included . The carcass compound (Figure 14) requires especially high cord adhesion , 
fatigue res istance , and heat durability (meaning not so much heat aging but of the 
ability to retain good phys ical properties during the many , many hundreds of hours 
that the tire is run at temperatures as high as 1500 C . ) .  This is where poly
isoprene really comes into its own , so such tires , at least in the carcasses of 
the larger tires , still are predominantly polyisoprene . I ' ll come back to this a 
little bit more . 

Figures 15 and 16 show those areas where natural rubber ' s  performance really 
resists encroachment and probably will do so for at least the immediately foresee
able future . Even the mos t  ambitious attempts  to make a true duplicate encounters 
problems in airplane t ires which , as previously brought out , are still essent ially 
all natural rubber ; truck and bus tires in the carcasses ; and in the large con
veyor belts ; and certain types of hose . 

I want to get into the subj ect of green strength (Figure 1 7 ) . Green s trength 
is a rather crude def inition of a number of not easily quant itatable parameters 
that essentially def ine the ease of fabrication of a t ire during the process of 
converting it from the uncured but totally assembled barrel-shaped form in which 
all t ires are made ; that is , the ability of that assembly to be deformed into the 
f inal torus shape of the tire without losing contact between the various portions . 
In other words , it is a combination of measure of strength and ease of flow and 
capability of hot forming . The eas ies t  way to get at leas t a semi-quant itative 
measure is to make tensile-type measurements on uncured , compounded stocks . What 
one sees is that the synthetic naturals can follow natural rubber up to a yield 
point , but the difference (Figure 18)  is manifested at the higher elongations ; the 
higher the temperature at which such measurements are made , the greater these dif
ferences are , so that the parameter "green strength" is going to play an even 
greater and greater role as the use of  radial tires grows because the requirement 
of having good green strength is much greater in the radial type tire . 
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Figure 15 . Principal Use Areas Where Natural Rubber ' s  
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Looking at one specific area of a part icular type of tire , namely a radial 
truck tire (Figure 19 ) where this requirement does show up often is down in the 
bead area . In the case of a high green strength it retains its designed shape , 
having gone from the . original barrel to the torus shape , and all these parts hang 
together . When green strength is insufficient , there is a coming apart and usu
ally a defect which requires rej ecting the entire t ire simply because they cannot 
be mended . 

I want now to get into the subj ect of the analytical data that we ' ve gotten 
j ust recently on the two samples of guayule , one a 1945 Bakersfield underesinated 
sample which we purified , and the other from the bale that Noel Vietmeyer referred 
to . Figure 20 shows an NMR scan .  Within detectable limits , the microstructure 
is within a half percent of � . The purity in Cis-l , 4  content was confirmed 
by infrared . The NMR was measured , incidentally , with a 60 megahertz Varian 
instrument ; we had access to a 300 megahertz instrument too and it showed the same 
thing . We felt with great confidence that the earlier data measured in the 30 ' s  
and 40 ' s  on x-ray patterns was very much confirmed by the best techniques we have 
now for determining very small amounts of inhomo geneit ies in microstructure . 

Looking at a very sensitive physical measure , DTA , and comparing guayule with 
pale crepe , this is the purified form of guayule (Figure 21) .  The glass transition 
temperature (the sharp break here)  is at the same temperature for both polymers . 
It ' s  not terribly significant because all polyisoprenes that are in a Cis con
figuration would show about the same break point . However , when one cold soaks 
the rubber for a long period of time , in this case two days at -200 C . , one picks 
up the high degree of crystallization which can only occur in a quite high micro
structural purity (Figure 2 2 ) . The pale crepes and the two samples of guayule were 
so nearly like each other we have cons iderable conf idence that the requirements of 
carcass compounds could probably be met with guayule , providing molecular weight 
and the other less eas ily detected parameters were also the same . 

We ran some GPC chromatograms on the 1945 sample (Figure 23) and , while these 
elution curves may not be terribly meaningful to those of us who are not working 
with GPC every day , the calculated molecular weights therefrom do show that both 
the purified underesinated 1945 sample and the 1953 deresinated has a very respect
able number average molecular weights . This , of course , is unmilled (Figure 24) . 
How do these values compare ? Unmilled pale crepe is cons iderably higher than the 
figures shown but natural rubber milled to the point where it ' s  used in the factory 
is of a similar order of magnitude and this is also true of the synthetic naturals . 

We made one las t test and that was perhaps not terribly significant in the 
sense that it had to be carried out in a very nonstandard way (Figure 25) . This 
was a green strength test on a very small dumbbell cut out from a few grams of 
guayule which unfortunately shows low green strength in relat ion either to  Hevea 
or synthetic polyisoprene . Whether or not this is significant remains to be seen . 
It would have been nice if the guayule green strength had been comparable . It 
may be j ust a slight straw in the wind and obviously indicates that larger scale 
tests will be especially intensified on this aspect because it is so all-important 
in determining whether there is really going to be a market for guayule in tires . 

Figure 26  is a photomicrograph of the remaining portion after removing the 
soluble port ion , and these large black specks are small amounts of gel which , when 
removed and isolated , analyzed to the same Cis content as the maj or portions of 
the rubber hydrocarbon . 
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MOLECULAR WEIGHTS 
GUAYULE RUBBER 

Low Mol Wt 
Mw Mn fraction 

Underesinated 
Unpurified 464 , 000 109 , 000 28% 

Underesinated 
Purified 645 , 000 148 , 000 5 . 7  

Deresinated 522 , 000 136 , 000 4 . 3  

Figure 24  

PREL�INARY GREEN STRENGTH TESTS ON SAMPLE OF UNCURED 
1953 DE-RESINATED GUAYULE (MEASURED NOV . 197 5 )  

Break Tensile Break 
PSI Elongation % 

Guayule 22 . 6  950 

Synthetic Polyisoprene 50 1050 

Hevea* 97  800 

*Tested by slightly different method 

Figure 25 
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What might be the indicated directions from the standpoint of consumers if 
there is indeed a renaissance of a guayule program? Questions which one would 
like answered (Figure Z 7 )  at the earliest possible time are : 1 )  How good is .the 
very best , not necessarily an easily made but a best version that we now know how 
to make , of guayule versus natural rubber in the-mO:re critical testing criteria ; 
2 )  What are the permissible levels of unextracted resin left in guayule when evalu
ated in these same demanding uses (very important from the producer ' s  standpoint ) ;  
and 3 )  How uniformly can guayule be made economically with respect to the amounts 
and types of nonhydrocarbon impurities . The latter , of course , could only be 
determined after quite a bit more experience with larger scale growing . There ' s  
certainly an analogy with the early days of synthetic natural rubber here , in 
that , while we were concerned with different parameters ,  why essentially similar 
types of questions had to be answered before commitments could be made for the 
large amounts of capital that went into the synthetic polyisoprene plants .  
Figure 28 shows a list of the likely steps which we would expect that producers 
would probably want to pursue--at least , I think consumers would like to see them 
implemented . The first is to furnish bale quantities of as thoroughly deres inated 
grades as can be made to the maj or companies who might become large-scale consumers , 
and be prepared very soon thereafter to follow up with 500-1000 kilogram quan
tities which truly duplicate the original sample . It is important to point out 
that the people who do the evaluation in the big rubber companies are constantly 
beset by suppliers offering new grades or some change in raw materials ; therefore 
they are always in the process of selecting from such alternatives the ones that 
appeal to them most . Is it for economic reasons , is there a performance or pro
cess advantage , or whatever ? Therefore , anyone who comes in to say ,  "This sample 
might well do a better j ob than what you ' re using now , " should be prepared to go 
well beyond the laboratory stage once the first sample has begun to show promise .  

Once having passed that point , I ' m sure there would be a question on the 
part of people interested in producing guayule as to how cheaply the less-than
best grades could be made if they are j us t  reasonably good in performance . This 
is a question which the synthetic natural rubber producing plants often get into 
because there are ways of making it--and they are sometimes pract iced--that produce 
a type that is not fully acceptable in the more demanding tire uses , but can be 
done at a considerable savings in production costs . There would be a somewhat 
comparable situation in the case of guayule . 

Very important is the desirability of developing a proj ected large-scale 
cost  picture at the earlies t possible time because without the carrot of poten
tially lower costs , there ' s  probably not going to be a great deal of enthusiasm 
for spending a lot of t ime and effort on evaluation on the part of any of the maj or 
rubber companies . 

Comments 

Bonner : You pose an essentially insoluble problem .  In order to have this guayule 
rubber studied and considered by maj or rubber users , we have to produce it on 
what we would consider a maj or scale . 

Pierson : I would assume that , even on a laboratory scale , sufficiently promising 
data would already have been obtained so that someone would then be willing to 
grow quantities that would make a sample of significant size . In other words , 
this is the dilemma that will have to be faced rather soon : If promising data on 
quantities that would be obtained from the present , i . e . , Mexican , facilities are 
obtained , for instance , what happens next ? 
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C amp o s : 
GPC ?  

QUESTIONS WHOSE ANSWERS SHOULD INFLUENCE COMMERCIAL
IZATION PROGRAM: 

1 .  HOW GOOD ARE "BEST" (THOROUGHLY DERESINATED) GRADES 
OF GUAYULE VERSUS NATURAL RUBBER? 

2 .  WHAT ARE PERMISSIBLE LEVELS OF UNEXTRACTED RESIN 
LEFT IN GUAYULE WHEN EVALUATED IN MOST DEMANDING 
USES--e . g . , TRUCK TIRES?  

3 .  HOW UNIFORMLY CAN GUAYULE BE MADE ECONOMICALLY 
WITH RESPECT TO AMOUNT AND TYPE OF NON-HYDROCARBON 
IMPURITIES?  

Figure 2 7 · 

SOME POSS IBLE STEPS TO STIMULATE CONSUMER INTEREST IN 
GUAYULE :  

1 .  FURNISH BALE QUANTITIES OF BEST DE-RESINATED GRADES 
TO MAJOR RUBBER COMPANIES FOR TIRE-TYPE EVALUATION . 

2 .  BE PREPARED TO FOLLOW UP WITH 500-1000 KG QUANTITIES 
WHICH CLOSELY DUPLICATE ORIGINAL SAMPLE . 

3 .  FURNISH BALE SAMPLES OF "LESS-THAN-BEST" GRADES IF 
PROJECTED COSTS ARE SUBSTANTIALLY LESS THAN "BEST" 
GRADES . 

4 .  DEVELOP PROJECTED LARGE-SCALE COST PICTURE AT EARLIEST 
POSSIBLE TIME FOR DISCUSSION WITH MAJOR NR CONSUMERS . 

Figure 28 

How long did it take to get the guayule samples in order to run the 

Pierson : The green strength test was run also with the rubber because we were 
getting s ignificant different molecular weights in the original natural mature 
rubber--j ust five days to be harvested . 
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RETTING* 

Paul J .  Allen , Dep t .  of Botany , Univ . of Wisconsin 
Ralph Emerson , Dep t .  of Botany , Univ . of Calif . ,  Berkeley 

*Guayule Retting : A microbial process with potential as a low-cost 
process for improvement of rubber quality and optimal 
rubber extraction . 

I have found that if the guayule shrub , instead of being dried and 
kept dry until milled , is kept in a wet condition properly regulated , 
before it is subj ected to milling , far-reaching changes take place 
in the shrub , due to natural agencies which make it possible to 
recover an unusually high grade and uniform rubber product from the 
resulting shrub . --U . S .  Patent 1 , 918 , 671  issued to David Spence 
July 18 , 1933 . 

Nearly 50 years ago it had been shown at the Intercontinental Rubber Company 
Laboratories that guayule shrub , either chopped material or whole plant s , stored in 
air under moist conditions , underwent natural changes which led to recovery of a 
markedly higher quality and more uniform grade of rubber than could be expected from 
freshly milled plants not so treated . The process was termed "retting" by analogy 
with the ancient practice of retting flax for the purpose of extracting linen fibers . 
During World War II , the research of one section of the Emergency Rubber Proj ect 
was devoted almost exclusively to a study of the retting process .  Theoretical as 
well as direct pract ical considerations were extensively explored , and it was shown 
that guayule retting is a spontaneous microbial process in which molds and/or bac
teria selectively destroy (decompose) some of the more deleterious resinous materials 
thus permitting production of rubber with lower acetone solubles , higher tensile 
strength , and other improved physical properties . 

It was further es tablished that the microorganisms instrumental in guayule 
ret ting require oxygen to develop and accomplish these improvements . Providing the 
proper environment then was the key to successful ret ting . In other words , a variety 
of relatively simple procedures can be employed for retting so long as due care is 
given to the basic parameters : oxygen , moisture and temperature . 

Following is a brief account of 1)  the benefits to be achieved by retting , 
2 )  the general methods recommended , 3 )  the pros and cons of the process , and 4 )  sev
eral avenues for further research . The spontaneous and natural occurrence of ret
ting , its accomplishment with a minimum of machinery and essentially no chemicals , 
and its selective action upon the particularly deleterious components of the acetone 
soluble contaminants in guayule all commend retting particularly to the attention of 
those planning small-mill operations where hand operations may be more readily avail
able than maj or capital outlays . 

Achievements :  What is accomplished by retting? 

The crude rubber milled from retted shrub is higher in rubber hydrocarbons and 
lower in resin than rubber from unretted shrub . The compounded product has improved 
physical properties , with tensile strength increased by 50% or more . Total resin 
in the shrub decreases and a loosening and decomposition of fiber occurs , with re
sulting decrease in the bulk of material milled . Losses in rubber hydrocarbon do not 
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occur but information on the molecular weight and chemical composition of rubber 
hydrocarbon is lacking . 

The foregoing changes are caused by the action of aerobic microorganisms (bac
teria , fungi , or actinomycetos) . Some components of the (resinous ) acetone solubles 
are actively detrimental to rubber quality . When experimentally incorporated into 
crude rubber these components cause liquefaction (deterioration) . Their selective 
removal prior to processing is a maj or function of retting . Since the bulk of the 
resins act only as diluents in the crude rubber , considerable improvement in quality 
may be obtained with less reduction in resins than that required by chemical de
resination (Figure 1) . 

The microorganisms involved in retting are natural inhabitants of moist guayule 
shrub and the identity of many of them is known . Their effectiveness has been 
demonstrated in inoculated rets carried out under nonsterile conditions and in pure 
culture experiments .  

Representative retting methods 

In general , the more finely divided the plant material is the more intense and 
rapid the retting process and the accompanying heat product ion will be . Furthermore , 
and particularly noteworthy , the more rapid the action the more precisely it must be 
controlled .  Novices are urged , therefore , to explore the poss ibilities of  ret ting 
first with the simplest procedures such as bale retting . 

Type 

Bale Ret 

Floor Ret 
(unturned) 

Drum Ret 
(contin . 
turning) 

Table 1 .  Approximate conditions for representative rets , all starting 
with parboiled and defoliated whole shrub . 

Plants 

Baled Whole 

Cut to 1" 

Cut to 0 . 5" 
& crushed 
to 0 . 004" 

Moisture , 
% Wet Wt . 

Basis 

25-40 

35-50 

5 2+3 

Temper-
ature °c 

40-55 

<55 

30+3 

Aeration Time Conditions 

Automatic 21 Protected Bodega 
storage 

Automatic 7 Spread 1" deep 

Forced 3 Rotating Drum 
with artificial 
cooling 

Pros and cons of retting 

The main contribution of retting derives from its action in preserving rubber 
quality between field and mill . In an operat ion which does not accomplish this by 
other means , retting can play a crucial role . Moist shrub is subj ect to microb ial 
action , and ret ting may be simply a matter of holding such shrub to accomplish coag
ulation of rubber under conditions which also produce decomposition of deleterious 
resins and decrease the total mass to be milled by as much as 1/3 . Necessary storage 
time could thus be used to accomplish rubber quality improvement .  Milling time is 
shortened because of the thorough hydration and loosening of all wall structure and 
decreased mass fed to the mills . 
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Because of the specificity of biological action , decomposition of resinous 
hydrocarbons and other non-rubber components is not accompanied by loss of rubber . 
Comparative studies of the chemical nature of the rubber products are needed . 

If recovery of resins is important , rett ing would limit the efficiency of 
their recovery as a by-product , but would not eliminate them . Recovery of dry 
matter as fiber would also be reduced and fiber quality might be impaired . The 
holding time between harves t  and milling would be longer for some kinds of retting 
than the minimum required for rubber coagulation . Rett ing should be eliminated in 
any program directed toward latex recovery . 

Areas for research 

We do not know the identity of any one of the resinous components which cause 
rubber deterioration . Gas liquid chromatography would now permit in a short t ime 
separation and characterization of these compounds which was impossible in 1945 . 
Any program for guayule rubber production needs this information as a guide and 
possible help in quality control .  Identificat ion of the active compound (s ) would 
also permit identification of the place and mode of deleterious action and possibly 
permit circumvention of the loss or replacement of retting by a more direct approach 
to preventing rubber deterioration . Are the benefits of microbal and chemical de
resination (acetone , acetic acid , etc . ) similar or additive? Where in the plant do 
the deleterious resins come from ,  and could they be reduced or eliminated prior to 
processing? Further knowledge is needed of the action of specific microorganisms 
known to be effective in improving rubber quality . 

The conditions required for successful retting are well explored , but work will 
be needed to establish the mos t  practical way of achieving those conditions in the 
social and economic setting in which the industry operates . 

Retting , a natural microbial process which promotes coagulat ion of rubber in 
the shrub , selectively eliminates deleterious acetone soluble impurit ies , and re
duces deterioration of rubber quality in processing . This could be of value , par
ticularly in medium and small scale operations . If production becomes a cottage 
industry , retting might be a useful adj unct in process ing shrub . 
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EXPERIENCES IN GROWING , PROCESSING AND 
MARKETING GUAYULE RUBBER 

Hugh H .  Anderson 
Pacific Rubber Growers 

Much evidence has been brought before us in different categories of accom
plishment , together with opportunities for further improvement in seeds , nursery 
handling , planting and land management ,  and harvesting . Both achievements and 
problems have been exposed in extraction and deresination . 

I have been asked to relate my personal experiences , as they bring a different 
point of view . I am not a scientist as many of you are , but a business man with 
training and experience with that emphasis . Perhaps my viewpoint will prove use
ful . I hope so . Generally , I would like to emphasize the success of our extrac
tion process by pointing out that I ,  as a business person and not an engineer , 
have extracted rubber that has been described as "having qualities equal or 
superior to � rubber , " using Manzanar Relocation Center techniques in a lab 
that I built and used . I propose that rubber from the guayule shrub is low cost 
and high quality at this moment and is likely to retain these competitively favor
able attributes for a long , long time . I agree that guayule rubber is subj ect to 
great improvement in per-acre yields and the current methods of harvesting , both 
of which are manifestly on the way . 

At the end of the war which made the Emergency Rubber Proj ec t necessary , I 
was able , with a group of associates , to purchase the last remaining 1 , 150-acre 
stand of shrub on the Phillips Ranch in Southern California . Because of the ex
cellence of the land on which it grew , the shrub was large and beaut iful . It had 
only 9% hydrocarbon by analysis . Nevertheless the rubber totalled several hundred 
thousand pounds . 

We built an extraction mill . As soon as we were confident that we could 
deliver according to order , I took 200 pounds of our best commercially produced 
rubber to the Wrigley Gum Company in Chicago . We had previously been given verbal 
commitment by Wrigley for orders for all our rubber at $3 . 00/lb . but were given a 
written order for the first hundred tons at only 90¢/lb . This was adequately ex
plained--a mat ter involving the Company in certain embarrassments--and we accepted 
their explanation , still planning on the $ 3 . 00 figure . Their purchasing agent was 
ecstatic over the quality of our rubber . Then he told us that Wrigley had j ust  
been given federal permission to buy from the U . s .  stockpile at  l7-l/ 2¢/lb .  He 
offered us a few cents over that , but we had engineered our plant for a one-time 
operation , knowing that we wouldn ' t  replant on the high water retentive soil of 
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the Phillips Ranch . Also we planned our factory operation as labor intensive , 
for a rubber cost of  20¢/lb . Quantity sales in this instance would increase our 
losses , not reduce them , so we came to no agreement with Wrigley . Meanwhile the 
government in this

'
period of strategic war material control would allow us to sell 

our material to no one else . We were able to sell the land at a profit and we 
watched our buyer-plough under the guayule , plant barley and obtain bountiful 
crops--for far greater yields than he had ever harvested previously in the immediate 
area . We had proven the feasibility of commercially extracting rubber with our 
process . We had taken the operat ion out of the lab . 

Years later , in 1964 , after I had talked with many persons and businesses that 
might be interested in using rubber and after I had handed out all my rubber sam
ples , the question arose : Where to get more ?  I decided I would build a mill and 
import wild shrub from Mexico . By p lacing the raw rubber in commercial hands for 
testing , I could gain slabs that would be used for samples . The procedure was a 
bit complicated . From shrub that was very dry--a month out of Mexican soil and 
hardly chosen for its high rubber-bearing quality--I extracted adequate quantities 
of rubber for testing . This rubber was placed in the hands of four different man
ufacturing companies that were processing rubber for the market .  They were asked 
to tell me in writing what they thought of it after practical testing . I reasoned 
that this was better than placing it all in one commercial testing laboratory . I 
wanted opinions of several manufacturers and especially of several potential buyers .  
I received the opinions and I will report later on them . 

I also visited the guayule plantings in Turkey and Spain . Spain extracted all 
the Turkish-grown rubber as well as their own using the Salinas improved process . 
By invitation of the government ,  I went to Western Australia where they did field 
testing for us , but Frank Kageyama , who accompanied me 9n one visit , later dis
covered that the seedlings had been planted in dry sand without water . Only ten 
percent of them survived . However , we found that there was moisture five feet 
below the surface and we concluded that the surviving seedlings with at least a 
half-inch crown diameter had done very well . The smaller seedlings--the other 90%-
didn ' t have what it takes to reach the moisture level at planting t ime . In another 
planting where not one plant grew ,  Frank found that each seedling had been suspended 
in a hole by a pinched-up dirt collar . Not one root touched soil . The Australian 
government then mistakenly concluded that guayule would not grow there . Then we 
discovered a patch of guayule shrub that had been planted in 1942 and was growing 
very well--which , incidentally , solved one of our fears . It indicated that kan
garoos and rabbits leave it alone . This l8-year-old shrub was thriving in nine 
inches of soil res ting on hardpan . 

May I say at this time how very grateful I have been for materials and infor
mation that I have been given by many in this audience . I also have Maj or Kelley ' s  
private rubber library . I spent much time with Paul Roberts and attended all of 
the meetings of the governor-appointed California State Guayule Committee , chaired 
by Car�yle Thorpe , and I followed the Federal Natural Rubber Advisory Committee 
chaired by Dr . David Spence . Dr . Bradley , who was formerly Director of Laborato
ries of the u . S .  Rubber Co . , was a close associate in building our mill at Banning 
and was most helpful with advice and experience . There are many more , I regret to 
say , to whom I can extend appreciation only in retrospect , such as George Miller 
and especially Dr . Robert Emerson . 

You may be aware of the position of E . F .  Schumacher , the great British econo
mist who suggests alternate action in many of our industrial uses of energy . This 
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idea is not sacred to only economists . All the rubber manufacturers that I know 
are , without exception , of the same mind . 

We may be here today to examine a possible alternate use of energy in the 
rubber industry , namely solar energy by a shrub , so let ' s  look at costs and qual
ities of guayule rubber as I know them . 

Early costs  were set forth , based on several decades of experience by the 
Intercontinental Rubber Company , in the f igures of their Mr . Lee , Accountant . 
Using their figures , the experience of the ERP , and of Manzanar , we are able to 
suggest the following significant cost reduct ions : 

1 .  Land was 25% of  the total cost . Fifteen years ago I was offered 200 , 000 
acres of Australian land at no cost at all . It was good land for guayule .  
Today that same arrangement should be possible , as I learned last year 
from the present government in Australia . 

2 .  Weeds were controlled by hand hoeing . 
Ranch there were 100 men hoeing weeds . 
morning glory pest and controlled other 
time ,  using Salinas-developed methods . 

When we took over the Phillips 
We eliminated permanently the 
weeds with only three men , part-

3 .  Intercontinental stored baled shrub for rubber coagulat ion before they 
milled . Instead , we mill as soon as we can get the shrub out of the 
ground and into the factory--no storage . 

4 .  Pebble ball milling was handled in batches . Our process is continuous 
with a system that requires no stoppage of operations even when one of 
the Jordan engines breaks down . 

5 • .  Rubber recovery from the shrub was established as "not much over 65%" 
by conversations with Senor Roberto Ross , formerly manager of the mill 
at Torre6n for Intercontinental . His counsel combined with the report 
of Miller and Kaley on the five mills operat ing in Mexico during the 
war , made our extraction process appear to be very low cost by comparison . 
We expect to commercially recover 99% of the rubber . Laboratory runs 
by Robert Emerson and Shimpe Nishimura showed occasional recoveries of 
over 100% as established by chemical analysis . 

While it is not possible to recite actual costs without the experience of operating , 
we feel with conviction that the cost of rubber production should not be more than 
it was 40 years ago in spite of rising costs due to inflation . 

But we have other means of mitigating costs . In working with Crown Zellerbach 
Paper Company and Adamson Engineers ,  we find our bagasse is saleable . Mr . Olm
stead of Crown Zellerbach on September 4 ,  1943 , expressed the opinion that if the 
bagasse were available in adequate quantities , its value for paper pulp could be 
expected to pay the cost of extracting rubber . This statement is taken from the 
notes of Robert Emerson who went to San Francisco with samples of Man�anar bagasse . *  
Adamson Engineers ,  to qualify them for an opinion , built a large paper company 
utilizing sugar cane bagasse as the principal constituent of raw material • • . •  so 
their favorable opinion was significant . 

*Two-three tons of pulp for Kraft paper per ton of rubber priced $342/T . in Sept . ' 75 .  
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In addition , in an area in which we , as yet , have done no work , we are told 
by Dr . Irving Feustel and Mr . Ken Taylor that possibly the resins can be made 
to show values equal to those of rubber . We know that Dr . Bradley gave perfume 
from the resins tqat. his wife used as Christmas presents .  I was told in Spain 
that Dr . E10y Dorado Bernal had obtained a valuable hormone , but I later re
ceived a letter saying the substance had only 20 carbon atoms and therefore was 
not of the family of hormones that was originally thought . I am saying this to  
correct any misunderstanding that I may have caused by the first  report . 

In re-emphasizing two points that I have made , I ask , "What is continuous 
operation worth in contrast to batch operation? What is the value of being able 
to harvest  any time of the year with no storage expense ,  but instead proceeding 
directly to an extraction process that brings forth nearly 50% more rubber recovery ? " 

Our process was examined by C . F .  Braun Engineers who design and build rubber 
factories for synthetic rubber production . The company that employed Braun did so 
in order to establish that they could proceed to provide us with a five million 
dollar backing . Braun gave them the green light to go ahead . Some Australian 
political considerations later stopped us . Also Dr . Vogt , who was in charge of 
building the first synthetic rubber plant in Southern California for Shell

" 
Oil , 

gave us his encouragement after studying our operation . He said that he believed 
that we would be in business long after synthetic rubber had gone . 

However , we think quality is our rubber ' s  greatest virtue . For identity among 
other rubbers , we call our rubber Parthenium . May I give some comparisons ? The 
following figures and statements are from outside sources . We gave samples of raw 
Parthenium rubber to rubber processors who have given their observations . 

From our factory rubber that was produced at Banning , California in 1947 : 
1)  Mr . Bi1he11er of Mueh1stein writes that men in his company in New York 

were favorably impressed . 
2 )  Dr . Bradley said the rubber was superior guayu1e .  He had it tested at 

his lab at U . S . R .  Co . 
3 )  Mr . James Holm , President of Kirkhi11 , Inc . , stated that had the rubber 

not been 12 years old , it would have provided results in processing equal 
or even superior to ordinary smoke sheets . 

From the Anderson lab of 1966 are the following : 
1)  B . R . Snyder of Vanderbilt Company of New York--fee1s offers of a cent or 

so a pound premium might be paid over regular smoke sheet prices . • •  for 
limited uses . 

2 )  Robert H .  Pratt , President of Crown Rubber Co . , states the rubber has 
excellent hand with tensi1es from 3 , 600 to 4 , 200 psi which he f inds 
excellent . 

3 )  W .M .  Moser of the Reeves Rubber Co . states the ease of processing are 
impressive . He finds the physical properties fall well within the range 
of those obtained from � Rubber . But he wants it at a lower price 
than plantation rubber . 

4 )  Mr . Fred D .  Williams , chemist for Schultz Rubber Products , says he f inds 
that in a number of properties superior to Hevea Rubber , particularly 
processing , mo1dabi1ity , building tack and mixing . Tensi1es up to 
4 , 200 psi . 

5 )  Dr . C . E .  Bradley gives his opinion of guayu1e rubber in general from 35 
years experience in working with it and after observing the work at Man
zanar and Banning , Calif . 
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Eleven million short tons of rubber were used by the world last year . At 
30¢ a pound the value would be six billion dollars . There was much sold for less 
than 30¢ and some for more , but if the figures are off one to two percent , it is 
still a large market • .  If one could produce that much rubber on a nearly cost-free 
basis by selling his byproducts advantageously , the endeavor would be worthy of 
the most  prudent investor . Winston Churchill did organize a control over rubber 
in the early twenties when the price was set at $ 3 . 00 a pound . It may be of 
interest that when I was in Kuala Lumpur , Malaysia last year , I was told by govern
ment officials that 20% of the plantations had been destroyed , mainly for the 
purpose of replanting with oil palms for greater economic gain and for growing food . 
The world ' s  supply of � has come from that area where 93% of tree rubber is 
grown commercially . 

Parthenium rubber compares favorably with existing natural rubber , or syn
thetic rubber , in cost , quality and breadth of commercial applications . It  is 
produced with a small percentage of the labor of tree rubber .  It grows on lands 
of limited benefit for other crops , between the 20th and 40th parallels (and is 
not limited to a narrow strip of land close to the equator in very moist climates 
with plenty of 40-50¢ a day laborers avai1ab1e--as in tree rubber ) .  It will adapt 
to good lands , as long as moisture control is possible . It has byproducts that 
will cover virtually all costs . Therefore it would seem that the successful future 
of Parthenium rubber is clearly assured . 

It  will be good to have arid , Indian lands put to constructive and beneficial 
advantage of both those whose entrepreneurial skills lead the way , and the land 
owners . I would suggest  that large companies begin their building for a future 
rubber supply for that time when petroleum derivatives are priced at prohibitive 
levels for making synthetic rubber . As there won ' t  likely be any rubber from the 
guayu1e plant for five years , the time to start is now. 

This conference has presented the opportunity for expression that guayu1e 
proponents have long awaited . We have known since Emergency Rubber Proj ect days 
that guayu1e was likely to provide the new rubber , but it took economic conditions 
to give us a platform .  

Rubber from guayu1e i s  in the hands o f  the future . ! suggest the future is 
closer than we think . 

Comments 

Question : (Bonner ) Hugh , you ' re beating the drum for guayu1e as a dry lands crop 
and I think before we can realistically accept this sort of a designation , we do 
have to have more detailed information than anyone has provided on rubber yield 
per acre , the function of amount of water applied . It hasn ' t  been demonstrated 
to my satisfaction that economically reliable yield of rubber can be produced from 
guayu1e as a cultivated desert crop . 

Comment : (Anderson) James , my prime function is that in the extraction process , 
as you know , and I ' m afraid that we ' re going to have to leave it up to some of the 
agricultural experts to do the dry land planning for us . 

Question : (K . Taylor ) Using caustic in the work that we did on the Emergency 
Rubber Process , we found that the aging characteristics of crude guayu1e held in 
the bale that had previously been treated with caustic were very poor . We ' d  be 
very interested to know how you overcame that . 
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Anderson : I ' m not quite sure that I understood you , Ken . You say rubber held in 
the bale? 

Taylor : Yes , baled as in this block that ' s  here on the table . The crude rubber 
which had previously been treated with caustic in the operat ion of recovery showed 
poor storage characteristics . 

Anderson : Do you mean the bales being stored ? 

Taylor : Yes , the bales being stored . 

Anderson : Dh , well , we wouldn ' t  think of doing it that way . 

Taylor : No , I mean the bales of the crude rubber such as this bale here . 

Anderson : I see . Let me tell you a little story here . About a month ago this 
piece of rubber was raw rubber . At the suggest ion of Dr . Vietmeyer , I had it 
tested and had it compounded on the gum formulation by one of  the local rubber 
companies . The tests were very low , I ' ll have to admit . The tensile was only 
1600 pounds . I have a letter to this effect explaining why and so on . But I think 
it must  be pointed out that that rubber was extracted 28 years and has been held in 
the raw state all that time . Does that help ? I might say that when we had some 
rubber 12 years old we took it to the Kirkhill Rubber Company and had it processed . 
It was some of  this same rubber . Jim Hone , the president , wrote me a letter to 
the effect that had the rubber not been slightly oxidized , it would have handled 
equal to or superior to Hevea rubber . As it was , it was highly sat isfactory for 
all of  their process needs . 

Emerson : I may be able to clarify this , I ' m not sure . I ' ve been reading the rel
evant papers recently . The manner of storage was at least looked at by the Manzanar 
group when this process was worked out , and the statement in the literature is that 
the shelf life of rubber extracted in this way was exceedingly good but it is not 
stated whether it was baled . Personally I doubt if it was , but I don ' t  think there 
was that much out of the Manzanar Proj ect very often . Now you might be able to 
clarify , Hugh , I ' m not sure , but the point is that this was at least looked at 
and under the conditions it was looked at the stability seemed to be better than 
in many cases . There were some other additions to the process . The deresinating 
that they used was an acid process and that may have contributed to stab ility sub
sequently . That ' s  difficult to know and I don ' t  think that the problem is treated 
anywhere in the literature . It ' s  clearly a place where more research is needed 
soon . 

Anderson : Yes , Ken , that might help to clarify it a little bit . In our deresina
tion process , and this is for Mr . Campos too , we always used acetic acid . Whether 
it was right or wrong , we got phenomenal results . So this may have helped to off
set any inj ury that came from the caustic . It was done to make milling roughly 
one-fifth the time required for ball milling , and possibly even less than that for 
equal results , or the 99% recovery . 
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Comments 

George A .  McCallum,  son of W . B .  McCallum 

� �hink I ought to consider myself the original ball mill . As you know, one 
of D8Q ' e methods of analysis was to cut off a piece of the bark and chew it , but 
as lo�g as he had me or one of my brothers around , we were the ones who chewed it . 
t can remember going down to the field and he ' d  look at a plant and say , "That 
looks p�etty good ; here , have a piece and chew it . "  So my recollection of guayule 
StartS �ith its taste . Then the rest of it was really chasing it around the 
Countty except that I really didn ' t chase it in Mexico because I wasn ' t  born yet 
�hen the unsettled conditions of the revolution made it obvious that they should 
try to �row it in this country . Prior to that time they hired my father who was 
a pla�t physiologist . I think it ' s  quite fitting that this Conference be held here 
at tb� Oniversity of Arizona because his first j ob after he got his degree was 
�orki�g here at the Univers ity . The rubber company hired him away from the Uni
�ersity to work on this wild plant . He had a number of problems because , as you 
know wben you pick the seed and try to germinate it right away , it will not ger-, 
�inat�.  Here was a plant where the roots spread out . How are you going to raise 
it in a nursery?  There were a large number of problems plus the fact that there 
are sO �any different variationR in the wild plant . 

ae segregated over 1300 different variations . I think he did something that 
no one at that time could anticipate but it wasn ' t  very good . Any of those that 
�ere var iable which meant that they reproduce sexually , he threw away because he 
�anted consistent results in obtaining rubber . So he ended up with the varities 
that reproduced asexually , but gave consistent results . They did begin a program 
in the Late 30 ' s  of trying to breed , but here again the ones he had to start with 
�ere the very ones which he had chosen because they were consistent . About that 
time the federal government had stepped in . They had come to the conclusion that 
�aybe tbey ought to go back down to Mexico and bring up some other varieties , 
some of those he ' d  thrown away . But with the advanced pace of the war , things 
�ere changed . It ' s  amazing to me to see the large number of people who worked 
on this over a period of a few years , and advanced the know-how because the federal 
80vetnment was smart enough to bring in specialists in all fields . Dad was orig
inall� a plant physiologist ,  and he was the man who worked on guayule until that 
t ime 1 as far as commercial production was concerned . But after hearing reports 
at t�ts meeting , it still looks as if there ' s  a great deal of work to be done in 
tyin� tn the different characteristics of the different varieties by making 
cros��s , and perhaps developing plants which will grow fast under conditions 
diff��ent from those that were used in the rubber proj ect . Because there again 
You V�tl one or two varieties that had specific characteristics , it might well be 
that ��od rubber producing plants can be produced that will grow under different 
cond��tons ;  I think all of this needs to be invest igated . 

�t was mentioned that when father moved out of Mexico during the revolution , 
they ��rbade him to take any seeds and he carried some in his tobacco can . I might 
Say �at that was not the only trip he made to Mexico , because in that tobacco can 
he h'� only a few varieties . Before he got through , as I indicated , he had more 
than �300 varieties and I hope the federal government , at least the Border Patrol , 
does �� t  feel that they can penalize the second generation . But if I do say so , 
he wF '  a very good smuggler . 
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Comments 

Ken Emerson 

I was 10 when. the war began and 15 when it ended . For the four years from 
1942-45 our family pretty much lived guayule one way or another , because we were 
constantly involved in the various goings on that were required to start and run 
the Manzanar Proj ect . Things have been said which I appreciate very much about 
my father ' s  role in the Manzanar Proj ect .  I think that due credit should be given 
at this point to the several Japanese co-workers in that proj ect , some of whom were 
exceedingly clever and talented men . The proj ect would never have gotten to the 
place it did were it not for the participation of people like Shimpe Nishimura , 
Akura Acoma and Frank Irasawa , and a number of other people involved in that pro
j ect . It ' s  true my father was a person who got it off the ground and perhaps kept 
it running , but it had " to be somebody outside of the camp . Without those other 
people , it would not have accomplished anything like the amount that it did .  

There are some pretty serious differences in aim between the Manzanar Proj ect 
and the ERP . The Manzanar Proj ect was a bootstrap operation from the first , with 
no budget and it therefore was looking to different things in certain ways--and 
was not able to do the kinds of things which ERP could do . It was not trying to 
do a production line operation , so that some of the things needed to be com-
pared carefully when you look at the two . I don ' t  mean to suggest that one could 
not use the techniques that were used at Manzanar at product ion scale ; I think 
Hugh Anderson has dealt well with that and I think that these can be done . The 
only things that I can add to this are reminiscences of which there have been a 
great many . I well remember the amounts of rubber , the kinds of things that hung 
around the house that Hugh has been bringing out of  his pocket in the last few 
days . We have those things by the bale in the house . When we began to find out 
what quality rubber this was and to vulcanize it , to get samples Bob went down to 
the U . S .  Rubber Company and worked with Mr . Bradley . The only thing they could 
find for a mold at first was an old mold which made six rubber airplane tail 
wheels for what must have been a very small airplane . At one time , I ' m sure that 
there were a dozen of those things in the house in var ious colors . We had those 
airplane tail wheels all over the place , and all sorts of different things were 
done to use this as a test . The other thing which I think they eventually found 
was a milking machine cup . We had a lot of those around the house ; no cows but 
lot s of milking machine cups . So there were a lot of these kinds of things done . 

I think that there were probably gaps in communication between the ERP and 
the Manzanar Proj ect at times during the war , and that this was probably an in
herent situation . It would have been difficult to achieve any more than was 
achieved . But I think one of the things that this Conference has done is to bridge 
those gaps pretty thoroughly , and I ' m very glad to see it . 

Walter Fet terer 

One of the requirements of getting a guayule proj ect off the ground is con
vincing a Congress and a State Department that we should become more self-sufficient . 
Right now they ' re fairly intent on making us very dependent on Russia for natural 
gas , and on China for oil , because China has probably the biggest untapped oil 
reserves in the world . They have a lot off their mainland . Guayule will have a 
hard time getting off the ground because they don ' t  seem to want to make us self
sufficient in any area . I mention this because I think it has been a problem 
with guayule all along . 
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I was associated with the breeding and with the agronomic groups . My office 
was next to Del Tingy ' s  office , so I spent a bit of t ime with him . This crop can 
be mechanized ; it is a U . S .  crop . It can be grown . I look at it as a very feasible 
thing as far as U . S . , agriculture is concerned . Wi�h respect to plant breedin� , 
there are many problems that haven ' t  been dealt with , and in this connection I ' d  
like to say that all your tests on rubber on its tensile strength and everything 
else that has been done be considered as lower bounds . If you give a plant breeder 
a goal , he can increase these things . There ' s  been no selection , as far as I 
understand , for higher quality , i . e . , to take out the resin . There ' s  no reason the 
plant breeders cannot take most  of the resin out . 

The other thing is the higher rubber percentage . For example , if you go to 
sugar beets as an area . One company was in serious trouble ; they were going out 
of business unless they could get another percent of sugar . What did the breeder 
do ? He told them how to do it ; not only d id they get a 1% increase in sugar per
centage , they got 1-1/2% , and they also got an extra ton of beets per acre . 
Another example in sugar beets is that people would like to harvest  them a couple 
weeks earlier . Even the plant breeder at the sugar beet company said it couldn ' t  
be done and get as much sugar . But the trouble was that he had 43 hybrids in a 
test there and several of those hybrids had already made him a liar by the end of 
the year . So you could harvest  it two weeks earlier and get more sugar than the 
standard variety . These are all possible . 

Another thing you want to look at is higher yields . If you look at some of 
the work that John Lundquist is doing at the University of Wisconsin , and look 
what Powers did with Colorado Red , the tomato variety in Colorado , what Placedit 
has j us t  done with potatoes , and after all , potatoes have been around for a long 
time . If somone comes up with a new strain that yields 50% more than the standard , 
that ' s  a breakthrough . And he j ust did it . In other words , instead of getting 
370  bushels per acre on Long Island , he gets 540 now. That ' s  100 hundred-pound 
sacks per acre--and that ' s  a lot of spuds . The breeders can do it . Look at the 
agronomist ,  the breeder , and all the other plant scientists together and see what 
they ' ve done to corn yields in 40 years in the U . S .  The wheat average is up five 
times over what it was 30-40 years ago . The corn average is up at least four 
t imes over what it was 30 years ago ; these combined practices can really get the 
yields . Don ' t worry about getting more production . The breeder will give it to 
you if you give him the money and the yields . 

There ' s  another thing that is troublesome in the milling . These are the 
leaves . Maybe you could breed for leaf drop but let me use a better method . 
Certainly if it ' s  going to be used in Indian agriculture , let ' s  take sheep or goats 
and bring them in to defoliate the plant . It doesn ' t  cost you anything ; you can 
see the sheep and goats eating the guayule on the range in the Big Bend country . 
So why won ' t they eat it when grown under cultivation? I would use sh�p and 
goats to defoliate most of it . They won ' t get it all off but there would be fewer 
weeds . You could use guayule as an alternate pasture in your dry areas . If your 
regular pasture doesn ' t  come through , instead of harvesting your guayule this year , 
use it for pasture and harvest  it next year . Unlike most other crops (the annuals)  
guayule is  an extremely flexible crop . 

Another thing that can be done with guayule which hasn ' t  been tried is to grow 
mixtures of crops . Many years ago , before we became so specialized in the U . S . , 
we always had watermelons in the corn patch . That was called crop mixtures . You 
can put cucurbits , desert squashes and other plants between the rows . These are 
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all possibilities . On a world-wide basis , I might back up j ust a little bit . 
Professor Neal Jansen put out a paper on a multiline theory in the early ' 50 ' s  
and I guess most people thought he was crazy . You know you don ' t  grow mixtures 
of crops , but now �verybody ' s  beginning to accept him .  Maybe that ' s  the way with 
guayule--you were j ust  30 years ahead of your t ime in getting the research out , 
and maybe it can be used at this time . So if you get too far ahead , people won ' t  
use it . But in any event , he put out this multiline theory , that you grow five 
to ten variet ies and alternate them. They all have different characteristics 
except for yield . They all yield the same , and if a smut comes through or a rust 
comes through , it wipes out some of the varieties but not all of them . Not only 
that , by having them interspersed the disease doesn ' t  spread as fast , so you gain 
many , many ways . You can also grow them in mixtures . He has results showing that 
if you grow Clinton Oats in a mixture , it gains eight bushels per acre . Its 
neighbors lose only two , so you get a net gain . This is on half the space so 
you ' d  have to cut that in two , thus , you get a net gain of three bushels per acre 
j ust  by growing a mixture . As I say ,  he started this years ago . Now there ' s  
interest in this . Nigeria is setting up a big conference in South America . They 
use multiple cropping , corn , casava and these things , and there is multiple crop
ping going on around the world . So I would say that multiple cropping is an area 
that should be researched . 

Another use I could see for guayule is as a shelter belt . Most  of you for
get--well , I guess most of you don ' t--the dustbowl days . The dustbowls are going 
to be with us again , you can bet j ust as certain as I ' m  standing here . But if 
you had guayule planted every two or three miles , you could harvest  it--or a 
quarter of it--in a four-year cycle , i . e . , harvest  one fourth of it every year 
and maybe replant a quarter . This could be used as a shelter belt and at the same 
time you have a shelter belt which yields an economic gain . Of course ,  there ' d  
have to be a mill in the area and things like that but these would have to be 
worked out . So look at it as a shelter belt , because here is a crop that can be 
used in that way . 

You ' d  need to get cold resistance to get it up into the areas where you ' d  
want it . Western Kansas , Western Oklahoma , and Eastern Colorado are the areas I 
would be thinking about for that . So here are some possible uses , and there must 
be many , many more , that you can have for a crop like this . I would like to em
phasize again that I think it is a U . S .  crop but we have to solve the politics 
first . 

Dwight Miller 

I feel like an outsider attending a 30-year reunion in which I had no part , 
but it certainly has been interesting these past three days . It appears that most  
of  the work in this field has come to  a standstill in that time . I wish to point 
out , however , that there are many other developments or new invent ions coming 
along that cer tainly could contribute quite extens ively to some of the problems 
that have been mentioned over the past three days . I am referring particularly 
to the question of water , and part icularly the water at the time of planting or 
transplanting . At the Northern Regional Research Center in Peoria , of which I 
claim to be the Assistant Director , we have quite an extensive research program 
in new crops and also do a great deal of research on rubber chemicals . This is 
one reason that I am here today . I do want to mention something that we have 
rather recently developed that could play a very large role in not only this new 
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crop , but also other new crops that may be grown in the arid regions of the U . S .  
As part of our research program ,  we have developed a series of  what we call starch 
graph polmers .  We have a whole series of these materials and many of them have 
special uses in various fields from the paper industry to what-have-you . One. of 
these which is the starch-polyacrylonttrile had such unusual properties and is 
attracting so much attention that one of the people happened to dub it super
slupper , because it seemed to grab onto and hold onto water so much . I ' m sure 
that many of you may have heard of this material . We have a whole group of  these . 
We now have advanced to where , in distilled water for example , some of these will 
hold 2 , 000 times their weight of water . I have picked up a piece of this at times 
and held a hunk of water . Really , it ' s  99 . 9  plus percent water , and yet it does 
not drip out of it at all . This has received a great deal of attention . At least 
1500 companies have been in contact with us recently with interest in this mate
rial . Of course , the higher the salts and all , the smaller the amounts it can 
hold . It was classed as one of the top inventions of  last year and in fact it 
was singled out further than that as one of the top six inventions in the U . S .  in 
the last year . This material is under a nat ional program now . You can imagine 
its biggest demand has been for a diaper material , because it will hold perhaps 
up to as high as 100 times its weight of urine and does not leak out in any way . 
You cannot even squeeze the water out of it if you pick it up by hand . 

Today , both federal , stat e ,  and some of the other agencies are looking at 
this as a potential material for coat ing seeds before they are planted , or coating 
roots before they are planted . You put it in and need only the one watering . It 
is biodegradable and as far as we know is not toxic to plants .  Of course , it 
will disappear in a matter of time . I j ust  wanted to take the occasion to say 
that it ' s  materials like this that could very well contribute to the development 
of such materials as j oj oba , guayule , or many other materials in the arid regions . 
I welcome the opportunity to point out to you one of  the recent developments of 
our Northern Regional Research Center which is part of ARS , USDA in Peoria , IL . 

GUAYULE AND ITS INCORPORATION AS AN ECONOMIC ENTERPRISE 
BY AMERICAN INDIANS 

Gordon V .  Krutz 
Coordinator of Indian Programs , The University of Arizona 

We are gathered at this Conference to discuss the var ious technological aspects 
of the guayule plant , its potential impact as a natural resource in the production 
of rubber , and in the future economic picture for many Southwestern Indian com
munities . Previous speakers have indicated that the development of the guayule 
plant will require a modern industrial approach for the planning , development , 
production and manufacture as a product for consumption . 

From a socio-economic perspective guayu1e could offer a new way of life for 
Indian people , providing opportunity for leadership and management training , ele
ments which are very essential in reaching the goal of self-determination and 
sufficiency . In dealing with the topic of Indian self-determinat ion and the ac
ceptance of guayu1e as a product for Indian production several important factors 
will be considered , factors which are in the field of institut ional change and 
human behavior . 
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Essentially what we are talking about is not so much the acceptance of an 
agricultural product , but from a theoretical perspective the transfer of a tech
nological innovatiQn · from one society to another . This does not mean that there 
would be difficulty transferring guayule as a native plant , but it does mean that 
for the acceptance of the technology to . make guayule a saleable product requires 
a considerable knowledge , knowledge represented in a modern industrial society 
with many years of experience to transform raw products into f inished goods for 
consumption . 

The problem is therefore stated as : What is the process to incorporate into 
a tribal society a technological innovation developed by modern industrial society , 
requiring considerable training according to the scientific criteria of that 
society? In short , is it possible to transfer modern technological innovation to 
a tribal society that has not had the experience level to manage such an innovation? 
If so , what is the process of change and acceptance? 

In my discussion of these questions , I will look at three examples of Indian 
business development , isolating crucial factors for the incorporation of  external 
technological innovations , how these innovations were fused with Indian community 
activities and what changes occurred during the fusion and incorporation processes . 
Following this analysis I will offer suggest ions for the transfer and acceptance 
of modern innovations from one society to another . 

Prior to a discussion of these cases I want to acquaint you with a short 
history of tribal-federal relations , centering on maj or attempts by the government 
to raise the economic standards of American Indians . There is room for some 
criticism of federal attempts to improve the Indian economic picture in the past , 
but it ' s  difficult to criticize current efforts to financially assist Indians . 
One need only look at PL 9 3-638 , the Indian Self-Determination and Education 
Assistance Act ,  signed into law by President Ford this year . In this Act Congress 
severely criticizes Federal agencies for not assisting Indian communities in 
realizing the goal of self-determination and accepting responsibility for the 
management of tribal affairs . The Act sets out a mandate whereby Indian involve
ment shall become important in all future tribal-federal relat ionships , encourag
ing tribes to accept greater responsibility through contract ing tribal services 
normally administered by federal agencies . This Act is a milestone for Indian 
opportunity , and could very well provide a training baseline for the development 
of management skills and employment of local residents in positions presently 
filled by non-Indians . 

As exciting as is the possibility for Indian self-determinat ion offered 
through PL 638 and other federal programs of Indian economic development potent ial 
as found in housing through HUD , small business and industrial development through 
EDA and SBA,  there remains a conservative attitude in the all-out acceptance of 
these programs by the Indian people . The problem is not in the area of program 
availability , but in the area of acceptance , acceptance which becomes reserved 
through a century of inconsistent tribal-federal relat ionships . 

At the beginning of tribal-federal relat ionships , Indian tribes were dealt 
with as independent nations , requiring treaties for the use of their lands by 
European immigrants . The f irst treaty between the United States and Indian nations 
was in 1794  recognizing the political sovereignty of these s ix tribal groups and 
their relationship with the United States . 
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As the pressure for land increased during the westward movement of European 
settlers , Indian tribes were either annihilated , assimilated , or pushed further 
westward . More organized tribal groups resisted with physical force or attempted 
to curb this encroachment through the court system as found in the Cherokee

·
Nation 

versus the State of Georgia in 1931 , and Samuel A. Worcester versus the State of 
Georgia , 1832 , at which t ime the concept of a domestic dependent nation was defined , 
recognizing that the Cherokee tribe had territorial and sovereign rights as a tribal 
group . Anyone who has studied the history of that time knows that Chief Justice 
Marshall ' s  decision was not respected when Andrew Jackson with federal troops 
forcibly removed the Cherokees from Georgia to Oklahoma in a march called the trail 
of tears where nearly 10 , 000 Indian people died . 

For a period of time Indian affairs was managed by the War Department and 
in 1834 Congress established the Bureau of Indian Affairs to directly administer 
Indian affairs . Early federal policy attempted to negotiate Indian cooperation 
through the use of treaties , the violation of which was met with military force , 
consequently reducing a large portion of  tribal resistance , setting aside Indian 
reservations to control hos tilities and to protect Indians from extinction . 

With Indian hostility controlled , the federal government established programs 
to assimiiate Indians into the mainstream of American society , a policy which is 
reflected in an 1872 report to the Secretary of Interior : 

In our intercourse with Indians it must always be borne in 
mind that we are the most  powerful party • • •  we • • •  claim 
the right to control the soil which they occupy , and assume 
that it is our duty to coerce them , if necessary , into the 
adoptation and practice of our habits and customs . 

During the 1870 ' s  there were two important government activities aimed at 
Indian assimilation : the formulation of the boarding schools and the General 
Allotment Act of 1887 (Dawes Act ) . At this t ime boarding schools were operated 
with the following rationale described in a USBIA regulation code of 1884 : 

Agents are expected to keep the (boarding) schools filled 
with Indian pupils , first by persuasion ; if this fails , 
then by withholding rat ions or annuities or by such other 
means as may reach the desired end . 

Historical documents reveal the process by which students were taken from 
their cultural setting , p1�ced to strange environments with outsiders speaking a 
strange language , practicing unfamiliar customs . The recruiting of Indian students 
did not seek out tribal counsel or advice ; it had a j ob to do : get the student 
civilized as soon as possible regardless of his previous experience or world view. 

The Dawes Act of 1887 was passed under the basic assumption that what was right 
for the general population was also right for the Indian , i . e . , every person should 
aspire to become a farmer , own a farm and raise a family in domestic tranquility . 
The Act allotted Indian lands held in trust to individual families , usually in 
160-acre plots , the remainder of which was made available to non-Indian settlers . 
After a period of time the Indian obtained t itle to this land , a title subj ect to 
sale . The end result of this Act on Indian life-way is yet unclear ; however , it 
is clear that nearly 50 million acres of Indian land had been transferred to non
Indian ownership , not including the fee patent land presently being sold by Indian 
owners .  The idea of providing land for farmers was a good one , that is good for 
those wanting to be farmers ;  however , there were only a few tribes practicing farm-
ing in 187 7 !  
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Indian abuses through their relat ionships with federal policies and members 
of dominant society did not go unchallenged . Indian advocacy is represented in an 
Act of 1924 declaring - Indians as American citizens , the Meriam Report of 1923 
recommending maj or structural changes in Indian education , the Indian Reorganiza
tion Act of 1934 , and the results of a task force report in 1960 . The Act of 1934 
was to : 

Conserve and develop Indian lands and resources ; to extend 
to Indians the right to form business and other organizat ions ; 
to establish a cred it system for Indians ; to grant certain 
rights of  home rule to Indians ; to provide for vocat ional 
education for Indians ; and for other purposes . 

Section 9 of this Act authorized $25 0 , 000 in any f iscal year "in defraying the 
expenses of organizing Indian chartered corporations or other organizations created 
under this Act , " and Section 10 appropriated $10 million as a revolving fund for 
promoting tribal economic development . 

Indian economic development proceeded under the direction of the BIA ,  and 
tribal councils were organized and chartered under the provisions of  this Act .  
Some tribes were so successful with economic development that Congress in 1953 
passed House Concurrent Resolution 108 (PL 587)  which provided for the terminat ion 
of federal services to the Klamath and Menominee tribes . PL 280 was also passed 
in 195 3 , authoriz ing states to assume responsibility for law and order in Indian 
areas . 

Each of these Congressional Acts was based upon the subtle policy of Indian 
assimilation and the withdrawal of federal services , assuming that these tribes 
are self-sufficient and willing to become part of America ' s  social mainstream .  

It  is  interesting to  point out the great difference between the ideal of  
Indian assimilation as  a human right and the federal policies inhibiting this 
process , i . e . , the establishment of Indian reservat ions and attempts to destroy 
core tribal values facilitating isolation and resistance , discouraging voluntary 
assimilation . It must  be remembered that assimilation also requires a willingness 
on the part of people to accept others as members of their own group , a process 
that has rarely taken place between Indians and surrounding non-Indian communities . 
The sting of social rej ection and the fear of termination of federal services are 
two maj or barriers to Indian assimilation as part of the so-called American 
mainstream.  

However , despite inconsistencies in federal policies for  Indian economic 
development and assimilation , there are rising numbers of examples within Indian 
communities revealing Indian efforts towards self-sufficiency and developing 
small businesses . These developments are occurring within the cultural frameworks 
of tribal society within their own t ime perspectives , supported through funds 
sponsored by the dominant society . Some of these enterprises are undertaken by 
Indian individuals who provide their own impetus and capital as is found in the 
c a s e  of Edward Kisto , a Papago , who established a landscaping service in 1971 . 
Mr . Kisto ' s  Papago employees work on proj ects contracted by him both on and off 
the reservat ion . This f irm uses natural products such as ocotillo cactus and 
s aguaro ribs in fence construction and landscaping . He never exceeds the limits 
of his own capital nor does he accept more j obs than his workers can manage . The 
concept of profit making is used only for creat ing capital for paying wages and 
gradual business expansion . 
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Other Indian enterprises are found in family organizations which operate as 
part of a community function . Such an operation is found with Hopi Crafts at 
Oraibi , Arizona . Started in 1961 by Wayne and Emory Sekaquaptewa and sponsored 
by a small federal loan , this business has grown from an operation of two bro�hers 
into one employing 15 full-time workers , producing silver crafts of high quality 
known throughout the United States . The expansion of  this business has come from 
within the business itself and federal interference has been resisted . 

Hopi Crafts  has its own training program for Hopi youth , its own sales shop , 
and its own marketing outlet . The decision-making process for the operation of 
Hopi Crafts comes from the Hopi mind , and its operation respectfully considers the 
ceremonial calendars of Hopi life and the needs of the Indian community . Many of 
its workers hold responsible ceremonial positions in nearby communities and per
sonnel matters are solved according to Hopi custom . This operation is not motivated 
by profit motive and refuses to exploit its employees as a commodity of production . 
Fellow employees are in many cases blood or clan relatives and the monetary 
returns are shared with the community through employment and in business expansion . 

The acceptance of technological innovation in the production of silver never 
exceeds the comprehension of native craftsmen and production is geared to provide 
a comfortable life wherein each craftsman sees the product from conception to 
completion . 

The last case is with the San Carlos Apache Joj oba Cooperative . This cooper
ative was organized by Apaches with assistance from the University of Arizona and 
funds from several federal sources . Starting in 1972 with a grant from OEO to 
fund harvesting of the j oj oba seeds , some 80 , 000 pounds were gathered by Apache 
families , thereby forming the baseline for oil extraction , chemical experimenta
tion and raw material to involve and interest industrial firms . The acceptance 
of j oj oba as an Apache industry was more easily facilitated since it is a plant 
native to the area , used and named by them for medicinal purposes , and a form of 
ready cash to family groups on a seasonal basis . The real test came when Mr .  
Anderson helped organize the Cooperative requiring Apache management and commit
ment to a long-range program . The organization of the Association followed the 
Apache pattern of careful review of important factors according to their time 
schedule of acceptance . No high pressure selling could be used nor could the con
cept of profit making be used to implement this program. More importantly , plan
ning wherein all members of the community could benefit with the decision-making 
process remaining in the hands of Apache people is identified as an important 
criteria for acceptance of the j oj oba program.  Profits were not seen as profit 
for profit sake , but as the means for group survival , providing employment for 
Indian people . Apache talent was expressed in the development of candles bearing 
unique Apache artwork . Creat ivity according to the Apache culture became an im
portant element in the development of an industry supported by the Apache community . 

It ' s  too early to determine the success of the Apache j oj oba industry at San 
Carlos . However , there have been some important developments which are crucial 
to Apache acceptance of j oj oba as a technological innovation . Important to this 
acceptance is the formation of the association by the Apache people themselves 
according to Apache criteria of time and the acceptance of responsib ility . The 
acceptance of responsibility was a group process requiring the support of families 
involved with the harvesting , the five-member board of directors from the Apache 
community , the 1500 Apaches who have donated one dollar to become a member of the 
association , and the artists who have dedicated their talents in the creation of a 
native conceived industry represented in candle production . 
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In the analysis of these case histories taken from the Apache , Hopi , and 
Papago Reservations , several things can be said concerning Indian acceptance of 
outside innovat ion� as part of their economic development . Firstly ,  innova�ions 
are only accepted if they represent no great alteration of existing cultural frame
works , and the incorporation of innovation must conform to exist ing time schedules 
which are compatible with the functions of the community . Secondly , the acceptance 
of innovation must  involve the decision making and imagination of community members 
who are involved in the change process .  Changes must bear cultural impressions 
during the transfer process ; one cannot expect a society to incorporate innovat ions 
without modification . Finally there mus t  be time allowances made for the develop
ment of managerial skills in the acceptance of responsib ility for the development 
of new innovat ions by tribal people . The greater the technical skills required 
to manage new innovat ions , then , greater must be time for institutional changes 
within the social system to effectively manage the innovation . 

We have seen through this presentation that tribal-federal relationships , 
despite their great inconsistencies and their attempts  to assimilate Indians away 
from their tribal ways , have not completely eradicated their ability to function 
as tribal people in the development of new industries . However ,  it was shown that 
the acceptance of new innovation cannot exceed the cultural limitation of accept
ance , levels of which vary from tribe to tribe . 

Therefore , tribal acceptance of innovation thus far has been a gradual process ,  
a process which must be t ime tested and proven workable by tribal cultural stand
ards . I seriously doubt  that innovations requiring vast technical knowledge for 
development which could threaten existing cultural foundat ions will find ready 
acceptance by Indian communities , especially if one expects these communities to 
incorporate these innovations as part  of its society ' s  function . 

However , it is possible to introduce innovation gradually , providing oppor
tunity for leadership experience among tribal peoples who would eventually accept 
managerial responsibility . 

It is in the area of leadership development at a pace acceptable to the Indian 
community that guayule or any other technological innovation offers its greatest 
economic potential to Indian communities . It is therefore important for Indian 
acceptance that the introduct ion of new innovat ions to Indian communities seriously 
recognize Indian values , time perception , and social structure . 
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Conc luding . . Remarks 

Noel Vietmeyer 
Nat ional Academy of Sciences 

As a younger sc ient ist I must say how impressed I am with the Emergency 
Rubber Proj ec t . What a wonderful proj ec t it was and what a tragedy it hasn t t  been 
given greater cred it ! 

It  existed only for thr ee and a half years but it solved dozens of technical 
prob lems , produced billions of guayu1e seedlings as well as three million pounds 
of rubber for the war effort , and a further 2 1  million pounds in the bushes that , 
in 1946 , were des troyed unharves ted . 

The success of  this Conference has been due to the ded icated effort expended 
by the thousands of ERP sc ientis ts , technic ians and workers . \Vhat we ' ve learned 
here is largely based on their work . 

Some of the important points we ' ve learned are : 

1 .  That guayu1e was no t abandoned for any technical reason inherent in the 
rubber . This can be seen clearly from the Conference discuss ions . Rather , the 
abandonmen t was due to reasons of polit ics and prej ud ice which have never been pub
lished or explained explicitly . Our guayu1e historian ,  Dr . Droze , could perhaps 
ferret them out f rom the archives in Washington . 

2 .  That probably more is known about guayu1e ( 9 00 publ ished papers and 
hundreds of cub ic feet o f  f iles in the archives in llashington) than any o ther crop 
that is no t now in produc tion . Good manuals for its handl ing and produc t ion are 
availab le .  

3 .  That guayu1e produc t ion i s  read ily mechanized (and standard equipment , 
only slight ly mod if ied , can be  used ) . This is important for countr ies l ike the 
United S tates . 

4 .  Tha t although irr igation may be needed , the 16-18 inches of to tal mo is
ture tha t guayule requires is far less than convent ional crop s need . Here in the 
water-scarce Southwes t ,  this may become very important . 

5 .  That guayu1e yields can ' t  compare wi th modern llevea rubber yields but 
there are tantal iz ing tidbits of informat ion that give hope that the situat ion 
may rapidly change .  Guayu1e phys iology is ideally set up for genetic improvement ,  
and the var iab ili ty exis ts to allow us to exploit it . Dr . Bened ict ment ioned one 
exper imental plo t that produced an increase of over 100 lbs . of rubber per acre 
per month dur ing a per iod of  almost  two years . 

6 .  That guayu1e ' s  fertilizer requirements are no t great . Today , that is a 
very important advantage for a crop plant , and with increasing energy prices it ' s  
going to become more impor tant in the future . 

7 .  That guayule can be affected by some fungi and bac ter ia . Yet they are 
the common contro llable microorganisms that infect conventional crops such as 
let tuc e and cot ton , We also learned that no v iral d iseases (which are part icular
ly diff icul t to control) are known , and that guayu1e also res ists roo t kno t nema
todes , ano ther ser ious pes t . No thing was ment ioned about insect pests--I believe 
that ' s  because they are no t ser ious . 
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8 .  That guayule ' a by .... products may become ;impor t ant-more important than the 
rubber , some speakers have aaid . Wood pulp ;is a valuab l e  commodity today ; so are 
hard waxes ,  and gua,yule cuticle wax has a higher mel.t;ing point than carnauba , the 
very "king" of waxes • Some of the resin ingredients may , with further study , also 
prove to have some commercial value . 

In addition I ' d  like to suggest consideration of one more by-product :  guayule 
seed . Guayule is a prolific seeder , and the seed is readily removed . Could the 
plants be used as an oilseed crop? If this can be done to profit the farmer more 
than his harvesting costs , it could make guayule growing far more attractive and 
provide income and employment during the otherwise lean years before the rubber 
reaches harvestable quantities . 

Dr . Federer suggested two more special situations that could mitigate concerns 
over the long time between harvests . One is intercropping useful plants between 
the rows of young guayule and the other is the use of guayule to stabilize soil 
and prevent erosion . In this latter case guayule could still serve as a rubber 
source or as a standing stockpile of rubber for strategic emergencies . 

Since the ERP days , technology has made miraculous advances . Analyses that 
30 years ago would have taken months can now be performed in minutes . Indeed , 
today we can gain insights into guayule rubber ' s  molecular structure that were un
dreamed of  even 10 years ago . Luckily for all of us guayuleros ,  U . S .  Department 
of Agriculture res�archers ,  20 years ago , carefully preserved one block of de
resinated guayule rubber � A month ago , Bill Miller , Irvin Feustal and I found 
it in a federal archive in Washington , D . C . , s till well preserved . Samples of 
this block , analyzed courtesy of Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company , have demon
strated the remarkably high qualities described to the Conference by Mr . Pierson . 
These are confirmed by Dr . Campos ' s  results and we can now say that guayule rubber 
has properties virtually identical with those of Hevea rubber . 

In molecular structure , in average molecular weight , in glass transition 
temperature ,  in thermal stab ility , in thermal oxidation s tability , in heat capac
ity and in tensile strength , guayule rubber is essentially identical with Hevea 
rubber . Dr . Campos and his colleagues from Mexico deserve all our recognition 
for the work they ' ve done in this area . It has brought a quantum leap to our 
knowledge of guayule rubber . With wonderful foresight , the Mexican government 
is backing their guayule program with a well-funded , well-planned , pilot rubber 
production program. I ' m terribly impressed that they ' re approaching it by apply
ing the very latest in scientific and technical knowledge .  Their method of 
handling the rubber in solution gives them great power to protect the rubber 
against oxygen and ozone , to remove impurities , to modify the rubber chemically : 
it gives them great control over homogeneity , and over quality in general . Per
haps they will develop SGR--Standard Guayule Rubber . It was SMR--Standard Malay
sian Rubber--that brought uniform and guaranteed quality to Hevea rubber . It was 
a great advance in the marketing of Hevea rubber ; in guayule it woul4 be  a giant 
step into modern times . 

When guayule was abandoned 30 years ago , the times were wrong . But we are 
now in the midst of a vast change in the world ' s  appreciation for plant-derived 
resources . We can thank the OPEC cartel for that • • . •  together with a growing 
awareness that in a few more decades , the world will be out of petroleum. This 
change favors reconsideration of guayule and other events make it even more 
urgent : 
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1 .  OPEC revives memories of the British/Dutch rubber cartels in the 1920 ' s  
and 1930 ' s  that completely controlled the amount of rubber the u . s .  could 
purchase . 

2 .  The skyrocketing price of petroleum that is increasing the price of 
synthetic polyisoprene rubber , guayule ' s  man-made competitor . 

3 .  The burgeoning population that is forcing us to utilize marginal lands , 
the kind where guayule will grow . 

4 .  The desperate plight of Indians , on impoverished arid reservations 
in the Southwest  who need crops that can be farmed in their parched soils . 

Perhaps none of these factors alone is enough to j ustify renewed guayule 
production . Together , however , they make a strong case for reviving guayule 
research , development and testing . 

During the Conference it became apparent that we 've barely scratched the 
surface in most  research areas relevant to guayule exploitation : 

1 .  in breeding and genetics 
2 .  in extraction technology 
3 .  in guayule rubber technology 
4 . in understanding the value of the by-products 

Much remains to be done and it will be exciting research . Once the word 
gets out , I think that many researchers worldwide will want to exercise their 
skills in these areas . As Dr . Bonner said , "There ' s  a lot that can be done with 
rubber plants and there remains a lot to be done with guayule . " 

Today we don ' t have a wartime emergency ; we don ' t  need a crash program .  We 
have time for contemplating , for trials , for testing , for comparing different 
approaches and techniques . The tools at our command are vas t ,  and much greater 
than those available to the previous guayule proj ects . 

But the thousands of researchers and technicians who know how to use the 
tools and techniques are unaware that guayule needs them .  We , the participants 
in this Conference , have seen the light and can point out the darkness  that needs 
illumination . Let ' s  go from here and inoculate new generations with guayule 
fever . The heat and stress that that generates may be enough to bring guayule 
bouncing back . 

Let this not be the end of the cooperative spirit generated here . Let ' s  try 
to keep it go ing . Won ' t  someone take up the challenge and produce a guayule news
letter to keep us all in contact ?  It ' s  worked wonderfully for j oj oba . Also , 
let ' s  develop a roster with the names and addresses of all the guayuleros we can 
find , so that we can get the Conference ' s  message to them and we can give them a 
chance to add their voices to ours . To the roster should be added the guayulero ' s  
affiliation with the previous programs and his area of expertise . I think that in 
the near future many scientists will need their advice . This could be crucial for 
getting modern guayule research off the ground in the most efficient way and with 
the fewest mistakes . 

I ' d  particularly recommend that a j oint US /Mexican guayule cooperative effort 
be instituted . It ' s  clear that it would be mutually beneficial . We have much to 
learn from each other . 
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In summary , I ' d  say that the spirit of the meeting is cautiously positive . 
I don ' t think that anyone is going to charge out into the desert and pour their 
money into guayu1e p�antations • .  Nevertheless , �here ' s a feeling that with good 
funding , good research , and good will from industry and government , that guayu1e 
could become a national mater ials resource for the United S tates , for Mexico , for 
Israel , and I suspect for other countries too . 
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& University of Ga . 
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U . S . F . S . , Ret ired 
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3940 Nordin Ave . 
Ogden , UT 84403 
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Associate Dean 
University of Arizona 
College of Agriculture 
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Bureau of Indian Affairs 
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University of Texas 
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Harvard University 
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for International Development 
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National Research Council 
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86 . Alej andro Azao1a Espinosa 
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IMIQUE 
Providencia 1239 
Mexico , D . F .  

87 . Benito Canales-Lopez 
Under-Director 
Comision Naciona1 de las Zones 

Aridas 
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Mexico , D . F .  
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Operations Mgr . 
Phillips Petr o Co . LA 
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Endangered Species Prod . 
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90 . Richard Felger 
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P . O . Box 5607 
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97 . George A .  McCallum 
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San Jose State Univ . 
1187 Clark Way 
San Jose , CA 95125 

98 . Ed Mazzetti 
Dir . & State Secretary 
RCA & ITCC 
Box 35 Rincon 
Valley Center , CA 92082 

99 . Emily Morrow 
Jo Joba Corp . 
365 W .  Second 
Escondido , CA 92085 

100 . Wilkie Nash 
Representative 
Apache Marketing 
P . O .  Box 681 
San Carlos , AZ 85550 

101 . Marino Nicolas 
Consulting Eng . 
Comm. del Zones Aridas 
Tonala 30 
Mexico , D . F .  

102 . Carlos E .  Pena 
Dir . & Coordinator 
Conocyt 
Insurgentes Sur . 1677 
Mexico City , Mexico 

103 . Manuel Puebla 
Tech . Director 
Consej o Nal . de Ciencia y Tecnologia 
Insurgentes Sur . 1677-7 
Mexico , D . F .  

104 . Dave Rowe 
P . O .  Box 58  
Tribune , KS  67879  

105 . Kurt Seligman 
Gen . Dev . Supt . 
DuPont Co . 
150 N .  Caldward Dr . 
Beaumont , TX 7 7707  

106 . Hewitt M .  Tysdal 
USDA - retired 
5960 Encina Rd . 
Goleta , CA 93017 

107 . Dr . J .  Uribe 
Pres ident 
Mexican Ac . of Ag . Sciences 
Cuautla No . 7 6-78  
Mexico , D . F .  
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108 . Mrs . Hugh H .  Anderson 
California 

109 . Mrs . T . F .  Banigan 
925 Paloma Dr . 
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California 

111 . Ann B .  Byrne 
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112 . Eleanor E .  Campbell 
260 Milledge Heights 
Athens , GA 30601 

113 . Lela S .  Emerson 
Rt . 5 ,  Box 1942 
Port Angeles , WA 98362 

114 . Ruby R .  Feustel 
1126 Park Hills Rd .  
Berkeley , CA 94708 

115 . Helen R .  Gardner 
369 N .  5 E .  
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116 . Gloria G .  Hanson 
California 

117 . Helen M .  Hawkes 
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California 

119 . Lucile W. Hilgeman 
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120 . Audrey Kalver 
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123 . Phyllis McCallum 
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530 E .  Cambridge Dr . 
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125 . Mary Michael 
Office of Arid Lands Studies 
University of Arizona 
Tucson , AZ 85721 
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California 

127 .  Mrs . Charles Riggs 
California 

128 . Edith Roberts 
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Greenbrae , CA 94904 

129 . Nancy Rowe 
Box 58  
Tribune , KS 67879  

D .M .  Park 
San Carlos Agency 
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Cornell University 
207 Homestead Terrace 
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